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Abstract

Any cohetent theory of language comprehension must account for the ways in which

different infotmational sources are combined in the anaþsis and inte¡pretadon of language

input. Undl tecently, punchration has teceived very litde attend.on in psycholinguisd.cs, even

though puncnration marks are perhaps among the most imporønt structural elements in

written lzngaage. The major aim of the cuffent ptoject was to examine whethet

punctuation, in the fotm of colnmas, ptovides a dependable and effective cue for

facilitating teading petformance-as measuted by teading speed and comprehension.

Futther, the relationship between the reading-ability of particþants and the effectiveness of

punctuation was exploted. The nod.on of redundancy in punctuad.on, and whether the

cofirma exetrs a similar influence on both simple- and difficult-to-process sentences u/as

also considered.

Both the plausibility of potential attachments and the length of ambþous regions in

sentences have been shown to influence the severity of misanalysis experienced by readers.

The way in which apptopriate puncíration affects the impact of these factors in processing

and comprehension of ambþous sentences was investigated. An additional aim of the

reseatch was to determine whether the previously observed disambþating effects of

cotnmas could be simply credited to cl¿usal segmentation. The fiodiræ indicated that

cornmâs do mote than simply physically segmenting text. Commas were observed to have a

sffong and structutally dependent influence on sentence processing-paticulatly with

skilled 1s2ds1s-s¡ccessfully aveting the need for major teanalysis, either by eliminating

misanalysis altogethet or activating rapid repair.

A vatiety of synøctically relevant constraints are likely to be accessible, which could

be used to inform parsing commiunents. What the constraints are, and how and when they

ate used, temains an important and latgely unresolved question. The curent findings

cleatly suggest that punctuation is one such constraint. Moreover, the effectiveness of

punctuation as a syntactic constraint appears strongly tied to reading-abiJity. The results

suggest that models of sentence parsing and comprehension that do not include a tole for

punctuation are incomplete.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction to Dissertation

Manl arilers pnfess gvat exactness in punctaation, wbo neaerlet made a þoint

-Ceorye 
Prcntice

l.l PREAMBLE

Psycholinguistics is a hybrid discþline that has evolved out of the psychologist's

intetest in language and the linguist's interest in psychology. The mutual relevance of

psychology and linguistics has been recognised for a long time, yet it is only relativeþ

tecently that psycholinguistics has achieved the level of an accepted discþline, with its own

assumptions, theoties and research methodologies. Latguage,in many respects, is the

subjective veil through which we view tbe existence and nature of our thoughts;

accordingly, the discipline of psycholinguistics is both pu¡poseful and interesting.

Sentence processing is a sub-domain of psycholinguistics that attempts to account

for how people compose the meanings ftom sentences they read or hear. In order to

understand a sentence, it is necessary fot the listener or teader to determine the syntactic

structure of the sentence. The assignment of the words in a sentence to their relevant

linguistic categories is teferred to æ parcing (Gleason & Ratner, 1993). Sentence parsing

involves the tapid integmtion of numerous types of information, for example lexical,

structural ¿nd discoutse $r[itchell,7994), and research in this area is ineviably

intetdisciplinaty, dtzsting on wotk in such areas as theoretical linguistics, expedmenøl

psychology and computer science fodor, 1995).

This dissert¿tion focuses on the syntactic aspects of patsing and, in particular, how

gtaphic, non-lexical features, which we call þunctuation marks', can guide the structurd

composition of a sentence. Given that punch¡âtion marks ate perhaps among the most
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impottant structural elements in wdtten language, the apparentra;flty with which the role of

punctuation marks has been systematically examined, theit effect on reading speed and

comprehension exploted, and their adequacy questioned, appeats mystifying.

1.1.1 Pr¡nctuation: A Neglected Topic.

Three distinct but interdependent written language systems have been suggested as

avulable fot indicating the structute of discoutse: lexical matkets, including cue wotds and

phrases; punctuâtion matkers, including periods, cornmas, colons, semi-colons, dashes and

patentheses; and gaphical markers, including tÏe use of.pztagnph bteaks and itemised or

enumerated lists pale, 1990). The fust of these is cleatly uncontrovetsial and well

researched; however, it is only relatively recently that researchets have begun to seriously

contemplate the otlets. Perhaps it is the pewasive bias towards the spoken language as the

pdmaq' object of linguistic study that has resulted in language researchers all but lgnoring

the value of the second and third classifications Q.trunbetg, 1990).

This lack of tesearch into the tole of punctuation in reading has been acknowledged

by teseatchers both from z linguistic penpective (e.g., Baron,2007; Bruthiaux, 1993;

Levinson, 1985; Meye41,987; Nunbetg, 1990; Patkes,7992) and a psycholinguistic

viewpoint (e.g., Baldwin & Coady, 7978;Chzfe, 1988; Chapman, 7993;Cor.ð,eiro, Giacobbe,

&Cazden,1983; Hill & Murray,2000b; Murray,2000; Scholes & lffillis, 1990; Shapeto,

I OCìO\ l\f^-^^t,^- ^å --^^^-+ ¡L^-^ ^-^ E^--, -^*--^l l^---^^^ ^--t-,^:^ ^- -^^^-^¿^L)/Z). rYr\,rlruvçr, ¿L PrçÐçuL Luçrç ¿nç rçw n¡aLu¿u ü4Ltöu'Yç zurayùrù LrI Ëçr¡crau(Ju ùyùLçurù

that make fulIuse of puncnration, and those that do make a Iimited use of it are considered

the exception rather than the rule (Bayraktar, Say, & A,kman, 1998; Briscoe & Carroll,7994;

Da,Le,7991,; Dorän, 1996; Jones, 7994). Commonly, punctuad.on is removed ftom the text

before analysis is caried out, or else the compuational systems are desþed to þore

punchration occuning in the text. In the same way, the generad.on framework tends to

ptoduce a text without punctuation @eeferman, Berger, &Lzfferty,1998).

2



Other discþlines of reseatch have dealt, ¿t least to some extent, with punctuation-

most notably in palaeogtaphic studies of ancient scripts and manuscripts, and in literary

studies. Investigations into punctuation have been used in such discþlines to ascert¿in the

otigins of texts, establish uncoffupted versions of imporønt use, and on occasion explore

the stylistic use of punctuation (Levinson, 1985). Aside ftom a ptescriptive standpoint

obsewed in stylistic guides (commonly, these reviews employ a prescdptive üeatment of

punchration, in which long lists of rules are g'iven, but the acnral practice is not considered),

punctuation matks had not been studied much by linguists until the nineteen-eighties.

Pedagogically, punctuation has also endued neglect (Flall, 1996; Robinson, 1996).

Mordaunt (7993, p. 68) mend.ons five fallacies ftom which punchration teaching has

suffeted:

/. Sfuce tlte teacbing ofgrammar is oø1, punctuation should noî be taøgbt;

2. Pancttølion is a rzatter ofpersonal taste, and so cannot be tauþt;

3. Concenlration on mecltanical asþuß of knguage inhibifs mariui!, and tltertfon

puncraaîion sbould not be taugltt;

4. For ilte less abl¿ it sltoøld be firsî tltings frst', and an1 consifuration of

punctuaîion is an exæs¡iae burdmfor such þupzls; and

5. Punctuation is annecessøgt in an1 case.

The limited empftical research that ltas dealt with punch¡ation has been largely

conducted in recent times-pethaps due to the absence of a concise formal backgound

fot the absttact problem Sones, 1996). fntetest in the subject has dsen v¡ithin the last

decade-and-a-half due to the realisation that a fuller understanding of the processing

associ¿ted v¡ith written language is quite impossible without t"kirg puncnration into

accolult. Of the recent valuable inquiries that have been undetaken, those on the synthesis

side have focused on u¡ays of fornali,ing the discourse functions of punctuation, whereas

4
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those on the analysis side have emphasized how punctuad.on can imptove robust patsing

SØhite, 1995). Once it is accepted that punctuation is an orthographic component that is

inseparable ftom written language, continued tesearch into punctuation can only be viewed

as sensible @ayrakør et aI., 1998).

W.hile it is teadily assumed that punctuation plays a cncialrole in skilled reading, the

amount of dLect empirical investigation of its effects is, to say the least, very limited. When

encountering wdtten langaage, the shapes, positions and sequences give us cues to

understanding, and these need to be accommodated into habits in ordet to respond easily

and accutateþ. These habits have been formed in us by encounters w'ith conventional

devices for the effi.cient uanscdbing of language, which have evolved over the centuries

(Spradley, 1971). Conventions of teading and wdting, based on visual sþals, such as

spâces, reading ftom left to right, and punctuadon have been est¿blished ovet dme,

according to thefu degree of usefuIness. Intuitively, the fact that there has been inadequate

attendon paid to the role of punctuation in sentence patsing appears amiss; as punctuadon

is such antntegral part of written language it is difficult to envision producing any

substantial body of unpunctuated text, or being easily able to understand such a body of

text pale, 1991;Jones, 1996;Jones,7994; Meyer, 1987). kideed, as illustrated in 1.1, the

reader has become to rely on purietuation marks rather heavily.

(1 . 1) convendonsbasedonvisualsþalssuchasspacesreadingftomleftt
orighøndpunctuationhaveb e enes tablishedovertimeac cordingt
otheirdegteeo fu s e fu lnes sintuiwelythe factthattherehasb eenina
dequateâttentionp aidtotheroleo þunchrationins entencep arsing
app eats amis s a spunctuationis suchaninte gtalp arto frrdttenlangu
ageitis diffi cultto envisionpro ducinganysub s tantialb o dyo fu npu
nctuatedtextotb eingeasilyabletounderst¿ndsuchabodyoftext

This disseration will pd".lp^lly address the role of punctuation in wdtten langaage,

taking into account the constraints imposed and the opportunities offered by the structure

of text in which punctuation ma¡kers appear. Punchration has become an essendal

4



component of wdtten language, functioning to tesolve structural uncertainties in text, and

sþal nuances of semandc significance which otherwise might not be conveyed (?atkes,

1992). The study of punctuation marks as functioning linguistic units, howevet, has latgely

been neglected; this has been combined with a 'less is best' punctuation policy (Chapman,

1993),which has been endorsed by many of the mtjor stylistic pundits. This research is

intended to tecti$' the formet and examine the l¿ttet.

1. 1. 1. 1 Defrnition of Punctuation

Punctuation is a phenomenon of wdtten language-its history bound with th¿t of

the wdtten medium (Parkes, 1992). After the invention of the alphabet, the creation of

punctuation is considered as the ptimary development in the history of wdting @oley,

1993). Although small and unassuming, punctuadon marks aim to sewe the vial functions

of separating clusters of alphabetic symbols into manageable pieces, and bdnging otdet to

clanfy meaning, or at le¿st prevent the wrong meaning being exffacted. In relation to the

timeftame in which the expansion of the u¡ritten language took place, the arival of

punctuation was quite delayed. The tenn þunctuation'itself did not appeü in the sense in

which u¡e comprehend it today until the mid-seventeenth-cenhrry, dedving ftom the Latin

wotd puactas (to point). Prior to this time it was called pointing while punctuation referred

instead to the insetion in Hebrew texts of points near consonants to indicate vowels.

During a pedod atound 1650, the two terms exchanged meaning.

As suggested by Dale (1991), punctuation occupies an interesting middle ground

between overtly linguistic phenomena Qike cue wotds and phrases) and overdy layout-

odeñted phenomena (such as indent¿tion and spacing). In line urith Nunberg's (1990, p.17)

influential monograph The Linguistics of Punctaatioz, the term punctuation is defined hete as

"a set of non-aþhanumedc characters thatar.e used to provide information about structr¡râl

telations among elements of a text, including commas, semicolons, pedods, parentheses,

quotation matks and so forth." Viewed as such, punctuation marks function to signifr the

5



gÌ^î'ÍTta:ic l stucture and meaning of wdtten text, and ate all segmental units of wddng, as

they fully occupy a position in the linear sequence of written symbols. Vadous non-

segmental features, however, can serve the same kind of purpose as puncnradon marks. In

7.2, for example, the beginning sentence of the sentence is índicated non-segmentally by

the capitalisadon of the first letter, the title of the literary work is italicised (non-

segmentally), and the end of the sentence is indicated segmentally by a full stop

punctuation mark.

(1.2) I considet brd of tlte Nngs to be the catalyst for books in this geffe.

Thetefote, punctuation is regatded as not only encompassing the use of puncnration

marks, but also of such features as italics, czpitalletters, bold face, and small capitals. One

othet aspect that falls undet the rubdc of punctuation is the use of space-notably to

separate one wotd ftom the next. Spaces between words, like punctuadon marks, are

segmenøl ùnits, as they occupy a whole position in the linear sequence. The term

punctuation, therefore, is used to denote punctuation marks, spaces, and non-segrnental

modifications Q.Junbetg, Bd.scoe, & Huddlestot,2002). Moreover, punctuation could ¿lso

be said to include ult¡a-sentence entities such as headings, sectioning, size and style of

chatacters, justification and positional properties of titles (Pascual & Virbel, 1996).

Examining these types of text-structual indications in the frrnction of punctuation can be

worthwhile, as they plzy a double tole of textual segmentation and sþposting the textual

function of the segment, which, at a geneic level, is also the case fo¡ infta-sentence

Punctuauon.

Fot a limited set of apparent)y minot gtaphical features, therefore, punctuation offers

a sizeable pool of struchral information (IliU & Muray, 1997a). A useful way of

structudng the mechanisms necessary to produce organised and readable text is to employ

three matking systems pale, 1991). The first of these, the primary marking system,

6



includes marks of the alphabet and syllabary used to represent the words (usually called

wdting); the secondary marking system uses graphic devices like commas and periods to

otganise words (usually called punctuation); the tetiary marking system includes lay-out

properties within 
^ 

p^ge (such as sections, divisions and footnotes) as well as gtoupings of

pages (such as chaptets and indexes) to otganise sets ofclauses and sentences.

1.1.1.2 Punctuation Use

The use of punctuation marks can be divided into three categod.es: those situations

where punctuation marks are matdttory, such as at the end of a sentence; those situations

where use of punctuation is unacceptable; and those sinrations whete puncnration is

possible, but not compulsory. In the latter, valuable information can be exüacted ftom the

existence and type of a puncnration marþ but if the mark is absent the analysis can ptoceed

corectly 
^ny-w^y flones, 1996). With this in mind, the present reseatch focuses on the fi¡st

and last categories of punctuation ì¡se.

The rules of punctuation 
^re 

cte^ted and maintained by wdtets to heþ make their

prose more effective, and their exact meaning changes ovet dme. At any point in dme, a

particular punctuation mark means what wdters agreeitmeans; as consensus shifts, so will

its meaning. The argument for some amount of determinism in the use of punctuation is

reinforced through the many style guides that take the view that there ate cortect and

incorect ways to use punchration Sones, 1996). It is important to appreciate, however, that

there is ahzzy middle region where idiosynctasy and disagteement reign supreme.

l.l.2Tbe Relationship between Speech, Wdti"g and Puncnration

Historically,linguists have invariably approached the study of writing conüasdvely, as

a mode of linguistic expression altemative to speech. Until recently, the contrast was dtau¡n

in order to disparage the view of writing as an object of theoretical concern. As the

A,me¡ican linguist Leonard Bloomfield (1887 - 7949) famously ftamed ig 'qü(/titing is not
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language, but mereþ a means of recording language by means of visual marks" (cited in

Nunberg, 1990, p. 1). In more recent years, however, the tendency has been to view

wtiting and speech âs two distinct linguistic systems (Coulmas, 1989; Scribner & Coe,

1981). Speech has been chatacted.sed as intetpersonal, ephemeral, spontaneous, loosely

structuted and informal; whereas wriûng has been described as planned, highly structured,

durable, monologic, and formal (Chafe & Danielewicz,7987). Even so, the written

language is still very much defined and legitimated by reference to the propeties of the

spoken language. In the same way, the discipline of psycholinguistics has been dedicated

almost exclusiveþ to language as embodied speech.

Ethnogaphically oriented snrdies have argued that the relationship between wdting

and speech is not dichotomous-but spectral. Influenced by social circumst¿nces, a written

text may be mote protot,¡pically speech-like than normal conversadon, or vice vetsa

@aton, 2001). One intention of this dissetation is to chart the evolution of English

punctuation against the changing character of wdting. Well into the seventeenth-century,

the central frrnctions of vernaculat writing v/ere to document official transactions or to

enable teaders to re-cteate speech at a future time. Dudng the seventeenth-cenhrry, the

written (and pdnted) word began to realise grc^tüindependence ftom speech, reaching full

flowet in the eighteenth-, nineteenth-, and earþ twentieth-eenhrries. Sinee the Second

!Øodd rüØat, howevet, wdtten English-pethaps more notably in America-hâs once again

increasingly become a handmaiden to speech @aron, 2001). R¿ther thz¡ amedium

supporting formal rhetod.c, much of the late-twentieth-century wdting serves as a ditect

mirror of informal discourse and is, on the whole, interchangeable with it.

Notably, ttacing the evolution of punctuadon assists in monitodng the changing

symmetry between speech and wdting in the history of wdtten English. The extent to

which the Jiterate community views speech and wtiting as independent or interdependent

modes of language is, on some level reflected in the rhetotical or slmtactic nature and

character of punctuation featured in wdting of a given period (Baton, 2001). Recent
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research byJones (1996) and Baron (2001), examining the history of puncnration, suggests

that the tangibte marks of punctuation can be used to gain a window on the historical

interplay in the relationship between speech and writing. This dissertadon, through

providing a relatively detailed history of the development of punctuation and exâmining

cuffent accounts of the function of punctuad.on, discusses the shifting telationship between

writing and speech.

1.1.3 Reading Reseatch: Patsing and Ambiguity

1.1.3.1 Introduction to Parsing Research

For a skilled adult reader, reading typically âppeârs to be an instant¿neous and

cohesive process. Under the scrutiny of research, however, this assessment is far ftom

accurate. Reading is not a distinct mental operation; tather, theotists differentiate

component processes of reading at the word, sentence, and text level ftIabetlandt, 1994).

$Øhile tecognising that any comptehensive cornmentary on the human ptocessing of

written language must account for the successfirl recognition of all the wotds and visible

features of an individual sentence, this dissertation is concerned with the joutney that

begins immediately after these preceding tecognition stâges-sentence patsing.

Concentrating on the psycholinguistic field of patsing which, in a linguistic sense,

emphasises the interaction between words in otdet to generate sentences, ¿llows the

meaning of sentences to be fat greater than the simple sum of their parts.

In order to comprehend a sentence, an individual must compute the st¡uctual

relationship between the constituent words, phrases and clauses. In most natural languages

this task is complicated, as practically all sentences contain stdngs of words that zre, or at

least appear, struchrrally ambþous when first encountered @4itchell, 1986). Sentence-level

processes include syntactic parsing processes. Using surface matkers, wotd class, wotd

position and punctuad.on, these ptocesses otganise the wotds of sentence into syntactic
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structure (Crystal, 7987;Hzberlandt,1994) An efficient processing system must somehow

be capable of making the corect parsing decisions most of the time; minimising, or

pethaps even avoiding, obstacles introduced by backtracking or dealing with misleading

statrs.

Parsing opetations are extremely rapid, and for this reason it has ptoved almost

impossible to develop experimental measures that can convincingly be demonstrated to

quanti$r the full t^nge of parsing operations at the point in ptocessing when they actually

occuÍ. NeveÍheless, it is possible to use indirect procedures to obtain much of the

information needed fot øckling the complex issue of human patsing (IVlitchell, 1gg4).

Many of these indfuect methods exploit the fact that natural languages can be hbhly

ambþous. On the basis of how readets handle ambþous matenal,inferences c¿n be

drawn about opetations thzt xe difficult to observe directly. Consequently, much of the

empirical work on patsing centres on how people contend v¡ith struchrrally ambþous

sentences (see Harley,7995; Kennedy, Radach, Heller, & pynte, 2000; Whitney, 199g).

1.1.3.2 Ambiguity in Parsing Reseatch

A latge amoufit of the cuffent wotk on parsing, then, focuses how readers cope with

syntactic ambiguity: how they choose altematives, what determines parsing preferences,

and how they deal with temporary structural ambrguity. Strucn¡ral ambigurty ad.ses when a

cêñfâî^ô L^. *^-- +L^- ^-^ ^--¿^^!^ ^--l---.:- --l-i -I - a- - I ' .tov¡¡Lvr¡eu [4ù r¡rvr! q¡4u uuç Ðy.trLaLuL ¿uanysN, wrucf¡ orten nappens üansleûuy at least. lne

extreme case of ttansient syntactical ambiguity is the 'garden path' sentence, where the

reader has a cleat sense of having selected an incorect structual analysis (Fl"rl.y, 1995).

These sentences-are so called because they lead the ¡eader or listener up the garden path to

an incortect Parse. For most people, sentences such as 1.3 and 1.4look as though they are

inconect when, in fact, each is grammatcally cortecg and each has a clear meaning @inker,

1ee4).
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(1.3) The man who hunts ducks out on weekends

(1.4) Fat people eat accumulates.

Such indirect methods, therefore, can exploit the fact that natural languages are

capable of being highly ambþous. Readets ate deliberately ptesented v¡ith ambþous

mateialand, depending on how they cope with the ambiguity, infetences can be dtawn

about the operations that are difficult to obsewe directly (I\4itchell, 1994).Investigations of

syntactically ambþous sentences arepnmmly concerned with the basis on which teaders

commit to parsing the sentence in a particular way SVhitney, 1998).

Many people consider that garden path sentences are nther odd, as often there

would be pauses in normal speech, and corntnas in written language, which, although

stdctly optional, ate usaalþ there to prevent ambiguity in the first place ftIarley, 1995). A

substantial body of tecent work has studied the prosodic pattem in which a sentence is

spoken, and findings indicate that prosody can be used to tesolve local or temPorâry

ambiguiry (e.g., Beach,7991; Cohen, Douaire, &Mzyadz,2001; Schafet, Speet, Waren, &

lù(/'hite, 2000). When spoken aloud, nânüal stress can easily resolve such temPorary

ambiguity-in pdnciple, the idea of ambiguity mlght not even occui to a listenet in the fi¡st

place. Indeed, there is some evidence to suggest that prosodic cues can operate effectively

at the earliest stages of parsing and inteqpretation in sentence comprehension (e.g',

Marslen-Wilson, Tylet, Wanen, Gtenier, & Lee, 1992).

Although there some is evidence that punctuadon, pti-"tily colnmas, can influence

the course of on-line parsing (e.g., Hill & Murray, 2000a; Mitchell & Holmes, 1985), most

researchers studying sentence processing have either deleted sentence internal punctuation

with casual abandon (e.g., Ferefua & Hendetson, 1991; Fnzíer & Raynet, 7982.), or have

assumed that they necessarily understand the role it will pl"y (".g., Pickering & Traxler,

1993). In such cases it is possible that these atypical sentences are not telling us as much

about normal parsing as previously thought (FI*I"y, 1995; Muray,2000).
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1.2 NATURE OF DISSERTATION

Broadly speaking, teseatch questions can be divided into two basic ty¡res: descriptiue

andpredictiua Descdptive research quesdons focus on 'what is happening?'; predictive

questions contain specific ideas which can be tested tbrough research. In the case of a

predictive teseatch quesd.on, the goal of the tesearch is to test the accuracy of the

ptediction tather than to ptovide a picture of what is going on (I{eeble,7gg4).Although

the cnrtent ptoject is, by definition, expedmental-thus lu1"ly predictive-perhaps its

overall chatacter might nevertheless be oipressed as descdptive and pragmatic. Descriptive

tesearch is concerned vrith conditions or relad.onships that exist; practices that ptevail;

beliefs and attitr¡des that ate held; processes that are going on; aod trends that are

developing (Best, 1993). fn an atea whete there is such a clear l¿ck of previous worþ

having descdptive and explorative elements in the research is quite reasonable.

Applied or pngmanc research ¡r dsscriptive in the sense that it pdmarily describes

general facts about tlre world, seeking to establish h¡rotheses that express true and lav¡-like

connecdons between ptoperties or types of events. A typical result of applied research is a

deterministic or probabilstic causal law of the form of 1.5 and 1.6, which can also be used

fot prediction (l.Tüniluo to, 7993, p. 7):

(1.5) Xcausesl in situation B

ot (mote appropdateþ for social sciences)

(1.6) Xtends to cause (with probab¡lityp) I in situation B

Existing between basic science and technolog|, applied science aims to procluce new

knowledge that is intended to be useful for the purpose of inceasing the effectiveness of

some human activity (fot example reading). Consequently, the results of pragmatc research
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can be evaluâted both in tetms of their epistemic and ptactical utilities peary,7995;

Näniluoto, 1993).

The lack of previous empirical work on punctuation makes it a fertile area fot

investigation, and much of the cuffent project is aimed at explodng the impact of

punctuation on reading, and encouraging further research into the subiect. A maior

assumption embedded in the cuffent work is that readers desire to read efficiently and

extract meaning, and on this assumption the research questions wete based. The ptoject is

concemed with the 'technological utility' of pr:nctuation in teading, rathet than developing

or testing any theory of puncnration. In this sense, technological utiJity tefets to the

efectiuenus relative to the intended use (see Nüniluoto, 1993).

In many cases no genetal theory is available ftom which a technical norm can be

deduced. In these sinrations technical norms are developed by 'building up' a simplified

model of the situadon, which is usually achieved by using ' I-and-error ptocedures and

experimental tests to investigate the dependencies betq/een the most imporønt variables,

and trying to find the optimal methods of producing the desired effects. \When the result is

exptessed as a general rule, a technical norm with some empirical support is obtained

Q.üäniluoto,7993), and ftom this e>çloration theoretical apptoaches can adse.

Figue 1.1, depicts the research domains that the cuffent ptoject included. Owing to

the paucity of investigation into punctuation, tJre dissertation has descdptive and

explorative elements; yet, when an appropriate theotetical basis exists, it is predictive. At

the core of the reseatch is the ptagmatic question of 'does punctuation make teading more

efficient?'Notably, the planning constituent is limited to the specific subgroup

(undergtaduates) involved in the research. However, it would be surprising if what was true

of this subpopulatiorr wete to plove i¡relevant to most other subpopulations.
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Figure l.l. Research damains,used in tbe carrentþnject

The methods that ate adopted in research must be at least pñy determined by the

desited end point (I(eeble, 1994). The specific method adopted by a researcher in

conducting a particulat investigation depends a good deal on the type of question he or she

is trytng to answer. ,A.ccotdingly, the main interest of this research was in evaluating

ptactical outcomes, in seeing which manipulations were associated with more positive

outcomes and, to a lesset extent, rn tqnng to spot any clues about what was going on when

different subgtoups of particþants obtained different outcomes. This interest in

explanation was, in a sense, secondary to interest in what ci¡cumstances gave the best and

worst outcomes and, to a degtee, was still pragmatic, since the only kinds of explanations

of interest to the cuffent study were ones relevant to improving teading outcomes.

However, the findings and infetences are not (similar to putely descriptive modelling)

genenlized to othet telated data sets, as that would require additional assumptions of the

similadty of the data sets, by assuming that they 
^te 

generzted somehow by the same

undedþg phenomenon. One would expect that different subpopulations would be quite

heterogenous in terms 6f ¡gading behaviour, and what may be the case for undergraduate

students is not necessatily âccruate fot other populations. Nevertheless, the current

fitdit5 undoubtedly provide a sound basis ftom which other subpopulations can be

investigated.

Exploratiue

Descriptiræ Planning

Predictiw
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1.2.1 Ovetview of Dissertation

1.2. 1. 1 fnto d uctory Chap ters

'ù7ith the intention of providing a theoretical platform upon which the ptoject can be

based, the dissertation begins with an examination of the historical development of

punctuation, and suweys its ctutent status by means of teviev¡ing modern approaches to

the issue of punctuation pracd.ce. It is valuable to have an insþht into the development of

punctuation, since so much of the diversity and functional chatacteristics of punctuation

marks can be traced to thei¡ origins in histodcal ptactices Sones, 1996; Levinson, 1985;

Parkes, 1992). Moreover, in addition to grving usage examples for the individual marks, the

discussion of the histodcal progression of punctuation provided in Chaptet 2 also reveals

the operation and reasons fot the punctuation system as a whole. Developing ftom the

historical anaþsis, Chapter 3 surveys modern text marking convendons and ptovides a

synopsis of the functions and roles performed (or at least suggested to be pefotmed) by

punctuation, and discusses current pnctices and perspectives in relation to these

orthographic devices.

Psycholinguists, as well as maûy other language researchers, have often claimed the

beneficial uses of punctuation without gring conctete empitical justification. There is litde

empirical evidence to suppofi, or disprove, this conjecnrte of punctuation facilitation, and

most tese¿rchets have eithet evaded the considetation of punctuation or have merely

assumed that it serves a disambþating role ftIill, 1996; Murtay, 2000). Chaptet 4 discusses

in detail some past studies that have examined punctuâtion, either incidentally ot as ¿ focus

of tesearch. Lamentably, representations of the former category are scarce, and of the

latter, scarcer still; and, in many cases, the research is unpublished.
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1. 2. 1. 2 Exp e dmental Chap ters

The first experimental chapter descdbes a number of pilot studies that dealt with

issues concerning subject tecruitrnent, stimulus selection, and measu¡s5 ì¡5sd-2s these

were not only relevant to the fust experiment, but to those following as well. The pupose

of Expedment 1 was to establish if punctuation is able to act as a mechanism for

disambþation in an otherwise tempotatily ambþous sentence. Whether punctuation

exefts a similar influence on the reading speed of both simple- and difficult-to-ptocess

ambþous sentences was also investigated. Further, the relationship between the teading-

ability of particþants and the effectiveness of punctuation in facilitating reading was

exploted.

Thete has been little, if any, tesearch on, ot discussion of, the mechanisms by which

puncnration disambþates ot, impotøntly, whether it is equally effective âcross diffetent

sentence structures. Experiment2 exznined whether punctuation, in the form of corûnas,

ptovides a dependable and effective cue fot the disambþation of an anay of garden path

type sentences-as measuted by reading speed and comprehension. The factor of reading-

ùltty was furthet investigated in the Expedment2by means of dividing participants into

skilled and less-skilled reading-ability groups. This permitted a compatison in terms of how

each group tesponds to the introduction (ot, alternativeþ, the omission) of commas in a

range of ambþous sentences, as well as in their unambþous countelparts. Additionally,

Expedment 2 used a cumulative desþ, to provide information tegarding whether there is

a cntcal.zone in the sentence that is faciliøted b¡r the inclusion of punctuation.

The pqpose of Experiment3awas to investigate the idea that punctuadon cues

teside on a condnuum, with edtical and redundant marks existing 
^tpol^r. 

opposites

(Baldwin & Coady, 1978). Both the plausibility of potential attachments and the length of

ambþous regions in sentences have been shown to influence the sevedty of misanalysis

expedenced by readets. The way in which apptopriate punctuation affects the impact of
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these factors in processing and comprehension of ambþous sentences was investþted.

Moreover, the experiment allowed further examination of the issue of whethet punctuation

ptovides complete disambþadon or merely facilitates reanalysis. The telationship between

reading-ability and the effect of punctuation 'ü/as also further consideted-primarily the

obsewed inconsistency in punctuational influence on skilled and less-skilled readers.

One possible objection to many of the conclusions dtawn in the experiments mþht

be that the observed facilitatory effect of punctuation on gatden Pâth sentences could have

been merely an aftefact of segmentation. If this were the case, it would limit the generality

of the firdirg that cornmas can influence the course of syntactic processing. The pupose

of Experiment 3b, therefore, was to determine whethet the previously observed

disambþating effects of commas could be simply ctedited to clausal segmentation. Extra-

spacing was examined in order to ensure that any punctuation effects are not simply

attributable to ân extended break between words. Furthet, we u¡ete interested in whethet

the same pâttem of. grca;ter magnitude of punctuation facilitation in skilled teadets would

manifest for extra-spacing.

The combined findings ftom Experiments 1 - 3b suggest that commas have a strong

and structurally dependent influence on sentence processing-particulatly with skilled

readers-as they carr successfully avert the need for mzjor reanalysis, either by eliminating

garden path effects altogether or by activating tapid repait. Moteovet, cofirmas are doing

more than simply physically segmenting text. Incteased spacing was observed to have a

minor effect on processing under certain ci¡cumstances, but this may perhaps be due to

clausal-segmentadon mther than any g"iditg of sentence parsing

Compounding the uncertainty swrounding punchration ate the unexamined

assumptions about the fundamental aspects of contemPorary Punctuation, in partic"lar the

failute to distinguish between oblþatory punctuation and the vast area of optional

punctuation. The purpose of Experiment 4 was to explote whether optional punctuation

has any effect on teading speed, comprehension and comptehension-confidence when
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used in a minimalist compared to a traditional manner. The overall confidence particþants

felt in their own ability to punctuate, and whether this was related to reading-ability was

also investigated.

1.2.1.3 Genenl Discussion and Conclusions

The final chaptet discusses methodological issues ¿nd dstail5 how the findings rclate

to previous tesearch on punctuation. The dissertation does not aim to provide a unified

theory of the use of punctuation. Any comprehensive account must be based on a much

broadet set of corpora, various geffes, and both micro- and macto-typogtaphies must be

investigated. Nevertheless, by identi$lng a smallet set of inst¿nces whete punctuation is

not oPen to choice, as well as investigating possible factors that influence the effectiveness

of punctuadon, the cuffent project plainly suggests that these areas desen¡e frrther and

indep endent inves tigation.
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Chapter 2:The History of Punctuation

I someîines tltink tbat writng is like driuing sberp down a mad. If tbere is an1

gate to the lefi or rigltt, tbe readers will most æúainþ go inîo ir.

-C.S.I-eui¡

2.l PREAMBLE

Having achieved a working definition of what consd.tutes puncnration in

contemporary othogtaphy (see Section 7.7.7.7), an examination of the history of English

punctuation is important, as it provides insþhts into the vanety, composition, and use of

modern punctuation marks. This chapter provides a comprehensive desctiption of the

origins and development of punctuad.on, beginning with a btief account of the evolution of

writing, which produced the conditions tequfued for the creation of punctuation. The

historical oven'iew deals u¡ith the classical Greek and Latin pedods, and continues through

Medieval Latin to ascertain what, if any, were the punctuation ptactices that could have

been inhedted by old English. Aspects of earlier a¡dlater Middle English petiods up to

and just after the invention of pdnting are also examined. Vernaculæs othet than English

are not direcdy dealt with.

It would be gtati$'ing to uncover a condnuous line of development in English

punctuation, from its earliest conception to present practice. In reality this is not the case,

and conceivably this is one explanation as to why so many myths about punctuation prevail

(I-evinson, 1985), and perhaps why punctuation has been overlooked as a subject fot

scholarly research. Nevertheless, punctuation does have a past, and that past is intimately

connected with developments in writing, particularty with the development of books and

the emetgence of silent teading.
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The line of descent, however, is not easily taced, and widely varytng pracdces rn

marking appeared and disappeared in Europe ftom classical Greek all the way to the

century aftet the invention of printing. As shail be discussed in this chapter, the presence

ot absence of the different adaptations of punctuation uzas influenced more by social and

historical conditions than by linguistic facto¡s.

2.2 STA,RTING POINTS

Appearing atound 200 BC @arkes, 7992), punctuation can be viewed as a relatively

new facet of orthography, patticulatly given that the genesis of graphical writing itself can

be traced as fat back as the Upper Palaeolithic era, from 35,000 to 15,000 BC (Schmandt-

Bessetat, 1991). 'üTtiting of this pedod predominately consisted of rock paintings and

carr.ings, which included concrete imagery, such as pichrres of a hunt, or ceremony;

absftact wotk; and s)rmbolic images where, for example, a circle with erght rays u¡as used to

s)¡mbolise the sun. !7hile perhaps best viewed as a form of prewdting, these images and

symbols illustrated the need of thefu ptoducers to communicate v¡ith their contemporaries;

howevet, they did not yet demonst¡ate those intentional facets of. consdous anitingas a

system of human intercommunicad,on by means of convendonal visible matks (Senner,

1e8e).

Nevertheless, even gtaphical systems that we do tecognise as wdting predate

----^!-^i^- L-- - -^-^.:J^--Ll^ -^^--:^ fr---- 4lìn1\ d, - r .-- - r .t-l .-
Purr(-lr.&tLruu uy a Luusrucraulc rrrargur u(Jrrcs, L)7o). rlre a(¡vcut or a wrlfutg syste¡I seerns

to coincide v¡ith the transition ftom hunter-gatherer societies to more peffnanent agan,¡n

encamPments, whete it became necessâlT to count property, perhaps to record ownership

of patcels of lanil, animals or measrües of gtain, or as part of the process of ttansferring

Property to anothet individual ot anothet settlement. In the Middle East, thtoughout 8000

- 3400 BC, plain and complex tokens wete fashioned and used for accounting puq)oses

(Schmandt-Besserat, 1991). Tokens were small three-dimensional geometdc counters

made in simple shapes such as cones, discs, and sphetes. The more complex tokens, while
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often consisting of similar shapes, used more complicated forms, such as triangles, ovoids,

bent coils, and representadons of tools and animals. Moteover, they additionally bote

markings on their surfaces, which typically involved lineat patterns, notches and dots that

were marked v¡ith a stylus or, more rarely, reptesented in raised clay fiones, 1996).

These tokens not only acted to denote what was being measured (e.g., sheep, gtain),

but also indicated numbers and quantities. Notably, such tokens existed not simply as

physical entities that could, for example, be strung together ot kept in a box as â Pemânent

representadve record, but they could also be used to mark soft-clay tablets,leaving an

impression of the token behind, and theteby slgnifung the same as the token itself

(Schmandt-Besserat, 1989). By around 3200 BC, the ex¡ransion of the impdnts of the plain

tokens n clay tablets, and the wedge-shaped imptessions made u¡ith a stylus to rePresent

the complex tokens, enabled the starkly utilitadan accounting-based symbolism to btoaden,

which led directly to the development of Cuneiform scdpt used by the Sumedans of

Mesopotamia (Schmandt-Besserat, 1991). The imprints became stylised and, although

pictures began as representing what they were þictogaphs), eventualiy cert¿jn pictures

teptesented znidea or concept (ideogtaphs) until finally they were used to represent

sounds.

Sumedan was an agglutinative monosyllabic language and, as the language developed,

each ideogtam became a s)rmbol for a concrete or abstract teality. In combination they

could communicate and codi$r the spoken language as well as abstract notions of

mathemad.cs and naming, unrelated to pictogaphs. As the scdpt became more powetful

and flexible in transctibing, its scope branched into the nrarrative and cteadve realms. Each

ideogtam had a spoken word, z palzbø, associated with it-this is called analytic wtiting.

The recognition that, by recotding *ith wtiting, information could be passed on over

dist¿nce and to future genetadons led to a npid expansion of written languages.

Furthermore, those who could read and wdte took on imporønt and powetful positions in

their communities. As wdting developed, it became more and more impotant to the
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community in order to preserve its culture and its histor/, to conduct its affairs, and run its

economy. When the Assyrians conquered the Sumedans n 1720 BC, they adopted

cuneiform, and teduced the number of symbols ftom approximately 2000 to 600 or so.

They used this updated cuneiform to record teligion, historf,law, science, mathemadcs,

asttonomy, and medicine. The Assydans then conquered the Babylonians and spread the

use of cuneifotm throughout the Middle East flackson,7987; Schmandt-Besserat, 1989).

At the same dme the as Sumerians wete developing cuneiform, the Egyptians were

cteating their own collecdon of symbols; it was named hierogþhics (sacred engtaved

writing) by the Gteeks 2000 yearc latet. It consisted of many symbols that recorded such

things as est¿te boundades, the dse and fall of the Nile's flood, the fertility of plants, and

the distdbution and payment of taxes.Iike many of the logogaphic/phonetic scripts

developed in the Near Eas! hierogþhics was extremeþ complicated-consisting of

sevetal hundred sþs. Not surpdsingly, it was a formidable task to learn and apply the

sþs, w-hich in effeet rnade wdting the monopoly of toyal and teþous courts Sackson,

1987). These conditions provided a suitable background for the establishment of the Old

Canaanite (the fust alphabet), around 1800 BC. All subsequent alphabetic writing systems,

such as Latin, Hebrew, Arabic and Greek, derived ftom this origrnal Old Canaanite system

flones, 1996).It was a structure of simplicity, which consisted of only 27 or 28 s¡rmbols,

with each symbol reptesendng a consonontal phoneme (vocalic phonemes were not

tepresented in the eady alphabet). The Aramean cultu¡e was where the first rudimentary

system for teptesenting cettain vowels was developed; however, tl.e cteadon of the first

complete system of symbols for vowels is attributed to the Greeks around 900-300 BC.

The Greek system was the foundation ftom which Latin wdting originated, in

apptoximately 700 BC. Importantly, it is the Latin wdting system in which the use of

rudimentary punctuation can initially be obserwed flones, 1996).
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2.3 TIJE DE\TELOPMENT OF PUNCTUATION

In the earliest Greek inscdptions, all letters were wdtten in majuscules ot capials,

and they ran condnuousl¡ oNEAF|ERANOTHER (Foley, 1993). Furthetmore, even the

concept of using a blank space for a word sepatation boundary was unknown, *ith authors

(ot, more accutately, their amanuenses and scdbes) rarely inserting any symbols into the

text, other than the letters that comprised the words flones, 1996)r. Count yout blessinç,

teaders of today. If you were living dudng the yeats of Gteece's glory or Rome's gtandeut,

that last sentence would have looked like this (Casson, 1988):

C OUNTYOURBLESSIN GSREADERS OFTODAY

Further, if it had been an inscription on a public monument in, for example, Athens,

where the focus was on bal¿nce and symmetry above dl,itmay have looked like this2:

COUNTYOU

LESSIN

E

T

R

F

R

G

S

B

S

o

ADER

ODAY

As Patks (1992) explains, the cul¡re of the ancient world u/as one dominated by the

ideal of the eloquent orator. Text was invæiably tead out aloud, eithet in a murmut, if the

readet was alone or, preferably, as an open declamation in public. The ctpacsty to make a

hþh-quality speech in public was considered vital, and this encoutaged the emphasis on a

1 It should be noted that, even today, the dematcation of wotd-separation is not used in all writing systems.

For instance, in modem Japanese wdting, spaces are not used, although when writing in the Katakana

syllabary, word divisions are somedmes sþalled by a small circle ( o ).
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verbal response to the written word. However, as text inscriptions were wdtten

condnuously, with no spacing even between the words, the framev¡ork was plagued with

potential for ambiguities and misinte¡pretation. This long stdng of letters was labelled

scriptio continua in Latin; and the text, as it appeared on the pzge,had significantly less

information than would have been requfued to enable a reader to read aloud at first sight.

The potential for uncertainty is highlightedtn2.l3.

Q.1) coNsPrcrruRsus (ambþous scriptio continua)

(abeat espies)

(a sow is espied)

CONSPICTURSUS

CONSPiCTURSUS

The first acknowledged punctuation symbola, the paragrophos, zppeared in the fourth-

centuq¡ BC, and was devised by the philosopher Aristotle Q84 - 322B,C) to denote a bteak

in sense. The paragrapbos þtetally a'markwd.tten alongside) was mereþ a short honzonta,l

sttoke under the beginning of a line, extended into the left-hand matgin, to signiS' thata

change of topic was occurdng. Whether the change actually came ât the beginning of the

line, ot at the end, or somewhere in the middle was â conundrum the reader had to solve.

A¡ound 200 BC the fi¡st rudimenary instances of punctuation can be observed, with

scdbes employing layout features that indicated majot divisions or secdons of a text flones,

1e96).

The Romans, in the first-century AD, began separating words by points, and soon

after introduced a more definite fotm of.pan$aphing by projecting the first few leners of

2 Altemativel¡ many ancient Greek inscdptions were written in 'boustrophedon' (as the ox ploughs) in which
the line tan from left to right, bent atound, and then continued from tight to left'vith iadividual letters also
drawn backr¡¡a¡ds.
3 This example is taken fromJones (1996).
a Some evidence, however, suggests that a number of G¡eek wdters u¡ere aiready using individual marks by
the 5ú century BC. For example, the playwright Euripides (c. 480 - 406 Bc) marked changers of speaker with a
wedge (<), a¡rd the philosopher Plato (a 428 - 348 BC) sometimes ended a section with a double point Q
@oley,1993).
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eâch ûew secdon into the mzrgþ (litterae notabitioref). In late medieval dmes, the use of z'É'

mark tepresenting capitulum (chapter) became visible in some manuscrþts and books. Itwas

not r:ntil the seventeenth-century that the modem ptactice of indicating paragraphs by the

use of a space (indenation) was adopted @oley, 7993;Hznks & Fish, 1997). By 50,{D

spaces were used by some scribes to denote majot pauses urithin patagtaphs, and by 100

AD Latin manusctipts had the words separated by inîerpanctus Q.2), ^ 
practice the Romans

had derived ftom the Etruscans fones, 1996).

Q.2) LUcEtr.Ltrx.vESTR{ (let yout lþht shine onward)

However, at the conclusion of the first-century, the use of interpunctus in Latin text

ended, due to scribes imiøting the Greek practice of writing without word separadon or

indication of pauses within a key section of text. The perceived value of sniptio conîinua,

according to the ancient Romans, was that it ptesented the readet u¡ith a 'neutral' text. The

inuoduction of graded pâuses into the text was seen to involve zî 
^ct 

of interpretadon, and

it was believed that this role more properþ ought to be tesenred fot the teadet6.

Interestingly, tJris concept has experienced a semi-tenaissance in play wdting, where a

number of wdters ate removing all punctuation (apart ftom spacing) in otder to Present

actors v¡ith a raw basic matedal, which they must inteqptet fot themselves. Tlre translation

of Seneca's Oedþzs by Ted Hughes, and the plays of the gteat Viennese d¡amatist Thomas

Bemhard, are two possible forerunners to this revival. More recently, Australian playmþht

Michael Gow has used this approach with the texts of Women ofT*J, Titus Andmnicus znd

SweetPltoebe. Gow believes that often unconscious pattems xe akeady dictated by commas,

s Litetally, the term t¡anslates to "mote noticeable letters".
6,tn argument and practice echoed in the much later determination by legists that legal documents should

not be punctuated.
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fuli stops and so on; the eradicadon of punctuation allowed the actors to re-discover the

value of every sound fot themselves, making the work dcher and mote powetfrrl.

Attempting to tead a text written tn scriptio continua, therefore, involved thotough

preparation, as well as identification of the elements of the text (such as letters, syllables,

words, and phrases). The capacity to perform this anaþsis was not easily gained, and the

pdnciple interptetation method used during secondary educadon was praelectio,which was

taught by the grammatici, who wete the teache¡s that provided secondary education in the

ancient world. Parks (1992) descnbes praelectio zs an exposition of the text intended to make

pupils follow the written word with ease and accuracy. The method involved either the

teacher or pupil insetting marks ot s¡rmbols to link and separate words (hyphen or diastole)

and to indicate position and duration of pauses þositurae). These marks are considered the

first actual symbols of punctuation and, imporøntly, served a both disambþating and

prosodic function (Patkes, 1992). Sctibes would enter soÍre of the majormarks, such as the

kaput (6), *hich marked the begrnnrng of a new head in the argumen! whlst readets

would insett the minot ones such as oblique sftokes (/) to indicate minor pauses, or the

simplex ductus Q to separate some preceding matenalftom subsequent matedal which,

although unconnected, had been run together flones, 199G).

The grammanan and lexicogaphet A.dstophanes of Byzantium (head of thehb:nlry at

Alexanrttia atound 200 BC) is usually cedited,q¡ith the invendon of the eritea-l sþs, marks

of quantity, âccents, bteathings and so forth associated 'q¡ith the beginnings of the Greek

system oipuncnrationt. Atistophanes devised a three-point system that divided text into

short, medium, and long sections according to rhetodcal theory. The paragtaphos,

,A.ristophanes teasoned, was all to the good, but a few signposts here and there at the edge

of a trackless forest seemed far ftom adequate. Adstophanes, through a system of dots,
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attempted to âdd some traíl markers along the way. The end of a long section was marked

by a high point ('), called peiodo.r, meaning 'a going around', dedved ftom peri (round,

about) and hodos (^*^Ð. The meaning is clear: the end of a sentence, which most often

requires a pedod, matks a cycle, a circumference, of thought and expression (Shaw, 1963).

The kolon 0, a middle point, marked the end of a shortet secd.on; and the komma (.),

which came from koptein (to cut off), marked the end of the shortest section (Scholes &

Willis, 1990). Since writing was still in majuscule letters, the three positions wete easily

distinguishabie. They were, in effecg breath matks. Significantly, hete in the fourth-centuq'

is the exptession of a tradition of punctuation that permeated wtrürg f61 çsnturis5-

punctuation as a guide to 'breathing5'-¿¡d shaped the discussion of all un¡elated forns of

punctuation that followed (,evinson, 1985).

Even in the present day, when punctuation is based on more abstract linguistic

concepts, authorities are stjll wdting with tefetence to pauses and bteathing points. It is

imporønt to keep in mind that current terms, such as 'comtrra'and'colon', ate nothing like

what they were in wdung of this time. Conceivably, it is because tïete aÍe so mâny

diffetent features that shape intonation, which wbile discemible ate not easily

distinguishable, that distinct elements such as rþthmic pattems, tonal contrasts, and

contour sequences have been, though the centuries, simplified into þauses' (I-evinson,

1985). Nevertheless, these breath points did gtadually evolve into the rnodetn cofirma,

colon and pedod, descdbed by Brightland (7777, cited in Baldwin and Coady, 1.978,p.364)

as follows:

The Use of lbese poinß, Pauns, or Stops, is not onþ 1o giue a pmperTime for

Brcatbing but to aaoid Obscariry, and Confusion of the Sense in JoininglVords togeilter

in a sentence (p. f 49).

7 Not only did Atistophanes eâm himself the right to be called the fathet of pr:actuation, and rwr the wodd's
greatest library, he also put out a definitive edition of llomet's lliad and Odyssey, and even for¡nd time to
wdte a book about courtesaris.
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Although Aristophanes' system was never widely adopted, he is also believed to have

devised a number of other sþs such as the h¡phen (-), used to denote compound wotds;

and the ..itg"l. (/), which was insetted between wotds where the meaning might 
^ppe 

t

ambþous @oley, 1993). Roman scholars, including fourth-century grammaian Donatus

and sixth-century pâtron of monasd.c leaming Cassiodorus, advocated the Adstophanic

system. The three-point breathing pauses system was perfectly workable with the maiuscule

Latin scdpts then in use (remembedng that scdbes had reverte d to sniptìo continua and the

point between words had been abandoned). Consequently, the concept of punctuation

matks began to shift from their being a secondaÐ¡ device to help inexpedenced readers, to

their being aleg¡úmzte addition to the text, acdng to ensure that it was cottectly

undetstood.

As these standardised systems of punctuation developed, favoutite texts began to be

annotated by scholats so that others could clearly understand them flones, 1996). One of

the fust Latin books to be wdtten with punctuation included for the readers, rather than

those matked up aftet they had been written, was the vetsion of the Vulgate Bible

transl¿ted by St. Jerome in apptoximately 400 AD. St. Jerome devised punctuation þer cola et

connata þy phrases), which w¿s a rhetodcal classificadon especially intended for reading

aloud Q.3).Ezchphrase began with a letter ptojeeting into the margin Qitterae notabiliores),

which was tteated as a minute pangøph, before which the reader was expected to t¿ke a

new breath. The teasons for the pteparation of texts in this manner, according to Parks

(7992), were St. Jetome's dissatisfaction urith the need for so much corecdon in earlier

manusctipts, and the need for accurate interpreations of the book that is so vital to the

Christian lsligion.
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Q.3) Blessed is the man who hath not walked in the counsel of the ungodly

and hath not stood in the way of sinners

and hath not sat in the seat of the scornfü

but his will is the l¿w of the Lord

and in His law shall he mediate day and night

and he shall be üke a tree transplanted close by the streams of watet

that will bring forth its fruit in due seasoût (cited inJones, 1996, p. 15)

Although St. Jerome's affangement established a precedeng and became incteasingly

popular, by 600 AD the ideal of the eloquent ota;tot ceased to be so dominant in literary

culture. Moreover, forms of spoken language began to deviate progtessively ftom that

reptesented by the Latin texg making it increasingly necessary to indicate meaning in

manuscripts in what was becoming, to many readers, a foreþ language. Additionally, at

that point in time, silent teading began to inctease in populadty, which led directly to the

recognition of wdting as existing as a linguistic medium in its own tighq ratler than merely

being a tanscdption of spoken word (Saenge4 7997). Isidore of Seville (560-636 AD),

writing for the Christian Visigothic community, was the fitst gtammznzrto setiously atgue

that writing was an independent mode of representation intended to be read silendy.

Isidore stated that (Ubri senî.III, xiv, 8, cited in Parks, 7993,p. 27):

. . .îbe anderstanding is instmcted moofnlú wben lbe uoice of the read¿r is il¿nî. . .lne can nad

without efot, and bl rcfictingupon those tbings which one has nad, thry uc@efmn rzenutJ hss nsiþ.

Isidore's solution rü¡âs to reconceptualize the role of punctuation in wdtten tex!

punctuation, he argued, should not only mark sentence boundaries, but also demarcate

sentence-intemal clause structure (Baron, 2001).

8In the otiginal, the longer lines would have been split and the wrapped lines indented from the margin.
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Moreover, around this point in time, the use of ancient scripts began to decline, and

new scripts, based on cursive ay¡l szlligraphic writing styles, began to be employed Sones,

1996). These more contemporary manuscripts were written by scribes, especially lrish,

Anglo-Saxon and German scribes, to whom Latin was a foteþ language. Consequently,

the wdtings of Isidore of Seville had a conside¡able impact on the thinking of these scribes,

who approached the Latin corpus as a wdtten language whose structule they needed to

decode (Baton, 2001). Additionally, other languages besides Latin began to be wdtten

down, which employed rninuscule wdting (these scripts were usually smaller than majuscule

and had projections above and below the body of letters, as in modern lowercase letten).

The separation of words, therefore, became cdtical to the development of silent teading.

The sctibes of Ireland were particularþ influential in the development both of

writing and punctuadon, inventing new s)rmbols fot abbreviadons and, imporantly,

subdividing Latin sentences more cleatly by separating wotds with spaces. Futther, the

kish fashioned new punctuation marks that were better suited to the new scripts ihan were

the marks used with the ancient ones. Moreover, they begn the practice of gtouping a

number of punctuation matks together to create new symbols and denote new meanings,

such as tlree comma-shaped marks indicating the end of a secd.on, and double or single

matks indicating subdivisions inside the secdon (I-owe, 1971).

,A. prominent feature of kish manusctipts is the conceptual linkage between

punctuation and decoration within the text, as scdbes viewed tfrese as two chatacteristics of

the same entity: the ptesentation component of a text that âcts to facilitate its use.

Elaborate, decorated lilterae notabiliores, 'carpet pages', that contained only omate

decorations, and the use of diffetent eolours in writing (specific punctuation matks u¡ete

rendered in colour for distinguishing and decoradve reasons) all developed ftom Idsh

practices (Baron, 2001;Jones ,7994). These sctibal practices, which placed additional

emphasis on producinggrc^tü clarity through a focus on the visual impact of layout and
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punctuation, made a sizeableconttibution to the expansion of punctuation and, indeed, the

co n cept of punctuation.

Learning from the kish, Anglo-Saxon scribes sought to imptove these ptactices

fi¡rthet. Legbility znd, claitywere still poor in many kish manuscripts, owing to their

tendency to comPfess as much text âs possible onto the ofle Page Sones, 1996)' Through

restricting the number of.vanantforms of lettets, and ptoducing new, better standardised

and legible calligraphic forms, the Anglo-Saxofrs âttemPted to emend these failings.

Furthetmote, word-sepatation intended to improve cladrty and comptehension was

implemented in the uanscdption of existing manusctipts that wete wdttentn snþtio

continua.The Anglo-Saxons also developed a more sophisticated notion of page desþ, in

part by curbing the decorative innovations of the kish, but also by the establishment of

rigrd convendons fot producing text. Anglo-saxons also began to use different scripts to

discdminate passages of the text; whete, for example, two different sctipt styles mþht be

used in â cornmentzry to distingursh the originat text ftotn the passage discussing it'

Ironically, the inquiry of the Anglo-Saxons into ancient texts caused some scdbes to

teinttoduce ancient purctuatioû marks into their own texts, such as the kaput (6) t" mztka

new chapter, the diple (>) to indicate quesdons, and the ivy-leaf (or hedeta, âÙ) to seParate

two secd.ons or distinguish normal text ftom commentâry. \Øhen it came to prosodic

aspects of the text, however, most scribes merely modified the Idsh system of multiple

punctuation marks fot indicating the significance of pause @atkes, 1992)'

These new practic es Qnsølar sctþlr) shaped by the kish and Anglo-Saxons began to be

exported back to the continent by sctibes and'in books atound 800 AD. One such scribe

was the English scholar Alcuin Q35 - 804 AD), who in the 780s assisted Charlemagne

fting of the Franks and Holy Roman emperor) in ptomoting litutgcal, educational, and

adminisuative teforrns throughout the Holy Roman Empire. The pdmary reform Alcuin

was occupied vrith was the revival of ancient Latin-as distinct frcm lingua mrulalta that was
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used every day-for use in the business of State and Church (Foley, 1993). The standards

tequired fot a tevisit to 'Latinity' necessitated wide reading, and consequently, copious

reproduction of ancient books. Subsequently, there was a certain amount of confusion

between the ancient scripts and conventions and the newer insular ones Sones, 1996). As a

tesult, sctibes statted to insert punctuation marks on their own initiative, using both insular

punctuation marks and the more ancient ones.

At the same dme, howevet, frrrther reforms were card.ed out which simplified lettet-

forms to liîterae absolutae (invariable lettets) so that tfrere was only a single form of each

letter, and that form included the minimum number of distinguishing gaphical featues to

enable differentiation from other letter forms. Thus, while the lettets of text had come to

be søndatdised, punctuation had not yet attained this, since the marks had not yet acquired

sufficiently clear identities in telation to each other or to the scdpts in which they were

used. The scribes of Chatlemagne had succeeded in assemblingavriety of punctuation

matks ftom diffetent sources, but had also created the potential fot hyper-characterisation

through incteasing the possible number of vadants flones, 1996). The number of vatiants

needed to be teduced, and their visual charactedstics and position relative to one another

refined and deñned to facilitate their intelpretation and the est¿blishment of their identity

@arkes, 1992).

Alcuin ditected the palace school at Aachen from782 to 796, and was an important

element in the educational revival that led to the improvement of spelling and punctuation

in biblical and litutgical manusctiÞts. Alcuin recognised the need for steps to be taken to

imptove scdbes' knowledge of punctuation, as illustrated in his letter to Charlemagne:

.. ryr iî is îbe emplojtmenr of lbose points tltat ltas almo¡r enÍireþ di:appeared

amlng scribes because of their lack of cahure. Batjust as the digniþt of all wisdon and

tlte enbellisbnent of benefcial learzing begin to be reuiaed tltmøgb tbe ditigenæ oflour

noble n$ so it seems best tbat tl¡e use of tltese things þunctaationJ be restored to tlte

ltandwriting of tbose copling... (cited in Parks, 1,992,p. 32).
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Alcuin is considered to be the fust person to bring otder to the subject of

punctuation, by reshaping the Adstophanic system and creating a number of impotant

additions. The system was primarily fashioned for liturgical use, whete the need fot

adequate and clear punctuation was consideted crucial @oley, 1993). This classificadon of

syrnbols continued to use interior stops in the form of points; but these were joined by new

marks þositørae),which consisted of four marks: punctøs uersus (;) to indicate the end of a

declarative sentence,jrunctus inrerogatiaøs (.f to end a questioning senteûce, þunctut ekaaîus (z)

to indicate a mzjor medial pause, and panctusflexus (.) t" denote a minot ¡¡s.lial Pause

@ohn, 1887 cited byJones, 1,996). These new matks dedved from neumes, a system of

musical notation known to have been used for Gtegorian chant, and indicated not only

pâuses and syntactical breaks, but also an appropdate inflection of the voice. In a

civilisation where, prior to the dse of universities, all educadon was unde¡ monastic

command,liturgical practice was bound to influence other forms of wdting-patticulatly

since the majonty of texts were intended to be tead aloud both in public and in pdvate

(Bruthiaux, 1993).

Liturgcal manuscripts þarticularþ between the tenth- and thirteenth-centuries)

made full use of this inflectional and prosodic system, and this is the soutce of the colon

still used to divide verses of the Psalms in breviaries and prayer books. In the later Middle

Ages it was especially the Cistetci¿n, Dominican, arrtd Catthusian orders, and the members

of religrous communities such as the Brethren of the Common Life, who endeavoued to

preserve a mode of punctuation admirably tailoted to the continual ¡saål¡galoud, in

church and tefectorl, that typified the religrous life @arkes,7992).The hyben, used to mark

words divided at the ends of lines, also derived ftom linugical uses, arrrdappeared late in the

tenth-century. Although single at first, it was often doubled in the pedod between the

fourteenth and eighteenth centudes.
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Alcuin's amendments, though, did not even begin to spread through England until

the tenth-cennrry (Fole¡ 7993), as the volume of material using the older systems of

punctuation was simply too large to enable the newer method to take over, pard.c"l"tly

since the punctuation system was genetally diffused through copytng the original text. The

positurae did become progtessively pop"lat beyond linrtgical uses, however, particularly

those s)'mbols (such as the question mark) that did not have patallels under the old

systems. Postitøare had the advantage of clarity and ease of recognition, as well as â stnrcture

that integtated easily v¡ith the newer cursive 
"o¿ 

calligtaphic scripts.

Howevet, most late medieval punctuation was irregular by compatison with twelfth-

cenîrry wotk, with numerous local vatiations srufacing-more through the personal

inclination of a scdbe than on any basis of authority. Atthough the basic conventions of

orthography were well established, there was still no general standardisation of particulat

marks used, so that while the position in which a mark would 
^ppeúwould 

be a standard

one, the nature of the mark would not necessadly be standard flones, 1996). As

handwdting became more comptessed, and hence the space availzble for punctuation

marks diminished, scribes began to favout simpler marks, most notably thepunctus, ot

point. Punctu¡wzs used to indicate all kinds of pauses, to separate, introduce quotations,

and mark abbreviations and titles. Needless to say, this led to an enormous amount of

ambiguity, and this dilemma was tesolved by arraching other s¡nnbols (such as other points

and cornma-like matks) to distinguish between the vadous uses of punctus. Combined v¡ith

these symbols, the placement, or 'height', of the point ceased to be central, and as a result it

was tlre gapbiczl shape of the punctuation matk that determined meaning, ratfrer than its

vertical location (Flector, 1 980).

It is perhaps tempting to ptovide a list of marks that appeared dudng the l¿te middle

English writing pedod and then propose the vadety of uses to which they were put (as

sevetal investigatots have), but this is problematic. Such an analysis suggests that there was

a'repertoire'of punctuation matks ftom which sctibes could choose; yet this was not the
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câse. There were a small number of sþs that appezted in writing, and, undoubtedly, some

marks became quíte common, but each manusctipt must be consideted in its o'rvn teffis-

this copy of this text by this scribe at this time and place-for there was no common

system in use (I-evinson, 1985).

The standardisation of punctuation continued, both in use and function, until the

advent of the humanists þetween the 1400s and 1500s). Humanists consideted

punctuation to be essential in ordet for their texts to be read widely and easily. Howevet,

since they regarded eloquence as â process in which theit own expression was fashioned,

each wdter had to attend to his own punctuation rather that merely following a specified

technique ot model. Humanist wdters attempted to convey both the logical telationship

between the subordinate consd.tuents of theit sentences and the pedodic structure of their

discourse, while drawing on the widest possible range of Ðrrnbols avail,able flones, 1996).

New and varied s)'mbols were established (among these wete the question mark, the

exclamadon point, and the dotb\eþunctas),inaddition to the reintroduction of some of the

ancient Roman syrnbols, to signify pauses sdthin the sentence, indicating such new

functions as parenthesis (indicated by / or : ).

"BenJonson" (7572 - 1637) o, seen as the most distinctive authodal sþature in the

English Renaissance, is noted as having played alxge Pâft in the shaping of curent

punctuation practice. Van den Berg (1995), conducting a review of histodcal scholarship,

and in the process, surveying reptesentative passages ftomJonson's work, concludes that

his editorial style conformed to continental Humanist theory. Jonson saw the text as an

otganic whole, and not iust as a set of autonomous sþ systems (such as font, spelling,

e Jonson indulged his own preferences when it came to his wtiting as most clearly illustrated in his name.

Jonson dropped the h from his surname, thereby making it stand out from the mass of common "Johlsons"
and especially his own faniTy. He inserted a colon (ot doublepzzctrc)betriteen his fust and last name, which
was a coûrmon practice arnong bishops, archbishops, and college masters at Oxfo¡d and Cambridge when
'Latinising' thei¡ fust names aod sþatues. Van den Berg (1995) suggests that by adopting this usageJonson

mayhave sought to identi$r himself u¡ith men in authority, or with leamed men who shared his interest in
books and language. Importantly, the symbol also identifiesJohnson as an adherent of Humanism, eager to
introduce the ãewpunctuation marks developed by continental Humanist wtiters (Van den Berg, 1995).
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capiølisation, punctuad.on). Advocating the Humanist mode of punctuation,Jonson

considered the text to be a body in its own dght, its materiality teplacing that of the

orator's physical Presence (y'an den Betg, 1995). Humanist wdters replaced the Scholastic

ptactice of equiparative punctuad.on, which marked the logical propositions of a text, with

a new balance of logical matking to clarift the elements of a tex! and rhetorical marking to

indicate its real or imagined otal delivery (Parkes, 1992).In the seventeenth-century debate

about English punctuation l"tg.ly focused on tfre competing imporønce of these two

functions. Importantly, the Humanists also established a thi¡d frrnction of punctuation:

hermeneutic analysis. Hermeneud.c puncnration guides inte¡pretation, indicating

relationships and nuances in a text (y'an den Berg, 1995).

On account of these th¡ee different functions in a wdtten text,Jonson and other

Humanists matked texts heavily, and developed the semi-colon, the exclamation poinq the

question mark, and patentheses. Although these Ð¡mbols began to pass into the general

repettolre of punctuation, the eontribution of the Humanists to modern punctuation was

not just these new marks of punctuation, but also their attitudes to punctuation use.

Humanists demanded an exact disambþation of the meaning and function of each

punctuation matk, leading to a dictatorial system (which exerted a powerful infl.uence on

latet wdtets) of punctuad.on use, where only paticulat marks could be used in particular,

constrained cfucumstances to achieve a particular effect @arkes, 1992).

Whilst the Humanist mode of writing was gtowing in influence, the punctuation

system was simultaneously undergoing another mzjot change, tesulting ftom the most

radical development in the history of orthography-the invention of pdnting presses and

movable metal types, in the 1430s. The growing standardisation of punctuation is

atftibuted to particulat q¡pe found¡ies and typefaces gaining dominance, coupled u¡ith the

desire fot the reuse of a small number of metal punctuation mark types. Simple marks were

pteferred, as these u/ere more easily set into metal type and print. By 1600, marks in
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cotnmon circulation included the period, comma, colon, semi-colon, quesdon matk,

exclamadon mark, and patentheses Sones, 1996; Levinson, 1985).

The form and layout of text was also constrâined by the development of print, as it

necessitated restricdons as to tÏe vertical displacement of the symbols it contained,

consequently fixing the position of punctuation marks as aligned with text. New

convendons also had to be fashioned to perform such functions as alignment or teference

in commentades, which meant new symbols. The apostrophe was used, initially to matk

elision (omission of a syllable or vowel ftom a word), and was tetained latet even when the

vowel no longet appeared in the spoken fotm of the wotd. A .rgt of suspension was also

developedlo, which functioned to indicate a point whete a speech in a dtamatic text had

been intemrpted. Fr:rtherrnore, certain other old marks (which could easily be teplicated in

metal typ.), such as * and f, were employed for specialised uses, such as marking

deliberately omitted lettets and refetencing footnotes. Flowevet, as the numbet of such

notes increased, standard practice of referencing began to use letters ot numbets Sones,

lee6).

As the p.i"tiog ttade expanded and tfre rate of literacy incteased, punchration, in

terms of both the structure of marks and their use, was st¿ndatdised, largely in accotdance

with Humanist practices s/an den Betg, 1995). Ctedit for printing the first standatdised

punctuation marks, as we identi$r them today, is given to the ltahanAldus Manutius (1450

- 1515), founder of Aldine Press. Manutius recognised the need fot a mote uniform

system, his work pa..ing the way for much of the punctuation used today such as the

corürra, semi-colon, and colon sþs. Some sixty years latet, his grandson (also named

Aldus) began to define the role of punctuation in sentence structure. Espousing a similar

system to that of his Venetian editor and pdnter grandfather, the younger Aldus stated

10 Tl¡e mark used for tlis was a sedes of dashes or points, which has developed into the modem dash

inte¡polation (suspension of current argumert or discou¡se to begin digression) and the modem ellipsis,

which ca¡r now be used outside the context of speech flones, 1996; Patddge,7964).
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plainly, in his book OnbogrEltiae Ratio (System of Othography), that the main objective of

punctuation is clarification of syntax. However, the fust person to recommend this

syntactical role was the d¡amatist BenJonson in his book Englislt Drama.

A// tbe parts of the Slntaxe haae alreadl beene decløred. Tbere resteth one

generall afectìon of tbe wltoh, dìEosed thorow euery member thercof, as tlte bloud is

tÌtoma tbe boþ; and consi¡teth in breatlting ae Prlnuî/nce an_1t Senîence; For, wltereas

our breatb is b1 naîure so sltorî, tl¡at we cannot conlinue wiiltout a stal to Eeake long

togeîber; it was thougltt necessarie, as wellfor the speakers ean, asþr ilte p/ainer

deliuerance of tbe things spoken, to inaent tbis meane¡ whereblt men, paz$ng a pre@

while, tbe wltole Eæch nigltt neuer the taurse be understood.

Jonson, using the znalogy of the text being a body, considered logicat punctuation

marks as its skeletal sttucture ¿nd rhetodcal punchration as indicating its breath. Johnson

insisted on tfre importance of rhetorical punchration only aftet completing his survey of

logical punctuation, in which he analysed the use of petiod, cofiüna, semi-colon, and colon

marks to convey complete and impetfectly completed sentences. The hermeneudc function

of punctuation is implicit in his image of the text as a body. Puncû¡ation conveys the life of

a text, 'blood and breath', and its symbols þaradoxically referred to as stops) cte^te a sense

of its motion as utterance and image ffan den Berg, 1995).

By the end of the sixteenth-cenhrry, wdters of English were employing most of the

marks descdbed by the younger Aldus n 1566; but their purpose was seen as pwely

elocutionarv, and not syntactical as suqgested bv Tonson. In a_n attemDt to brins order to a¿ æ - JJ---- ---_-------f

basically confused and uns¿d.sfzctory sihrad.on, 'bteath units'were used. Language pundits

specified a Pause of one unit fot a corruna, of two units for a semi-colon, and of three fo¡ a

colontt (Foley, 7993; Patkes, 1992).

1r Most notably George Puttenham, in his treatise Tbe Ane of En¿tish Poede (1589), and Sirnon Daines, in
Oriltotpia An licana (1 640).
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By the eaù seventeenth-cenh:ry most modern punctuation sþs were already

established @oley, 7993), and the nod.on of the oñltogr@hic sentence was tightly embedded in

writing practice. The orthogaphic sentence is defined as the gtaphical notion of the

sentence, which contains a single line of argument, and is delimited with capitalisation and

final-stopping punctuation featues (Alleton, 7969;CrysøI, 1987;Jones, 1996; Nunberg,

1990). The term orthogtaphic sentence is therefore applied to the unit of text that is

defined by punctuation: writing that begíns with a capital letter and ends with a full stop,

question mark or exclamation mark. This definition appears citculat, however, because if

one attempts to establish rules to account for the distdbution of punctuation, the rules

require the prior nodon of a sentence, yet the clearest identification of a sentence hinges on

the ptoper placement of czpíølletters and fulI stops (I-evinson, 1985). The tetm

orthogtaphic sentence embodies no commitrnent as to whether oi not the unit concerned

is syntactically a sentence, a quesdon that may have no determinate ansv/et (lrTunbetg et al.,

2002). Nevertheless, as they are mutually defining, an analysis of puncnration takes one into

the realm of the sentence, and to examine the sentence involves an examination of

punctuation.

The prevalence of the orthogtaphic sentence at this time is clearly illustrated in the

influential treadses on syntactical punctuation wtitten by Robert Monteith n 7704 a¡d

Joseph Robertson n 1795. Pteviously, the situation had been fat less clear, with u¡hole

paragtaphs somedmes being punctuated urith marks less significant than the full-stop or,

conversely, full-stops occurting in the middle of what would today be consideted a

sentence, since the punctuation related to elocutionaÐ¡ pauses to be made in reading þoth

silent and aloud). Importantly, at the same dme, quotation marks began to be used to

rig.ufy quoted speech, rather than the diple marks that had been used since antiquity

Sones, 1996). Therefore, inmany ways, it v¡as not until well after the invention of movable

type created a population of readers that marks of punctuation began to reflect anything
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other than the spoken language, ot attempts at the spoken language (Levinson, 1985;

Saenger, 1,997).

Excessive punctuation was coÍìmon in the eighteenth-century, and ttits most

extteme used commas with every subordinate clause and separable phrase. It was the

lexicogtaphets Henry \Watson Fowler and Francis George Fowler, n Tbe Kings Engtisb,

pubìished in 1906, who established the cuttent British practice of Iighter punctuation.

Amedcan punctuation has followed the same general path as in Britain, although it is

generally acknowledged that the American authodties have been std.cter in the

development of ptescþtive rules (À4eyer, 1987).

It was the mechanical nature of movable type and the mass products of the pdnting

press that led to the eventual standatdisation of punctuad.on, disseminated related systems

widely, and halted any firrther substantial changes (Levinson, 1935). Printers, who had

ultimate conüol ovet the layout properties of published works, were not only influentiâl ifi

faciliøting the standatdisation of punctuation conventions, but also in promoting the

gnmmaical-punctuation agenda advocated by a number of eighteenth- and nineteenth-

century grammanans (Little, 1983). Though Manutius had intended his marks to specify

gtammatical telationships v¡ithin a sentence, latet printers commonly used the pointing

system to indicate rhetodcal pauses. This schizoid mix of professed function and actual

usage has endwed to this present day (Baron,2007).

2.4 SUMMARY

The initial advancement of English puncnration is the product of four developmental

süands: punctuadon of Latin texts, punctuating of vernact;lrat texts, the gtowth of silent

reading, and the founding of pdnting. There is no .li'ss¡ line of decent that can be uaced

for English punchration. Eady texts u¡ere essentially E¿¡¡scriFtions, which became

intelligible only when read aloud. IüØord spacing along with syntactically significant critical

matks, became necessary only aftet the formation of texts intended to be read silently,
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where the meaning-beadng units of language could no longet be derived from segmenøl

and prosodic information provided by speech (Scholes & nØillis, 1990). While there was a

practice of marking some written texts dudng much of the Middle ,tges, thete was no

common system of punctuation undl somedme in the eighteenth-century, well aftet the

artlvalof printing. Although some symbols in curtent use resemble---ot are even identical

trpast markings, cuffent practices do not directly derive ftom any practice priot to the

establishment of st¿ndard rules by the eatþ pdnters. This situation uanspfued because,

nntil movable type and the influx of the pdnted book itself developed alatge population of

silent readers, wtiting was viewed as meteþ a guide to, or transcription of, speaking-most

commonly to an audience of to ones'innet ear' pevinson, 1985). Consequently,

punctuation to aid the silent reader (syntactic and stylistic) was not necessary until writing

began to diverge from spoken language. The homogeny of punctuation ptactice was the

product of the intersection of humanist attitudes and practices with the development of

pdnting.
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Chapter 3: Contemporary Punctuation Practice

Punctøation is ubiqailozs and inuisible. I1 exercise¡ a powerful influence oaer the

interþretafion of a lext, buî is rareþ discussed (O'Donnell,7994).

3.1PREAI\,TBLE

In sorne languages, including English, it is possible to define a sentence by referdng

to the punctuation used. Commonly, an English sentence begins with a capial lettet and is

completed with a full stop (or another'final'mark of punctuation such as an exclarnadon

or a quesdon mark). However, defining a sentence via the punctuation used is ptoblematic

due to the fact that many languages (the most obvious being Asiatic languages) do not

make use of such features; and even in those, such as English, u¡hich do, punctuation is not

always an instantly recognisable guide (Crystal, 1994).It is notoriously problematic to

prescribe rules of best practice when in goveming punctuation. Punctuation is, and pethaps

always will be, a personal matter and, in being so, tends to show 
^ 

gre t diversity. 'W'hete,

for example, spelling is (genetatly) eithet right or wtong tegardless of the level of fornality

at which it is used, puncnration and layout features of an informal communication ate likely

to differ markedly ftom those of a formal communication by the same person (IrTunbetg et

a1.,2002; SquLes, 1994). This uncertainty has led some specialists, particularly lawyets,

often omitting punctuation altogethet. The claim þy some lawyers) has always been that

the variability of punctuation rules leads to possible difficulties of inteqpretation, so their

omission cl¡rifies mâtters. This is of coutse highly debatable, and it has been suggested (not

always light-heartedly) that the l,ack of clanty caused by the absence of puncnration cteates

work for the lawye¡s.
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It would, in fact, be easy, on the basis of the similadty among the prescriptive

rulebooks, to wrongly assume that punctuation has become standardised. However,

punctuation is far ftom being standardised, and no one system is in general use (Flalverson

& Crole¡ 1966). The diffetences among wd.tets and between geffes (e.g., fiction and

technical wdting), and the absence of consensus on tfre application of rules by even

experienced copy editots cleatly indicate the lack of homogeneity in punctuation usage

(Cordeiro, 1988; Cronnell, 1980).

As discussed in Chapter 2, faurnthør marks in modern English writing (such as periods

and commas) have often sewed other demarcation functions. For example, the modern

pedod was previously used to matk extended pauses, not necessartty atthe end of a

sentence. In the same way, the functions served by modem marks were sornedmes

indicated by symbols that have fallen into disuse or have evolved into a noticeably

different-Iooking mark. For instance, the bdef pause associated in the present day with the

colnina was indicated in the }vfiddle Agesby pttnctus elaaaius ot a uirgøle,which was,

ultimateþ, gtaphically transfonned into the modem commâ @aron,2001). Not

st'?tisingly, punctuation exhibits a considerable amount of vad¿tion cross-linguistically

also. Practices in layout and in the use of capitalisation, in the forms of punctuation

symbols, and rules goveming punctuation usage all have their own histodes, language by

language. These histodes and practices, although interesting in their own rþht, v¡ill not be

dealt with directly in this dissertation.

Writing manuals have typically adopted an encyclopaedic approach to English

punctuation tatfret thzn a. didactic one. Thus, there is an extensive list of u¡hat the range of

punctuation does, but the litetatwe is unrepresent¿dve of what specific communities of

wdtets actually do with it (Bruthiaux,7995). Patks (1992) notes rhat the essential pdncþle

for intelpreting punctuation is the value and function of each symbol in relation to context

and othet q'nnbols, tat-het than in telation to a supposed value and function for that symbol

when considered in isolation. It is the aim of this chapter to provide an oven'iew of the
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functions and roles performed (or at least suggested to be pedormed) by punctuadon, and

in doing so to discuss cuffent pracd.ces and perspectives in relation to these orthogtaphic

devices.

3.2 FUNCTIONS OF ENGLISH PUNCTUATION: PROSODY A\ID SYNTÆ(

Punctuation, in effect, has been assþed two simultaneous, and not always

compatible, functions-those being prosodic (elocutionary) and syntactic @ruthiaux, 1995;

Nunberg, 1990). Prosodic puncflrâtion acts as a guide to pausing, whilst the puqpose of

syntactic prurctuation is to guide grammatical construcdon. It is usefrrl to sketch the

functions of modern punctuation by conuasting them u¡ith the old functio¡s-1þs þ69¡

tended to be oratorical, based on the needs of the speaker 1s¿ding the text aloud, indicating

the pauses in the sentence more than they did the telations of the parts; and, thetefore,

abundant. In contrast, modern use of punctuation is (or strives to be) Iogcal, çaring litde

about speech pauses, and minimalist in its application, with modem wdters "forevet

stiving to avoid punctuating at alf" (Barzun, 7975,p.189). Consequendy, ptosodic effects

have been marginalised, although not totally abandoned, to the extent that they ate seldom

pedagogically emphasised.

Five models of the function of punctuation have, at vad.ous titnes, been prevalent.

These five models þreathing, pause, cadence, gramma;dLcal and expository) are neithet

mutually exclusive, nor are they especially clear pevinson, 1985). The first thtee models fall

under the heading of prosody or elocudon, while the forth and fifth models fi.t looseþ into

the syntactic or structu,:ral gtouping.

' The breathing hltpothesis dedves ftom the oldest medieval manuscripts in Latin, and

holds that the marks of punctuation point the reader to where in the string of reading to

øke z breath (obviously, such a teadet is an oral teadet). The pause model has been fat

mote persistent, and holds that thete are systematic pauses of differing and measurable

length, whose quantitative time-telationships can be fixed. The cadence model maintains
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that Punctuation marks indeed indicate pauses, but that these pauses come at the end of

certain intonational contours, and therefote reflect the thythm in reading.

Opposed to these elocutionaÐ¡ approaches are those that view the marks as zway of

indicating structure or meaning. The gammatical model describes punchration in terms of

its telationship to syntactic structures such as sentences, cl¿uses and phtases, and is seen as

reflecting the structute of the language. The fifth and final model the expository, suggests

that the marks of punctuation are used to make clear the meaning of the ¡s)ft-thi5 is often

tefered to as the logical or semand.c function of punctuation (Levinson, 1985).

It is argued here that the use of the tetminology above has hindered progtess in the

undetstanding of punctuation, due to the difficulty in deciding what a particular mark in a

particular position is doing. Moteovet, the functions are not mutt¡ally exclusive. Thus, does

only an expository puncnration matk make meaning clear, given that an oratotical

approach, which divides the passage into intonational phrases, also serves alog¡cal

function? An additional ptoblem is that tlese tenns ¿re not even used in the few sedous

wotks on Prnch¡ation with any consistency (Levinson, 1985). Punctuation is probably best

understood if its putposes are divided into tu¡o cleatly specified categories: prosodic and

syntactic. This dichotomy ptovides a simplet ftamework and can be made far more precise

in its applicad.on to acttalpractice. In its prosodic firnction, punctuadon serves as a set of

rlitsçtivs5 fot teading text aloud. In its syntactic function, punctuation señ¡es, like other

asPects of otthography, to convey sense. This is achieved by identi$ring lexical elements

and clausal phrasal and sentential strucfi.üe (Scholes & Willis, 1990).

As discussed in the ptevious chapter, the otiginal function of puncnration was

elocutionary; oral teading, aftet all, was the channel fot imparting wdtten discourse. Aftet

the development of pdnting and the expansion of silent reading, however, a syntactic

pu{Pose evolved. By the eþhteenth-century the latter putpose was dominant, perhaps

teflecting z tezcion against the confusion created by attempts to map puncnration marks
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onto every prosodic detail @ruthiaux,7993)-<ven so, prosodic purposes wete always

evident pupton, 1988).

Not surprisingly, there is a less than perfect consensus between analysts on tfre

specific importance of these two functions for a punctuation mark in any given text.

Bruthiaux (1993) shows that, over a pedod of five centudes, viervs of the matter have

shifted ftom ar almost exclusive emphasis on the prosodic funcd.on, to stressing the

syntactic funcd.on, and finally to attempts by modem pundits to integrate the tq¡o. Thus,

within a particular historical petiod, there may have been conüadictory messages tegatding

the relationship between speech and writing. The ways in which punctuation was used

indicate that relationship. Howevet, tatìer than conclude that past or present punctuation

is 'lawless', it is necessary to be alert to the possibility that it often marks both wdtten and

spoken functions in the same text @aron, 2001).

As wdtten language shares tfre same core grarnmar as spoken language (even though

the two mediums diffet in very fundamental respects), thete will always be an association

between gnmmaicalunits and prosodic ones. fn English there is the pattern whereby the

clause (grammatical unit) is related to the toûe group (a phonological unit, which is

categorised by intonation), and, other things being equal, each clause is spoken as a tone

g¡oup. By this radonale, when writing discourse in English, the puncnradon can be thought

of indifferently as matking off grammatical units or as matking off prosodic units ftIalliday,

1985). Things are ftequently not equal, howevet, and the pdmary reason why the

associad.on between tone group and clause is significant is precisely because it is not static.

Tone gtoup, generally, explesses a piece of infotmation; what the speaket chooses to

encode as a single message block. The relation of this to the clause is metely the baseline to

which all othet alignments can be related as a point of refetence. Thetefore, a speaker is

able to organise a particulat clause as two ot more information units, ot combine two

clauses into one+ach altemative has its own particular meaning in the context.
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This dissimilarity between gtammatical units and tone groups has cdtical

consequences fot punctuation. If a wdter is composing a pâssage in the written mode, the

punctuation will putely follow the gtammar, as there is no necessary implication of

uttetance, hence no prosody, ot 
^r\y 

alternative pattern of. otgatizztion. Conversely, if a

wdtet is composing with 'their ear', which is s55snrially spoken discourse, there is the

implication of an utterance. Therefore, the wdter is shaping the text prosodically, and

conflict may adse, since it is unclear whether the writer should be using the clause or the

tone group (or some othet division) as the basic unit v¡ith which to work (Fl"llid"y, 1985).

It is this confusion that forms the basis for the many instances of uncetainty that we feel

when attempting to punch¡ate, ot when teading something we believe should have been

punctuated differently.

To a.Iarge extent it doesn't matter to which princrple one adheres þunctuation

accotding to grammæ ot accotding to phonology), as much of the time there will be

minimal ot no diffeterree between elauses and tone groups.lffhen they do differ, however,

two possibilities ad.se: shifting between one and the other, or combining both. Additionally,

thete are some wd.ters who enthusi¿stically prefer one oÍ the other type-who arc atheafi.

either gtammatical punctuatots, ot phonological punctuatots ftIalliday,7985). The choices

a wd.ter makes tegarding ltoa to punch¡ate are often seen as part of his ot het individual

style.

3.2.l Prosodic

Punchration pnctice is rooted in oral language, and oral face-to-face speech is a

multi-modal, mrilti-channel occurrence that encodes a lot of suplus infonnation @dlund,

1999). Concurtent with speaking words embedded in grammatical structures, we vary the

intensity of speech; pause for effect; modulate the intonation; and use body language and

f¿cial sxp¡sssions. Howevet, the needs of the eye are quite different ftom those of the

voice and ea¡. Wtitten language leaves only words and gtammatical st¡uctures to carry the
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message, excluding visual and auditory channels. Rather than a broad ar:,ay ol often-

tedundant channels to reþ on, the wdter is left with only the aforementioned two. Or,

pethaps, more accutately, two and a quarter, suggests Edlund (1999), as we also have

punctuation.

\When talking, an individual does not depend solely upon wotds to communicate

meaning. A raise of an eyebrow can be quite telling, as mây a shrug or a wink-facial and

bodily gestures can, and often do, add much to the spoken wotds themselves. Moreover,

tone and stress of the speaket's voice may influence the meaning of the spoken words: a

yell or whispet; speaking calmly ot tngnly; or lowering and raising the voice at the end of

stâteme¡.t or quesd.on (ftr"91., 1993; Shaw,1963). Similarly, when *iti"g one cânnot

expect wotds alone to make the meaning known and clear to the reader. The pauses,

stresses, and inflections th¿t occur in speech often need to be represented by vadous matks

of punctuation, if meaning is to be unambþous.

As a tesulg punctuation marks have been considered as simply cues to the possible

ptosodic and pausal features of a text, and thus fimly tied to intonation (Dawkins, 1992b;

Edlund, 1999;Jones,1996). Punctuation, r'iewed in this way, functions to mark some of

the intonational contou¡s that a writer may perceive as accompanytng the text or may

believe might surface if texts were to be tead aloud (Bruthiaux, 1995). At the very least,

ptrnctuation marks aîe 
^tt 

impedect teflection of those pauses and stresses in spoken

language known as prosodic cues (l.Junbetg et 21.,2002;Van de Water & O'ConneL 1985).

Even with cortect punctuation, which perhaps partly makes up for the missing

indications of the voice aod face in speech, the chances of misunde¡s¡2¡ding remain gl.eai\

as the att of wtiting differs on numerous points ftom the practice of speaking words

@arzun, 1975; Hopkins,7982).In convetsation, people raely organise their thoughts and

wotds into fully intelligible ¡smarþ5-¡"ly-g on a sort of oral shorthand where the listener

Jumps' to the dght conclusion. Context cues and the ability of the listener to ask questions

often settle uncertainty. In contrast, with a wdtten text thete is no oppotunity to ask
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questions; all the reader has is words and punctuation marks (Barzun, 1975).It follows that

these must be set out dght in order to foster a coffect undetstanding by the ¡eader.

Physiology reveals that speech orgâns are stimulated during teading-56mething that

has been termed the inner ear (the nenres and muscles of gesticulation). Science has

demonstrated v¡hat \tenty scholars have long believed: readers inwardly tum writing into

speech, so far as they are able (l\4cMullen, 2001). This statement could be inteqpteted as a

claim about how most wdtets initially learn the use of punchrad.on, yet it is not clear what

relevance that would have to the description of what it is exactly that competent wdters

consult v¡hen ¡¡sing punchration. Nor is it necessary that every leamer ptoceed in this way.

After all, a congenitally deaf person can learn to punctuate.

Although the evidence is latgely anecdot¿l and based on self-repott, it does appear

that readers tend to associate a form of acousdc image with the presence of certain types of

punctuation marks. Perhaps this is what language researchets have in mind when they

advocate the transcdptional petspective of pr:ncnration, and what writers label 'a good eat'

or 'a rhythmic sense' Q.üunberg, 1990). Yet whatever the psychological mechanism telated

to the concept of an inner ezr,ítis far ftom cleat what explanatory putpose would be

served by claiming that punchradon transcribes ig particularly when many patts of it (such

as colons ot parentleses) have no actual conel¿tes in otdinary speech.

\When reading aloud, the general undersønding is that a pause is øken at the

boundaries matked by punctuation, yet this pause is not a structural featue. In

spontaûeous spoken discourse there are often pauses, but not only are these fewer and

shorter than those thait æe charactedstic of reading aloud, they also appear at diffetent

places. In natr¡ral speech, pauses are not, in the main, associated with gtammatical

boundaries; rather, the speaker tends to pause in the middle of a structrue when he or she

arrives to a lov¡-ftequency wotd, or a u¡otd not predictable ftom cortext (Flalliday, 1985).

Fot this reason, punctuation (whether gtammatical ot phonologlcal) is not âctr¡ally

reptesenting pauses-if one pauses when reading aloud then this is a speciol featute linked
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to that activity, where the wtitten text is being consciously teprocessed and translated into a

spoken medium.

Therefore, although intonation in spoken ltngaage and punctuation in wtitten

language share similar roles, this does not mean that one is simply a transcription of the

other into another modality. In questioning this claim Nunberg (1990) not only points out

that the correlation between puncnration and intonation is not very large, but also that such

a uanscriptional account of punctuation is, theoretically, tather uninteresting. Moteovet,

the correlation is not universal, as there âre no spoken manifestations of quotation marks,

capiølisations or word divisions. In fact, patticularly in telation to quotation marks, it has

become cornmofl for speakers to signal their awareness of this deficiency by indicating

them with gestures.

3.2.2 Syntactical

By the mid-eþhteen-hund¡eds,langaage analysts began to argue that it is the

grammatcù form of the construcdon of a passage, and not the rhetorical mode of delivery,

which is the undedying rule by which the act of punctuation should be regulated. The

syntactic approach to punctuation had completeþ emetged and, theoretically at least,

replaced the elocutionary point of view. Rernnants of this for:net divergence still existed,

however, u¡ith the dicnrm that'cornmas equal pauses' often being taughg even in an

otherwise completely grammatical accouût (Batdwin & Coady, 1,978). Syntactic Punctuâtion

acts to guide grammatical construction of texg in otdet to clariSr telationships between

sentences or between independent and dependent clauses (Bruthiaux, 1995). Ttrough this

stylé of punctuadon, then, the reader is able to see the hieratchical struchrre of sentences,

as vadous matks indicate the status of text boundades-in essence acting as units of sense

ffaller, 1988).

As English dropped most of its case endings, the decoding of texnral telationships

became heavily dependent on logical word order. The gtammatical aspect of punctuation
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câme to be seen as more significant, therefore, since punctuation heþs to make wotd order

comprehensible (Sruthiaux, 1993). Cleat punctuation may well allow the wdter to retain

control and dìtection of the cornmunication, paci$ring the comptehension process of the

reader; thereby effectiveþ steering them in the cortect or desired ditsçtien gfru, 1996).

Perhaps it is not stretching the argument too far to suggest that the elocution^ry/

grammaiczl distinction refl.ects the writer-conuol/reader-conftol dichotomy.

As the numbet of writingmanuals multiplied at the beginning of the last cenh:ry,

numetous language authodties began to adopt the view that, since the system is gtounded

in reason, it can be understood and, by extension, taught. The problem about the sentence

for schooling purposes, howevet, is that it is not a unit of speech-it is a unit of wdtten

language. In spoken language, the nearest equivalent is a speech-unit, which, gtammatically

or semandcally, does not have to be a complete unit. The speech-unit does not have to be a

clause, does not have to be an e:rplicit gtammatical link to neighboudng units (as intonation

can provide these links instead); and does not even have to include all there is to be said

about its topic, since the following units can add, e:rpand, revefr and so forth (Pearce,

1e83).

Although l¿tet ¡¡¡entieth cennuy writing manuals note the duality of prosody and

syflt¿x, they opt to concenftate on the struc¡ral dimension on the grounds that

punctuation marks do not t¡anscribe spontaneous speech even when they indicate some

form of pause (Gibbs, 7982;P*on,7986;Raskin & Weiser, 1987). Furthermore, some

guides wam that puncnrating by ex can be a misleading apptoach (Meyet & Smith, 7987),

and that effective punctuation can come only ftom learning the meaning and use of each

mark (IvfcCuen & !üinkler, 1986; O'Hare & Memering, 1990). Q"irk, Greenbaum and

Syartvik (1985) see no systematic link betqieen punctuation and prosody, Nunberg (1990)

cl:aims thete is not a veÐ/ good cotelad.on, and Lakoff (7982, cited in Bruthiaux, 1995)

wdtes that the reliance on abertant punctuation in some modern nartadve prose shows that

Punchrâtion must be essentially syntactic if rules must be broken to imiøte oral style.
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3.2.3 Summary

These two representad.ons of punctuation-to indicate pauses for bteathing and for

rhetorical effect, and to delineate the grammatical boundaries of text-^Íe to a certain

extent contradictory, opposing the cteadve, Iiving and bteathing individual voice with an

analytcal,logrcal and rule-driven stn¡cture @dlund, 1999). Histodcally, wd,tten English

shows a continuous change in its telationship to speech, ftom z heavy dependency to

significant independence, and then returning to a gre tü dependency on speech once again.

Some commentators have argued that the frrnctional development of punctuation has

mi::rored that of written English (Baton,2001; Bruthiaux, 1993; Casson, 1988; Foley,7993;

Jones, 1996; Lupton, 1988), as it has progtessed ftom a mainly oral basis, to becoming a

highly rule-bound and systemalc grzmmatical system, and lasdy to out modern-day

ptactice which is a blend of the two. However, this seems to be something of an

ovetsimplificadon. Such commentatorc tend to refet to the way in which only one

punctuation mark (the comma) is described. Most other punctr:ation marks ate intetpreted

in 5irnilar ways by all schools of thought. Fot example, eveft the most gtammar-bound of

punctuators admits that the exclamadon mark conootes a tone of voice. Conversely,

elocutionary puflctuators have always teserved the full stop to indicate the end of

sentences, even when there may be a case for an equally long pause mid-sentence (-!üaller,

1988).

This section has shown that views of the nature and function of punctuation did not

shift smoothly ftom prosody to syntax (and, perhaps, back agan), not has thete been any

clear resolution. Language analysts tend to emphasise the structutal dimensions of

punctuation, yet interest in the prosodic dimension is rately entireþ absent ftom wdtings

on the subject. Moreover, despite the deveþment of presctiptive tules, the exact natue of

punctuation has remainedhazy and there has been no indication of a cleat tesoludon

(Bruthiaux, 1995). One issue is clear, howevet while we may choose to sePatate syntax and
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prosody fot the purpose of analysis, these aspects ate largely inseparable in use (I4eyer,

1e87).

3.3 SYNITACTIC ROLES OF ENGLISH PUNCTUATION

The most obvious field to consult fot zn account of the function and use of

Punctuation is that of linguistics. However, if one delves into the subjecg it is quickly

^PPrrreît 
that thete has been a matked lack of empirical investigation in this area. ,ts

Nunbetg (1990, p. 9) states:

lYitbfeu exceptions, the exten$ae lilerature on wrilten løngaage and utriting

gtstems bas almost nothing ro sa1 about pøuTaøTion, fmm either a ltistoricøl or

tbeoreîical point of uiew. There is little reason to reyise îbe obsentaÍion tbat Gleason

(1965) made nore lban haen!1ears ago, to tlte ffict tltat "no @preciable amoant of

researcb bas euer been deuoîed to [questions ofpunctuationJ... Indæd, tlterc is aaailable

uery littk desnþtiue data on bow Englisb, or an1 oilter, þunctuation ysten is actualþ

used. Tlte large aolume of publisÌted naterial abicl¡ is auailable is pndoninantþ

notmatiae...

As discussed in Chaptet 2,itwas not until well aftet the introduction of pdnt that

thete emerges anything like the standa¡dised, sophisticated and âutonomous system of

puncnration marks that is used in intellectualised languages such as English. Fo¡ this

reason, the snrdy of punctuation has been itelevant to culrent discussions of the genesis of

wtiting, ot about the changes that the deveþment of writing works had on individuâl

cognition. Nonetheless, puncfi¡ation is of basic importance to writing; truly organic , and z

genuine part of wdtæn language (Shaw, 1963).

\ü7hile accepting that punctuation occupies a linguistic role of its own, what such a

role would be is not clearly evident. As there is still no succinct account of the fonnal

function of punctuation, one is expected to reþ mainly on personal intuitions flones,

1994). \)Øhile there may be agreement on core situations when the use of a given
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punctuâtion mark is desfuable, or even necessalT, thete are many conditions where theit use

is less âpparent. Thus, there is vast range of idiosyncrasy associated with punctuation

Sones, 7gg4),as punctuation has always been consideted a petsonal matter (Atonoff,

1gg4). Hence, punctuation is not always uniformly subject to precise and unq¡avedng rules;

it is often illogical, with commonsense not offering salvation<ertain punctuation rnarks

are matters of conveodon, aothing else.

The majotity of languages formally define the circumstânces when punctuation is

mandatory (Crystal, 1987; Parkes,7992);however, the numbet of such citcumstances

differs depending on the language flones, 1994). While it is acknowledged that thete is no

all-encompassing theory of punctuation; this does not mearr that thete afe no

interpretations of the subject at all. Consequently, one does not have to look askance at

punchration as, fortunately, an individual does not have to depend toølly on personal

intuitions.

The grammar of.lmgaage is organised through a small hieratchy of r:nits of different

size: in English, senteflces, clauses, phrases, wotds and molphemes (Flalliday, 1985).

Collectiveþ the s¡rmbols of puncnrtio¡ zctto provide boundary markings for these units.

The two most distincdve units, words and sentences, wete the first to be associâted with

punchration-words were marked off by spaces and sentences by fulI stoPs. Subsequently,

minor bounrl¡r.ies for intermediate units wete provided, such as the colnma for weaket

boundades and the colon for sEonger ones. Both can be used to separate clauses, and the

cotnma is also used to mark off phrases, and even wo¡ds. One of the most recent

distinctions was that made between a colon and a semicolon, the colon having a special

cataphoric (forward-tefetencing) implication. Figure 3.1, adapted ftomJones (1996),

ptovides an indication of the position of punctuation in orthogtaphy, as well as providing a

taxonomy of toles (and respective symbols) associated with punctuation.
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ORTHOGRAPHY

numerical Punctuat¡on lexical graphical

sub-lexical inter-lexical super-lexical

source-specific source independent

stress markers

dot, hyphen,
apostrophe

dec¡mel po¡nt,
mathemet¡cel
syñbols, etc.

exclamat¡on
mark, quest¡on
mark, ell¡psís

otheß

sem|cobn,
dash, comma

comma, dash,
bÊckets, etc.

colon quotes full-stoP, structurc
cep¡tals, êtc.

Figure 3. / . Taxonomical biemrcþt fn punctuatio n

Viewed in these teffis, punctuation is obserwed âs the pdm"ry element of the rarge

of non-lexical otthogtaph;'; within tåis definition it has been suggested that rhere are rhree

btoad functions that the punctuation mark can perfomr: delimiting, separating aad

disambiguating (ltJunbetg 1990). Each category is distinct ftom the othets, as it performs a

diffetent linguistic function. Some punctuation marks, however, falt into multiple

categories, as they can have diffe¡ent ¡elss-ths cornma is the most not¿ble in this reg¿rd.

However, in each given instance a multi-category punctuation marker can only perfomr

one glven tole, and hence only occut in a single category flones, 1994).

3.3.1þstimiring

Delimitets (such as commas, patentheses and dashes) occur immediately before and

after a patticulat expression, effectively removing that expression ftom the imme.liate

syntactic cofitext of the surrounding sentence. The delimited phrase then acts as a modifiet

to adjacent phrases in the otiginal senrence instead flones, 1gg4).In example 3.7 ryt

saperuisorzcts to modify Peter.
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(3.1) Petet, my superwisot, is running for the new position of President'

3.3.2 SePatating

Punctuation marks serwing the function of separating (e.g., commas, semicolons)

occrü between similar grzmrlrrørdlcalitems and indicate that the items form a list, as

illustrated in example 3.2. For this reason, there is a grezt deal of similatity in behaviour

between sepatators and conjuncd.ons (such as and)-the formet seem to abbteviate the

lattet flones, 1994).

Q.2) The btands of beer r\drian likes to ddnk are Coopets, Victoria Bitter,

Fostets and Catlton Cold.

3.3.3 Disambiguating

Disambþating marks perhaps illustrate best the imporønce of puncnration in

wdtten language. These marks, usually corffnas, occur in positions whete an unintentional

ambiguity could result if the ma¡ks were not there (Squires, 1994). A univetsal justification

for the distdbution of punctuation is that it prevents the incorrect parsing of the

consd.tuent structure of a sentencet'. In example 3.3 a simple cofirma takes all the

savageness out of the exptession.

(3.3) Let's eat Scott! f Let's eaÇ Scott!

12 Although the distdbution of cornmas is said to have this effect, it does not appeat evident that such use of
pr:nctuation is obligatory.
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Some particulat languages, such as English, hzve z minimal level of formal definition,

with the only necessary punctuation being a frrll stop or a similar value (e.g., question marÐ

at the completion of a sentence. Othet languages, however, have rathet more conventional

systems of punctuation, so that in German, fot example, a colruna is mandatory before all

finite and subordinate clauses.

3.4 THE CURRENT STATUS OF ENGLISH PUNCTUATION

.,t strong dependence on punctuation marks by readers can only be the result of

encountets with them tJn^túe l-g.ly consistent. Long before students are øught the

intdcacies of punctuation, they have become conditioned to respond to the uniformity of

tlre marks, and possibly to have a, gr.e tet unconscious mastery of what the marks sigru&

than they ate likely consciously to grasp. In contras! a wdtet, if aiming to facilitate reading,

needs to have Lí 
^w^tettess 

of the responses to puncnration. Such a responsibiJity involves

mastery of a rel¿tively small numbet of situations where puncnration pracd.ces ate

consistenÇ as well as an appteciation that cert¿in marks cte te specific expectations, and

that failu¡e to satisSr such expecøtions gives dse to unclear *itirg (Spradle¡ 1971). A

geat deal of wdtten matedal, such as books, newspapers and journals, has text edited by

people whose ptofession is precisely to prepare text for publication (although, recently, this

seems to have been less consistently the case). To alarge extent this process involves the

enncninrrc onnli-o+i^- nF n^,7iÊ^,7 -'l-. .-+ a"+ .la *^-,,^l^ ^-^^:ç^ +^ ^ -^-i^--l^- ---Ll:-L:-^vr vvwsvs ¡wvùt ùLL vuL ur ¡r¡4uu4¡Ð ÐPçuruL Lu a PaLTL,L'riá¿ PL¿uuùrrrrrË

house ot accepted more wideþ as authoritative guides (Nunberg et 2I.,2002). Yet in spite

of this codification, punchration ptactice is by no means entirely uniform.

If one looks at wdting manuals and guides, it is clear that there ¿te corect and

incorect ways of using putch¡ation, and each suggests that puncnration should be used to

make cleat certain telationships in the text. There are cerainly conventions for the use of

punctuation, but they are rately learned in the way in which rules of gtammerÍ. 
^te 

leamed.

Given that punctuation matks teside only in the wodd of written language, we have
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considerable less practice at using them than the rules of. gr:lmt:ør. proPer, which are

exercised in both writing and speaking @ale, 1991).It is perhaps because of this limited

use tlrat rules of punctuadon 
^ppe 

r mote like a set of arfrfrcial convendons than do the

rules of syntax; and it is possible that it is in tesponse to this perception that people feel

uncomfott¿ble with the notion that punctuation marks obey rules.

Introductory, internediate and advanced handbooks on puncflration usually ate

pedagogical approaches, and typically contain lengthy authodtarian passages on the

individual marks. Commonly, these reviews employ a ptescriptive tteatrnent of

punctuation, in which long lists of rules are given, but the ættzl practice is not considered

@ayrz,ktx et al., 1998). Moreover, such handbooks generally provide rules for the use of

punctuation based totally on the structüal aspects of sentences, and it is only on tare

occasions that manuals refer to speech. The elocutiort^ty pufpose of puncnration is

maintained l^tg"ty in the field of linguistics--due no doubt to the structualist position that

wtiting is metely a visual reptesentadon of speech (Scholes & lØillis, 1990).

While numerous manuals that provide detailed desctiptions of the English

punctuation system by sÉessing the specific properties of each mark, they tarely deal with

the relative ftequency of each mark. On the conuary, they are inclined to give equal satus

to all the matks in the system-possibly overemphasising the role of intetmediate matks,

such as colon, semicolon, and dash @ruthiaux, 1995; Bruthiaux,7993). Consequently,

student and adult wdters may well l¿bour under the misapptehension that all matks in the

punctuation system waffant equal effort and attention.

The work by Meyer (1987) is the first example of a purely desctiptive snrdy of

punctuation, and he makes the obsewation that the functions of marks and theit

realisations are distinct concepts. Concentrating on American practice and using examples

ftom the Brown Cotpus (Ftancis & Kuceta, 7982), he puts forwatd tlree functions of

punchration: to help the reader understand the text easily, to emphasise a concept, and to

vary the rhythm of the text (I\4eyer, 1987). The realisation of these ñrncd.ons, on the other
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hand, falls into two main categodes, matks that separate, and marks that enclose @zytakør

et al., 1998). Meyet's wotk, however, suffers ftom z limiation that affects marry types of

statistical suñ¡eys, as he considers only what does occur, and neglects to ask about the

constjaints that account for the non-occurfence of vadous sequences.

Nunbetg's (1990) valuable examination of the linguistics of punctuation was a

caølyst fot much of the teseatch in the past decade. Nunberg argues that the punctuation

system is, firstly, systematic and linguistic, in the sense that it obeys princþles and

constraints of a type fzmiliør. ftom work in other linguistic subsystems such as phonology

or syntax, and secondly, it is a separate linguistic subsystem not reducible to principles of

þtosodic) phonology or synt¿x @riscoe, 1,996). Further, he attacks the general opinion that

punctuation is ptescriptive, and only a device for reflecting intonation, arguing thag útet

the divergence of wdtten and spoken languages, punctuation has become a linguistic

system in its own rþht. He puts foÍw¿td two separate grammars to analyse texü ¿ hxical

grammar, whieh ¿ccounts for text-categodes occurring between the punctuation rnarks, and

z textgrammar,which deals with the structure of punctuation and the relation of

Punctuation matks to the text-categories they separate Q.üunbetg, 1990).

Textbooks that venture to give advice about puncûration are becoming very

rurcolünon, and those that endue are increasingly ready to play Canute, as time and agatn

they lay down the rules, while writets, publishes and ptintets behave quite otherwise.

Peæce (1983) even suggests that in many cases the teacher's best policy is to be positively

antinomiao and do the opposite of what the textbooks say. Puncn¡ation is more

complicated and more subtle than the btoad t^nge of manuals suggest, and the teacher is

not to know which textbook rules to teject, which to invert, and which to adopt (Pearce,

1983).

Yet what is the apptopdate rneasure of punctuation? Typically, effective punctuation

goes unnod.ced-the matks teinforce the logic of the sefrtence and temain quite

unobtrusive (O'Donnell, 7994). One measure, then, could be the degtee of success in
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unobtrusively aiding the reader in recognising and anticipating the gømmznczl and logical

structures likeþ to be encounteted. By this rationale, the only punctuation that is incorect

is that which clashes with what the text is in fact intended to express (Spradley, 1971). Such

a reader-oriented analysis of puncnration promotes acquisition of the abiJity to judge the

appropriateness of a,matk,rather than the memorisation of the multitude of subde rules.

According to Dawkins (1992a) two propositions suggest themselves: firstly, punctuation

practice varies from genre to geffe, and, secondly, skilIed writers punctuate accotding to

needs, not according to the rules.

Q"irk et aI. (1985), in what has been called the most comprehensive examination of

modem English, examine the st¿tistica.Idaø on coÍrmas with andznd butbearce¡

coordinate clauses and conclude that it is likely that the general nodon that punctuation

confonrrs to gtammatical rz;tJr'er than rhetorical considetations is, in teality, overddden.

Moreover, the dat¿ suggested that wdters ate dealing with tendencies, which although quite

comprehensible, are by no means des (Qufuket aI., 1985). Many of the best non-fiction

wd.ters violate punctuation rules ftequently enough to indicate that the rules neither

indicate precisely what to do not infotm vety âccurateþ about what is done (Chapman,

7993;D21e,1991; Edlund, 1999;Jones, 1996; Levinson, 1985). In ¿n examination of the use

of the entire hierarchy of puncnration matks by 18 ptominent nonfiction authots, Dawkins

(1992a) found disagteement ând inconsistency among all of them concerning application of

punctuation rules.

Simpler systemisation of puncnradon, which downplays the imporønce of rules and

emphasises, in their place, pdncþles, has been proposed as an approach that offers more

promise-both theotetica.lTy andpedagogically @awkins, 1,992a;Limaye, 1983). One

assumption of such 
^n ^pproach 

is that wdters have an intuitive sense of the hierarchy of

mrks. Dawkins (1992a) suggests that it is semantic intent, not the rules, that govems the

puncnration pracd.ces of top wdters. If puncnration is looked at as a process based on what

wd.tets intend, only two princrples are needed: fitsdy, punch¡ate only to achieve clatity
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andf or effecdveness; and secondly, use the hierarchy of marks to show the nature and

degree of separation pawkins,7992b). Dawkins (1992b) introduces the concept of raising

or lowedng a matk on the hietarchy, depending on the desired effect. The higher up the

hietatchy one goes, the greater the separatioo, and the gteater the emphasis for the added

matedal. Thus, in sentences 3.4 - 3.7 the likelihood of Benjamin wdting the joumal atticle

diminishes, and the irony of the tone increases, as the punctuation marks get stronger.

Q4)

(3.s)

(3.6)

Q.7)

Benjamin promised to write the article when he had the time.

Benjamin promised to write the article, when he had the time.

Benjamin ptomised to write the article-when he had the time.

Benjamin ptomised to write the article.lWhen he had the time.

Dawkins' central argument is that good wdtets use punctuation; not to indicate

bteathing points; rlot to satisft g1zinrrnflczft'u1es; but to eteate rhetodeal effects. Sentenee

3.7 , for example, violates a basic handbook rule, and Dawkins's system explains why this

rule is so often btoken @dlund, 1999).

A benefit of systematising punctuation rules, and emphasising the princþles, is that it

appeals to reason, semandc intentions and sense of rhetodcal effectiveness, tathet than the

need to be 'coffect' accotding to a set of confusing rules. Similarly, it has the potential to

make punctuadon easier to leam þerhaps avoiding the difficulty associated w'ith tote

leaming of unrelated rules) as well as increasing confidence when puûctuating.

Fot the most part, howevet, modern authors of wdting manuals still continue to

emphasise intemal logic over ptosodic factors, and to grant each matk in the punctuation

system equal emphasis, not as a indication of its usage ot ftequency in nanrrally-occu:ring

texts, but merely because it exists as a resource (Bruthiaux, 1995). Consequentt¡ writing

guides do not have a latge role to play in the prioritisation of education needs for writers. It

is perhaps advantageous, thetefore, for insEuctors to encourage their students to adopt an
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approach based on contempotary plz.cdce, and that writing manuals should be viewed as

merely theoretically interesting inventories of the potential of punctuation, not as leaming

or teaching tools, which their promoters considet them to be. On the other hand, this

point may be more teflecdve of the inadequacy of such manuals to date, tathet than a point

'in pdnciple'.

3.4.1Punctua :ñg in Contemponty Orthography

At the beginning of this century we ate witnessing, perhaps, the culmination of a

progtession ftom'heavy'to'light'punctuation (Dawkins, 7992a). There seem to be two

general philosophies g"iding the use of punctuation þarticularly commas): the open style,

whete marks ate used only whete they are absoluteþ necessary; and the closed style,where

punctuation is used wherever permitted. The second stance is now considered old

fashioned, while the first is not exactly user-friendly ftIay-Roe, 1997). Q"irk et â1. (1985),

discussing the current punchration style, suggest tha! in prefetence to heavily punctuating

sentences, wdters often move in the opposite ditsçfr6n, towards lþht puncnration, just

sufficiently to make their sentences quickly and easily understood. The distinction is to do

with optional punctuation, especially cornmas: a þht style puts in relatively few commas in

those places whete they ate optional rather than obligatory (Commonwealth Depaftrnent

of Finance and Adminisftadon, 2002; Nunberg et al^,2002;The University of Chicago

Ptess, 1993).

Stylistic handbooks tend to suggest rhat"a useful rule of thumb is to punctuate a

Itghtly as possible u¡ithout holding up or misleading the readers" (Flughes, Dnrry, &

Barretg 7993,p.432),that the use of a comma is mainly amarfrer of good judgemenq with

ease of reading as the end in view (fhe Univetsity of Chicago Press, 7993), and that "some

wd.tets use more punctuation marks than othets, but the modern tendency is to use them

spadngly" (Australian Government Pdnting Senrices, 1988, p. 63). One objection to

systematic undet-punctuating is that it inevitably leads to the occasional inadvetent
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omission of commas which are 'absolutely necessary' for the ptevendon of a momentary

misreading (Patridge, 1964). Moteover, the possible faciliating functions of optional

punctuation zre raely discussed (Chapter 8 deals with these questions in detail).

The tendency towards less punchration is likely to be associated with the modem

preference for shorter sentence lengths. Shorter sentences need less puncnration-whether

grammzncdly or rhetorically based-than longet ones (Baron,2007). This inclination

towatds shortet sentences was analysed by Haussamen (7994), who examined English

senterice length in texts at one hund.ted year interwals ftom 1600 to 1900, together v¡ith a

collection of works ftom the 1980s. In the earþ periods sampled (1600'h and 1700ú

cenhrdes), wdtten sentences range ftom 4f70 words in length. In selections ftom the

1800'h and 1900ú centudes, senteûce length had reduced to 3040 wotds; and in the 1980s

findings indicated that sentence length was rarely mote than 20 words (Flaussamen,7994).

These results aie not unexpected, let they are extremely useful in indicating the changing

telationsiúp between spoken and wdtten English. Except for inftequent occasions, such as

a chatn of clauses linked with conjuncdve 'ands' or a loss of sequence, few people speak

40-70 wotd sentences in everyday discourse. Moreovet, as thete is no evidence to suggest

that the convetsad.onal style in the 1600ùand 1700d' cenhrd.es would have included lengthy

sentences, the data suggests that there ril¡as a greater mismatch in eatlier centud.es between

everyday spoken cornrnunication and wtitten text, as compared to more iecent times.

Since the mid-nineteenth century, a sedes of technological inventions have dastically

altered the ways in which people communicate. Communication-technologies such as tle

telegtaph, telephone, radio, television and, more recently, the Intemeg have made it

possible to separate transportation ftom com¡nuoica¡is¡-lsmeving the need for face-to-

face intetaction or fot written messages to be physically carried ftom sender to recipient

(Carcy,1983). As Baton (2001) suggests, all of these technologier h+ to teshape the

telationship between speech and writing, typically by bluning the distinctions between the

two. Catey (1983) argues that these technologies (most specifically the telegtaph) wete
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responsible for the creadon of the new, crisper writing, due to the limits on the amount of

text that could be transmitted.

Writing has progtessively developed into a reflecdon of informal speech, and

nowhere is this more clearly illustrated than in e-mail (Baron, 1998). A.s a form of writing,

e-mail is durable and its syntâx commonly includes complex clause structures; howevet, e-

mail also shares nurnerous features v¡ith face-to-face spoken language, such as inforrnality,

and the prevalence of present tenses, and is often unedited (see Baron 1998 for a detailed

analysis of the linguistics of e-mail). Mote and more, writing is seen as an interchangeable

alternative to speech ratfrer than as a distinct entity with its own functions and convendons

@aron, 2001). As a result, punctuation is incteasingly being used (and pethaps taught) as a

tool for recotding pauses in the speech which writing minots.

In a review of modern handbooks, empfuical teseatch, and pedagogical manifestos

Baton Q001,, p. 56) suggests:

Tlte semi-stable gmnnøTical nodel of the past century is being abandoned. In it¡

stead, punctuation is inreasinþ marking ilte cadences of infomal speecb or, in lbe case

of email and oilter contemporary language media, lteþing the ey make sense of messages

thaî are intended to be uiewed quickþ.

3.4.2 Futute of English Pr nctuation

Throughout history punctuation has served two masters: speech and wdting, though

this service has not been stable ovet dme. One source of confusion was that no matter

how independent English wdtten language became ftom spoken communicadon, the tole

of writing as an aid fot fornal or tory nevet disappeared. A second soutce of confusion is

mismatches between professional standards (set by pedagogues ot pdntets) and the

punctuation habits of tecognised writers, populat media, and leamets themselves @aton,

2001). As reinforced in the previous and present chapter, 'pointing'in English began as a

rhetotical tool, changed its function to that of to marking gtammzdiczl construcdons, and
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now has sï/ung back, perhaps, to reflecdng spoken language. Flowever, as has been shown,

the account is far more chaotic, and it is not straightforward to foresee tþs ditsstiens in

which English punctuation will change in this new millennium.

Baton Q001) proposes three possible directions of development in punctuation in

the early decades of the twenty-first centuÐr. One possibility is that, following recent

üends, punctuation will inceasingly become a handmaiden to informal speech. There is a

reasonable Iikelihood that punctuation will become progressively more open or overtly

matk the cadences associated with the author's inner ear. A second possibility is that

punctuation will be te-established as a matket of grammatical categodes (at least in formal

wdting), regaining its former statwe. A final, and perhaps most likely, possibility is that

punctuation u¡ill continue to play a schizoid tole in the minds of learners, teaders and

writers. Fot over a millennium litetate English-speaking societies have juggled elocutionary

and syntactical functions of punctuation, and the essendal dilemma remains ¡þs 5ams-lg

tåere a distinct form of wtitterlzrgaage intended ro be encountereci süendy, or is writing

inextticably linked to speech?

In spite of the overwhelming dissemination of wdtten thoughts and the cleat and

growing desfue to exPress maûy vocally ptoduced messâges that ate part of our real-life

system of communicad.on, we have fot eenturies been using a most limited repetofue of

punctuation symbols (Poyâtos, 1981). Pethaps due to the rise in communication

technologies, we ate now facing the need fot a tevision of the very concept of what wd.tten

commr:¡rication should be like. In terms of punctuation, it is perhaps, at the very least,

desirable to explote the possibility of improving the effectiveness of punctuation by

modifying and adding to the present system. Emod.cons, s)rmbols usually made by

combining a numbet of punctuation marks, such as;-) for sarcâsmt3, 
^te ^rt 

example of an

effort to use punctuation to s)¡mbolise speech for better evocation of semand.c variations.

13 Viewed on the side, it represents a smiling face u¡ith a u¡ink.
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3.5 SUMIVIARY

Desctiptions of the English punctuation system may be uffePtesenøtive of cuffent

punctuation pracdce, as writing is tending to advance toward mote oral characted.sadons,

rnore involved, more situated, and less abstract styles (Biber & Finegan, 1989). Yeg while

English punctuation has shown clear sþs of having undetgone a Process of simplification,

writing guides indicate little awateness of this shift @ruthiaux, 1995).

Some researchers have suggested that punctuation.usage should be guided by

pdncþtes of style, rather than rules that require sûict comPliance. The rule-based method

is petceived as intimidating for learners, whilst the ptinciple approach could be easiet to

leam and less threatening. The general lack of confidence in the Power of the stfuchüal

apptoach to âccouot for all punctuation uses has led some commentatots to atgue that

punctuation practice should be consideted in tenns of clarity, appropriateness,

effectiveness, and taste. Rethinking punctuation ptactices in these terms may generate

solutions to problems that ate less atbitrary than ftaditional tules.
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Chapter 4: Psycholinguistic Research on

Pu n ctu atio n

. . .sti// tbe comma gets n0 respecl. It seems just a sþ of a thing a pedant's tick, a

blþ on tbe edge of our consciottsnesr, a kind ofprinter smød¿e almost. Small, we claim, is

beøutful. Yet wbat is so ofien used, and so rareþ recalled, as tlte comnæ-unh¡s iî be

breatlt itself (Iyer, 1988)

4.1PREA]\,IBLE

In order to investþte the interpretive âspects of punctuation marks and the effect

they have on the cognitive ¡¿sþ 6f ¡s¿rting, it is valuable to considet previous snrdy in this

atea,. The amount of empfuical research that has dealt with punctuation, however, has been

slight, and largely conducted in recent times. This limitation has been identified by

teseatchen both ftom a linguistic standpoint (e.g., Baron,2}}7;Bruthiaux, 1993; Levinson,

1985; Meyer.,7987; Nunberg, 1990; Parkes,7992) and a psychological petspective (e.g.,

Baldwin & Coady, 7978;Chafe, 1988; Chapman, 1993; Cordeiro et 2r.,1983;Hill & Munay,

2000b; Scholes &'Willis, 1990; Shapeto,7999). Moreover, reseatchers in automated natual

language processing, whete punctuation is typicalty deleted before parsing is initiated, or

simply þoted, have also questioned the l¿ck of investþtion into punctuation (e.g.,

Baynktar et a1.,7998;Dùe, 7997;Jones, 1996).

It is suggested tha! up until the l¿st decade or so, the snrdy of puncnration suffered

ftom the emphasis placed on the spoken language as well as f¡om a conscious reacd,on on

the part of modern linguists against a tradition of prescriptivism uninfotmed by

observad.on. Given the widesptead view that orthogtaphic forms of language are simply,

and often impedecg ttanscdptions of speech, it is not rema¡kable that linguists are inclined
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to endeavour to maintain the elocutionary frrnction of punctuadon--+ven, it would seem,

when it is appatent it does not work.

In a series of publications, Robett Scholes and Brenda ìTillis (Scholes & rWillis,

79872,7987b,1989, 1990) posit a distinction between extensional and inîensional elements in

the processing of language,loosely based on the phlosophical distinction between external

and mental reference. Extensional elements of alangaage ate those forms that mâP onto

the real world, the forms that allow us to communicate about things, while intensional

elements mâp on to the grzrnm^r. of the language itself and have no tefetence to anything

outside of that grammar (Scholes & Willis, 1990). Viewed in this dichotomous wây,

punctuation marks are extensional in their elocutionary frrnction and intensional in thei¡

syntactic function. As extensional elements, they tefet to overt properdes of utterance,

such as pausing and intonation; as intensional elements, they serwe as indicatots of syntactic

structure. Given that linguists have previously dealt with punctuation as a transctiptional

device þence extensionally), it is interesüng to note that most expedmentai reseatch on the

topic of punctuadon has considered the syntactic (intensional) function of punctuation

marks.

Psycholinguists, as well as m^rty othet language teseatchers, have often claimed the

beneficial intensional uses of punctuation without gtri"S coûcrete enrpirical justification.

There is little empfuical evidence to suppott, ot disptove, this conjectu.te of punctuadon

facilitation, and most researchers have either evaded the considerad.on of punctuation or

have merely assumed that it sen¡es a disambþating role çnru, 1996). A number of articles

examining sentence parsing are relevant to this observation. In an study by Ferrieta and

Henderson (1991), the authots, desctibing teseatch by !7amer and Glass (1987) list a

of. eaùy- and l¿te-closure sentences such as 4.7 - 4.4,yet a short, and pethaps, as

suggested by Hill (1996), humble, parenthesised statement accompanies the lisg which

declares: "Sentences did not appear with commas in their study; they are included here for

ease of exposition" (Fertefua & Henderson,7997,p. 28).Frazier and Rayner (1982, p. 563)
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reason that commas would be used to disambþate sentences in normal prose, hence

"emphasise that none of the sentences used on the expedment contained commas."

Similarþ, Fnzier (7987, p. 563) states, "if a string is locally disambþated (e.g., by

punctuation ot ptosodic effects) then by definition thete will be only one permissible

analysis of the input and we would expect petceivers to coristruct that analysis." More

recentl¡ Picketing and Traxler (1998, p.9al used comm^s 
^s 

a means of creating

unambþous controls in a study of plausibility and gatden paths stating "senteûces... are

disambþated by the comma, so no misanaþsis should take place." Undoubtedly these

quotes are bold statements about the disambig*tiog potential of puncn:atioft, even

though, with the exception of Pickedng and Traxler (1998), the possible effects of

punctuation are þoted in these studies.

Eatþ-closute sentences:

(4.1) rWhen the boys sttike Q the dog killg

(4.2) Before the boy killr O the man the dog bites suikes

Late-closure sentences:

(4.3) After the dog bites the man 0 th" cat kills

(4.4) \Xlhen the horse kicks the b"y O the dog bites the man

Many researchers have investþted synøctic structures and ambþous sentences

u¡ithout sentence-intemal purictuâtion, even though, in most cases, standard ptactice would

have tequited it. Arguably, the view of punctuadon as a fictJitztor for disambþation is

intuitiveþ ddven, tathet tha¡ t nodon based on research. However, not all researchers have

made such blanket assumptions concerning the ability of punctuation to provide

clatification, although often this considetation of the influence of punctuation has been an

incidental and minor line of investþtion.
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This chapter will discuss in detail some pâst studies that have examined punctuation,

eithet incidentally ot 
^s 

a focus of research. Representations of the former c tegory 
^re

scarce, and in the latter, scârcer still; and often the tesearch is unpublished. It is not cetrain

whether this situation is due to the cornmon petception of punctuation as elocudonary, anð

hence as theoretically uninteresting, since it is viewed as a simple written transcription of

pauses in speech (ì.Tunberg, 1990); or to punctuation occupqg^ blurted middle ground

between ovetly linguistic phenomena (like cue words and phrases) and ovetly layout-

odented phenomena (such as indenation and spacing) (D"1., 1991); ot to a combination of

both. Nevertheless, acquiring a true understanding of wdtten langtnge will be impossible if

punctuation marks ate not taken into account @ayrz,ktzt et al., 1998).

4.2 PREVIOUS EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON ENGLISH PI.INCTUATION

4.2.1 Sentence-level Patsing Ptocesses

For a competent maflüe reader, teading ordinady appears to be an instantaneous

and unified process. Under the scrutiny of teseatch, howevet, this perception is inaccutate.

Reading is not a single mental opetation; rathe4 theorists distinguish among component

processes of teading at the word, sentence, and text level (Flabedandg 1994). Without

doubt, most research on syntax has focused on sentence structure, as this is consideted to

be where the cdtical grammatical relationships are expressed. Typically, grammats have

defined a sentence as 'the complete expression of a single thought' (Ctytt l, 1987). For the

most p¿rt, however, t-ese-orch has attempted to avoid ¡litect application of this definition

because of the difficulties in identifring whatz 'thought'is. Fot example, an egcatr express

a thought, but it would not be considered a complete scûtence. Motcover, although Ben

closed tlte d.oor, as it wasfree{ngis one sentence, it could without doubt be analysed as two

distinct thoughts.
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Sentence-level processes include syntactic parsing ptocesses. Syntactic parsing

requires appþng the lexical categories in order to calculate the telationships betveen

words, to group them into units (such as phases and clauses), and, ultimately, to descdbe

the structure of a sentence (f{ill, 1996). Simply put, thetefote, parsing is concetned v¡ith

how words combine to construct sentences. Hence, if a sentence is genetated successfirlly,

its meaning becomes fzr greater. than the straightfolward sum of its parts (wotds). Using

surface markers, word class, wotd position, and punctuation, these processes organise the

words of sentence into syntacdc structure (Crystal, 7987;Hzbedandt, 1994). An efficient

ptocessing system must somehow be capable of making the correct parsing decisions most

of the time (À4itchell, 1986); minimising or perhaps even avoiding, obstacles inttoduced by

backtracking or dealing with mislearling starts. This process is performed word-by-word;

hence, as the reader comes across each wotd in a sentence, it is necessary th¿t he or she

deterrrine its syntactic category. Søted as such, this sounds like a simple pÍocess, as the

reader will realise what syntactic category a wotd is likely to be assþed and what syntactic

categories }rrave ùready been assþed to the pteceding words in the sentence. Lzngaage,

however, is indeterminate, andmaking a decision tegarding the conect syntactic câtegory

of a word can be quite complex and t"*ing.

For example, on encountering the word man in the follov¡ing sentence, the readet

must decide if it is â noun (rs tn an old nan) or if it is a vetb (as in rzan the ffeboaÌ).

(4.5) The old man the bo¿ts

Patterson (1998) proposes that the readet can implement two sttategies. The fust

option involves using some rule or guideline (or guessworþ, while the second involves

putting off the decision-making until later in the sentence, when other information

acqufued may make the decision less demanding. Howevet, as the teadet must tetain the

two alternative analyses, this latter strategy naturally involves a memory load. Snrdiés have
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shown that readets do not do this; rather, they have a tendency to decide on a syntacdc

c tegoty for each word in the sentence as it is encountered @atterson, 1998). The cognitive

process of reading is appatently based on two related assumptions, application of the

inmediagt and the e_ye-nindpnnciples. According to the immediacy pdncþle, the reader

attempts to comptehend a unit of text (usualiy a word) âs soon as possible, instead of

delaying until the end of a clause or sentence. Similarl¡ according to the eye-mind

pdnciple, the mental ptocessing of a unit of text takes place concurrently with the eye-

fixations on that unit; hence thete is no delay between the word being fixated upon and the

mental ptocesses atttched to that word (llaberlandt, 199 4).

As a resulg readen sometimes make the wrong parsing decision, and subsequently

have to coffect that etot and reznabyse the senteflce. It is not su¡prising, then, that

previous investigations into the influence of puncnrad.on on reading have genetally focused

on the effects of the segments of text thart ar.e either on the point of being analysed

structuaily, or have aneady been analyseci at some eathet søge in the process of

interpreti'''g the sentence (e.g., Chapman, 1993; Hill, 1996; Hill & Murray,2000b; Mitchell,

1e86).

4.2.2Tlne Comma

Punctuation rules concem all the marks. However, st¿tistical studies indicate that

over rrirreiy percent oi iire marks are periocis and commas, with coÍtmas being the more

ftequently occurdng (I)awkins, 1992a). Meyer (1987) observed that commas and periods

each constiflrted around forty-five pelcent of all marks in the Brown Corpus @rancis &

Kucera, 7982), with the next most ftequent mark having a ftequency of only two percent-

^very 
sharp &op. It may be argued that, other marks aside, the pedod may be at least as

impotant as the colrrma, since its ftequency is almost the same. However, the comma is far

more versatile flones, 7996) and is involved in almost tÏree-quarters of all puncnration

Pattems @zynktzt et â1., 1998). Hence, as the cornma requires more rules, it leads to more
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Problems for the wd.ter, and consequently is consideted the most controversial of the

punctuation marks (FIay-Roe, 7997;LaRoque, 1996; Meyer, 1989; Qufuk et al., 1985),4,s

suggested by Hill (1996), the cornma has flexible qualities that tange ftom signifying suong

structural significance to being, effectiveþ, arbítzty and uninformadve. It is for these

reasons that most of the tese¿tch on punctuation marks has focused on the coÍuna-

specifically on its dis¿mbþating role.

4.2.3 Punctuation and Syntactic Parcing: Avoidi.g the Gatden Path

4.2.3.1The Gatden Path Model

One of the most significant theories of syntactic parsing is the garden path model.

The model derives ftom strictly systematic pdnciples of parsing (I{mball, 1973) and the

architecture involved in the 'Sausage Machine' @nzier & Fodor, 1978). \7ith the

combination of simplicrty and power incorpotated into its fra:neu¡ork, it has withstood the

test of time, and temains hghty influenti¿l (for a review of studies that have supported the

garden path model see Mitcheil, 1994). The model suggests that readers make decisions

about the structute of pbrases using a small set of heuristics based on knowledge about

syntactic structure. The garden path view of parsing m¿intains that decisions are initially

made on syntactic considerations alone, without reference to semantic or pragmatic

information ot to cert¿in kinds of lexical information (e.g., Ferreira & Henderson, 1990;

Mitchell, 1989; Raynet, Catlson, &Ftzzíe41983). Accounts of this kind can be refer¡ed to

as syntax-first models of parsing (ñfitchell, Corley, & Gamham,7992); consequently, the

theory posits that readers do not eithet use knowledge about the meaning of words and

sentences, ot about the surrounding context in initial patsing decisions.

One of the two, very general, patsing suategies used in garden path theory, minimal

aÍlacbment, essentially entails that the reader builds the least complex of the possible

syntactic analyses that can be assþed to a phrase. Minimal attachment proposes that when
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building a new lexical item the reader should only use the smallest number of syntactic

nodes þranching points) as possible, while remaining consistent to the grúnmar..

Consequently, garden path theory maintains that the teadet initially Pursues a simple acdve

analysis of a sentence and selects the least marked interpretation, deriving only one

representation. If the reader realises they are wrong, it is necessary to backtrack and

recompute.

The second heuristic, late-closure, presumes that the readet attemPts to Process new

information âs paft of the cuffent phrase strucnüe. Late-closu¡e holds that, whetever

possible, a new lexical item is ¿ttached to the cl¿use or phrase curtently being ptocessed; so

if the reader is currently processing a verb-phrase, then incoming information would be

processed as part of that vetb-phrase for as long as possible. This bias is evident when the

new information is temporarily ambþous, and the teadet initially thinks that the neu¡

information can be processed as patr of the cuffent phrase, but subsequently it is

disambþated as pzn oi a new phrase structute. Sentence 4.6 is an exampie of a sentence

in which the application of l¿te-closure results in a problem. Readets initially attemPt to

interpret the dfuectly following noun phrase (the actors) as the rlitect object of the fust vetb

(applauded), but this is subsequendy disambþated at the beginning of a new vetb-phrase

(took a break).

(4.6) After the audience had applauded the actots took a break'

Similady, in sentence 4.7 readers appeat to encounter difficulty because late-closute

Ieads them to incorrectly analyse the noun-phrase (a mile) as 1þs ditect object argument of

the vetb (iogr), when tn fzctit is the subject noun-phtase of a new clause.

(4.7) SinceJay always jogs a mile seems a short distance to hLrm.
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The patset builds an initial analysis on the basis of putely structural information

following these two general princþles. The obvious advantage of the garden path theory is

that it is quick and easy to make decisions on the basis of a simple set of heuristics dedved

ftom one source of knowledge. This is an important requirement, as readets must compute

the syntactic structure of sentences extremely quickly. The gatden path theory provides a

simple and teasonably efficient account of how this can be done (although it is by no

fneans the only account).

Undet garden path theory, the tempomrily ambþous natrue of language is delivered

in a serial manner and is managed by only prusuing a single analysis of a sentence at a dme.

Thete is no guarantee, of course, that the simplest and first analysis will be the correct one,

as a vadety of possible analyses exist. Consequently, by employing these two heuristics the

Parser can be led up and down'the garden path'of andysis-initially developing an

incorrect structural analysis and having to retrace its steps when a mistake is revealed ftIi[

1996). Misanaiysis is typically non-fatal to the parse, but the discovery of the eror, along

with the resulti.g confusion zndteanzlysis, is presumed to be a dme-consuming activity for

the teader. Sentences 4.8 and 4.9 arc a usefuI means of illustrating this point:

(4.8) The Head of Departrnent argued the student's position

convincingly

(4.9) The Head of Departrnent argued the student's posid,on was

mistaken

The temporatily ambþous noun phrase the stadent's po¡ition can be inteqpteted as the

simple direct object of the vetb ot as the subject of a complement cause. Minimal

attachment v¡ill favour construcdng the former inteqptetadon, as it requires a smaller

nurnber of nodes and avoids building a new consd.tuent Fg*" 4.1). However, while this is

a cortect interptetation for sentence 4.8, it is not coffect for sentence 4.9, which requires
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the altemative phrase market. Thetefore, the minimal attachment approach would predict a

garden path effect tn 4.9 but not 4.8.

s
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d -Z"xThe He of D epartm ent argue the stud ent 's position

F gnn 4.1. Phran markersþr senlences 4.8 and 4.9

The major atuaction of the garden path model is that late-closue and minimal

¿ttachment ate cleat and general pdnciples, and easily testable. Moteover, they also appeal

to the notion of cognitive economy, by keeping mental processes as simple and efficient as

possible g+lt1 1996). Having only two g*di"S princþles Lessens the burden on working

memory dudng patsing and keeps structures as undemanding as they can be"

However, while garden path theory is an appealing model there ate findings that

indicate readets make use of other sources of information when working out the structure

of sentences. An a¡ea of contention is lexical infor:nation-specifically, whethet deailed

information about the verb can guide patsing (see Holmes, 1987; Holmes, Kennedy, &

Muray, 1987; Kennedy, Muray,Jennings, & Reid, 1989). For example, there is evidence to

suggest that the initial analysis of a sentence is made in accotdance with the strongest

preferred lexical form of the verb ford, Bresnan, & Kaplan, 1982). Additiondly, the

princþle of late-closure does not necessâdly extend coss-Iinguistically (Cuentos &
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Mitchell, 1988). A further threat to the simple and süaightforward gatden path pdnciples

comes ftom infotmational-rich semandc sources, as readets have been found to use

information about the meaning of words (e.g., Trueswell, Tanenhaus, & Garnsey, 1994) or

information about the context in which the temporarily ambþous sentence appears (e.g.,

Altrn¿nn & Steedman, 1988; Altrnann, Gatnham, & Dennis, 1992).It is therefore possible

to prevent, or at least reduce, any processing difficuities (even when garden path theory

stztes thât there mu¡tbe a problem) given the right pdot context (llill, 1996).

These findings ate a sedous challenge to the garden path theory, and there seems

little doubt tJrlat a vaiety of factors can influence sentence comprehension. However,

evidence for strategies other than minimal attachment and late-closrue is not conclusive

(Ferrefua & Clifton, 7986;Fraziet,79871' Hill, 1996; Mitchell, 19S9). Moteovet, the

important empidcal question ís wlten sources other than minimal attachment zndlate-

closure are brought into play. Mitchell (1989), for example, claims that specific lexical

information is only used to vedô¡ that the structures proposed atevalid. There is roorn,

then, to suggest that othet sources of information may only be employed during reanalysis,

after the parser encounters a diff,culty in its ptimary analysis.

4.2.3.2 Punctuation and the Garden Path

Beverþ Adams, Don Mitchell and colleagues have examined punctuation (albeit

slightly),looking at the question of whether the course of parsing (how words combine and

genetate sentences) is influenced by punctuadon<r, more specifically, cornmas (Adams,

Clifton, & Mitchell, 1992; Adams, Clifton, & Mitchelt 1998; Mitchelt 1986; Mitchell &

Hoh-íes, 1985). Nevetheless, even Mitchell appears to regard punctuation as playing a

lesset tole than the potential influence of guiding information stemming ftom the lexicon,

and consequently his considetation of punctuation appears a secondary rnatter.

In ordet to comprehend a sentence, an individual must compute the stnrctural

relationship between the constituent words, phrases and clauses. This øsk is complicated,
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âs in most nattüal languages virnrally all sentences contain stdngs of words that are, or. at

least appear, structurally ambþous when first encountered (À4itchell, 1986). Mitchell and

Holmes (1985) were tlre fust to document the influence of puncnrad.on or any othet

surface structural cues on patsing, exploting the effect of a commz on a sample of gatden

pâth sefitence structures.

The findings ftom the experiment by Mitchell and Holmes (1985) suggested, though

tentatively, due to a small stimulus and sample-sizet4, that cornmas might have caused a

human parser to interptet ambþous phrases in awzy dissimilar to that normally selected

in the absence of punctuation. rü7'hen cofirmas were inserted immediately befote the

ambþous phrases, viewing times for the indicator display wete notably teduced. Hence,

the insertion of z cornma facilitated the comprehension of a previously ambþous

sentence.

Mitchells (1986) subsequent and unpublished study ptedicted that the presence of a

cofrmâ wouid make it possibie to avoici the misanaiysis that notmaliy occurs with tire

following types of ambþous sentences:

(4.10) After the audience had applauded/gone 0 th" actors sat down for a

well-eamed dnink.

(4.11) As soon as he had pnonç¿ktve¿ Q his wife started to prepare for

the joumey

Sentences 4.10 and 4.77 ate ambþous because the noun phtase the actors or bis vife

can fi¡nction as either the direct object of the vetb ot as the subject of the second clause.

As can be infetred ftom the sample sentences, the cornmas act as a disambþating

laln Mitchell and Holmes's (1985) study, only a quarter of the expetimental items used in the study were
constructed in a suitable form to allow any conclusions on punctuation to be ardved at, and the sample was

not large enough to v¡arrant a strict statistical analysis.
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mechanism by indicating the end of the clause. Mitchell (1986) stated that the introduction

of a comma at the end of the preposed clause nullified the dominant tendency to interptet

the directly following noun phtase as z åttect object of the fi¡st verb. Consequendy,

punctuation, ín the fotm of the comrna, was obsenred to exett a strong influence on the

parsing process. Mitchell (1986) concluded that the human parser, in addition to contextual

infotmation, has access to punctuation, which can be used to guide its opirations more

effectively.

Although ptoviding significant support for the faciliøtion effect of punctuation, the

strength of the findings should perhaps not be overstated, due to the requked switching

ftom optionally transitive (e.9., phoned, applauded) to inuansitive (e.g., atdved, gone) in

the two conditions. Inttansitive vetbs are unable to take r dircct object (e.g., his wife, the

actors); consequently, the non-attachment of the second noun phrase to the main verb is

lexically unambþous. Mitchell (1986), infact, reported substantial leúcal influences, with

intransitive verbs resulting in smaller garden path effects than ttansitive. Howevet, the

natrüe of the intetaction of verb type with punctuation, and which-if siths¡-i5 mels

dominant, was not determined.

More recently Chdstianson et 
^1. Q001) found similat results with sentences

involving reflexive absolute ttansitive ßAÐ verbs such zs 4.72.The 36 particþants were

slower to tead sentences in the cofirma absent condition than in the comma plesent

condition. In addition thete was z main effect of comma presence for comprehension, with

subiects petforming significantly bettet in the connma-ptesent condition (Christianson,

Hollingworth, Halliwell, & Ferreira, 2001).

(4.12) !Øhile Jim bathed the child that was blond and podgy giggled with

delight
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Mitchell (1987) deemed the evidence for punctuational facilitation to be strong

enough to require him to assþ â temporary memory store dedicated to punctuation in his

outline of a two-phese parser. This theoretical model €g*" 4.2) is rarc, if not unique, in

that it specifically integtates the processing of punctuation. Mitchell believes that the view

that initial patsing decisions are based wholly on tree structure considerations is

problematic, given that early parsing preferences seem to be influenced by the presence or

absence of punctuation S4itchell, 1994). The completeness of tree-driven accounts is,

then, questioned by the findings of Mitchell and Holmes (1985), and Mitche[ (1986), given

that something othet than a patsing tree must be consulted pdor to a decision being made

(Adams et al., 1998).

PilNSEB

Ftgnn 4.2. MixbellJ (f 986)outline of a rwo-þbaseparsermodel.

ÏÏe conv-e¡rtions employed in ¡hs rliagr¿rn a¡e the same as those used by Mtchell in his

general description of teading Mtchell, t982,p.741-1A). Circles reptesent cognitive

operations and rectangles represent temporary (or working) me¡nodes. A double-headed

arrow between an operation and store indicates that the procedure is capable of drawing

upon the contents of that particular store in the cou¡se of perforrning its function. A bold

atrow signi6es that the end products of an operation are placed in the wor-king memory

speciñed in the diagam. According to the ftamewodr, the Parser is made up of two

distinct sub-components (the Director and the Monitor). Certai¡ sources of info¡rnation
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are kno!ün to influence parsing as a'¡¡hole and they a¡e marked as doing so by ending at

the outer cirde. Given the conventions of the diagÌar¡ these stores must in fact be

consulted by either (or both) of the sub-processes. The other con¡rections a¡e left

unspecified, as which of them are operationd was considered unknown by Mitchell.

Finally, the access route marked with a dashed li¡re was the subject of the study (À4itche\

1e82).

It is only very recently, however, that there has been anythirg other than a piecemeal

âpptoach to the study of punctuation ând its relation to the cognitive process of reading.

Robin Hill and'lVayne Murray ftom the Univetsity of Dundee have embarked on a

systematic approach to evaluating the power and application of punctuation to the human

Parser, and this has tecently culminated in a chapter tn Rtading as a PercEtual Pmcess

(I{ennedy et a1.,2000), where a number of important experiments on the effect of

punctuation on patsing are tepotted (I{ill & Muttay, 2000b). Their tesearch is pdmadly

based on Hill's (1996) unpublished Mastets thesis, and concentrates on the disambiguation

ptoperties of cornmas during self-paced reading. Whereas other previous work

(Christianson et â1., 2001; Mitchell, 1986; Mitchell & Holmes, 1985) has been resüicted to

locally ambþous early-closure sentences, such as 4.1.3, Hill and Muray's teseatch

extended the number of types of sentences ftom the 'gatden path family' to include

prepositional phrase attachment (4.14) and reduced rel¿tive (4.15) ambigurtiests çFIi[, 1996;

HilI & Muray, 7997a,7997b; Hill & Muray, 1998).

(4.13) While the cleaner was dusting the wooden clock chimed loudly

(4.14) The boy attacked th. gd v¡ith the smile because he w¿s mad

(4.15) The foreþer told the joke did not understand

These categoties of garden path sentence stflrcttues have consistently been shown to

be problematic fot readets, and the reseatchers investigated the influence of inseting
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commâs at relevant locadons in the sentence. Findings indicated that garden path effects

'were removed by the insettion of a comma at appropiate points in both eatþ-closute and

reduced relative sentences. In sentence 4.73 for example, the problem that adses is an

incorect att¿chment of. tbe wooden clock zs the object of the vetb dusting. Commonly, this

tesults in increased reading times and the word cbined zlongwith the need for a re-analysis

of the sentence. The inclusion of a coÍrma zfter duting successfrrlly eliminated misreading

and led to significantly faster reading times. In the case of reduced relative sentences such

zs 4.75, cornmas zftetþreignerzndjoke also faciliøted reading times significantly.

Unexpectedly, coÍünas were found to be inconsequential with prepositional phrase

ambiguities.

Further, although not significantly lengthening reading time, the researchers found

tfrat commas did not facilitate reading time when they merely complimented the pteferred

initial pârse, as in the case of unambþous late-closure 4.76 end unreduced relative

sentences 4.i7.

(4.16) ïØhile the cleaner was dusting the wooden clock it chimed loudly

(4.17) The foreþer who was told the joke did not understand

Hill (1996) concluded that the interwention and influence of punctuation on parsing

is complex, yet potentially very pov¡erfui. Moreover, he stated that any suitable model of

patsing must be sophisticated enough to incolpotate punctuadon, and account both for

those situations whete punctuation has an effect and those where it does not. Subsequent

empirieal work teplicated the findings of his eatlier work usi.g eye-ftacking methodology

$fill & Muray,2000b). The data suggested thata punchration ma¡k is not treated as

ls These will be discussed in greatet detail in Chapter 6
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perceptually equivalent to a word, but neither is it simply an invisible entity that stretches

spacing between words and clauses ftIill & Murray, 1998).

Perhaps a limitation of these studies, however, has been the lack of replication,

particularþ given the particþant sample-size (though, it should be noted that this is no

fault of Hill and Muray, who are curently and systematically teseatching in this field).

Anothet conceflr is the fact that most participants were drawn from the postgtaduate

community at Dundee in the majority of the studies, particularþ in the self-paced reading

expedments. It would be expected, thetefore, that the sample used was above avetage in

tetm of litency and knowledge of (and ability with) punctuation. At this point, there has

been no attempt by Hill and Murtay to deal with this impotant variable of the reading-

ability of an individual and its intetaction with punctuation and reading petformance. As a

result of these limitations, it is suggested that more caution is needed in generalising ftom

theit tespective findings. Hill and Muray's work vrill be dealt with in mote detail in

Chapter 6, whete we endeavouted to replicate some of their findings and extend their

expedmental paradigms to include the vatiable of reading-ability.

4.2.4 Tlne Strength of Punctuation: Sentence Complexity and Context

Baldv¡in and Coady (1978) theorised thât punctuation cues lie on a condnuum, *ith

critical and tedundant existing at polar opposites. The position that a given punctuation

mark holds on the condnuum is detenrrined by the avatlabtltty of ¿ltemative syntacd.c cues

to mark sutface structure boundaties, as well as on the availability of semandc cues to

confirm or reject syntactic intelpretations. The researchers additionally h¡rothesised that

readérs generate gammatical expecadons that modify th" segmentation of written syntax

by influencing the reader's attendon to or perception of s¡mtactic boundaries @ald\¡¡in &

Coady, 1978).

The reseatch involved two participant groups: fifth-gade students (all of whom wete

judged to be above 
^ver^ge 

readers) and adults Qingurstic gtaduate students). In cangnical
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sentences (whete wotd order is a pdmary souÍce of syntactic information) punctuation was

found to have no important effect upon comprehension for eithet age-group. ìØith the

non-canonical sentences, comprehension was dramatically lower fot both groups when the

sentences \il/ete presented u¡ithout punctuation. However, striking differences were found

in the extent to which children and adults used punctuation dudng reading of punctuated

non-canonical sentences. The fifth-gaders comprehended the non-canonical sentences no

bettet with than without punctuation, this contrasted with the adult participants who

comptehended punctuated non-canonical sentences almost as well as punctuated canonical

senterices. The results suggested that children tend to þore punctuation, even when it is

synøctically critical, using word ordet as a pttnary source of syntactic information.

The authots use these findings as evidence that puncnration, as a cue system in

teading, has a remarkably late onset (Baldurin & Coady, 1978). This assertion is perhaps a

little bold given the fzct¡htt thete were only forty particþants in total, and the two groups

(eiementary schooi stucients anci university lingurstic gtaduate stucients) are not

teptesentadve of the condnuum of teading skill development; rather they are two very

different populations. What the findings do suggest, however, is that punctuation exerts a

variable influence upon reading comprehension. rù(/hen sentences are nofì-canonical,

punctt:ation aPPeârs essential fot the adult re¿ders to arrive at 
^n 

àppropdate syntactic

analysis. Ifi conüast, when sentences are canonical, punctuation appears merely to reiterate

gtammatical information aheady ptovided by word order. It is uncertain whether a clear

dichotomy exists benveen cdtical and redundant punctuadon cues, although it seems likely

that, as suggested by Baldudn and Coady (1978), the major frrnction of punctuation is to

serve as a system of visual markers that contradict pteviously generated false gtammatical

expectad.ons.

Hilt (1996) similatþ viewed the influence of punctuation as dependent on syntactic

significance. He suggested that the degtee of usefulness of a cofirma is inversely

ptoportional to the amount of structual information that can be derived from otlet
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sources, and that thete is a compJicated system of tedundancy when processing

punctuation. In this sense, redundancy is def,ned âs a naturally occurring overlap in

language that guarantees tfrat information is delivered accutately ftom sende¡ to receivet

(Floming, 1993). Flill's research showed that critical punctuation marks 
^ctto 

clanty

sentences by reducing structural options, and either prevent the initiation of incortect

parsing or minimise the damage caused by the need for re-analysis; whilc tedundant

puncnration appears to have no effect at all.

4.2.5 TlnLe Interaction between Punchration and Individual Diffetences

A possible reason fot the difference in comprehension capzcity between good and

poot readers may lie in the way in which they otganise what they read. Students who fail to

code the words they read into meaningful phrases or 'chunks' have been shown to have

difficulty comprehending even when they can attach meaning to individual words (Btozo,

Schmelzet, & Spires, 1983). It seems that teaders find texts tJn.zt arc otganised in ways

consistent urith theit underlying clause structure easier to read and comprehend. Moreover,

studies into the metacognitive âspects of reading (where readers monitors their degtee of

understanding or its lack) in childten have found that good readers ate significantly more

able to tecognise textorgzrúzation (e.g., McGee, 7982;Sanacore, 1984) Although obviously

not simply chunking, punctuation matks in norrnal text clearly ptovide some fotm of

orgznÞanon. Puncnration may well be a linguistic tool that enables readers to assþ text

into meaningful units-an organisational skill pethaps allied vrith factots such as teading-

ability ot individual experience with punctuation. This raises the issue of whethet the

individual charactedstics of the teadet æe of paramount impotrance to the effectiveness of

punctuation, as it is well established that wtiters differ u¡ith respect to their punctuation

habits (Balds¡in & Coady, 1978; Bruthiaux, 1993; Chafe, 1988).

A recent study by Steinhaur and Fdederici (2001), which used both behavioural and

event-telated brain potentials (ERPÐ data, found that comma-processing vatied
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significantly v¡ith the readets' idiosyncratic punctuation habitsló. Readers accustomed to

strict punctuation habits were more susceptible to commas during reading. Moteover,

particþants who could be viewed as light punctuators (rarely inserting punctuation even in

disambþating positions) seemed not to pay great attendon to coÍrmas during reading,

assessing seritences with or without coÍrmâs equally in terms of ezsy/ dtffrcult-to-read

judgements.

A snrdy by Chapman (1993) that looked at the effect of punctuation errors on good

and poor readers provided some suppon for. enotfcomplexity differences in the ¡vo

populations. Good readers were significantly affected by punctuad.on errors in test

sentences, experiencing degraded reading speeds and comptehension scores. In contrast,

poor teadets were not affected by punctuadon erors; rathet it was the complexity of a text

structure that negatively influenced their speed and compreþsfrsien-¿n effect to which

good teaders were immune. The study ptovided evidence that good readers have mastered

the i<üosyncrasies unique to wdtten ianguage, whereas poor readers condnue to âttempt to

deal with written language as if it were spoken, and consequently stumble on the impedect

synchtony of punctuation vrith spoken ptosody (Chapman, 1993).

However, a mzjor.limitation of Chapman's study is that it did not control for type of

text. Readers more easily comprehend nartadve rather than expository texq and will read

the former faster than the latter-indeed, Guthrie (1981) found thtt7} percent of the

ptedictable vadance in reading drnes was due to the 'nartativity' of the piece (Guthrie,

1981b). The undedying assumption of the method-that the senteflces of any one type

were all more-or-less equivalent in readability-therefore seems flawed, as narativity is a

clear candidate as the source for the large amount of the variation observed in the

participants' tesponses to the test sentences. Another methodological problem in the study

was the ovetsimplified reading test used to measure reading ability (24 singie sentences with

16 The language used was German, and it is worth noting that German punctuation rules are stdcter than
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true/false responses required). An individual's teading-ability is multifaceted, and a single

crude meâsure to assess this complex const¡uct is not adequate.

Despite these limitadons, however, thele is no justificadon to further neglect

research into the influence of reading-ability on the effect of punctuation on reading

performance. In fact, the findings would suggest that it is an atea ripe fot reseatch. Thus,

Chapman's (1993) results should not be treated lightly, particularly given that Steinhaut and

Friededci (2001) found such clear individual differences in the effectiveness of

punctuation. It may well be that puncflration is a tool, and like most tools it is likely to be

most effective in the hands of those who know how to use it.

4.2.6 Pwctuation and Ptosody

The extent that typogtaphical cues (notably punctuation) in text contribute to Pause

disttibution temains latgely unexplored. The near-universal occurence and perceptual

salience of punctuation in written language suggests the h1'pothesis that teadets use

punctuation to segment text: "In cofltrest with speech, segmentadon of the message into

words and sentences is corectly indicated in wdtten text and is not a task th¿t must be

performed by the te der" @ubin, 1980, p. 415). ,A.Ithough the limited group of punctuation

marks does not reflect all the nuances possible with speech, it ftequently indicates, among

other things, pauses O, elocutionty force Q!), lists (,) and tel¿ted statements (,;:).

llowever, as outlined in Chapter 3, the telationship between punctuation and ptosody

cannot be a simple one-to-one mapping. Grammatical ruIes prevent the inclusion of

punctuation at all points where a speaker mþht pause, and the set of punctr¡ation marks is

not éxtensive or rich enough to transcribe all the spoken features cl¿ssed as prosody ftIill

& Murray, 2000a).Intuitively, there seems to be a functional overlap between punchration

and prosody, although the relationship is far from perfect. Consider 4.18, while â pause

those in most other languages-including English.
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might seem natural in the senteflce, à coírrma cannot be inserted between a subject and a

predicate (Chafe, 1988).

(4.18) The man over thete in the comer, is obviously drtffik.

Research interest in the use of punctuation for pausing, while presently minimal, was

reasonably strong at the tum of the twentieth-century (for a review see O'Connell and

Kowal, 7984,1986). The collective findings suggested that punctuation is the best ptedictot

of pause occuffence and dutations. However, the only cornmon element in the reseatch

was that pauses at pedods wete longer than pauses at commas; other¡rise thete was not

much agreement, eithet actoss languages or within a given language (O'Connell & Kowal,

1e86).

Mote tecent work by Hill and Mutay (2000a) has shown that commas have a ditect

eifect on teacüng aiouci, resuiting in the iengthening oiworcis precerüng the comma anci

incteasing pauses in speech. Additionally, there was slightly fastet reading in the region

following commas; which is consistent u¡ith eye-movement and self-pace reading

expedments (Flill, 7996;f1il, & Muray,2000b). Steinhaur and Friededci Q001) make a

strong case that cofirma perception dudng reading seems to involve processes compatable

to the petception of ptosodic boundaries in spoken language and is possibly ¡¡srliated by

the same btain structures.

A number of late-twentieth-century language researchers tded to generate the

empkical foundation for modetn arguments that wdtten punctuation should be firther

teflective of spoken intonation. In a comparison of syntactic boundaties for cotnma-

insertion with intonation-gtoup boundades, Cruttenden (1990) examined twenty-two

places within the sentence whete either a syntactically proscdbed cornma or an

intonational-Soup boundary car occur. While the vast majority of these (seventeen out of

the t'renty-trvo) wete identical, there were five discrepancies, each of which was an
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intonad.onal-group boundary for which gtammatically based punctuation pdnciples

prohibit the insertion of a cornma (Cruttenden, 1990). For example, consider the junction

between a subject and verb ln 4.79, and, similady, sentence 4.20 tnwhich an inrlirect object

precedes a rlirect object.

(4.1,9) The small office second on the nght / is Dr Delin's

(4.20) The policem^î g ve the young thief / a severe talking{o.

Syntactical punctuation does not permit a coÍuna between the l¿st work of a

subject ('the small office second on the righf') and the vetb (zr), orbeBveenloung tbief znd,

espoken intonation does @aton, 2007).

Orthogtaphy denotes wdting systems fJrra;t aÍ.e intended to be read silendy, and in

which the visual graphs can be directly mapped onto lexical and syntactic components of

language. In written speech, however, the gaphics are intended to be pronounced, and

meaning is access by pronunciadon, not dfuectly ftom the visual represenadon (Scholes &

\Willis, 1990). It is clear that both orthography and wdtten speech are present among

English readers and wdters; although Scholes and Willis (1990) take this line of reasoning

further, proposing that there are two diffetent kinds of people who canrezd ot write. The

first type are people to whom reading and wdting "is a visual representation of speech,

wdting in s¡hich elements and symbols are dedved ftom an inspection of the segmentation

and contours of speech, and teading in which meaning is accessed only after an (overt ot

covet) ftansposition of the visual representation into an acousdc one" (Scholes &'Willis,

1990, p. 18). The second We úe people who tead and wdte orthogtaphy, "whose reading

is a comprehension of the visual tepresentation of the meaning-sþalling aspects of the

'standard' written form of the language and whose writing is based on exptessions of

content quite independent of the fotm (or even existence) of any coffesponding utteratce"

(Scholes & Willis, 1990, p. 18).
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\Whethe¡ there acnrally zre cztegoies of readers is uncertain, although Scholes and

'Willis's (1990) findings do, albeit loosely, point to the tansition (if indeed it is a

developmental tansition) from written speech to orthogtaphy as linked to education. In

their study, there were twenty-three university students and two English teachers, all of

which wete in the two top groups in terrrs of fewest etrots. Nonetheless, the othenxrise

educated wdters temained relatively þotant of the otthogtaphic function of punctuation.

The authors conclude that gtoupings such as 'literate' and 'illiterate' 
^re 

in need of

expansion and revision. Th.y suggest that the acquisition and use of orthogtaphy is

remarkably independent of the acquisition and use of written speech, and that one may be

literate or illiterate with tespect to either form of writing. Terms such as 'orthographically

Iiterate', 'orthographically illitetate', 'wridng literate' and 'wdting illitetate' are given as

suggesdons.

Chafe (1988) further investigated prosody and punctuad.on, centring on the notion of

a wdter's inner voice anci the extent to wiúch contemporary punctuation of wdtten texts

sþals "auditory images of specific intonations, accents, pauses, thythms, and voice

qualides" (Chafe, 1988, p. 397).Itis necessary to note, howevet, that Chafe a$unes that the

primar'' purpose of punctuation is "to tell us something about a wdtets intentions with

regard to the ptosody of that inner voice" (Chafe, 1988, p. 397). The first seties of studies

compared the avetage length of a punctuation uniq the tenn used fot the numbet of words

occutring pdor to a punctuation mark, in a published text with particþants' noffnal length

of intonation when reading the same extrâct ¿loud. The texts used wete diverse, tanging

ftom local advertisements to the wdtingp of Ernest Hemingrray, and the participants were

college students and members of an adult educational class. The two particþant groups

were given separate but comparable wdtten samples, with the meân number of words per

puncnration unit (as matked in the written text) at 8.9 for college students and9.4 for the

older particþants. When asked to read their tespecdve texts aloud, however, both gtoups
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sepatated the texts into significantly smallet intonation units, 5.7 mean words for college

students z¡d 5.2 for the members of the adult education class.

In the subsequent set of studies, particþants were given the original texts, without

punctuation markings, and instructed to repufictuate the printed pâssages by providing

their own punctuation markings. Both populadons diffe¡ed from the originals, generating

mean punctuation unit lengths of 9.4 (college) and 10.6 (adult education class) wotds,

respectively. Ftom these findings, it was concluded that contemporaty rczders and wdters

encounter and ptoduce texts using an inner voice that is apt in inco¡porating, but also go

beyond, convendonal gnmmar-based (or syntactic) rules for punctuating wdtten matedal

(Chafe, 1988).

,4. study by Danielewicz and Chafe (1985) compared wdtten punctuation practices of

â group of college fteshmen with the analogous use of intonation and pauses by educated

speakets. It was suggested that what might pethaps appeú to be enors of punctuation in

fteshman compositions could be viewed instead as âttempts to capture prosodic features of

speech in wdting. Thus, the fteshmen appeared to be punctuating their wdting in a man'ler

which reflected the intonation they would have used had their words been spoken. Their

use of commas and pedods reflected in many cases an accurate appreciation of how these

matks are used to capture prosodic features in normal speech; thus, the 'effors'came from

assuming that the uses of spoken language can be transfetred, without amendment, to

wdtten language panielewicz &Chafe,1985). The researchers then went on to compare

the written punctuation ptoduced by the students with the intonation pattems in a separate

co{pus of spoken language. In speech 4.27, fot example, the relative clause is not

synactically sepatated ftom its head noun by a comm^f yet, an intonation boundary would

be typically inseted in speech. Following the spoken-language model, a fteshman writer in

the study placed 
^ 

cofirmz- (shown n 4.22) in the same grammatical spot (Danielewicz and

Chaf.e, 1 985, p. 219 -220).
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(4.21) And the letters are supposed to reptesent the noise / that the

informant made

(4.22) One of these categories, that I can be classified in is that of an only

child

Danielewicz z¡dChafe (1985) propose that teachets should be able to use leamets'

knowledge of intonation boundaries in spoken language to guide theit writing skills. In this

þht,learners'non-standatd punctuation markings can been viewed as inappropriate

extensions of a spoken lzngaagelnto a different medium, not as tandom ettors, enabling

teachets to concenüate on pointing out the particulat ways in which the requirements of

wdting differ ftom those of speaking. The study has been replicated more recently with

adult learners (Ivanic, 1996). Although the study had quite a limited sample, the findings

similarly indicated that non-standard punctuation was ftequently based on the ptosody

invoived in reading the sentence alouci.

Recently, there have been appeals fot punctuation reform at a college level, with

m^rty writing instructots advocating teaching students to follow the puncnration style of

practicing writers, not the presctiptive rules laid out in gmmrnú books @aron, 2001;

Calkins, 1980). John Dawkins has published heavily on this issue, and suggests that skilled

wd.ters "punctuate according to their intended meaning, and theit intended emphasis", as,

"depending on the amou:rt of emphasis the wdter v¡ishes to give, the same sentence mþht

be punctuated multiple ways" (Dawkins, 7995,p.534). However, it must be said that

novelists and short story wdters ate much mote Iikely to punctuate in the manner Dawkins

describes than wdters of corespondence or scientific repotrs, and punctuad.on cannot be

reduced to simple rules of breath, coundng or grarnmat (Edlund, 1999).
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4.2.7 Leatning Punctuation: Developmental Reseatch

There has been some limited research into the acquisition of punctuation

knowledge by young children, the object of which is to obtain some background on the

context in which punctuation is øught to, and learned by, childten in their first years of

school17. There are many views about how punctuation should be aught,let a pdmary

concern should be to underst¿nd more about how beginning leamets make sense of a

complex subject like punchration (FIaIl, 1996). A study by Shapero (1999), which examined

how much young children knew about the function of punctuation, discoveted that most

of the five to seven yeat-olds undentood fat less about the marks than was expected.

Comprehension of short texts with and without punctuâtion was also tested, with findings

indicating that chilùen, on the whole, were unable to heed the matks. However, there wete

excepdons amongst the students, and this, the author atgued, is evidence that knowledge

about punctuation is achievable in yor:ng children (Shapeto, 1999).

Developme¡tal datz on the acquisition of rules of punctuation appears to suPPort a

hypothesis of maturation ftom wtiting literate to ofthographically literate. Codei¡o and

colleagues (1983, 1988) provide evidence that the punctuation errots of childten are

attempts to express their impJicit awateness of linguistic segmenting, texhral division and

meaningfrrl units. The ertors made by the childten teflected spoken clausal complexes,

which wete intended to be meaningful u¡ithin the context and often contadicted the

sentence unit-which, although existing in writing, does not exist in speech ot thought

(Cordeiro, 1988).

However, explaining the concept of a 'sentence' to children is not a simple task, as it

relies on formal slmtactic explanations. Futther, explanations that tely on non-syntactic

citenzinevitabty produce effors (Cotdeiro et aI., 1983), and the semandc concept of a
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'complete thought' is meaningless, as it does not reflect speech or thought. Cordeiro et al.

(1983) suggests that the speech production cdterion (elocutionary function) may be the

most usefr¡l first approximation for young v¡riters. The fact that young writers are first

instructed on the subject of punctuation in terms of the elocutionary function and then

later taught that the role of punctuad.on is primadly syntactic may perhaps explain why

punctuation is regatded as so üoublesome by so many.

A study by Calkins (1980) compated third-gtade 'wliters'who had been taught

punctuation formally and mechanically (though drills and workbooks) with those who had

leamt through 'al and eror whilst doing theit own writing (using punctuation for their

oÍ/n pu{poses). The students who had not received formal instruction in punctuation could

e>çlain or define 
^î zveÍa'ge of 8.66 kinds of punctuation marks, while the children who

had snrdied punctuation through class-work, drills and tests þut had rarely written) wete

only able to describe aîaveta,ge of 3.85 kinds of punctuation (Calkins, 1980). This study

has two iinportant implications: fustly, the ciata suggests that punctuation taught in the

context of wtiting, tathet than in isolation, is pteferable; and secondly, t}at, as children

s¡ânt to give 'voice' to thei¡ stories, an elocud.orL^ty apptoa'ch to the eady instruction of

punctuation is advantageous.

Research by Edelsþ (1983) that looked at developmental data of segmentation and

punctuation by first-, second-, and thfud-grade childten of mþant farn wotkers, found

that unconventional punctuation used by the children honoured, with very few exceptions,

phonological boundaries @,delsþ, 1983). Moreover, it has been suggested that child¡en

compensate for the lack of.parzlanguage and prosody in wdting by emploþg gtaphic

mearls: heavy and dnmairc punctuation, the ftee mixing of pictures and words, and the

unconsüained use of space and wdting di'ection (Cook-Gumperz &. Cook-Gumpez,

17 The Punctuation Project, set up in 1993 tn the Didsbury School of Education at tlre Manchester
Metropolitan Univetsity r¡nder the directorship of Nþl Hall and Anne Robinson, has set about reversing the
neglect of punctuation in litetacy. LeaningAbout Pmctution (FI.ll & Robinson, 1996) is an excellent resoruce
for information regarding the leaming and teaching of punctuation to child¡en.
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1981). Typographical z¡d spatial features rnay, tt seems, be mote natural than we think

flValler, 1988).

As outlined in the previous chapter, a gtowing numbet of language theorists ate

advocating a shift in punctuation standards, moving away from syntactical ot gtammatical

matking to a more informal rhetodc. Such an apptoach may help chldren deal with the

observed mismatch between punctuation they are traditionally taught and the punctuation

that they actualTy encorurter in everyday texts pitde, 1983). Moreovet, thete is something

of a problem about giammaical expl¿nations: they ate often more comPlex than the

phenomena they are attempting to define (Flall, 1996). Obviously, few statting wdters

b"gr with an explicit grammaicalknowledge of written langaage; hence, successful use of

punctuation does not indicate the ability to deconstruct language intellectually. It is only

through continually being suppoted in their explotation and invention of wdtten language

as readers; recognising punctuation in litera¡rre, the envfuonment, and the writing of

others; and as authors creadng, organising, and conuolling thei¡ own *ititg, that children

will refine and strengthen their understanding and control of these meaningful language

convendons @Iartens & Goodman, 7996).

4.2.8 Beliefs about Punctuation

Scholes and Willis (1990), when asking university students þeople one would exPect

to be at a htgh level of litetacy) to indicate the main pu{pose of puncnration, found thzt 63

percefl.t of the 32pzrlctperits saw elocution as the ptimarl'function of punctuation. Six

yearclate4 Hill (1996) found similar results, with22 of his 42paticipznts favoudng the

rhetbdcal over tfre structural functioning of punctuation. Although this finding cannot

completely support Scholes and Willis's (1990) claim for a prosodic prefetence, it does

strengthen the contention that the rules of modem grammarJwhich advocate the purely

syntactic use-are not consistently the rules comrnonly applied (of course, this coaldbe

inteqpreted as furthet evidence that people do not leam to punctuate properþ.
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Fourteen percent of Hill's (1996) particþants failed to notice, after readin g 772

sentences, that some had included commas while others þ2d ¡6¡-this is particularþ

surprising given that half of the sentences did contain cotnmas. Further, over a third of the

particþants did not have the confi.dence to judge what percentage of sentences contained

cofiunas, and those that did gave quite vaded tesponses (although the mean over all

evaluad.ons was accurate). In view of the fact that tìere were strong punctuation effects

found in the processing of sentences in the expedmenq this finding suggests that pethaps

the attentional requitement fot cotnmas is low and they lte 
^vtom^tically 

or unconsciously

inte¡preted.

Interestingly , 42 percent of Hill's (1996) participants were content that all the

sentences had been adequateþ punctuated, which is su¡prising as, if cornmas are genemlly

felt to be necessary in the disambþation of garden path sentences, one would have

expected this figure to be a gteat deal lower. Similarl¡ although the expedment only

inclucied corÍect or necessary punctuation , 42 percent of respondents beüeved that there

had been arl overuse of puncnration that was unnecessary or confusing. Hin (1996)

concluded that although there is a strong ovetriding and consistent influence exerted by

cornmas in at least some structural environments, individuals tend to pay very Iittle

attendon to punchration and have widely differing views towards it. People may not hzve a

clear idea of when, where ot why to place coûünas, but if included in appropdate places

they appear to work in a tegular and highly efficient manner (I{ill, 1996).

4.3 SUMI\,TARY

The study of punctuation, although customarily dismissed by modem analysts as

being of only marginal intetest to undetstanding language structure or use, has come a long

way (Bruthiaux, 1995). Undoubtedly, psycholinguistic interest in the subject of punctuation

has risen ''ü¡ithin the last decade, due to the realisation that a complete understanding of the

processing of wtitten language is quite impossible without taking puncnration inro account.
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Yet empirical research has been notâble by its absence, patticularly in terms of published

work. rVhere punctuation has been included in expedmental conditions, psycholinguists

have generally assumed that punctuation (most notably commas) effectiveiy disambþated

^ 
r^îge of garden path sentences. With the exception of the recent teseatch of Hill and

Mwtay (e.g., Hill, 1996; Hill & Muray,2000b), thete has been no consideration of how

'disambþation' mþht occrü or whether punctuation is uniformly effective in diffedng

sentence structures. The limited work on the relationship between individual diffetences,

such as idiosynctatic habits (Steinhauer & Friededc\2001) and teading-ability (Chapman,

7993), and punctuation suggests firther reseatch into this 
^te 

m^y well prove quite

fruitful.

Developmental reseatch proposes thzt a simplet systemisation of puncnradon, which

downplays the importance of rules, and emphasises, in their place, punctuating by 'eat', is

^rr ^pptozrch 
that offers promise-both theoretically and pedagogically. Howevet, there is

a need to be suspicious of this conclusion, as, on the whole, the evidence suggests litde

more than that the cuffert methods and milieux fot teaching punchration are not

paticularly good.
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Chapter 5: Pilot Studies and Experiment 1

5.1PR.EAI\4BLE

The present studyls is a fust component in researching the effect of punctuation

upon reading speed and co¡nprehension. As discussed in the previous chapter, the limited

research on puflctuation marks suggests that they offet z gteat deal of strucnrral

information in spite of being apparently minor graphical feahues in text. The pu4rose of

the following expedment was to establish whether the most contentious and cornmon

punctuation mark-the çsfiun2-is able to act^s 
^ 

mechanism fot disambþation in an

other'ù¡ise momentarily ambþous sentence.'We wete also interested in whether

punctuation exefts a similar influence on both simple- and difficult-to-plocess ambþous

sentences. Further, we wanted to explore the relationship between the reading-ability of

participants and the effectiveness of punctuation in facilitating reading. To begin with,

however, this chapter describes a number of pilot studies, which dealt with issues

conceming subject recruitrneng stimulus selection, and measurs5 ussd-2s these wete not

only relevant for the curent e>çetiment, but fot those following as well.

5.1.1 Pilot Work

Q""lity research entails trt¡l and error, and it would be unusual for all f¿cets of any

study to function preciseþ as plarrned, ûo mattff how well it may have been devised. To

ensure the strength of a study, all procedures, matedals, and instrumentation should be

thoroughly refined pdor to being put to use in a formzl research setting. Thete is no

question that the methodology of aninvestigation can be enhanced to tlarge extent by the
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undertaking of pilot studies ÉI.o-L, 1987). Pilot studies allow the researcher to observe how

well measures, procedwes and stimuli function in a situation that mirors the formal

research setting. Further, piloting identifies factors that could limit the potential efficacy of.

a study.

5.1.1.1Pilot Study 1: Measute of Reading-ability

One of the most usefirl pu{poses of a pilot study is to examine and establish the

validity and reliability of. any test instruments through standard verification techniques

(FI..k, 1987). A measute of teading-abilitywas needed-in the cunent as well as

subsequent expedments-as a rneâns to achieving, within a single expedmental session, an

approximate matching of particþants to others with similar teading. Experiments later in

the project would employ a measure of 1s¿ding-ability as a means of categorising

patticþants into categodes of reading skill, thus ptoviding 
^w^y 

to use a quasi-matched-

subject-desþ (Graesset, Hoffman, & Clark, 1980). Since a teading-ability test would

ptovide the measurement of a dependent variable, its quality would dictate the relative

medt of many of the findings. If the instrument was insensidve, m^rty valuable effects

might be masked. Moreover, if the instrument was not reliable, the results could not

confidently be genetalised to the larger population.

The objective of this pilot study was to comp¿re the Computerised (Reading)

T)l^^^-^-+ Ä---^.:^^l /¡/-T)Â\ ^- ^- lj-^ -^^):^- ^L:l:-- !^^l --:!L ¡L^ ^--^Lli^L--Jr øLsruçlrl rrPPrarùan \\-,r,¿r/, ¿u Lru-ulrç rç¿ulrrË--d.L)rrrly ¿ùsçsùrllctrL L(J(rL, wltll LtlE trìjutLrl¡Sllcu,

rWoodcock Reading Mastery Test - Revised CüØRMT-R) in order to asses the validity of the

CPA. The CPA is an appealing measure, as it reflects the on-line riature of the reading task

involved in the rèsearch. Moteover, it is a more relevant and contemporary tool for

measudng reading-ability than many of the convend.onal psychological reading-ability tests.

18 This experiment was presented at tJne 27th Aust¡alian Expetimental Psychology Confe¡ence (Grindlay &
Delin,2001).
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Desþed by Stanfotd E. Taylor in collaboration with George and Evelyn Spache, the

CPA (a public domain test) is typically used to place individuals in suitable reading

development programs. The CPA, in addition to determining a person's independent

reading level (a high reading level implies successful comprehension and few vocabulary

tecognition difficulties), provides a general measure of reading efficiency in the form of

reading r¿tes, while reading various levels of text content.

Although the pdncipal firnction of the CPÂ is to allocate individuals to apptopdate

instructional content, it ought to be noted that CPA also reflects the effectiveness with

which an individual processes information, uses short-term memory, and achieves literal

comptehension. The CPA is zn atÎrzcÚve instrument to use because it is computerised,

convenient, and free. It is impotant to note, however, that the CPA is not a norÍr

tefetenced standardised reading-ability test, nor a diagnostic reading test; it is a þlacement'

vehicle that is quick and easy to administet.

The revised edition of the rü(/oodcock Reading Mastery Test CMRMT-R) is a

comprehensive battery of off-Iine tests, which measure several imporønt aspects of

reading-ability. The WRMT-R is standardised, has demonstrated excellent reliability and

validity, and is probably the most widely used test of its kind in the psychology field-both

in reseatch and as a clinical and educational appraisal instrument ffoodcock, 1987). The

Total Reading - Short Scale cluster of the WRMT-R provides an estimate of global

reading-ability urith the administration of only two tests: word identification and passage

comprehension. The WRMT-R is particulady appropdate for use with late secondary-

school and adult participants. The word identification test requires the subject to read and

pronounce a list of wotds, and, although some words are phonetically regular, the test is

primarily a meâsrüe of sight-word vocabulary. The passage comprehension task requfues a

subject to identiÛr words thzt te missing ftom a. text. The pfocess, considered a modified

cloze procedure, tequires simultaneous undersønding of both the semantic and syntactic

clues in the written text flMoodcock, 1987).
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5.1.1.1.1Method

Particþants

Sixty-one fust-year psychology students (25 males a¡d36 females) ftom The

University of Adelaide participated in this expedmentto. The 
^ge 

:.arLge of particþants was

77 to 53 years, v¡ith a mean of 21. .92 yexs (lD = 8.24) lor males and 21, .44 (JO = 7 .77) fot

females. Particþants were drawn from a wider pool of tespondents (/V = 97) who had

previously ñlted in a'readingbehaviour'questionnaite (Appendix A). The 61 participants

wete those who indicated interest in partaking in the cufient study aftet completing the

questionnaire, the remaining 36 respondents indicating they did not want to particþate in

the curent experiment. Although the reading behaviour questionnaire was pdmanly a

method of recruiting interested participants, it also allowed a comparison between people

who were inclined to volunteer to particþate in reading research and those who were not.

^-^ ^;d^:^^ ^f -^-^^-^L *---*1-l;a^¡L.^¡ ^f 1L- îaa*añ+ ¡+nia¡f ic fL'f if s;llvuu Luu9¡ol¡¡ vr lvoçAvu lçùvu¡vu¡ó u¡41

inevitably 
^ttr^ctvolunteers 

who are seeking to obtain teinfotcement of aheady existing

ability (Coye, 1985) or interest (in the cuffent snrdy, fot example, skilled ot ardent

readets)-this has been l¿belled "approval need" (Crowne & Marlowe,1,964). Rosenthal

(1975) investþated the relationship betrxieen volunteedng by subjects and need for

apptoval and found that, in twelve of the twenty shrdies he looked a! there was

significantly grc^ter volunteering by subjects highet in need for approval. However, it is

untikely that the vadable of need for apptoval is soleþ tesponsible; tathet, joint effects of

two or more modentotvzizbles (such as type of task, incentives offeted, instruments

empþed and gender) may account for the obt¿ined diffetence in outcomes fr.osenthal &

Rosnow, 1975).

1e,t power analysis was conducted, which indicated that 60 participants were needed to achieve 8070 power at

a = 0.05.
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In compating respondents who particþated in the cuffent study and those that did

not, it is important to note that we are not contasting the reading behaviour of non-

volunteers and volunteers, rather first-level volunteets and second-level volunteets

(Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1975). Therefore, it is possible that non-volunteers may differ in

teading behaviour ftom all respondents-although this is almost impossible to addtess

unless non-volunteers are 'forced' to provide such informad.on. Nevertheless, the ptesent

study does allow a comparison of those people who were willing volunteer fot a second,

and time-consuming, reading study and those that were only willing (or able) to fill in a

five- to ten-minute reading behaviour questionnafue.

Analysis on responses to the reading behaviour questionnùe tevealed no significant

differences between the first-level and second-level voh:nteers with regard to zge, gender

or vocabulary level. Moteover, the self-reported manner, catego{f, amount, and genres of

reading did not diffet between the two groups. For the pu{pose of this and subsequent

expedments, these findings are encorüaging, as they suggest that particþants volunteering

for reading research may not be unrepresentadve of first-yeat psychology students as a

whole with regatd to teading behaviour.

Materials

Compøterised þadinþ Plaæruent Appraisal (CPA):

The CPA determines four components of teading-ability: independent reading levef

usual reading rate, comprehension competence, and vocabulary level. The appraisal fotmat

has th¡ee parts, the first of which involves a sedes of 100-wotd texts and literal

comprehension questions. The numbet of texts that a particþant encounters vades (from 3

- 7) according to subject accruâcy. This fust part is used to determine a tentadve

independent teading level and usual reading speed on vad.ous levels of content. The

second component of the CPA tequires particþants to tead a 300-word selecd.on, based on
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their tentative independent reading level, and to answer a tznge of comprehension

questions aimed at testing their depth of understanding. This final reading is a conf,tmation

of the participant's reading level and 1s¿rling tate. Finally, so as to determine vocabulary

level, participants are required to complete a sed.es of wotd meaning and use exetcises,

starting with items based on their independent reading level, and proceeding to items

determined by the accuracy of earlier responses. The CPA can be completed individually in

20 to 30 minutes, and the results of each participant's performance ate available in eithe¡

display or pdntout form.

Tbe lYoodcock Rcadìng Mastery TesT - Reuised ff/RMT-R) Tntal Reading- Sltoú Scale:

The WRMT-R Short Scale compdses two parts. The first, word identification,

requfues the participant to identi$' isolated wotds that appear in large ty¡re lettets in the test

book. The term identifcation implies thatzparticþant may respond cortectly to a stimulus

word even though they may have had no previous expedence with that wotd. As

particþants ptoceed through the test items, they encounter words that appear less and less

ftequently in written English langaage. Fot an answet to be scoted corect the particþant

must produce a natural reading of the word u¡ithin approximateþ five 5sçefrd5-i¡ is not

assumed that the participant 'knows' the meaning of. any wotd cortectly identified. The

second pzt of. the ITRMT-R is the passage comptehension test, which measures a

-^-;-:---Lr- -Ljl:-- -- ---)-- ^ -L^- /--^--^ll-- ¿L-^^ ^^-r^-^^^ l^-^\ --.¡ParucrPauL s auruLy LU srur¡y ¿ srlurL LtrÅL P¿Jùagç \usuzruy Lwu Lu L[Lcç ùçrllçr.r.Lçù r(,lrË,, alru

to identifi a key word missing ftom the passage, which is reptesented with a blank line.

The items selected ensrue that it will not be possible for a particþânt to ptovide an

acceptable respcinse based on reading a few wotds on either side of the blank. A correct

response demonsüates that the participant has comptehended the entire passage

@oodcock,7987). The Shot Scale can be administered in apptoximately 15 minutes and

requires interaction with the expedmenter.
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Ptocedute

Upon arnval at the session, particþants were presented with an information sheet

and standatd consent form. Once paticþants had completed the latter, any questions or

concems wete add¡essed, and they wete then asked to undertake either the CPA ot the

VRMT-R-which wete counterbalanced in ordet to control for ptactice effects. Following

a five-minute bteak, particþants completed the remaining test. Upon the completion of

both tests, particþants wete asked about their pteferred means of receiving feedback (e.g.,

phone, e-mail, letter) and whethet they would be interested in participating in subsequent

experiments. Particþants wete then provided with a debdefing sheet that outlined the aims

of the pilot study, offered an opportunity to ask any questions regarding the study and,

lastly, thanked for voluntesring their time. All sessions were completed within foty

minutes to an hour.

5.1.1.1.2 Resuhs

Results indicated that the CPA correlated highly in all domains urith the well-

validated and commonly used !øRMT-R (Iable 5.1). What is significant for the cuffent

project is that tfrere was a positive and large corelation between the CPA reading level and

ìøRMT-R passage comprehension (r (59) = .84,P = < .01), as well as a betqueen the CPA

vocabulary level and WRMT-R word identification (r (59) = .7 3, p - < .01).

Table 5.1. Comlation Matrixþr CPA (italicised) and IYRMT-R itens

Reading
Level

Reading
Rate

Vocabulary
Level

Word
ldentification

Reading Rate .346**

Vocabulary Level .711** .2gg*

Word ldentification .652** .'t79 731**

Passaoe Comorehension 838*' 334**

ro7

776*', 768**

*x Co¡¡elation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

* Cor¡elation is signiûcant at the 0.05 level (2+ailed).



The results of the validation study ptovide good justification for the decision to use

the CP,{, as a tool for rating participants on reading-ability. The current findings suggest

that the CP,A. may be a suit¿ble on-line âssessment tool of reading-ability and, thetefote,

may be an appropriate measure to be used in on-line reading reseatch, whete similarity

between tests of reading-abiJity and experimental tasks is desited. Moreovet, the CPA has

the added benefit of providing a measrue of usual-reading-tates, a featwe not afforded by

the standard off-line reading skill 1¡s¿5urs520.

5.1.1.2 Reading Time as a Measute of Reading Ptocesses

Self-paced reading time methods ate based on the assumption that people read ata

pace that consistent urith their internal comprehension processes and that, therefote,

measures of reading rates make known the comptehension processes tfremselves flust &

Carpentet, 1980). The usual inteqpretation of teading times is based ori two additional

assumpdons, the immediacy and the ey-nindht¡potheses. Accotding to the immediacy

h¡rothesis, the teadet attempts to comprehend a unit of text instantly tathet than delaþg

until the end of a clause or sentence. Similarly, the eye-mind hypothesis implies that the

mental processing of a unit of text takes place patallel with the eye-fixations on that unit;

and hence that there is no delay between the word being fixated and the mental plocesses

attached to that word (F{abetlandg 1994).

IvÍore extensive use of on-line methocioiogies, such as self-paeed rea,Jir:g (irrciudirrg

eye-ftacking, key-press, and pointing methods), has provided detailed information about

the real-time ptoperties of comprehension, which is, aftet all, a real-time process

(Carpenter, Miyàke, &Just, 1995). AJthough critics of reading-time methods accept that

reading dmes reflect changes in the ptocessing load, they observe that reading times do not

reveal the soutce of the changes in processing (Altrnann & Steedman, 1988).

20 Upon request, findings we¡e forwarded to the CPA desþets.
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Without question these on-Iine methods have ptoduced interestingdatz¡' however,

thete are uncettainties accompanying each technique. Predominant among such issues is

the artificiality of procedures, as they involve unnahral reading for particþants.

Consequently, the reading rz;te that e(nerges ftom such paradigms, when compared to

normal teading, is ftequently atypícal S.ayner & Seteno, 1994). Moreover, some of the

procedures suspend the flow of reading, while others (such as completion responses)

involve a secondary task.

A technique that ovetcomes m^ny of the issues, particularly the artificiality aspect, is

a simple variation of the wotd-by-word reading paradigm, in which the unit of presentation

is expanded to include a number of wotds. \Vhat this paradigm gins in naturalness of

teading, it loses in terrns of its ability to tegister the precise time needed for processing

individual words and, therefore, supplies a poor reflection of moment-to-moment

processes fi.aynet & Sereno, 1994). Extending this method to whole sefitences or

patagtaphs would have the beneficial effect of greatly reducing the artificiality of the testing

ptocedutes. However, the incteased natualness of the øsk would come at a cost of the

sensitivity of reading time as a measure of reading processes.

5.1.1.2.1Display system and softwate used

A Toshiba Satellite 2520CDT laptop computff with an AMD-K6(tm) 3D processor

(300 MHz) was used in the cuffeo.t project to ptesent sentences, as well as to record

paticipants'reading dmes, yes/no responses and, in the final experiment, comprehension-

confidence. All expedments s/ete run using the DMDX software developed at Monash

University (ñfelboume) and at the University of Arizona, by K.I. Forster andJ.C. Fotsret2l.

DMDX is a rü(/in 32-based display system used in psychological laboratodes atound the

wotld to measure teaction times to visual and auditory stimuli. The accurate timing of

events and teaction times has led to DMDX being curently used in a wide nnge of
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experimental paradigms. DMDX is a member of the DMASTR family, and teptesents an

extension of the otiginal DOS ptogtams (DM and DMTG) to a \Tindows 95/98

environment. The experimenter wrote the progtam code for the testing, with the aid of

suggesdons ftom the DMDX-user newsgtorrp'.

5.1.1.3 Pilot Study 2: Selecting Sentence Stimuli

For the purpose of the Experiment 1, sentence-stimuliwere selected according to

'difficulty' ¡¿tings (given by independent judges) of various simple sentences. These tatings

wete used to determine which 32 sentences, selected frorl;- a pool of 90, would become test

sentences in the experiments. The 16 sentences that wete considered the simplest to read in

the absence of sentence-internal punctuation and the 16 sentences that q¡ete consideted the

most diffi.cult were selected, thereby providing two cler stimulus grouPs.

5.1.1.3.1Method

Rateß

The ten particþants wete six female and fout male acquaintances of the

experimente4rzngþgin age from 19 -34yeats,with a mean rge of.24.5 (JD = 4.88).

Materials

^ 
I I l: . 1,1 : - -- -- -- -l - -----:- -l -^ -^-!---- i--^--l

-fI numoereo usf or fne lrurefv senferrces frraf c(Jrluturcu uu scrlLclluc-lrrlcrt¡aL

punctuation (t'wo versions in reverse ordet), anð, z n(tng sheet with a seven-point visual

analogue scale marked ftom 1 (not at all confusing) to 7 (exttemely confusing) were the

only materials us-êd.

21 Since the DMDX has generously been placed in the public domain, use of the software is fteely available.
2 Âlthough these are not reported in detail here, some minor pilot studies we¡e conducted which, arnong
other things, dealt with inst¡uctions to participants, time limits, displays and apparatus calibration.
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Ptocedute

Once particþants had read the information sheet and sþed the consent form, they

were asked to r^te each of the sentences according to the seven-point scale ptovided.

Participants were then thanked and asked fot vetbal feedback tegatding the nature of the

rating task-specifically whether it was a straightforward ot difficult undertaking. The

rating phase took no more than fifteen minutes to complete.

5.1.1.3.2 Results

The 16 sentences with the highest readability rating meâns and the 16 v¡ith the lowest

were selected, creating two clear sentence stimulus groups: 'simple'and'difficult'. In terms

of inter-tatet teliability, analysis indicated that thete was a significant concotdance between

the iudges' ratings of the sentences, urith Kendall's lV = 0.88 and Kendall's t Qt,N = 10)

= 272.72,P < .001. Furthermore, verbal feedback provided by the particþants reinfotced

the method of rating seûtences, as all judges agteed that it was a relativeþ simple task.

5.2 EXPERIMENT 1

The works of Hill (1996,2000b), Cbristianson et al. Q007), Cohen et al. (2001) and,

to a lesser extent, Mitchell (1986) and Mitchell and Holmes (1985) ptovide evidence that

cornmas may cause a readet to interpret an ambþous phrase in a different viay ftom that

nonnally selected in the absence of punctuation. Essentially, theit collective findings i-ply

that commas can play a tole i" g"idi"S the course of parsing and comprehension, although

this effect is not necessarily universal. These findings have, to a sþht extent, confinned the

claims made by language researchers concerning the facilit¿tion effects of punctuation,

which are intuitively logrcal, yet largely empirically uncortobotated.

The study by Chapman (1993) pointed towatd at enorf compiexity bias in the effect

of punctuation, with skilled readers being significantly more affected in terms of reading

speed and comprehension by enors in punctuation. Baldq¡in and Coady (1978) atgued that
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a dichotomy exists bet'ween critical and redundant punctuation cues, suggesting that

punctuation exerts avanable influence on reading comprehension proportional to the

amount of structwal information that can be dedved from other sources. Similatþ, Hill

(1996) found the influence of punctuadon to be dependent on its syntactical significance.

5.2.1 Expedmental Aims and Hypotheses

The aim of the present study was three-fold. Primadly, the study ptovided an

opportunity to consider the influence of punctuation on particþants' reading speed when

faced with both simple- and difficult-to-ptocess ambþous serrtences. Secondly, the impact

of punctuation on the reading speed of skilled readers compared to that of less-skilled

readers was also examined. Finally, the expedment supplied information on whethet or not

a less artificizlpangnph-testing format is sensitive enough to measure any dettiments to

reading time caused by punctuation omissions. An additional, less formal, aim was to

determine whether the procedure, software, and experimental desþ envisaged were

effective, and what modifications-if zny-u¡ere needed for funre expedments.

Based on the assumptions made by language reseatchers and the limited previous

research, the following general hypotheses were formed: firstly, that the inclusion of

punctuation decteases reading time for ambþous sentences; secondly, that decteases in

reading time initiated by punctuad.on are larget for more difficult-to-process sentences

compaued to siinpie-to-process sentenees; arrci iÌrirdly, ihat the degree oi iaeiiiatiorr owìrrg

to punctuation depends on the reading skill of the particþzr\ znd therefote reading-ability

influences the magnitude of punctuznon frciJuøde11-¿s5i5¡i¡g skilled readers to 
^ 

grc^tet

extent.
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5.3 METHOD

5.3.1 Participants

The majority of particþants were drawn ftom first-year students attending The

University of Adelaide, -ith the greater pat of this sample being sh¡dents studying fust-

year Psychology. Forty adult teaders (14 male and 26 femzle) patticipated in the study. It is

unlikely that the ovefrepresentation of women, observed thtoughout the current project,

was due to a gretter willingness of women to particþate, as it reflected the ptedominance

of females studying psychology. The meân age of particþants was 21..28 (JD 5.33), with a

iange of 77 to 47 yearc. The incentive of being put in a drzvt fot a vouchet 
^t ^ 

local music

store was used as an ud in recruiting patticipants.

5.3.2 Materials

5.3.2.1Meas¿res

The present study employed the Tü'indow Method' for testing reading speed

@abedandt,7994), where the reader is exposed to successive segments of text (the

windows) by pressing a key. The intervals between presses are defined as the teading times

for the window. It is acknov¡ledged that such global measures are limited in that they do

not reveal the location of ctitical processes $¡ithin a passage. Flowevet, this is not a concem

in the present study, as a singular reading time pet urindow is all that is required.

The Computerised ß."di"Ð Placement Appraisal (CPA) assessment tool was used

to gtade participants on reading-ability (see Section 5.1.1.1). The softq/are and displays

systems used were those outlined in section 5.7.7.2.

5.3.2.2 Stimuli

The 16 simple a;rdT|difficult sentences appeared in two fo*",., either standing

alone or embedded in z para.graph with a televant context. In each of these formats,
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sentences appeared either vrithout punctuation or with approptiate puncnradon, thereby

cteating four conditions (see Appendix B fot example items). As descdbed in section

5.7.L.3, the sentences were selected froma pool of 90 ambþous sentences according to

'teading difficulty' tatings given by ten independent judges in the Pilot Study 2. These

ratings were used to determine which sentences would become test sentences in the

present study. The 16 most teadable sentences and the 16 sentences that attracted the

lowest teadability ratings were selected, thereby providing two cleæ stimulus groups.

Paticþants encouflteted 
^1132 

experimental items, with each appearing only once in

one of the four aforemendoned categories. These condidons were vaded for each

participant using a Latin-squate desþ so as to get an equal distribution of each stimuli

sentence in each condition. There were also nine filler sentences and nine fillet paragraphs,

bti"gog the total nu:rrber of stimuli to 50, which were presented in random order.

5.3.3 Ptocedue

Once participants had anived for the expedmental session, they were provided with

a wdtten general descdption of the expedment as well âs a set of instructions. The

description oudined to the participants that they would be asked to complete z rcading-

ability test, and then undettake a reading e>çedment where they would be required to ¡ead

a numbet of sentences and patagtaphs on a computer. Paticipants, although told about the

á^âr-ã ^f +L^ ¡^^l- '-.^-^ -^¡ ¡^ll ^f rL^ C^^--^ ^C ¡L^ ^--^--.1-^^L^1 L^-7- l: - -----a--.j^-\ :-r¡4lwç vr ulç øùÀ, wErç lruL LUru ul ulç ruLLrù (JL LIlc cJtPçurl¡çll.L¿u, L¿tstf \r,c., PuuLLuztuuu/ ur

otder to avoid priming effects. Upon completing the consent form, participants were

placed in ftont of the computer, which had colow-coded response keys, and a message

appeared on the-'scteen asking the participant to follow the instructions and press a button

to initiate either the experiment or the reading-ability test (which were counterbalanced).

Particþants wete asked to finish the tasks as rapidly as possible, but instructed not to

inctease speed to the detdment of accutacy. Following a five-minute brea\ participants

wete asked to complete the remaining task.
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In the experimental phase, bdef instrucdons and diagtammatic informadon wete

presented on the screen, and there was a practice phase in order to famjlianse paticipants

with the type of stimulus and response tasks. Participants were invited to ask quesd.ons

befote and immediately after the ptactice trials. During the expedment, pressing the

'Ready'button brought up a fixation market õ) ot the left middle of the screen. Pressing

Yes' replaced this with the complete seûtence ot p^r gr^ph. Befote continuing to the next

sentence otpeo:^grarph, the 'Ready'button had to be pressed, which insured that tlete was

occasion available for the particþant to rest, as there'was no time limit during the 'teady'

phase. All participants took part in six practice ttials: four settences and two paragraphs,

both punctuated and unpunctuated. The participants then moved to the expetimental

phase, where the presentation ordet of the 50 sentences and paragtaphs (32 test stimuli, 18

fillets) was detenrrined randomly for each of the participants'

Participants were then thanked, told about the focus of the study (and provided with

a debdefing sheet), and placed in the drau¡ for the music voucher. Genetally, the

experiment took between 30 to 50 minutes to comPlete.

5.4 RESULTS

Figute 5.1 shows the mean differences between puncnrated and unpunctuated

condidons, for both simple- and difficult-to-process sentences. The inclusion of

punchration reduced reading time in the vast majority of sentences. The aPPatent

difference in cental tendency was confirmed by a Wilcoxon Sþed Ranks Tesg actoss all

sentences (z = -4.75,p < .001), ¿s well as difficult (z = -3.26,P < .001) and simple (z - -

2.48,þ - .013) sentences separately.
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F grn -\./. Mean dffirvnce in reading tine belween punctøated and unpuncløated sentence

conditionsfor eaclt of tlte 32 stinøli þunctzated condition minus unpunctuated

condition). TIte darker bars iadicate the dfficalt sentence¡.

Given that sentences and paragraphs were not matched fot length or structure, ariy

sensible ovetall account of the data needs to considet the effect of variance. It u¡as

âPParent ftom the daøthztthe vatiances in reading times for the individual sentences were

quite heterogenous, u¡hich was indicated by an analysis where the differences between the

testticted log likelihood ratio of an initial constant vanztce model was compared to the

variz¡ce components model using the SPSS procedure mixedæ. Chi-square analyses

revealed siguificant differences between the two models, for both sentence, (t Q,N = 32)

- 292,p < .05) andpatagøph (t (1,lV= 32) - 219.t,y' < .05) condirions. Consequenrly,

-

4Mixed Model Analysis of Variance (SPSS Version 11)
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a mixed model analysis of vmz¡ce (random coefficient model) was used which enabled an

estimation of the separate vad.ance for each sentence (seeJennrich & Sctrluchtet, 1986).

The results for the sentence-testing condition tevealed that punctuation had a

significant and beneficial effect on teading d¡ne across all the sentences combined, F

(7,293) - 775.84,p < .001. Although the effectiveness of punctuation tended to be gteatet

for difficult-to-process sentences compated to simple-to-Process sentences (Iable 5.2), the

difference between types of sentences v/as not significant. There was, howevet, a significant

intetaction effect between punctuation and reading-ability (F (1,293) - 749.67,? < .001),

where the magninrde faciliøtion caused by the inclusion of punctuation was greater fot

skilled readers.

Tabte 5.2. Means and standard deaiaîions (ns) of tbe tirPh and comphx sentencesfor botlt

þztnctuated and u@unctuated conditions.

Unpunctuated Punctuated

M SD M SD

Simple 2991.60 724.51 2724.50 801.20

Complex 3115.21 654.50 2728.60 706.70

Total 3053.40 692.10 2726.60 75r'.20

Although the pattem of mean differences in the pattgnph-testing condition s¡as not

discordant with the sentence-testing condition, analysis tevealed it was not sensitive enough

to detect any differences between the punctuated and unpurrctuâted conditions--+wing to

high levels of intet-subject vadability.

5.5 DISCUSSION

The reading of simple- and difficult-to-process ambþous sentences was significantly

reduced by the intoduction of cornmas, which stengthens the notion that the patsing

process is influenced by punctuation. It was expected that participants would find

misanalysis hard to avoid in the difficult unprmchrated sentences, such as 5.1, because both

the verb used in the sentence and the lack of punctuation caused them to be biased
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towatds the inapptopriate structure (e.g., Hill, 1996; Mitchell, 1986; Mitchell & Holmes,

1e8s).

(5.1) While the w¿rrior fought the enemy retreared to camp.

In the case of simple-to-process ambþous sentences, it was expected that the

cortect patsing decisions would be made even in the absence of punctuation, and therefore

it was ptedicted that these types of sentences would be essentially unaffected by the

Presence of the cornmas. The curtent findings, however, do not support the view of a

condnuum of critical to tedundant punctuation held by Baldwin and Coady (1978),nor do

the findings corrobotate Hill?s (1996) belief that the degree of usefulness of a comma is

inversely proportional to the amount of structural information that can be dedved ftom

other soutces. Ovetall, the tesults provide no confirmation for the notion of syntactic

-^l----f^---:- -^,^^:-- -,:-1 , . ,lreclr¡Írctaûcy m P'ar.-.smg wrth punenraüon. l01hüe ihere was a t¡enci fot comma effects to be

maximised in difficult ambiguities, the fact that there v/ere strong facilit¿tion effects in

most simple ambþous sentences as well suggest that the facitøtory power of the cornma

rem^i.s, even when it acts only to support the existing lexically chosen structure.

one explanadon as to why the present findings conü¿dict the concept of

punchration redundancy established in ptevious reseatch may be found in the fact that the

Present study used only ambþous sentences, whereas Bâldwin and Coady (1978) used

easily patsed canonical sentences, and Hill (1996) made use of non-ambþous controls.

Even though the simple-to-process ambþous sentences employed in the current shrdy

had been tated as "not confusing at all" without punctuation, their overatching strucflüe is

still an ambþous one. Nevertheless, if indeed tlere were a condnuum of punctuation

effectiveness ftom critical to redundant, one would have expected to find a clearer disparity

in faciliøtion between the two sentence stimulus groups in the present expedment, as

Punctuation was judged to be s;mtactically cdtical in the difficult-to-pÍocess sentences,
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while word order was considered to be the ptimarf' (and sufficient) source of the syntactic

information in the simple-to-process sentefices. It would be sensible, thetefore, to employ

matched non-ambþous controls in further research if attempting to address this issue of

syntactic significance of punctuation. I{ as found in the present study and contrary to the

two previous relevant studies, punctuation was shown to have a facthøúng effect (even

when ovedapping with syntactic cues) wbile guiding parsing of non-ambþous sentences,

then this would have impotant consequences to Punctuation ptactice-in essence,

opposing the redundancy viewpoint of punctuauon.

Pethaps anothet explanation for punctuation facilitation in simple-to-plocess

ambþous sentences is slower reading times being caused by the omission of a comma

(which participants may have been expecting), rather than a processing benefit caused by

cotnma inclusion. Adams et al. (1998) when attempting to teconcile their study's findings

with a previous unpublished experiment (Adams et aJ.,7992) suggested that the observed

slowet reading times could be viewed as being caused fot no deepet reason than that of a

cornma being expected at a cl¿use break, such as n 5.2 between an initial subordinate

clause (Aftet the dog scratched) and z main clause (the veterinarian took of the mazzLe).

(5.2) After the dog sctatched the vetetinatiøn took off themttzzle.

\iVhethet the notion of slower reading dmes caused by unñrlfilled puncnrational

expectâtions can be extended to include simple ambiguities, however, is perhaps doubtfirl,

as ¡eadets are less likeþ to be offended by the lack of punctuation if comprehension is

effortlessly achieved.

The strong interaction effect found in the present e:çedment between the

magnitude of punctuation facilit¿tion and reading-abiJity suggests that the effectiveness of

punctuation is dependent on reading skill. This fitditg supPorts Chapman's (1993)

contend.on that punctuation is a tool best used in the hands of skilled teaders. Just and
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Caqrenter (1992) have proposed that, in selecting one patsing intetpteøtion over anothet, a

reader's use of certain types of informadon (such as discourse context inforrnation) may

well depend on his or her individual capacity for comprehension. Thus, high-capacity

readers mayhave resources that permit them to profit ftom an expansive r^r,ge of potential

consftaints, while low-capacíty readers are forced to testrict themselves to more immediate

syntactic concems Sust & Ca4>enter, 1992). In extreme cases, an individual's capacity may

deterrrine whether a selecd.on needs to be made atall, ot whethet the altemative teadinç

can be putsued in parallel $4itchell, 1994). The curent findings indicate that one of the

consüaints that high-capacity rcaders are perhaps able to take account of is punctuation.

Thetefote, depending on the individual's capacity, parsing decisions appear to be

influenced diffetently by the absence or presence of punctuations.

Thus, one possible reason as to u/hy the magnitude of facilitadon was found to be

lzrger urith skilled readers could be the mismatch between the mode of responding to

punctuation employeci by iess-skilled readers and the patÈern oi respon<üng assumeci

necessary for successful comprehension to occur. Skilled readets have been shown to be

able to organise sentences into meaningful 'chunks', wheteas less-skilled teaders often

struggle to otganise matettal in a manner that is tequired fot teading comptehension

(Stevens, 1981). Punch:ation may well be a linguistic tool that enables skilled readers to

apportion text into meaningful ¡¡¡f¡5-¿¡¡ organisational skill which less-skilled readers a¡e

not ptoficient in using. Studies into the meacognitive aspects of reading (whete readets

monitor their degtee of undetstanding or its lack) in children ptovide additional support

for this speculation, as good readers have been found to be significantly more able to

recognise text organization (e.g., McGee, 7982;Sanacore, 1984)

Similarly, adult readers have been found to have 
^ 

greztet tepertoire of strategies for

building a'scaffold' (a structure of meaning) u¡ithin the text (Smith, 1985) and to draw

more infetences tegatding the struchre of text SVilson & Hammill, 7982). Moreover, less-

skilled teadets have been shown to know less about such print-telated concepts as word
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order in sentences and, importantly, the function of punctuadon marks (Stewart & Tei,

1983). Presumably, readers who failed to code the words they read into meaningful phrases

or chunks mayhavehad difficutty comptehending even when they were able to attzch

meaning to individual words, theteby incurring a dme-consuming teanalysis. Skilled

readers, on the other hand, presumably used punctuation to organise input into meaningfrrl

units, imptying that they are using effective coding stategies that involve punctuation.

5.5.1Conclusion

Comma facilitation effects wete cleatly present, suggesting that the Pârser cafl use

corffnâs to resolve local structrual ambigurties. The insetion of a comma, thetefore, seems

to affect the parset in zwzy that leads it to decipher an ambþous phrase differently ftom

that usually selected in the absence of a comma. Moteovet, the magninrde of these effects

established that the materi¿ls used in the study wete capable of producing extremeþ strong

garden path effects.

Cornmas 
^ppe 

t. to be a valuable tool in wdtten langaage, acting as immediate

effective guides to patsing. The present findings empirically illusttate the potential of

punctuation to disambþate ambþous sentences, both difficult- and simple-to-Pfocess.

These dzta zte problematic for the view that initial patsing decisions are based (exclusively)

on tfee-strucnrtal considerations, as something other than a parsing tree must be consulted

before a decision is made. Similatly, purely lexical ot discoutse accourits of parsing do not

offer any explanation fot obsered comma effects eithet, and would have to be

supplemented before they could process punctuational influences (À4itchell, 1994).

'- 
E:rposure-based explanations, which propose that teaders' choices ate determined by

their past eûcoufiters with the ambþous forms in question, might offet zn account. The

different outcomes for high- and low-skilled readets could be indicative of ptevious

diffedng encounters in comparable circumstânces in thei¡ past experiences with language.

Developmeît^l data,which suggests that as children get oldet theit ability to use
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Punctua!.on as a structural guide is improved (e.g., Cordeiro, 1988; Edelsþ, 1983) and that

an incteased expedence with punctuation leads to greâter knowledge about the marks

(Calkins, 1980), provides rlitect support for the exposure hypothesis. These findings

suggest that as a reader garls linguistic experience, he or she systematically adapts to biases

imposed by contact with language-in this case, punctuation. The curent results ptovide

preliminary suPPort fot the view that thete is a relationship between people's parsing

îesources (in this case, pultctuation) when dealing with ambþous structures and the

ptevalence of these forms in their pdor exposure to language.

These crütent tesults are not particuJatly suqprising-most wd.ters would use a

cofiìma to aid the interptetation of sentences of the kind used in this expedment. However,

theories of patsing iately incotpotate formal procedures for managing punctuation, and

these findings señre to re-emphasise that such facilities ought to be included in any

complete model of parsing.
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Chapter 6: Experiment 2

6.l PREAIVTBLE

There has been little, if any, research or discussion of the mechanisms by which

punctuation disambþates or, importandy, whether it is equally effective across different

sefltence structures. Previous expedments have illusüated that Punctuation (in these cases the

comma) can have powerful disambþating effects in some ambþous structures (Adams et

aI.,7992; Grindlay & Delin, 2001; Mitcheli, 1986), yet these studies provide no cleat evidence

for the universality of disambþation by punchration actoss sentence q¡pes. The experiment2a

reported in this chapter examines whethet punctuation, in the form of a colffna, can provide a

dependable and effective cue for the disambþation of an arrzy of gatden path sentences.

As discussed in Chapter 4, many language reseatchers }nle assumed, without any

empirical justification, that punctuadon can alleviate the ptocessing difficuldes associated with

certain types of ambþous sentence sEuch¡res. The tesults ftom Expedment 1 ptovide

persuasive support for this assumption. These findings, coupled u¡ith the limited previous

research, certainly point toward processing benefits as a tesult of punctuation, yet whethet the

insertion of a cornma simply facilitates ptocessing or ptovides complete disambþation is not

known. To address this question of the syntactic significance of puncnration to parsing,

Expedment2madeuse of matched unambþous control sentences. This enabled a

comparison between sentences that are unambþous (due to wotd ordet providing the

rrecessary syntactic information) and sentences whete punctuation is syntactically critical, and

as a result the human parsff cannot rely on word o¡der as an effective guide.

2aThis experiment was presented at the an¡rual APS Conference (Grindlay, 2001)
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The factors influencing the potency of punctuation, as well as its manner of

disambþation, remain largely undetetmined. The magninrde of the telationship between

teading-ability and punctuztio¡ facihøtion found in Experiment 1 was considetably grczrter

than had been expected. This firdirg suggested that the effectiveness of punctuation is heavily

dependent on teading skill. This factor was further investigated in the Expedment2by means

of dividing paticþants into skilled and less-skilled reading-abtbty groups. This permitted a

compatison in terms of how each gtoup responds to the introduction (ot, alternatively, the

omission) of a cornma in a nnge of ambþous sentences, as well as their unambþous

counterpafts.

6.1.1The Contdbution of Robin Hill and The Importance of Replication

The expetiment reported in this chapter is essentially a teplication of Robin Hill's (1996)

Masters thesis reseatch, as well as his and \üayne Murtay's subsequent tesearch (Flill &

Murray, 2000b). In addition to the scarcity of piloting in reading research, Henk (1987)

suggested that thete is an apparent teluctance to pursue or insist upon the replication of

findings. In an arca where particþants ate known for their enad.c performance, it is important

that all phenomena be demonsttated repeatedly before results can be considered reliable

(Gravetter & Wallnau, 1992). One cdticism of Flill's (1 996) experiment was that he used

latgely postgraduate students (a sample, one would have assumed, which is well above 
^'ver 

ge

i-+^*^^fl:.^-^---\ l^----t^^--l-1----l t : tu Lçurrr vL ,'LçL..¡wy). rL w¿s rruPtru ural urc prcsellt su¡oy llugnt overcome uus pfoolem not

simply by using a more vatied population in terms of litetacy, but also by taking into

consideration the factor of a individual's reading-ability.

Hill (1996) cdn be credited with being first to systematically consider the effect of

punctuation matks on a tange of sentence ambiguities, as well as investþating the 'critical

zone' in the sentence where facilitation may ake place. Moreover, HilI and Murray were also

the first to include unambþous matched alternatives for comparison. Their findings showed

strong puncnration effects on the processing of eady-closure and reduced relative-clause
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constructions, but not in the non-¿mbþous vetsions of eithet of these, and not in sentences

containing prepositional phrase ambiguities, using both self-paced teading (Flill, 1996) and

eye-tracking methods (I{il & Murray,2000b). The addition of punctuation was shown to

increase processing drne on sections of a sentence immediately preceding the cornma, while

facilitating the ptocessing that followed. This could be viewed as short-term cost (increased

processing dme caused by the insertion of a comma) for long-term gain (decteased ovetall

ptocessing time caused by successful parsing with litde ot no need fot teanalysis).

The highly-regarded work of Hill and Murtay ptovides strong grounds fot supposing

that punctuad.on can alleviate the processing difficulties associ¿ted v¡ith certain garden path

sentence stfuctures. Nonetheless, there is a need not only to attemPt to replicate some of

these findings with a different sample, but to investigate furthet the contribution of reading-

ability to the influence of punctuation on parsing.

6.1.2 Ambiguous Sentence Structures: the empirical value of patsing failure

\When teading, it is not unusual for readets to misinterptet some secdon ot secdons of a

sentence. Comprehending sentences involves computing the structutal telationships between

the constituent words, phrases and clauses (ltditchell, 1986). This is complicated, in most

natüal languages, by the fact that effectively all sentences contain stdnç of wotds that are

structurally ambþous (or, at least appear to be so when fust encountered).

Psycholinguists are interested in how teadets reach conclusions about the synactic

structtüe of sentences, and often this involves the study of temporarily ambþous sentences.

Genetally, ambþous sentences contain a secd.on of text that initially appears indefinite as

between two syntactic analyses, but is subsequently disambþated in favour of one analysis

(?atterson, 1998). Normally, the first issue consideted is whether readets decide upon the

coffect analysis when first encountedng the ambþous section of text. Often they do not, and

tlrese sentences in which readers prim"dy opt for the wrong analysis, znd tte subsequently

forced to reanalyse the sentence, ate labelled garden path sentences. They are labelled gatden
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Path sentences for the reason th¿t the teadet initialty prüsues an erloneous route when parsing

the sentence.

Descriptively, garden path sentences produce a misanalysis in the initial syntactic

analysis or Parse. 
\When the misanalysis is recognised by the parser---characteristically due to

the breakdown in the ongoing analysis-reanalysis is necessary. Often, the teader may be

conscious of the effort required to perform reanalysis in the case of an ambþous garden path

sentence. It is precisely these failu¡es in parsing that make garden path sentences a ferdle area

of tesearch (Christianson et al., 2001). By ptobing how gatden path sentences are initially

parsed, teanalysed, and ultimately comprehended, one can gam inslght into the princrpal

mechanisms that more typically operate accurately.

As people have been shown to make similar patterns of errors when reading garden

path ambiguities, it is reasonable to assume that people analyse these types of sentences in

similat ways. Logically, tåen, it must be possible to define the rules a human parser follows, ot

at ieast state what souÍces of information they use when making imual decisions about the

structure of sentences. The sources of knowledge that could be used have been shown to

include knowledge about the possible syntactic structure of sentences, knowledge about the

meanings of wotds and sentences, and knowledge about the context in which the sentence

aPPears. Pethaps an additional scurce of knowledge could be knowledge of punctuation.

6.1.3 Types of Garden Path Sentences

Sentence ptocessing is almost always an effordess task. This seemingly trite observation

about human linguistic capability becomes considerably more puzzling when juxaposed to the

somewhat less appatent fact thathum¿n langaage exhibits extensive (local) ambiguity. That is

to say, in the ptocessing of a particulat sentence there are likely to be numerous points at

which there ate multiple anaþses compatible with the input processed thus fat, only one of

which will nrm out to be consistent'ü¡ith the temaindet of the utterânce. Many sentences are

temporarily ambþous, and because of processing immediacy, a single struch¡¡al
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interpretation must be selected. Generaþ, the simpler interpreøtion is prefered, and if the

ptefered interpreation t:ms out to be incorrect when disambþation information is

encountefed, teadets must tecover. The time to recover consdtutes the garden path effect

figwe 6.1).

G

S

Figare 6./. Rtanaþsis fu nlectionfon þarallel alnrnatiues þwis, / 995).

The dashed lines indicate the path the parser pr¡rsues. The heavy dashed lines indicate

the reanalysis that takes place when some paths are dtopped from considetation (gatden

path effect). S indicates the starting state; G indicates the goals state (a well-formed

syntactic representation).

Three types of structutes that have been shown to produce sftong garden path effects

are eatly-closrúe, ptePositional phrase and reduced relative sentences. Typically, in previous

studies on these types of ambþous sentence, the puncnration marks that would identi$r a

clausal teading are elided.

6.1.3. I Closwe Ambiguities

Reading ptoblems linked with closure sentences, such as 6.7, are well documented and

notoriously difficult to prevent.

(6.1) Because Bruce ddnks aine...

(6.1)a.

(6.1)b.

Because Bruce ddnks pinebeet is never kept in the house

Because Bruce ddnks vine is never kept in the house
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The word vine tn sentence 6.1 is syntactically ambþous, because it could funcdon as

eithet the direct object of the vetb in the fust clause (as in 6.1a), or as the subject of the

second clause (as in 6.1b). Âccording to the principle of late-closure, the parser prefets to

zftachnew matedal to the phrase or clause currently open rather than cteate new consdtuents.

Thus, in sentence 6.1 the analysis in which uine ts the rlitect obiect would initia[y be chosen

and sentence 6.7zwould be easily parsed. In contrast, sentences such as 6.1b cause patsing to

be much more difficult. The disambþating2s word zi sþals that wine cannot be the ditect

object of drinks----consequently syntactically reanalysis of the ambþous phrase is required

(Ferreira & Henderson, 1991). Sentences such as 6.7a arc consistent v¡ith late-closute and ate

termed late-closure sentencet, senterices such as 6.1b, which require that the fust clause be closed

early, zre termed earþ+losure sentences (as they require teanalysis they are classed as 'gatden

Path).

Interwention in sentence processing associated with the coÍrma has disctedited, to some

extent, the basic two-pdncþle-driven gatcien path modei as a soie expianation oihuman

parsing. In line with the main assumption of the constraint-satisfaction view-that

information fiom a vatiety of sources may confine the emetging analysis-laûguage

researchers have reasoned that cofirmas ptovide effective disambþation in the eatly-closue

construcdon (e.g., -A.dams et al., 1998; Clifton, 1993; Mitchell, 1986; Pickedng & Traxler,

1998). Until quite recently, however, no studies had included a ptefered late-closure (non-

ambþous) altemative for compadson. Thus, while the results certainly provided evidence fot

facilitation related to the inclusion of punctuation in the processing of earþ-closute items,

uncertainty remained about whether corffnas provided conplete disambþation or simply aided

in corect analysis. This gap has been reetified by a considetable extent by the comptehensive

research of Robin Hill and Wayne Murray at the Univetsity of Dundee (Flill, 1996; Hill &

25 Disambþating in this context is a standard psycholinguistic usage. Nevertheless, it is important to
acknowledge that such usage is perhaps misleading, as the word ¿i does not disambþate except incidentally.
Rather the word acts as a 'dead-end' sþal or syntactic 'blockef, indicating that the original parsing was wtong,
and pointing to an altemative parsing, which mqlead to tÌ¡e coffect parsing decisions.
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Murray, 2000b). Their research has shown that punctuadon assists in the parsing of. early-

closure items and neither facilitates not inhibits a coffect 'default' attachment preference

associated with late-closure items.

6. 1.3.2 fuepositional Phrase Ambiguities

Anothet traditionally problematic sentence structure considered in Experiment 2

involved prepositional phrase ambiguities such as 6.2.

(6.2) Siobhan saw the man u¡ith the telescope

The gatden path model is able to account for the ambigurty in attachment of

prepositional phrases exhibited in this sentence type. The principle of minimal attachment

implies that the prepositional phrase aìtb tbe relescope will be att¿ched to the vetb phrase as

describing the instrument used fot observation. \üØhile the telescope could reasonably belong

to the møn rtthet than to Siobban, this is argued to create a more complex phrase structure

involving the insertion of an additional node in the second noun phtase. Minimal attachment

dictates that the iflitial structual preference will always favour the verb phrase attachment and

that this preference should prevail even when plausibility ot othet factots ought to ptovide an

advantage26 çnil & Murray, 2000b), for inst¿nce if the prepositional phrase was aitb the

ønbrella. Despite these local ambiguities, people have little difficulty in patsing these sentences,

and prepositional phrase ambiguities ate generally construed to be soft or easily tesolved

ambiguities.

The limited empirical consideration of punctuad.on on prepositional phtase ambiguities

has found no colnma infl.uences on self-paced teading (Êlill, 1996). FuttJrer, eye-rnovement

daøhzs suggested that punctuation does little mote than prompt earliet identification of the

problem, and does not allow it to be avoided ÉIill & Murray,2000b).
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6. 1.3.3 Reduced Relative Ambiguities

The most famous formulation of a reduced relative garden path sentence is given in 6.3

and belongs to Bever (1970):

(6.3) The horse taced past the bam fell

The expression racedpast ilte barz is ambþous between two syntactic analyses. The first

of these is the simple acdve analysis, where the phtase racedpast the baruprovides information

about what the hotse did-it taced past the bam. The second analysis is called the telative

clause analysis, and on tbis analysis the phrase racedpast the barz provtdes modilring

information. Specifically, it futthet descdbes a property of the horse that conceivably

differentiates this hotse ftom other horses.,{,dditional forms of modifying clause that could be

used to distinguish one of a group of horses in a field are such things zs uith a black fltse, ot

near îbe paddockl gate. The sentence in 6.3 is disambþated in favow of the relative clause

analysis by the woÅfell. This type of sentence is labelled a nduced relaÍiae clause sentence, and

has exactly the same meaning as the znreduced rvlatiae clause sentence n 6.4. These types of

sentences ate termed teduced rclatrve sentences for the reason that they l¿ck the oçlicit

wotds which was or that walln English these are considered optional, and reduced relatives are

still consideted grammatically coÍect, and should ultimately result in the same inteqpretation

as thei¡ unreduced versions.

(6.4) The horse that was raced past the barn fell.

Past investigations (e.g., Binder, DufSr, & Rayner, 2001; Bdtt, Perfetti, Garod, &

Raymer, 7992; Cltfton, Bock, & Rado, 2000; Ferrefua & Clifton, TSBG Rayner, Garrod, &

26 However, this default attachment is by no mears rurcontested, as is discussed in the next chaptet.
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Petfetti, 7992) nto reduced teladve ambiguities have shown that readers find temporadly

ambþous sentences like 6.3 difficult to tead compared to unambþous sentences like 6.4.

Consequently, it can be presumed that readers rnitially prefer the simple acdve analysis of the

ambþous segment of the sentence, and subsequently are tequired to spend time reanalysing

the structure of the sentence when they ardve at the disambþaingwoÀfell. Garden path

theory asserts that sentence 6.3 will always be initially interpteted as a simple acdve sentence,

with ptocessing ptoblems only adsing whenfellis encountered. The first verb, raæd,is

assumed to be the main verb, and directly attached to the subject, the horse çttltt, 1996).

Unlike early-closure ambiguities, howevet, it is not immediateiy and intuitiveþ obvious

that punctuation would necessâry help with such a robust garden path. If delineating the

clausal boundaries with commas can alleviate this kind of processing difficulty, then

punctuation must be acknowledged as having z rzrpid and dominant influence on parsing. The

limited previous reseatch has found strong facilitation effects caused by commas were found

in both self-paced glU, 1996) and eye-movement studies (I{ill & Muray,2000b), in the

ambþous reduced telative condition (although no puncûntion effect was found in the

unambþous unreduced relative condition).

6.1.4 Expedmental Aims and Hypotheses

It seems uncoûtroversial to suggest thag in the absence of at least very strorg cues,

everyone is garden-pathed in early-closure, reduced relative and, to some extent, prepositional

phrase ambiguities, and practically everyone assufires that appropnately placed cofirmas would

facilit¿te patsing (Flill & 2000b). Moreovet, certain points in early-closute, reduced

relative and prepositional phtase items seem to be suit¿ble and expected positions to mark

with a cofirma. If this ptemise is correcg and it can be demonstrated that corffnas reduce or

iemove processing difficulties in a gatden path, then this clearþ gives persuasive support for

the claim that punctuation can convey critical syntactic info¡mation. In order to test this,
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however, the processing of not only of punctuated and unpuncnrated ambþous sentences

but also of theit unambþous counte{parts need to be considered.

The major aim of this experiment v¡as to examine whether punctuation, in the form of

corrúnas, ptovides a dependable and effective cue for the disambþation of 
^fl ^fi^y 

of garden

path type sentences-as measured by reading speed and comprehension. Moteover, we were

interested in whether the magninrde or nah¡re of the effect of punctuation on reading speed

and comprehension differs accotding to reading-ability. Additionally, it was hoped that the

cumulative desþ would provide information regarding the critical zone for facilitation caused

by the inclusion of punctuation.

It was expected, based primrdly on the fiodir5 of Hill (1996), that the insertion of

punctuation would disambþate the three types of garden path sentences-decreasing reading

time and inceasing comprehension. It was also expected thât punctuation would have

minimal ot no influence on non-garden-path contol sentences. Finally, in light of the

Experiment 1 fincirng, the degtee of facilitation due to punctuation was expected to depend on

the teading skill e¡ ¿r" participant-assisting skilIed teaders to 
^ 

grcàter extent than less-skilled

readets.

6.2 METHOD

6.2.lPatticipants

The foty participants were male (ÀI = 7) and female (ltl = 33) adult readets, drawn

ftom fust-year psychology students ¿6snding The Univetsity of Adelaide--all teceived corüse

ctedit fot paticipation. The mean age of participants was 19.45 (SD 4.47) wtrh a nnge of 77

to 39 years. Participants were native speakers of English, and all had normal or corected-to-

notmal eyesight. Students involved with the pilot sftrdies or with Expetiment 1 v¡ere not

eligible to take part, ensudng that all participants were narve with regard to the nahüe of the

hlpotheses under investigation.
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6.2.2Is,f.ateÅals

6.2.2.1Measwes

The computer, softwate and display system used in the current experiment were

identical to those used in Expedment 1 (see Section 5.1,.1,.2.1) and, similarly, the experimentet

wrote the code for the testing phase. The desþ was cumuladve, however, with three zones

being used, tather than the presentation of whole sentences. Although increasing the

arñfrcrzlity of ptocedues, zoning provides information as to the critical region in the sentence

whete faciliation may ttke place. Additionally, comprehension was also tested, and not simply

reading speed.

The study empþed a modified Window Method of presentation where three distinct

zones of the full sentence were cumulatively presented, which requLed the particþânt to press

the tesponse key once they had tead each zone. The preceding zone still stayed on the screen,

and the zones were aligned appropdately. After the whole sentence had been presented and

the participant had responded, there was a delzy of 500ms before a comprehension question

appeated, in full, on the screen. The question remained on the screen until the participant

pressed either the Yes' or 'No' response button. No feedback was given to the subject, and

there was a short delay befote the next ttial began.

!Øhile in the past there has been some disapproval of the use of cumul¿tive

presentations (e.g.,Just, Carpentet & \Wooley, 7982;Ferrern & Henderson, 1990), regressions

are a cornmon occuirence in the reading of gatden path sentences; thetefore, having all the

wotds up to the cuffent one being ptocessed available for reinspection is a telativeþ nattüal

teading situation (I{ill, 1996).

As in Experiment 1, the Computerised (Reading) Placement Appraisal (CPA), an on-line

reading-ability assessment tool, was used to gtade particþants on teading-ability (see Section

s.1.1.1).
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6.2.2.2 Sentence Stimuli

Three categoties of ambþous sentences were examined: closure (eatly and late),

ptepositional phases (noun phtase and verb phrase), and teduced relatives (reduced and

urueduced relatives). Examples of these sertence types are given in Table 6.1. These sentences

were Iargely drawn from Hill (1996) and Hill and Munay (2000b), where the sentences had

been specif,cally constructed to lead to a garden-path-tFp. misandysis. Generally, although

theit descdptions of the undetlþg mechanisms may disagtee, all models of sentence

processing foretell gatden path effects with these seûtence structures.

Table 6.1. Exanples of the categoriu of anbiguout ¡entences øsed and sample questions

ZONE 2 3I

EC) rù(/hIe the audience applauded Q the actors took a well-earned b¡eak.

LC) tùühile the audience applauded the actors Q they took a well-eamed break.

Ouestion: Did ttte ardienee abbl¿td the actor¡?

w) The cop blasted the thief Q with the shotgun Q but the other escaped

NP) The cop blasted the thief Q with the diamond Q but the other escaped

Ouesdon: Did the all the thi¿tes estabe?

RR) The foreþer Q told a joke Q did not undersand

UR) The foreþer 0 who was told a joke 0 did not undersand

Ouestion: Did the forciøner tcll a iokc?

6.2.2.2.1 Closute Sentences

The difference between eatly- and late-closrüe sentence sttuctures cefltres on whethef

there is a structural break after the first verb (e.g., applauded). The l¿te-closure parsing

pdnciple ¿sserts that the cuffent clause is kept open whenevet possible; consequently, it is

expected that the initial preference will be for late-closue in early-closure items and a, delzy

will occur when parse eftor is realised. Late-closute items, howevet, should pose no difficulty
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when patsing, zs pnmzry clause breaks are consistent with the late-closute parsing principle.

As u¡ith Hill and Murray (2000b) punctuated vetsions only have a single commâ at the point

matching the corect primary cl¿usal break. The analysis is expected to determine whether the

inclusion of a comma facilitates 
^ccwarte 

patsing-specifically, whether it assists in the

preferred late-closure items and whether it reduces (ot eliminates) the patsing difficulty

associated with the early-closute items.

6.2.2.2.2 kepositional Phrase Sentences

Following the expedmental patadigm of Hill (1996) and Hill and Murray (2000b), there

v/ere two types of prepositional phrase ta.rget sentences: vetb phrase and nor¡n phrase

attachments of the ptepositional phrase. The additional node tequired in the noun phrase

attachment identifies it as a more complicated and non-minimally attached structue Fg*.

6.2).The key words that discdminate between opposing ptepositionalatøchments (e.9.,

shotgun/diamond) were matched exactly fot word length. rü(/otd ftequency (Francis & Kucem,

1982) was identical whenever possible, and never diffeted by more than ten percent (FIi[

1996). The punctuated vetsions contained two commas delimiting the ptepositional phrase.

Garden path theory ptedicts slower reading times in noun phtase conditions, and the

imporant question is whethe¡ differences in teading times of unpunchrated noun phrase and

verb phrase atøched sentences ate improved by the insertion of commas'
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N

The cop blasted the thief with the shotgun but the other escaped

N P

The cop blasted the thief with the diamond but the other escaped

Figure 6.2. Phrase MarkersfurW and NP prepositionalphrase exaqle! (I1i/1, / 996)

6.2.2.2.3 Reduced Relative Sentences

The teduced relative is the version of an unreduced relative that is missing the relative

pronoun. In the teduced telative coûditions, minimal attachment implies thata simple acdve

sentence construcd.on will be initially adopted, as ffris requires fewer nodes than the structure

pertaining to what is actually the correct intelpretation. Thus, a first attempt at parsiflg should

present the foreþer as telling the joke, ¡atÏer than being told the joke. In line with Hill

(.1996) and Hill and Murray (2000b), punctuated vetsions contained 
^ 

pfu of commas that

effectiveþ patenthesised the telative phrase. It was expected that this might disrupt the simple

attachment consûucd.on process and reduce (if not eliminate) any garden path effect.

6.2.2.2.4 Stímulus Ptesentation

Each partictpant encountered 36 e>getimental items, u¡ith 12 sentence stimuli in each of

the afotementioned categodes: closute, teduced relatives and propositional phrases. Each

sentence appeared in one of four condid.ons: garden path punctuated; garden path

unpunctuated; non-garden-path punctuated; and non-garden-path unpunctuated. These
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conditions were varied for each new particþant using a Latin-Square desþ; as a tesult, across

particþants each item appeared in each condition an equal numbet of times. A partictpant was

presented with each sentence only once, yet was given an equal number of sentences in each

condition. The same question wâs presented for all fout conditions, and was explicit in natute.

In a text-explicit relationship, both the question and answet can be dedved ftom the text, and

rhe answer is explicitly cued, eithet togically or gtammatically (Ctowell, Au, & Blake, 1983).

Also, there wer.e 44 unambþous filler sentences that, as was the case for the test sentences,

were randomly presented. The fillsl5sni¡snces wele included in otder to diminish the

likelihood of the particþant recognising any patterns ot consistent structures in the sentences,

and to prevent any heuristic strategies that mþht shield the natural teadi.g Process under

examination. An equal nurrrber of correct Yes' and 'No' responses v/ere required for the

comptehension questions, both for experimental and filler items.

6.2.2.3 Questionnahe

A btief off-line questionnaire was used, consisting of five questions desþed to gauge

particþants'perceptions of the pnnaty purpose of puncnration and the appropriateness of

the punctuation (commas) in test items (Appendix C). The questionnaire was based on

previous work by Scholes and'UØills (1990) and Hill (1996),with the fitst fout questions

examiring the particþants' conscious awareness of commas as they appeared in the

experimental matedal, and checking whether participants regatded any sentence as having too

little or too much punctuation. The final question asked whether the patticþant considered

elocutionary or syntactic function to be the prinary tole of punch¡adon.

6.2.3 Ptocedure

\Øhen *i,ri"g for the expedmental session, participants wete provided with a written

geneml description of the experiment, as well as a set of instructions. The information sheet

explained to the participants that they would undetøke a brief teading-ability âssessment,
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participate in a reading experiment where they would see a series of sentences on a computer,

and answer a question about each sentence; arld, fio"lly, that they would be given a very short

questionnafue. Upon completing the consent form, pard.cipants were seated in ftont of the

computer and commenced eithet the CPA or experiment, which were counterb¿lanced.

Paticþants were encouraged to complete the tasks as quickly as possible, but asked not to

increase speed to the detdment of rcaracy.

In the expedmental phase, the computer had colout-coded response keys, and a

message appeared on the screen asking the paticipant to follow the instructions and press a

button to initiate the trial. Paticþants were instructed to tead sentences at a normal pace for

comprehension and to Ptess the appropdate button to proceed to the question. After the brief

instructions and diagtammatic infornad.on on the screen, there was zpnctcephase in order

to familiadse participants u¡ith the types of stimuli and response tasks. Particþants were

invited to ask questions before and immediately after the practice t ials.

Throughout the expetimeng pressing the 'Rea<iy'button brought up a fixation marker

09 ott the left middle of the scteen. Pressing Yes' teplaced this u¡ith the first zone of the

sentence. Subsequent pressing brought up the following zones ofle at a drne, in a cumulative

way. Participants were tequired to tead each zone independently pdor to revealing the next

one. A'ny puncnration was attached to the wotd ptecediog it in the zone andptesented

concurently. Upon the finishing of teading the finat zone, pushing the Yes'button cleared

the scteen and the quesd.on, in full, appeared. A Yes'or'No'response was required, and the

particþants had six seconds to respond or the rial continued automatically.

The teaction times taken fot each zone, as well as the total sentence reading dme, were

tecotded. Moteovet, as well as tecotding comprehension errors, the computer also recorded

time øken to tespond to comptehension questions. Before continuing to the next senteûce,

the'Ready'button had to be ptessed, which insued that there was ân opportunity for the

participant to test, as there was no time limit dudng the'ready'phase. The particþant took

P^tt n 10 practice tdals: six filler sentences and one sentence in each of the experimental
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conditions. The particþants then moved to the expedmenal phase, where tÏe ptesentad.on

order of the 80 sentences was determined randomly for each of the patticþants.

Finally, the questionnaire, which took no more than a few minutes to comPlete, was

given to participants , after which they were thanked, told about the natute of the øsk (and

provided with a debriefing sheet), given oppornrnity to ask any questions, and were able to

request feedback on the expedment once it was completed. The experimental phase usually

lasted no longer than 30 minutes, and the entire expedment generally did not exceed 60

tnlfl.utes.

6.3 RESULTS

6.3.1 Rearting Time

Although the cumul¿tive desþ undoubtedly impacted upon the 
^ccw^cy 

of reading

times (Ferreira & Henderson, 1990; Just, Ca4rentet, & Woolley,7982), ¿ signifis2¡t interaction

effect (F (1,3S) - 4.57,p = .039) fot speed in garden path sentences was found, whete

punctuation facilit¿ted skilled readers tnd zppezred to hamper less-skilled readers'7. This effect

u¡as also evident in the non-gatden-path conditions, although it was not significant (F (1,38) =

2.94, p - .094). This is cleady illusüated in Figure 6.3 whete, although less-skilled readers read

fastet than skilled readers across all conditions (with the exception of non-gatden-path

punctuated sentences), the inclusion of punctuation appeats to have assisted teading speed for

skilled readets and impeded sg¿ding speed fot less-skilled readers.

u A median-split was used to classi$ participants in to reading-ability gtoups.
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Frgnn 6.3. Reading times actts¡ conditionsþr botb skilkd and less-¡l<illed rcaders @þ = garden þath,

n-P = non-garden-poth, (P) = punctuation).

6.3.2 Comptehension

Comprehension measures revealed tobust garden path effects, *ith non-gatden-path

sentences ptoducing significantly feu¡er comptehension errors than theit garden path

complements, F (1,38) - 72.73, P = .001 . There was also a main effect fot punctuation (F

(1,38) = 5.73,P - .022),with puncnration aiding comptehension in garden path sentences fot

both skilled and less-skilled readers (although the magnitude was much latger fot skilled

teaders). However, thete was no significant main effect fot non-gatden-path sentefices.

Interestingly, in non-garden-path conditions, punctuation appeared to aid skilled readers,

while having a negative impact on less-skilled readers--although the interaction was not

significant (F (1,38). = 2.49,p - .123). Compadng the two gfouPs of particþants @igure 6.4),

skillcd readers pedormed significantly better in the puncnrated conditions (garden path, F

(1,38) = 4.425,p - .042; non-garden-paú, F (1,38) = 4.937,P - .032),u¡hile the difference

between the gtoups on the unpunctuated conditions was not significant.
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6.3.3 Types of Sentence Ambiguities

Fot each of the potentially ambþous sentence structures, a table presenting the mean

reading times for particþants acîoss the fout conditions is given. Figures ate also ptesented in

which the zones te grapbically shown in a cumulative fashion in otdet to give a cleater

indication of tendencies. Fot convenience, example sentence items ate also listed.

6. 3.3. I CIos ure Ambiguities

The example sentence given is presented in each of the two sentence formats: garden

path (early-closue) and non-garden-path Qate-closure), as well as appropdately punctuated

versions of these.
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As the dog scratched / the oice vet / laughed out loud

As the dog scratched, / the nice vet / laughed out loud

As the dog scratched / the nice vet / he laughed out loud

As the dog sctatched / the aice vet, f he laughed out loud
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Table 6.2. Mean reading tinu (ns) antss earþ (GP) and late N-GP) closøre sentences.

Mean Std. Deviation

Zonel GP

cP(p)

N.GP

N-GP(p)

Total

Zone? GP

GP(p)

N-GP

N-cP(p)

Total

491.51

457.52

450.01

472.60

467.91

106.61

109.32

126.31

166.89

126.36

348.28

339.89

381.04

35s.0s

356.06

124.29

84.79

155.43

93.46

115.06

Zone3 GP

GP(p)

N-GP

N-GP(p)

Total

1147.75

785.40

931.23

856.83

930.30

273.77

278.92

257.38

322.10

307.16

TotalRT GP 1987.54 358.60

GP(p) 1582.82 294.37

N-GP 1762.27 433.09

N-GP(p) 1684.48 430.31

Total '1754.28 400.34

Thete wete no significant diffetences between any conditions in either Zorel (F (3,44)

= .240, p - .868) or Zone2 (F (3, 44) = .273, P = .845). This is not suqptising given that thete

wete no struchual diffetences across sentence conditions in these zones in tetms of words.

Nevertheless, past research (I{ill, 1996) has found süong cornma inclusion effects, and one

would have expected the garden path punctuated condition to have an increased teading time

inZoneT and the non-garden-path punctuated condition to have increased teading times in

Zote2-yet this was not found.

The final zone,Zonc3, is typically the tegion where previous shrdies have found the

gatden path phenomena to occur. Tlee tesults clead; endotse this, with significant differences

in teading times ¿cross conditions (F (3, 44) = S.0SZ,P = .079). The difference between

gatden path and non-garden-path sentences (i.e., early and late-closute sentence structues)
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cefltres on whet¡er there is a structural bteak aftet the fust verb (e.g., laughed). The late-

closure parsing princrple holds that the current clause is kept open whenever possible;

accordingly, it was expected that the initiat ptefetence would be for l¿te-closure in eatly-

closure items and z delry would occrü when patsing effor was realised. Post-hoc analyses

indicated that this had taken place, as there wete signifi,cantly longer reading times fot

unpurichrated garden path versus non-gatden-path sentences. Notably, the post-hoc analyses

also indicated that inclusion of a comma significantly reduced reading times in Zo¡e3 for

garden path sentences.

It qzas expected that non-garden-path late-closure items should pose no difficulty when

parsing, as pdmary clause breaks are consistent with the late-closure parsing principle. The

results suppoted this notion and, moreovet, there v/efe no significant cornma effects. The

slightly (although non-significantty) longer reading times in the non-garden-path conditions

compared to the punctuated garden path condition could be pethaps explained by the extra

word (he) in the sentence struchrre.

As is evident ftom Figure 6.5, the unpunctuated gatden path condition appeated to

cause significantly lengthier (F Q, 44) - 3.270, P - .030) tot¿l teading times perhaps, due to

complete parsing failue at wofst, or dme-consuming teanalysis at best. In sum, the results

showed robust gatden path effects, which wete ameliotated by the inclusion of ptrnctuation'
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The cop blasted at the thief / with the diamond / but he escaped

The cop blasted at the thief, / with the diamond, / but he escaped

The cop blasted at the thief / with the shotgr:n / but he escaped

The cop blasted at the thie( / with the shotgun, / but he escaped

2

sentence zone

â

Frgnn 6.5. Cumulatiae reading timesfor eaclt <une atm$ eacl) sentence conditionforgarden parb and

flongarden-Path closure anbiguities.

6.3.3.2 Prepositional Phrase ArnbiguÍties

The exarrrple sentence given is ptesented in each of the two sentence formats: garden

path (noun phase) and non-gatden-path (vetb phtase), as well as appropriately punctuated

vetsions of these.
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Tabte 6.3. Mean reading rines (ns) ac'ross nniln phrase (GP) and uerb pbrase N-GP) popositional

þhrase sentences.

Mean Std. Deviation

Zone'l

Zone2 GP

cP(p)

N.GP

N-GP(p)

Total

Zone3 GP

cP(p)

N-GP

N-GP(p)

Total

TotalRT GP 1877.48 388.85

GP(p) 1674.40 297.04

N-GP 1545.60 335.85

N-GP(p) 1559.00 196.s6

Total 1664.12 330.97

Predictably, as the sentences did not vary physicall¡ there wete to diffetences actoss

vercions of the sentetrce ìnzorreT (F (3,++) - 7'432,P = '246)' Futthet, despite the puncarated

versions having a colffna atlached to the last word in the zone, thete was no indication of

cornma effects. Similatly, there were no significant differences in reading time forZone2 (F

Q,44) = 7.740,p - .773),which was the prepositional phrase itself. The mean ¡s¿.ling times in

the punctuated versions appeated to be slightly shottet compated to their unpunctuated

counte{parts-although there statistically signifi.cant differences supporting the ptesence of

any q?e of comma effect.

Zone3 is perhaps the most ctitical reg'ion, yet although the unpunctuated gatden path

sentences appeared associ¿ted with longer reading dmes, thete were no significant differences

GP

cP(p)

N-GP

N-GP(p)

Total

636.51

558.03

489.89

485.O2

542.36

340.73

150.72

134.05

111.88

208.55

469.90

436.21

409.01

340.95

414.O2

159.85

135.60

167.95

102.O4

147.02

771.07

680.16

646.70

733.03

707.74

127.19

179.66

186.51

63.13

150.82
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between conditions (F Q,44) - 7.676,p = .186). However, if the total teading time is

considered, a clezr structure effect is found Fig"t. 6.6) u¡ith significantly slower total reading

times on the unpunctuated garden path (noun phrase) attached items (F Q,44) = 2.895, p =

.046) compared to their verb phrase non-garden-path counterparts. Hence, a significantly

Ionget dme was sPent on the non-minimally attached sentences overa[ which is consistent

with the miflmal attachment pdncþie of parsing and suggests that a garden path

phenomenon has emerged. The teading-time differences between puncnrated and non-

punctuated prepositional phrases that were compliant to minimal attachment were negligible,

v¡ith the inclusion of punctuation seeming not to alter time spent reading, either by zone or

overall. In the garden path structures, however, the consequence of the inclusion of

punctuation is far less cleat. In each of the zones, and in overall reading time, the punctuated

condition ptoduced faster teading times than the unpufictuated condition (although pethaps

did not eliminate 'garden pathing)-yet this tendency was not statistically significant.

500 00

i0OO C,0

o
E
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Frgnn 6.6. Cumulatiue reading tiøufor eacb <lne rr6mîs each sentence conditionforgarden path and

non -garden-path prepo sitinnal p hrase am higuities.
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6.3.3.3 Reduced Relative'Lnbiguities

The example sentence given is presented in each of the two sentence formats: garden

path (reduced telative) and non-gatden-path (urueduced relative), as well as apptopriately

punctuated vetsions of these.

GP: The child / read the story / laughed hysterically

GPþ): The child, / read the stoty, / laughed hysterically

N-GP: The child ,/ who was ¡ead the sfory / laughed hysterically

N-GPþ): The child, / who was ¡ead the stot!, / laughed hystedcdly

Table 6.4. Mean reading tines (ns) a6mrs reduced (GP) and unredzæd N GP) relatiue sentencei.

Mean Std. Deviation

Zonel GP

GP(p)

N-GP

N-GP(p)

Total

Zone?

274.O0

288.52

292.O9

269.86

281.12

61.30

1M.17

68.01

57.88

87.75

GP

GP(p)

N-GP

N-GP(p)

Total

286.32

308.34

512.00

525.18

407.96

69.89

68.46

161.89

146.06

161.09

Zone3 GP

GP(p)

N-GP

N-GP(p)

Total

842.O4

602.22

574.38

540.56

639.80

57.25

126.37

196.19

185.45

189.67

TotalRT GP 1402.36 130.30

GP(p) 1 199.07 2s1.83

N-GP 1378.47 371.63

N-GP(p) 1335.60 35s.80

Total 1328.88 295.11

Once again, thete was no significant difference actoss sentence types in Zone7, znd

tlrere was no suggestion of any impact s¡ 1s¿ding time caused by the inclusion of a.comma in
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the punctnated conditions (F (3, 44) = .773,þ - .974). As one would have expected, due to

the addition of the explicit wo¡ds who was (and therefo re 
^ 

gr.e ter syntactic processing

complexity), reading times fot unteduced relatives (non-gatden-paù) were significantly longer

in this region (F Q,44) = 73.807,P < .001) compared to their reduced cowìterparts. Again,

there was no indication of comma effects in either of the sentence types.

The differences in teading times in the final zo¡eindicated a süong garden path

phenomenon, with significant sentence type effects (F Q, ++) = 9.802,p < .001).

Unpuncnrated gatden path sentences led to signif,cantly longer reading times compared to

their non-garden-path countetpafts, suggesdng that erroneous attachments had occurred. In

the reduced relative condid.ons, the pdnciple of minimal attachment assurnes thzt a simple

acdve sentence construcdon would have been initially adopted, as this tequites fewet nodes

than the structute pettaining to rx¡hat is actually the corect inteqpreation. Consequently, when

the parsing error is realised (typically n Zone3) reanalysis is necessary. Post-hoc analysis also

indicated significant punctuation effects for gatden path sentences in Zone3,with an zvet ge

reduction in teading drme of 240ms caused by the inclusion of punctuation. Thete was no

aPparent influence of puncnration on non-gatden-path (unreduced relative) sentences.

On the whole, these results show that the predicted gatden path phenomena occurted,

as indicated by the significantly longer teading times for reduced reladves lnZone3.

Punctuation exetted a stroflg influence on reading time in the garden path condition, although

it failed to have an tffect on the non-gatden-path control condition €ig*" 6.f . These results

suggest that commas can have a powetful effect when they ate the primary indicator of

structural information, which could otherwise not be esøblished ztthat stage in the sentence.
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6.3.4 Questionnaire

Not surptisingly, all but one of the participants had noticed that some sentences had

contained cotnm¿s, whilst others had not. SimiJarly, all particrpants felt lhúmany of the

seritences were under-punchrated and would have been easier to tead if commas had been

inserted. Although this may seem like t rat}ier obvious finding, it is in sta¡k contrast to the

responses given in Hill's (1996) study, where there was an almost equal number Yes'and 1'{o'

responses by the 43 particrpants to the question of under-punctuation. In terms of ovet-

puactuation , 650/o of the particþants felt that thete had been at least one sentence that

contained ruurecessâry ot confusing commas Q4% of skilled, 53%o of less-skilled). This is a

little unexpected as, if commas are cofirmonly felt to be ctucial in the disambþation of

garden path sentences, this question ought to have been answeted in the negative.

o

cond¡tion
---e- GP
.-.o-..GP(p)

---v--- N-cP

-+- N-GP(p)
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When asked to give an apptoximate percentâge of the sentences that contained commas

(50"/ù, particþants (although vzrytngto some extent) were reasonably accttrz¡s-1s55-5lcillsd

readets hzd t mean response of Sío/o,whilst skilled readers tended to overesdmate, responding

60% (ahthough thete was no satistical difference between the two gtoups). When asked about

the pdmary Pu{pose of punctuati on, 57 .5o/o of participants considered the syntax role to be

domin¿nt. Howevet, if the two reading-ability groups are examined separately (Iable 6.5), it is

evident that there is a clear and significznt ff (1, 40) = 5.97, p = .015) difference in their

views on role of punctuation.

Tabh 6.5. RtPonses (nunber andpercentage) rcgading îhe pørþon ofpanctuation.

Abil¡ty

skilled less-skilled Total
Syntactic 617

73.9"/"

23

57.5o/o35.3o/o

Prosodic 11

64-7"/o

Total 23 17 40

It appeats, therefote, that the view of a relativeþ equal divide in opinion tegatding the

main use of punctr.ration, as found by Scholes and ÏTillis (1990) and Hill (7996),is perhaps

ovet-simplistic, as the diffetent teading-ability groups ptefered quite dissimilat

intetpretations. The impücations of the questionnaire findings u¡ill be discussed l¿tet in the

General Discussion (see Section 9.5).

6.4 DISCUSSION

6.4.l Rearting Speed

In the Present snrdy, a vetsion of the self-paced re¿ding task was used, in which material

was Presented phrase-by-phrase. Ptevious shrdies have shown that the viewing times for

individual displays ate closely tied to the processing difficulties that are encountered in those

6

26.1"/"

17

42.5/"
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displays (À4itchell & Holmes, 1985). Nevertheless, it is likeþ that the cumuladve, zonal desþ

used increased the ar1rfrcizhtt¡ of the expedmental ptocedutes, as thete is little reason to

believe that the cuffent point of attentional focus dudng the on-line sentence ptocessing will

be closely coupled with button pressing (Fertefua & Henderson, 1990). Even if, in the best

case scenario, particþants âre focusing attention on the zone that is on the scteen, it is still

doubtful that the motor command to press the button is integtated into the teading process as

is the motor cornmand to move the eyes in natwal teading. Thete is no guarantee that

participants will focus attendon on the last word to be revealed; instead, readers often seem

first to teveal a number of zones or even the whole sentetce once it is entfuely available.

Furthermore, the more attention becomes decoupled ftom the zone thatis being tesponded

to by the button press, the greater the likelihood that initial and teanalysis ptocesses will be

reflected in the same measure (Ferteira & Henderson, 1990; Mitchell & Holmes, 1985). In

Iight of this, care must be taken when considedng the reading time tesults, since this measute

could perhaps more accrüately be called 'response dme'. It is suggested the cumulative desþ

was â mzjot contributor to the apparent lack of any main effect for ambiguity, which would

have manifested in an observable overall garden path effect for total sentence reading time.

Nevertheless, the desþ did ptovide cdtical inforrnation on the ptocessing times of

each region (see Section 6.4.3), and the ¡sz.lingdme measure was sensidve enough to teveal a

significant interaction effecg where punctuation was shown to assist the reading speed of

skillsd readers to 
^ 

grczter extent than less-skilled teadets (indeed, in some cases punctuadon

appeared to slow less-skilled readers). This finding confirms the süong relationship found in

Expetiment 1 between the magnitude of punctuation facilitation and reading skilt suggesting

that skilled readers are more adept in using punch¡ation to organise textual input into

meaningful units. Previous wotk (e.g., Healy, 1981; Patberg & Yonas, 1978) has presented a

coherent set of evidence suggesdng that a.mzjor. difference between skilled and less-skilled

readets is the reading unit size they employ. This has been labelled the nading unit si4,e blpotbesis,

and is indicated by the interaction betq¡een segment size and teading-ability (Chen & Healy,
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1995). If, as has been suggested (e.g., Baynktat et a1.,7998; Bestgen, 1998; Dale, 1991;Jones,

1996; Levinson, 1985), punctuation is a pdmary indicator of appropriate segmentation, then it

is not remarkable thzt a relationship between punctuation facilit¿tion and reading-ability exists.

The finding that skilled teaders perform bettet for text presented in larger segmerits, while in

Iess-skilled readets â tevetse pattem emerges (Chen & Healy, 1995), provides a reasonable

(although by no meâns complete) e:çlanation as to why the observed relationship between

punctuation facilitation and teading-abdity exists in tÏe curent study.

6.4.2 Conprehension

A great deal of reseatch has investþted how the individual words of sentences are

processed as they are encorurteted (e.g., though the use of online measures of processing

such as eye-movements and teading times); yet measures of comprehension are generally

treated as secondary (Chdstianson et al., 2001). The temarkably cleat comprehension results

of the expedment teported here support Christianson et al.'s (2001) ptoposal that much can

be learned about the atchitectwe of the langaage processing system ftom comprehension

measules.

Thete was a cleat and significant facilitation effect fot comprehension in garden path

sentences caused by puncnradon, where appropdately placed punctuation led to a decrease in

ovetall comptehen5ie¡ g6e¡5-fot both skillsd and less-skilled readets. Interestingly, in the

case of noR-garden-path sentences, where word o¡der is the moin (and sufficient) indicator of

cotrect parsing, thete was a sirnilar, although not statistically significan! tendency to that

obserued in reading dme measutes, where the addition of punctuation appeared to assist the

comptehension of ikilled teaders, yet hinder that of less-skilled teaders. The apparent

diffetence in the influence of punctuation on the comprehension of skilled readers and that

found with less-skilled readets, suggests that skilIed readers have resources that permit them to

ptofit ftom punctuation-both when it is syntactically ctitical and when it is mereþ
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appropdate-while less-skilled readers rely mostly on more basic syntacdc cues, such as word

otder

The comprehension findings, coupled with the reading-time tesults, suPPottJust arrd

Caqpenter's (1992) 'czpacity theory' for comptehension, whete higher-capacity teaders are

considered capable of using a btoader range of potential consüaints while reading. The

findings of both the curent expedment and those of Experiment 1 sftongly suggest that one

such possible constraint is punctuad.on; as, depending ofl an individual's teading-ability,

parsing outcomes 
^ppe 

r to be influenced differently by the ptesence or absence of

appropriately placed colrÉnes.

The dispatity in comprehension attdbutable to which of the fout version of each

ambþous structure the question followed is conttary to Hill's (1996) fitditg of no variabiJity

in comprehension. This discep^rrcy is somewhat troubling given that,largely, the stimuli and

procedure wete almost identical. It is difficult to explain why in the cwtent study

comprehension measures were so successful, while in Hill's expetiment consistent levels of

comprehension were achieved, regardless of whether sentences were Presented in ambþous

form or punctuated. One possible explanation centtes on the particþants used. In crütent

study fust-yeat psychology students were the particþants, while Hill's patticipants were drawn

ftom the postgtaduate community at Dundee University. Ptesumably, the latet SouP would

be fat more skilled'comprehenders'and, therefote,less likely to ultimately make eroneous

attachments. Howevet, gven that in the present study both skilled and less-skilled readets'

comprehension was influenced by ambþousness and punctuation (although in a dissimilar

manner) this explanation is perhaps not adequate, as one would have expected, if teading-

ability had such an impacg skilled readers to exhibit no dispatity in comprehension âcross

sentence types. However, this was not the case; indeed, the magnitude of the effect appeared

to be larget with skilled teaders.

Another possible explanation could telate to tÏe gteater numbet of zones used in Hill's

study (five) compared to the cuffent study (three). Perhaps the former encoutaged 
^ 

gfea;teî
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focus on comprehending the sentence due to incteased atfrfrcioJity, as it has been suggested

that when a rctding task becomes less like natwal 1s¿.ling, there will be a much gre ter chance

that patticþant suategies will influence the results of an expedment (Fereira & Henderson,

1990). Additionally, HilI (1996) only used comptehension questions in a quarter of

expedmenøl items. It is ptobable that this is oûe reason why the comprehension measure was

more successful in the curent study, whete each experimental item was followed by a

question. It is likely, tn facg that the discrepancy is a result of a combination of the

afotemend.oned (and perhaps other) methodological differences.

6.4.3 Types of sentence ambiguities: ptocessing srunmary

This study t¿ckled the problem of shrdying the immediate processing of text by using

garden path effects to make infetences about the structural choices mzde at earliet points in

the sentence. Fot example, i[ in a pard.ct'lat sentence, participants were inclined to settle for

one interptetation of an ambþous phrase rathet than anothet, and the ambþous pbrase was

then followed by an additional phrase (one that was incompatibte vrith the prefetred lszding

of the ambþous portion of the sentence) participants generally took longer than usud to

Plocess the final phrase-hence, they wete led up the garden path. Conversely, if the sentence

was biased in favout of the altemative reading of the ambþous segmeûg then there \¡/ere flo

sþ of any garden path effects. Thus it was possible to use the presence or absence of gatden

path effects as an index of relatively sub'Je bi¿ses '.hat may have operated in the course of

sentence processing [rtlitchell & Holmes, 1985).

The application of this technique to examine punctuational influences on parsing is

exüemely useful, as the viewing time for the final zone c Ít be used as an indicator of the

effect of the insertion of punctuation on the structural choices previously made in the fi¡st

part of the sentence. In line u¡ith Mitchell and Holmes (1985), such phrases w'ill henceforth be

teferred to as indicatorþhrans. Fot example, in sentence 6.5, if the participant treats the man as

the 'sendet'tathet than the 'tecþient', then the indicator phrase (was very pleased) should be
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anomalous, because it contradicts the initial infetence of the man sendingthe flowers. The

crrfferit findings suggested that, in fførty cases, the absence of punctuation led to ptolonged

reading times on the final zone, most likely due to attempts to tesolve the anomaly. This

reanalysis would involve evoking the alternative structute fot the eatlier patt of. the sentence,

through re-reading and hence increasing the number of tegressions @veratt & Underwood,

1994).

(6.5) The man / sent the flowets f was very pleased

On the whole, the results in the cuffent study replicate those of Hill (1996) with one

appareflt difference. Hill found significant comma-effects in closure and reduced rel¿tive

ambiguity sentences, where a cofiima,increased the avenge ptocessing time for the zone in

which it was located. It was suggested by Hill that this indicated that the comma tequired

some form of detection and ptocessing. Howevet, findings in the cuffent study did not

support this assertion, as there was no suggestion of errry corrrrrâ effects. A possible reason as

to why coûtma effects were not observed in the present study is the use of fewer, and

therefore, longer zofles. It is probable that the lengthiet zones in the ptesent shrdy reduced

sensitivity enough to engulf any cornma effects, because of an incteased ptocessing load, and

thus greatü possible intetference.

6. 4. 3. I CIo s we Ambiguitie s

Findings indicated sttong garden path effects, which were revealed by the significantly

longet reading times fot indicatot phrases in the unpunchrated ambþous early-closure

condition. As was the c¿se with previous studies (Flill, 1996; Hill & Murray, 2000b), in the

absence of a cornma, participants appeated to exhibit a late-closute preference and

subsequently had to engage in a costly teanalysis. The considetably lengthiet reading time

obsen¡ed in the unprrictuated garden path condition for the ßnal zote is consistent with
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Pâlsifig failure, as it is suggesdve of pronounced closure effects caused by the need fot second

pass reading (reinspections) (IGnnedy & Muray,7984). Thete were notable reducrions in

teading times in indicato¡ phrases linked to the inclusion of punctuation (approximately

360ms) in the garden path condition, signi$'ing that the insetion of z cornma at rhe clausal

break negated the tendency for erroneous late-closure att¿chments. There were no clear

effects produced by the inclusion of puncnration in the non-gatden-path condid.on, however,

with commas appeadng to be 'transpatent'-neithet facilitation or inhibiting.

6.4.3.2 Ptepositional Phtase Ambiguities

The total teading time data was consistent vrith a garden path effect; owing to

significantly longet reading dmes on non-minimally attached unpuncnrated noun phrase

sentences compated to their minimally attached vetb phrase countetparts. The zonal analysis

proved fat less cleat, however, with no observed diffetences across any of the tlree zones.

Ovetall, cotnmas seemed to be ineffective in sentences containing prepositional phrase

attachments, failing to exhibit zny cletinfluence over parsing. The current findinç relating to

ptepositional phrase ambiguities arclargely consistent q¡ith Hill's (1996) finding of no

disambiguating propeties of commas in these structures. It should be mentioned, however,

that in the crurent e:çeriment pafticþants consistently read faster in each of the three zones

in the punctuated vetsion of the garden path condition (although this tendency was ûor

-i-iÊ^^-¡\ 'T''l^..^ ¡L^ -^i^- ¿L-! -^*-^- ---i-t-- - - r:t : rùró¡uuv4¡¡L/,t, r¡¡uù, uç uuLr\,Ir rlaL L(rllllllzù uuglrL rcauuv pfovlcrg a means Ior gulclrng me

Pârser towards the correct attachment in this sort of sentence ought not be completely

ovetlooked. Indeed, although the eye movernent data of Hill and Munay (2000b) does not, in

tlre main, conflict i'ith the cuffent findings (with no clear faciløtion effects), it did provide

evidence that punctuad.on reduced second pass teading time in non-minimally attached

sentences.
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6.4.3.3 Reduced Relative Ambiguities

The predicted gatden path effect was again discemible, with parsing difficulties evident

for the indicator phrase in unpunctuated gatden path conditions. On 
^ver^ge,particþants

took approximately 270ms longer when teading the final zone of the unpunctuated teduced

compated to the urreduced rel¿tive condition. Impotantly, sufficiently punctuated teduced

relative seûtences failed to show any garden pathing, which is consistent urith previous

findings ftIill, 1996; Hilt & Muray, 2000b). Furthermore, the insertion of tfre commas had no

effect on the non-garden-path (unreduced relative) sentences, which is once more in

agfeement with past lsssafçþ-suggesting that the effect of puncnration is largely reliant on its

degtee of syntactic significance at the televant point in a given sentence.

6.4.3.4 Conclusions

\Øhile all tb¡ee of the potentiaþ ambþous sentence sttucflües have been shown to

cause garden path effects understandable in terms of the two pdncþles of the garden path

model, some of these effects are more robust and pethaps more widely accepted çfru, 1996).

This study strengfJrens the substantial body of evidence descdbing gatden path type effects in

the th¡ee locally ambþous senterice formations employed, although the magnitude of the

effect differed across senteûce stfuctutes, with eady-closure and teduced telative conditions

ptoducing the latgest effects.

The present findinç empfuically illusüate the potential of puncnration to disambigaate a

n^îge of ambþous sentences. Commas exetcised a considetable influence on processing

when they were syntactically critical, appeating to be a powerful tesoutce in the delivery of

structural information, pdmarily used as evidence against default structures.'When the

addition of commas coincided with boundaties in the default structures, they wete seen to be

relatively redundant ftom a processing view, which was consistent vrith ptevious research

(Flilt, 1996; HiII & Murray, 2000b). Moreover, similar pâttems to that of ptevious tesearch

were observed in the cuffent snrdy across sentence tfpes, where it was only in eatly-closure
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and reduced reladve gatden path conditions that the addition of punctuation had any

significant (and quite stdking) effect. In all other conditions þropositional phtase and non-

garden-path sentences), cofirmas appeared to be transp N.eflt.

Hill (1996) concluded that, given such a pattern in the results, coÍünas, as well as being

essend.al in some structurres, could be infotmationally vacuous in others. The present findings,

howevet, coupled with those ftom Experiment 1, caudon against such blanket statements.

Rather, the distinct influence exhibited over skilled and less-skilled readers by punctuation

süongly suggests thaq although their role may be marginalised in non-cdtical structures,

punctuation marks do potentially influence structual decision making in these sentence

t¡res-assisting skilled teadets and possibly hampedng less-skilled readets.
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Chapter 7: Experiments 3a I 3b

7.1 EXPERIMENT 3A: PREAMBLE

Essentially, Expedment2 rcphcated Hill's (1996) and Hill and Murray's (2000b) main

findings, demonstrating that when cornmâs are the sole sequential indicatot of struc¡ual

infotrnation there is no redundancy, and cofirmâ effects ate maximised-with latet lexical

disambþating material instead becoming redundant. Futhet, when thete is coexisting

Iexical information, the strength of the cofirma in disambþating was obsen¡ed to diminish,

although it continued to confirm and suppott the lexically chosen structute. Hill (1996)

suggests that the usefulness of punctuation does have limits, with truly tedu¡rdant cofirmas

having little effect or no effect at an. Hill views the issue as one of yntactic clariry, where

structural simplification and patsing information are gathered ftom rvaiety of sources that

complement each other. Thus, the extent of Value' of a comma is considered as inversely

ptoportional to the amount of st¡ucnual information that can be obtained ftom other

sources, suggesting that there is a complex system of redundancy þarticularly synactic

tedundancy) in processing ftIill, 1996; Hill & Muray,2000b).

The curent project has provided evidence that comm^s 
^re 

more effective when

critical-both in Expedment 1, where the magnitude of faciliation was gre tet in difficult-,

as compared to simple-to-ptocess, ambþous sentences (although the effect was not lârge

enough to be søtistically significant), and Expedment 2, whete punctuation was shown to

be relatively redundant in non-garden-path control seûtences. However, the dissimilar

influence of puncnration found fot skilled and less-skilled teadets suggests that, although

their role may be lesser in non-cdtical structures, it is likely that cornmas shape, ot at the

very least have some beadng on, struchual decision making in non-garden-path sentence
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Çpes-seeming to assist skilled teadets, and to have little impact on þerhaps even

obstructing) less-skilled readets.

The purpose of Expedment 3a wâs to further test the notion that puflctuad.on cues

teside on a continuum, *ith cdtical and redundant marks existing atpolat opposites (see

Bâldurin & Coady, 1978). Under this hypothesis, the position thzta given punctuation mark

holds on the continuum would be detetmined by the avatJzbtJtty of alternative syntactic

cues to matk surface stnrctute boundaries, as well as the zvaizbtltty of semand.c cues to

confirm or reject synøctic interpretations. If this were indeed the case, one would expect

punctuation to exert avanzble influence on reading, depen.ling on feahres which are

known to affect parsing, such as plausibility (e.g., Pickering & Traxler, 1998; Speer &

Clifton, 1998) and length of ambþous region (e.g., Feneita & Henderson,7997;Fnzíer &

Raynet, 1982). Moteovet, Experiment 3a also allowed examination of the issue of whether

punctuation ptovides complete disambþad.on, as, if this is were the case, one would

imagine the factors of plausibüity and length of ambiguity to wield litde or no influence on

parsing once disambþation caused by punctuation had taken place. The relationship

between ¡g¿ding-ability and the effect of punctuation was fi¡rther considered-pri-*ily

the obserr¡ed inconsistency in punctuational influence on skilled and less-skilled readets.

7.l.l Syntactic Parcing

It is arr importarrt empirical quesü.on to determine which sources oíinformation are

actualþ used to gurde the decision-making ptocess involved in the fluent analysis of

seo.tences Q\4itchell, 1986). Tlee garden path view of parsing maintains that decisions are

rnitially made on syntactic considerations alone, without teference to semand.c or ptagmatic

information, or to cett¿in kinds of lexical information (e.g., Feneira & Henderson, 1990;

Mitchell, 1989; Rayner etaL,1983). Accounts of this kind can be refered to as syntax-first

models of parsing $4itchell et a1.,7992). In contrast, some accounts (most notably the

constraint-satisfaction model) give syntax no privileged status; instead, these models
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maintain that patsing decisions are made by drawing on all types of informadon u¡ithout

restd.ction (e.g., Tanenhaus, Cadson, & Trueswell, 1989; Tanban & McClelland, 1988).

The garden path model predicts that teaders will select the least marked

interpteøtion of tlre sentence, dedving only one representation. If they teali'e they are

wrong, such as when dealing v¡ith a sentence like 7.1 below, it is necessary to backtrack and

recornpute. The late-closue hypothesis (teaders build as large a consdtuent as they can and

wait to impose a boundary untl they have to) provides an accorutt of how the leclure notes ís

initially eroneously attached. This pdnciple prohibits the lecture notes ftombeing attached

outside the subordinate clause, as it would result in closing off the presence of an

apparently compatible object in the input stdng (Chdstianson et al., 2001). Aftet the

attachment of. lecture notes zs the direct object of read, the verb bumed stgnùs an initial parse

eror (English requfues that verbs have an overt subject). The subordinate verb read mtstbe

reanalysed as intransitive in order fot the lecture notes to no longet be structutally attached or

thematically related to the vetb. Thus, the locus of interpteøtion undet the gatden path

model is purely syntactic-misinterptetation stems ftom syntactic misanalysis (Christianson

etaL,2007).

Q.1) 'UØhile the student read the lechue notes bumed in the fireplace.

In contras! the constraint-satisfaction model mainains that, when coping with

sentences like 7.1, teaders compute both possible intetptetations (e.g., MacDonald,

Pearlmuner, & Seidenb erg, 7994;Trueswelt Tanenhaus, & Kello, 1993).If the first parsing

attempt turns out to be wtong, the second is reactivated. In 7.1, several sources of

information point to a direct object inte¡pteation: the üansitive bias of the vetb nad, tJne

pngmatic appropdateness of the lecture notes as a readable obiect and the absence of a

cornmâ, all of which then must be negated when the etror sþal ftom bumed is

encounteted (Christianson et a1.,2007;Fer¡eira & Hendetson, 1991). Much of the
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evidence for a constraint-satisfaction model is cenüed on the discovery that factors such as

context and plausibility seem to act as heudstics during analysis-the human parset 'sets

up' prefered readings. Ftequency of meaning, therefore, has an impact of processing and

factots such as contextual information can result in activation of only a single meaning of

an ambþous wotd (ÀdacDonald et al., 1994).

The strongest contextual position holds that intet-sentential information has a <litect

and imme.liate influence on patsing. Whereas stdngent structural strategies such as minimal

attachment and late-closure operate consistently on all sentences irespective of non-

syntactic condidons, the constraint-s¿tisfaction view ¿llows other sources of information to

guide initial structural prefetences çtlill, 1996). For example, the decision on whether to

adopt eithet an ezrly- ot late-closute analysis at a temporarily ambþous point in a

sentence may depend on relevant information extracted from eadier sentences. From a

consftaint-satisfaction viewpoint, therefore, it should be possible to prevent processing

difficulties (even when garden path theory states there mustbe a probiem) in cLcumstances

undet which the weight of contextual evidence precludes garden pathing-yet to date there

aPPears to be no study showing this in the absence of appropdate punctuation ftIill &

Muray,2000b).

7.1.1.1 Plausibility

Investgating the influence of semandc aspects, such ¿s plausibiËqz, orr analysis and

reanalysis of sentences ptovides an oppornrnity to explore whether people perforrn

sem¿ndc interpretations during sentence processing and whether such processing

influences the déþtee of commitment to a particulzr analysis. Ferrefua and Stacey

þubmitted) recently conducted studies desþed to examine the conditions under which

listenets wtongly analyse sentences, based on their syntactic form and semand.c content.

Particþants listened to seûtences such as tlose shown u;l7.2 -7.5:
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Q.2)

Q.3)

(7.4)

0.s)

The dog bit the man

The man bit the dog

The man was bitten by the dog

The dog was bitten by the man

A number of tasks were used to assess the participants' interptetadons of these

sentences and, as a whole, they indicated that people tend to misintetptet sentences that are

syntactically rnore demanding and describe an implausible event (such as in 7.5).

Particþants tended to normalise these sentence types in otder to make them confotm to

the more expected, ot plausible, meaning (Fertefua & Stacey, submitted).

A number of studies (e.g., De-Vincenzi &Job,7993; Fereira & Clifton, 1986;

Pickedng & Traxler, 1998; Rayner et al., 1992; Speer & Clifton, 1998) have investigated

how the plausibility of initial inte¡ptetations might influence the ultimate comprehension of

garden path sentences v¡hilst reading. pi¡rtings suggest that plausibility influences tÌre

extent of commiorrent to late-closure analysis and affects the ease of recovery when

analysis tuÍis out to be incorrect (i.e., the less plausible the atachmeng the weaker the level

of commitrnent and the quicker the tecovery), but does not prevent an incorect structual

analysis in the first place. A paticular analysis will be favoued if it is hghly plausibly and

has specific leúcal support (Speet & Clifton, 1998).

Recently, Chdstianson et al. (2001) found that the inritial, incorect patses by teadets

were not only quite persistent and confidently held, but also significantly affected by the

non-syfitâctic factor of plausibility, which caused initial inte¡preøtions to be tetained. Theit

results showed that the tendency to make an incorect parsing decision is due to a

combination of the syntactic misanalysis and the pragmatic plausibility of the infetence.

The fact that the human parser contends with sentences in an incremental manner,

allows certain predictions to be made about semandc influence on syntactic ptocessing.

Based on their comprehensive study into plausibility and recovery fot gatden paths,
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Picketing and T¡axlet (1998) proposed that readers expedence gre ter difficulty dudng the

initial processing of syntactically ambþous fragments when the analysis they adopt is

semantically implausible than when it is semantically plausible. However, their findings also

cleatly showed that people experience greater difficulty during processing of synactically

disambþating information (after misanalysis) when the initial analysis had a plausible

rather than an implausible inte¡preation. Readers were shown to commit mote sttongly to

sentences such as 7.6 during initi¿t analysis than implausible sentences such as 7.7. This

gteater magnitude of commiunent to plausible structures was cleady obsen¡ed in the

reanalysis of garden path sentences, where implausibiJity activated reanalysis (although it

was fat ftom clear whether implausibility could eliminate disambþation difficulry) as

teadets found it easiet to abandon an incorrect implausible interpretation compared to a

plausible one (Pickedng & Ttaxlet, 1998).

(/.6)

Q.7)

As the woman edited the magaztne about fishing arnused ali the reporters

As the woman sailed the magazine about fishing amused all the reporters

Thus, in sentence 7.6, teadets ate likeþ to suongly commit to the object analysis of

the ftagment a¡ tbe tazman edited tbe maga{ne because it is plausible. Hence, abandoning this

analysis is relativeþ hatd as, when semantically processed, this ftagment integlâtes with

genetal knowledge u¡ithout difficulty. In contrasq the cotresponding ftagment lr;-7.7 would

initi¿te a less committed analysis, and semantic processing would be more difficult given

thzt tbe maga{ne is, in itseld a 'dead-end' sþal. ,{,ltematively, readers mþht accept the

object analysis fot the time being, but perform less semantic processing based on that

analysis, in which case sentenceT.T should produce some difficulty at anused, though far

less than would 7.6 @ickedng & Traxlet, 1998).
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7. 1. 1.2 Length of ,4ntbiguous Region

Fnzíet and Rayner (1982) using eye-movement techniques, compared earþ- and late-

closute sentences with long and short ambþous reg'ions, and found that fixation times

wete longer on the disambþating words of eatly-closure senterices, compared to l¿te-

closute sentences, and, importantly, that times were longer for eady-closwe seritences

when the ambþous region was long instead of short @rz;zier& Rayner, 1982). Wamer

and Glass (1987) similarly investigated eady- and late-closure sentences with short and long

ambþous tegions. Using a grannaicality judgment task, the researchets found that long

garden path sentences u/ere iudged gtammatical significantly iess often than short garden

path sentences (iVarner & Glass, 1987).

Fereira and Hendetson (1991), in a seties of five experiments in which the number

of wotds in the ambþous phrase was manipulated, similatly found that teanalysis of

garden path sentences wâs more difficult with a longer ambþous phrase. Moreover, the

reseatchets established that the effect of phrase length was not attdbuøble to gleâter

syntactic complexity in the longer phrases; rather, it was shown to be attdbutable to the

increasing distance ftom the head of the ambþous phrase to the disambþating wotd of

the garden path sentence. Hence, ambþous phrases made long by the addition of

prenominal adjectives wete easier fot the parser to reanalyse than phrases made long by the

addition of postnominal modifting prepositional phrases or relative clauses (Fereira &

Hendetson, 7991).Intetestingly, thete were significaût leûgth effects in not only early-

closure garden path sentences, but also in unambþous l¿te-closure sentences-although

the gffect was much larget with earþ-closure items. This finding is consistent with the

conclusions of lVarnet and Glass (1987), who claim that the length effect is qualitativeþ

difíetent for the two closute condid.ons. In the case of eady-closure sentences, length does

effect syntactic processing. rWhen encountering the disambguating word of the sentence,

the patset identifies it has misinterpteted the preceding string, and the longer the

misintetpreted stdng, the mote difficulty the parser has recovering ftom this misanalysis.
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For the late-closure sentences, it was suggested that length had not affected syntactic

processing; rather, due to the sentence being longer ovetall when critical region is

Iengthened, there was an increased probability that subjects would miss a word of the

sentence and, as a result, more ftequently misread the sentence fenefua & Hendetson,

leel).

7 .1.2 E><perimental Aims and H¡lotheses

If, as has been suggested (e.g., Pickedng & Traxlet, 1998; Speet & Clifton, 1998), the

plausibiìity of the interpretation that cornes ftom the initial thematic role assignments can

influence the extent to which synactic reanalysis occurs, it would be e>çected that there

would be fewer comptehension erors and faster reading times when intelptetations are

implausible, as in 7.8, compared to when the inte¡pretation is plausible, such zs 7.9.

(7.8) As the lawyer studied the will remained in the safe

(7.9) ,\s the lawyer sflrdied the will lay on the desk

(7.10) As the lawyer studied the will that was complicated lay on the desk

(7.11) As the lawyer studied the deal the will that was complicated lay on the desk

If the longer one is committed to an (ultimateþ erroneous thematic assignment, the

mote difficult teanalysis becomes (Fetteim & Hendetson, 1991), the ptoportion of

incottect responses should be higher, and the time t¿ken to read sentences should be

longer, when the length of the arrbþous region is extended. Moteovet, the length of the

ambþous tegion ought to have à grca;tü effect on responses to gatden path p.10)

compated to non-garden-path sentences Q.11), as, in the fotmer, the longer region should

reduce the chances that full revision will occur, while in the latter, a longer tegion should

not influence thematic role revision (Chdstianson et 2I.,2007; Fereira & Hendetson,

1991).
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As both the plausibility of potential att¿chments and the length of ambþous regions

in sentences have been shown to influence the severity of the garden-pathing experienced

by readers, Experiment 3a sought to test whether the insertion of apptopriate punctuation

would eliminate the impact of these factots on the processing and comprehension of

garden path sentences. The effect of punctuation on the influence of plausibility ot length

effects has not been fully explored, which is surptising, given that doing so would enable

judgements to be made about the suitability of the 'redundanry continuurn'view of

punctuation (see Baldwin & Coady, 1978; Hill, 1996). Moreover, examination of the effect

of punctuad.on on these factors would provide further daøtn relation to whethet

punctuation ptovides comphte disambþation of ambþous sentences, ot metely aids in the

process ofteanalysis.

It was expected that the ambþous sentences would cause cleat garden path effects

akin to those of Ch'isdanson et al. (2001). Further, the pngmatic plausibility of the initiâl

inte¡preatiofr was expected to influence the ultimate comptehension and teading times of

the garden path sentences. It was also anticipated that particþants would be mote Iikely to

accept an incorrect interpretation the longet they entertained the cortesponding syntactic

misanalysis. As the effectiveness of punctuation is consideted to teside on a condnuum

from cdtical to redundant, it was expected that punchrational influences would be more

cdtical in highly plausible garden path sentence-structutes, as well as those v¡ith a lengthy

ambþous region. Finally, based on the findings of Expedments 1 and2,itwas anticþated

rhat teading skill would again influence the magnitude of facilitation caused by the

inuoduction of punctuation-having a much greater effect on the reading time and

comprehension of skilled teadets.
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7.2 METHOD

7.2.7Paticipants

Forty-eight first-year psychology undergtaduate students ftom The University of

Adelaide paticþated in the study, all receiving course ctedit. The 19 male and 29 female

participants had not tâken part in eithet of the previous expedments, aod ranged in age

frcm 77 to 40 years, with a mean zge of 20.76 yeats (JD = 4.75). All particþants were

nadve speakers of English, had normal ot corrected-to-normal vision, and were narve with

regard to the nature of the h¡rotheses under investigation.

7.2.2Mlate¡jLals

7.2.2.1 Sentence Stimulí

The set of 48 distinct sentence stimuli items were derived ftom previous related

studies that investigated the garden path phenomena, pdmæily Christianson et al. Q001:

Experiments 1a and 1b). Each of the expedmental sentences appeared in one of six

condid.ons, qrith each condition having a punctuated and unpunchrated version. These

condid.ons are Presented, each v¡ith an example senteflce in Table 7.7. For the garden path

sentences, the manipulation of two variables created the four conditions: the ambþous

tegion (the noun phrase Q'JP) that followed the mattix vetb) was eithet shott (the dær) ot

long (the deer tltat was bman and graceful¡; and the syntactically i¡correct inteqpretation of the

ambþous NP as the object of the matdx verb was either plausible (the hr.mted deer ran into

tbe woods) or implausible (the hunted dærpaced in îhe qoo). Contol sentences (non-garden-

path) differed ftom garden path sentences by an additional NP (the rabbi). The two non-

garden-path conditions included diffeted in length of ambþous region only. Since these

senterices provided an altemative object for the matdx verb (ltunteQ, the plausibiJity of the

initial misintetptetation was not vaded. The same question was presented for all six

condid.ons.
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Table 7./ . Sanple ileril illøstrating the six stinuli conditions (all of wbich had punctuaÍed and

u nþ u n ctø a te d ue rsi o n s)

Garden Path
1. Plausible, short ambþous teg'ion:

lYltih Ben hunxd 0 ilte fuer ran into tbe wood¡

2. Plausible, long ambþous reg'ion:

IYhih Ben baùed (,) the fuer tbat ua¡ bman and gracefttl ran into the anods.

3. Implausible, short ambþous reg'ion:
lVhile Ben huzted (,) the deetþaced h tlte qoo.

4. Implausible, long ambiguous reglon:
Vltih Ben hønted 0 îlte fuer tl¡at uas bmwn and ¿raceful paced in the qoo.

Non-øarden-oath
5. Plausible, short ambþous teg'ion:
IYhil¿ Ben bmted ilte rabbit (,) the ùer ran into the poodr

6. Plausible, long ambþous region:
ll/bile Bn hmted the rabbit 0 the ùer tbat wa¡ bmøn aùgrac{ul ran ittto tlte øood¡.

Question:
Did Ben hønt tbe ùer?

These conditions were balanced across participants usiûg â Latin-square desþ. Each

particlpant, thetefote, was exposed to only one version of each item, but vieq¡ed an

equivalent number of items in each condition. Actoss particþants, each sentence item

appeared in each condition an equal numbet of times. The 48 experimental items were

randomly presented aiong with 80 fillet sentences. As all of the expetiment¿l sentences

required a "No" response to comptehension quesd.ofls, the fillet sentences, although

emptoying the same clause order (subordinate-maüix), required an even ûumber of 'Yes"

and "No" responses. None of the fills¡ ssn¡snces wete syfltâctically ambþous.

7.2.2.2 Questionnaite

As in Experiment 2, t short questionnafue was presented, consisting of five questions

designed to gauge particþants'perceptions of the primary pu{pose of punchration and the

appropdateness of the punchration (commas) in test items (see Section 6.2.2.3).
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7.2.2.3 Measures

The computer, software and display system used in the current expedment wete

identical to those employed in Expedment 1 (see Section 5.1.1.2.1) and, again, the

expedmenter wrote the code fot the testing phase. As in Expetiment 1 and 2,the

Computerised (R.eading) Placement Appraisal (CPA), an on-line reading-abiJity assessment

tool was used to grade patticipânts on 1s¿ding-ability (see Section 5.1.1.1).

7.2.3 Procedue

Once participants anived for the experimenal session, they were ptovided with a

wdtten general description of the expedment as well as a set of inst¡uctions. The

information sheet explained to the particþants that they would complete a reading-ability

test, and then undertake a teading experiment where they would see a sedes of sentences

oû a computer, answer a quesdon about each sentence, afld, futt, be given a very btief

questiorrnaire. Upon completing the consent fotm, patticipants were seated in ftont of the

computer, which had colour-coded response keys, and a rnessâge appeared on the screen

asking them to follow the instuctions, and press a button to initiate either the expedment

or the teading-ability test (which were couriterbal¿nced across paticipants). Participants

were asked to finish the t¿sks as rapidly as possible, but instructed not to increase speed to

the dettiment of accuracy.

In the expetimental phase, bdef instrucdons, and diagøntmatic informad.on, were

presented on the screen, and there was a pracd.ce phase, in order to faciliate subject

fanäznty with the type of stimuli and response tasks. Patticþants were invited to ask

questions befote and immediately aftet the ptactice trials. Dudng the expedment, pressing

the'Ready'button brought up a fixation market (ð ot the left middle of the screen.

Pressing Yes'replaced this u¡ith the complete sentence. Participants wete instnrcted to

read sentences at a normal pace for comprehension and press the appropdate button to

proceed to the question. Upon reading the sentence, pushing the Yes'button cleared the
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screen, and thete'was a delay of 500ms before the question appeared. A Yes' of 'No'

response was required, and the particrpants had six seconds to tespond or the ttial

continued automatically. No feedback was given to the patticipant, and befote continuing

to the next sefltence, the 'Ready' button had to be ptessed, which insured that there was

opportunity for the participant to rest, as thete wâs no time limit during the 'ready'phase.

All participants took part in 76 pracnce trials: fout fillet sentences and one sentence in each

of the experimental condidons, both punctuated and unpunctuated. The participants then

moved to the expedmental phase, whete the presentation order of the 128 sentences (48

test sentences, 80 fillers) was determined tandomly fot each of the participants.

Lastly, the questionnaire, which took no more than a few minutes to complete, was

given to particþants. Once they had completed the questionnaire, particþants wete

thanked, told about tfre natute of the øsk (and provided u¡ith a detailed debtiefing sheet),

given oppornrnity to ¿sk any questions, and told they were able to request feedback on the

experiment once it had been completed. The expedmental phase usually did not exceed 20

- 30 minutes, and the entire experiment genetally did not last longet than 60 minutes.

7.3 RESULTS

2.3.1 Rea<ring Time

Initially, the r:npunctuated condítions will be considered in isolation, in otder to

determine whether the curent results exhibit the plausibility and length effects previously

found. The teading time results for all urpunctuated conditions are ptesented inTzble7.2.

Overall skilled readers read signifi.cantly fastet than less-skilled teaders across all conditions,

F (1,46) - 5.35,p = .025.In the rmpunctuated conditions, however, the reading-ability

groups did not differ significandy in reading speed (although there was a tendency for

skilled readers to read noticeably faster than less-skilled teaders in the long sentence

conditions).
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Table 7.2. Reading time data (ns) þr the six conditions (unpunctuated), for boilt skilhd N = 24)

and less+killed gnups N = 24).

Ab¡lity

Skilled Less-skilled Total

M SD M SD M SD

Short

GP plausible

GP implausible

N.GP

Long

GP plausible

GP implausible

N-GP

2438.54

2157.75

2000.30

1061.77

967.89

829.24

2490.63

2361.96

2024.81

2464.59

2259.86

2012.55

693.26

936.49

735.93

887.45

947.77

775.69

3308.87

289',t.48

2719.97

1317.50

972.06

947.06

3709.79

3163.94

26A9.29

891.20

802.97

718.65

3509.33

3027.71

2704.63

1 131.00

892.68

831.80

Particþants took significantly longet to tead sentences in the gatden path conditions

than in the non-garden-path conüol condition (F (1,46) = 73.05,þ - .001), indicating the

Ptesence of a strong gatden path effect. Moleover, there was a main effect for plausibility

(F (1,46) - 23.30,P < .001), with significantly longer 1s¿ding times in the plausible

condition compared to the implausible condition. Thete was no interaction effect between

plausibility and teading-abrlity, however, with both groups tesponding similarly across

conditions.

Not sutptisingly, given the additional words (and, therefore, the exüa processing

required) thete was a significant main effect for length, F (1,46) = 217.39,p < .001, wirh

patticþants having considetably longet reading times in the lengthier sentence conditions.

Moteovet, thete was a teliable interaction between plausibility and length, with the length

effect for plausible sentences being larget than that for implausible sentences (F (1,46) =

6.94, p - .011), as well as the combined gatden path conditions having greatff length

effects than the non-garden-path controls, although this diffetence did not quite teach

st¿tistical sig¡ificance (F (1,46) = 3.82,þ = .05Ð.
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Ovetall, punctuation was shown to exhibit a significant facilitation effect (F (7,46) =

17.29,p - .002), decreasing reading times by approximately 220ms. Moreover, punctuation

exerted a significantly stronger effect on the garden path conditions cornPared to the non-

garden-path control, F (1,46) = 72.17,þ = .001. Howevet, the dzø is rnuch more

informative once the factor of teading-abiJity is included, as thete wâs a signifi.cant

interaction effect between teading-ability and punctuation (F (7,46) = 25.27, þ < .001),

where the insertion of a cofirma was shown to facilitate skilled readets þy approximately

500ms) and have litde or no influence on the reading speed of less-skilled teadets, across

the six conditions combined.

\When considedng the tesults fot each of the condidons, a dispatity in the influence

of puncnradon between the skilled ¿nd less-skilled teaders is evident €ig*.7.1). With the

exception of the non-garden-path short-ambþous-region condidon, puncnration

facilitated the reading times of slrillsd readers in all conditions. In the case of less-skilled

readers, the influence of punctuation is far less clear. Although (with the possible exception

of the non-garden-path short-ambþous-region condiúon) the insetion of punctuation

does not Lpper. to have hindered their teading speed, it did not ptovide rny cleat

facilitation either.
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Figure 7./ . Reading tines (ns) for each 0f tbe rltrce ptausibiti[t cunditinns b1 skilled and les¡-skilled

reading-abili! grces, bothþr sbort and lnng ambiguous regiuns.

7.3.2 Comprehension

Not surpdsingl¡ skilled teaders made significantly fewer comprehension e-ots (F

(7,46) = 4.58,P < .001) across all sentence conditions. As was tÏe case with reading times,

cleat effects for a:rrbþousfress wete present in the unputcûlated conditions, with

pafticþants making significandy more comptehension errors when reading sentences in the

garden path conditions than in the non-garden-path control condition (F (1,4G) = 20i.9r,p

< .001), a tesult which indicated the presence of a strong gatden path effect. Furthermote,

there was a main effecr for plausibility (F (1,46) = 754.57,p < .001), with particþants
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making significantly more comprehension errols in the plausible condition compated to

the implausible condition.

Table 7.3. Comprehension data (mean nanber of ermrs)þr îhe six unpunctuated conditions, þr

botb ¡kilkd and kss-s/<i//edyuPs.

Reading Ability

Skilled Less-skilled Total

M SD M SD M SD

Short

GP plausible 1.83 .96 2.42 .65 2.12 .87

GP implausible .79 .59 1.38 .71 1.08 .71

N-GP .25 .61 .25 .44 .25 .53

Long

GP plausible 2.21 1.06 2.92 .78 2.56 .99

GP implausible 1.50 .72 1.75 .85 1.62 .79

N-GP 1.25 .61 .75 .74 1.00 .71

Although both reading-ability groups showed a relativeþ lineat decline acoss the

three ambþousness conditions (Iable 7.3), an intemction effect indicated that less-skilled

readers had significantly hþher effor rates fot both of the garden path conditions

compared to skilled readets, whereas in the non-gatden-path condition the groups did not

diffet, F (7,46) = 7.88,P = .007-although, given the small et''.or-tate, it is possible that

thete were floot effects.

Thete was a significant main effect fot length, F (1,46) = 709.68, þ < .001, with

particþants making notably more cornptehension errors in the lengthier sentence

conditions. Moreovet, there was an intetacdon between plausibility and length, v¡ith the

length effect fot the combined gatden path conditions being btgo than that for the non-

garden-path condition, although did not reach statistical significance (F (7,46) = 3.6,P =

.064). There was no obseryed interaction between length of sentence and teading-abiJity.
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The introduction of a corruna ptovided significa t faciliation effects (F (1,46) =

85.64, p < .001), more than halving the mean number of enots made by participants across

all six condidons. Punctuation exerted a significantly stronger effect in r lation to the

plausible sentences than the implausible sentences, F (1,46) = 32.49,P < .001. Moteovet,

compared to the non-gatden-path control, punctuation exerted a stro r influence on

comprehension thin the combined gatden path conditions, F (1,46) = 48.03,P < .001.

There was also a significant interac on effect between punctuation and length, whete

punctuation facilit¿ted to a grc tet e tent when the ambþous tegion in the sentence was

long, F (7,46) = 5.87, p = .020.

As was the case v¡ith the measure of reading time, the datz xe mu h more

informative once the factor of reading-ability is included. There was a significant

interaction effect between reading-ability and punctuation (F (7,46) = 76.77,p < .001),

where the insertion of a corffna was shown to facilitate skilled teaders to a much grcatet

extent. \When considering the result for each of the condidons, a clear disptoportion

between skilled and less-skilled read rs emerges in terms of the influence of punctuation.

As illusttated in Figute 7.2, altnear attem was observed fot ambþousness (for both

short and long ambþous regions) in the unprnctuated conditions, whete the plausible

garden path condition produced the most comprehension ettors, the implausible garden

path condition an intermediate number, and the non-garden-path condition the fsv/s5¡-

for both skilled and less-skilled readers. In the puncnrated sentence conditions, the effect

of the inclusion o an appropdate coÍrma was quite dramatic-particularly v¡ith skilled

readers.
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In the case of less-skilled readets, the inclusion of punctuation facilitated

comptehension for garden path conditions þoth long and short ambþous reþns), and

appeared to have a negligible negative impact in the nofi-gârden-path conditions. The lineat

pattem ftom plausible to non-gatden-path was sdll present, however, suggesting that the

factor of plausibiJity influenced the comprehension of less-skilled readers even when

appropdate puûctuation was provided. Similady, it appeats that even when an appropriate

corffna was inüoduced the length of ambþous region still affected the comprehension of

less-skilled readers fot the two garden path conditions, although the mean error r¿te was

subsøntially lower.
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In conftast, the plausibility and length effects observed in skilled readets wete

eliminated with the introduction of an appropriate corilnâ. As can been seen from Figure

7.2, the :ø;te of comprehension ertots of skillsd readets dropped dramatically in all

conditions (regatdless of ambþousness ot length of ambþous region) with the insertion

of punctuation. Given the pattern of results, the data are indicative of complete

disambþation caused by punctuad.on, for skilled readers, while it appears to be more of a

'fzcîlitztor' fot less-skilled readers, pethaps 
^iditg 

reanalysis (given that plausibility and

length effects wete s'ill present).

Finally, there was a significant interaction effect between reading-abiliLy and

punctuation facilitation in the longer sentence conditions (F (1,46) - 4.84, p = .033).

Punctu¿tion was observed to aid both skilled and less-skilled readets in the gatden path

condidons, but in the non-garden-path condition facilitated the comptehension of skilled

readers only, appearing, if anything, to hamper the comptehension of less-skilled teaders.

7.3.3 Questionnafue

As with Experiment 2, 
^lI 

but one of the particþants noticed that some sentences

contained colûnas, whilst others had not. All 48 participants felt that mmry of the

seûtences wete under-punctuated and that the insertion of a cotnma would have made

them easier to read. Although identical to what occurted Experiment 2, this ftrrling

coritrasts notably to the responses given in Hül's (1996) sttrdy, where tfrere was arLe r-

equivalent number of Yes' and 'No' responses by the 43 pzncþants to the question of

under-punctuation. In tetms of over-punctuadon, 64.7% of the particþants felt that there

had been at least'one sentence that contained unnecessary or confusing cofiImas Q5% of

skilled, 54.20 of less-skilled). If commas are genetally felt to be cru"ial in the

disambþation of garden path sentences, then this question ought to have been answered

in the negative; yeÇ as in Expedment 2, this was rrot the case.
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When asked to give an approximate pefcentage of the sentences that contained

cofiünâs, particþants were reladvely accutate: less-skilled teaders tesponded with a mean of

56%0, whilst skilled readers tended to ovetesdmate, giving 
^ 

me î lesPonse of 600/o.

Although this difference was not statistically significant, it is intetesting to note that this

tendency for overesdmation by skilled teadets was also Present in Expetime¡t2.

lvhen asked about the pdmary purpose of puncnrati on, 54.2o/o of participants viewed

syntax as tÌre most impottant function. At first glance, the data 
^Ppe 

r to be in accord with

ptevious work (Flill, 1996; Scholes & \üüillis, 1990), with a relativeþ equal division of

opinion regarding the main use of punchration. However, when the two teading-ability

groups are exanrined separateþ (fabte 7.4) ítis clear that this view is misleading, as the

different reading-abiJity groups differ significant (Í (t,48) = 9.39, p = .004) in their vieu¡s

on the role of punctuation. The implicadons of the questionnafue findings will be discussed,

together with those ftom Expedment 2, in the General Discussion (see Section 9.5).

Tabte 7.4. ReEonses (nunber andpercentage) regarding tlte purpose of punctuationþr both

reading-abili! gnu2s.

Ab¡lity

skilled less-skilled Total

Syntactic

33.3o/o

Prosodic 16

66.7%25.O"/" 45.8"/"

Total 24 24 48

7.4 DISCUSSION

Readers often misinte{pret garden path sentences of the form exa:rrined hete (e.g.,

7.72),wbich involve a subotdinate and main clause together with a ooun phtase Q'{P) that

initialty attaches to the former but ultimately to the lattet Findings showed strong gatden

path effects for these types of ambþous sentences, both measuted by reading time and by

18

75.O/"

I 26

54.2/o

226
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comPrehension. Ambþous earþ-closrüe sentences were much mote Iikeþ to lead to

gatden-pathing compated to late-closure unambþous sentences. Fuffherrnore, increased

pragmatic plausibility of eroneous attachments (7.13) and the length of ambþous region

P.1a) both hadan effect on the severity of garden path effects. The results showed that the

tendency to believe that ilte artist is painting rlte model ís due to a combination of the syntactic

misanalysis, the ptagmatic plausibility of the inference, and the tength of ambþous region.

(7.12) While the artist painted the model wenr out for lunch.

(7.13) While the atist painted the model sat in the chafu.

(7.14) ìüUhile the artist painted the model who was tall and stunning sat in the chair.

Findings supported previous wotk on the influence of plausibility on parsing (e.g.,

Christianson et al., 2001; De-Vincenzi &Job,7993; Ferrei¡a & Clifton, 1986; Pickeriog &

Traxlet, 1998; Raynet et a1., 1992; Speer & Clifton, 1998), as the degtee of commitment to

late-closure analysis, and the subsequent ease of recovery when analysis turned out to be

incortect, appeated tied to the plausibleness of the attachment. In addition, the cu:rent

sftrdy replicated ptevious findings tegarding length of ambþous reg'ion (e.g., Christianson

etù,2007; Ferei¡a & Henderson,l997;Fnziet& Raynet, 7982;Vmter & GJass, l9B7),

as the longet the ambþous tegion of the early-closure sentences, the more difficult

successful parsing became.

In the current experimeng punctuation was shown to alter the inte¡pretation of the

subordinate clause so âs to not include the NP (the model), either by faciliating teanalysis

ot by avoiding incorect analysis all together. Thus, punctuation may help clznty senterices

by indicating the cotrect path of analysis ot by reducing the potential structural options-

either through preventing or by minimising the damage of mistakes. The findings,

particulady those related to comptehension, support the'tedundancy continuum'mode! as

punctuation was shown to exett a stronget influence in gatden path sentences, as compared
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to non-garden-path controls. Moteover, punctuation was obsewed to be more crucial in

plausible compated to implausible attachment conditions, as well as in long- compated to

short-ambþous-tegion conditions. In this respect, the data provide clear support fot the

nodon that the effectiveness of punctuation is invetsely related to the number of othet

relevant cues, for instance synøctic (e.g., word otder) and semantic (e.g., plausibiliry) cues,

rhatare available, as well as the severity of the garden path (Batdwin & Coady, 1978; Hill,

1ee6).

However, the fact that punctuad.on was still obserwed to influence tbe patsing of

non-garden-path sentences is ptoblematic for the redundancy condnuum viewpoing given

that a major tenet of this model is that punctuation is metely transparent when non-cdtical

(I{ill, 1996). Rather, the dissimilar influence exhibited over skilled and less-skilled readets

by punctuation (a pattem that was also present in E:pedment2) strongly suggests that,

while their effects may be marginalised in non-critical structutes, punctuation marks do

potentially influence structual decision-making in unambþous sentences-appearing to

facihøte skilled readets and possibly to sþhdy impede less-skilled teaders.

Another way of looking at the data is in terms of parsing being hindeted by

unfulfilled punctuational expectations (the omission of suitable, even if non-essendal,

commas).,A.dams et al. (1998) suggested that theit obseryed slowet teading times in

sentences v¡ithout sentence-intemal punctuation could be viewed as being caused by no

deepet reason than that of a comma being expected at a cl¿use break. Howevet, although

this may explain why skilled readers were facilitated by the inclusion of punctuadon, it does

not provide an explanation of the apparent obstructiveness of punctuadon in non-critical

structures for less-skilled readers. Moreover, whethet the notion of slowet reading times

and poorer comprehension caused by the exclusion of a cornma ca¡be extended to include

unambþous sentences is uncert¿in, since one would suppose that ¡eaders are less ptone to

be offended by the lack of apptopdate punctuation if underst¿nding is easily accomplished

(unless, of course, they are distracted by their 'annoyance' at the lack of punctuation).
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7.4.1 Reading-ability

Given that the interpretation of a sentence is strongly consüaified by its syntactic

strucûüe, teadets are requfued to make at least pañal syntactic comrnitrnents as a sentence

unfolds, even when faced with local syntactic indeterminacies. However, â vatiety of

syntactically relevant constraints are ïkeþ to be accessible which could be used to inforrn

these commitments (Irueswell et aI.,7994). What the constraints are, and how and when

they ate used, temains an imporønt and latgely unresolved question. The cunen¡ fipdings

ptovide futthet support fot the view that punctuation is one such consüaint. Moreover, the

effectiveness of punctuadon as a syntactic constraint appears tied to the factor of reading-

ability.

The synactic tel¿tions that are established in the initiâl parse ¿re the most critical;

hence, if punctuation has an imme,liate effect on parsing, ambþous sentefì.ces should be

disambþated as soon as punctuational information becomes available, without waiting for

fruther mo¡phosyntacdc or semantic infonnation. The data ftom skilled readers supports

this viewpoint, as the plausibility effects revealed by reading time and comprehension

rneasures, as well as the length effects apparent in the comptehension measure, did not

manifest in the skilled gtoup when there was apptopdate punctuation. The inclusion of a

cornma steered skilled readers a'way fromincorrect struchrral ¿s5ifments v¡ithout having

to wait for explicit molphosyntactic or semantic cues further downstteam-pethaps

eliminating the need for any type of backtracking. The fact that puflctuadon not only

removed any ternForzry attachment ambiguities faced by skilled teadets, but also effectively

prevented garde{r paths of the sort typically detected in reading expedments, strongly

suggests nnphîe first-pass disambþation.

The dzø on less-skilled readets, howevet, ptovided evidence that their

inteqpretations often reflected the petsistence of initial incorect thematic role assignments,

evefl once punchration was introduced. Thus, it appeats that puncnration and the semandc

influence of ultimate pragmatic plausibility both influenced the extent to which less-skiìled
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particþants were content to leave in place the initial interpretation built ftom the incorect

pârse. Conceivably, the punctuation facilitation observed in the comptehension of less-

skilled readers when faced with garden path sentences could be explained in terms of a

prosodic influence rather than syntactic, as prosodic fâctors can affect the early stages of

parsing an inteqptetation (e.g., Kjeþaatd & Speer, 1999; Nagle, Shapfuo, & Nawy, 1994;

Speer, Kielgaard, & Dobbroth,7996). While ptosodic cues do affect the struchre-building

process, they are given less weight than mo¡phosyntactic cues, but this only becomes

apparent when there is a conflict between them Qvfatslen-Wilson et 
^I.,7992). 

The less-

skilled ðzø cetÅnly points towards an inte¡pretation of ptosodic cues linked to a comma

coming into play only aftet the initial structural assignments have been suggested on purely

morphosyntactic grorurds (such as word otder)-particularly given the self-reported

pteference for a prosodic stance on punctuation by less-skilled teadets in the questionnaire.

In the case of skilIed readers, when thete is conflict between semand.c cues and

syntactic cues, then the syntactic function of the comma determined the outcome of the

process, overriding the effect of plausibility. In conüast, the inability of less-skilled teadets

to deal with punctuadon as effectively (syntactically) meafit that the resultant

misintelpretation persisted more often and semantic factots still had an impact on

structual decision-making.

Although the specific function of punctuation that was applied by particþants was

not looked at in this experiment, it is reasonable to suggest, based on the findings, that

perhaps skilled readers determine the first-pass analysis of a given sentence by using

punctuation as a syntactic guide, whereas less-skilled readers use pwrctuational cues either

as a 'weaker' ptosodic sþal ot in some later-pass analysis. Thus, for less-skilled teadets,

punctuational cues would come into play only aftet initial structural assignments have been

suggested by othet factors, such as'u¡ord otder and plausibility. In contrast, punctuation

appears to be used as a primary source of information in skilled readets, activating the

ditect syntactic route to successful analysis.
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7.4.2 Conclusions

Expedment 3a sought to examine whethet paticipants derived incorect initial

thematic-role assignments from relatively diffi.cult garden path sentences, and, if so,

whether initiâl interpretations would persist once suitable disambþating punctuation was

included. The results reinforced the viewpoint that models of sentence parsing and

comprehension that do not include a role for punctuation ate incomplete.

The garden-path accoun¡ eriginally ptoposed by Fnzier and Raynet (1982) maintains

that the language processot ioitidly builds a single, ¿nd the simplest, syntactic analysis that

is consistent with phrase structure. These structures ate initially constructed u¡ithout

consideration of other potentially relevant constraints, including discourse context or

plausibility (Irueswell et a1.,7994). Once an interptetation has been chosen, othet

infonnation is used to evaluate its appropdateness. For example, if a petson read Siobhan

saa the nan uiîh ilte binocølars, the sentence would be understood to mean that Siobhan used

the binocults as an insüument. If it tumed out that the man had the binoculars, the initial

interptetation would be revised to be compatible with that semand.c knowledge.

Alternatively, consttaint-satisfaction theorists assume that all potential syntactic

analyses are computed at once based on all relevant sources of information, with the

analysis that has the greatest support being chosen over its competitots. Given the same

example, the constraint-based approach assumes that the readet urill activate both

interptetations, finally selecting the one that is most fitting in the context. These two

categories of model suppose drastically different architectures for sentence ptocessing: in

the garden-path model, analyses are proposed setially, and syntactic information is

encapsulated ftom real-world knowledge and meaning while, according to constraint-based

rnodels, anaþses are proposed in parallel, and the syntactic processor commuticates with

several relevant information sorüces @errefua, Bailey, & Vittoda, in ptess).
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The findings reported here support a constraint-based account in which factots such

as plausibility and, importantly, punctuadon can be used to guide parsing. Such

considerations exceed the processing basis and decision making capzcity of the t'¡¡o-

princþIed garden path model as, if they ate influential in the initi¿l structural analysis of the

sentence, then the pdncþles of late-closute and minimal attachment te,by themselves,

inadequate to provide an sufficient description of patsing.

Fnziet (1987), however, maintains that lexical consideratiorts âre not used in initial

parsing. Instead, this source of inforrnation is only used in checking-a position similady

held by Mitchell (1939). Although the effect of plausibility in Experiment3z cao be

explained this way, the apparent direct initial influence of puncnradon on parsing for skilled

readers does not suggest that punctuation is only used in rechecking. Rathet, the decision

to adopt eithet tn early or late-closure analysis at a temPorady ambþous point in a

sertence appeared clearly, and initially, guided by punctuation.
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7.5 EXPERIMENT 38: PREAIVÍBLE

One possible objection to many of the conclusions that have been drawn in the

above experiments might be that the observed facilitatory effect of punctuation on t-he

parsing of gatden path sentences could merely been an afiefict of 'segmentad.on'. If this

wete the case, it would limit the genetality of the firdirg that cornmas can influence the

course of syntactic processing. Traditionally viewed as closely tied to pausing, and thus

prosodic @oley, 1993; Hanks & Fish, 1997), spatial features such as spâces and line breaks

have been shown to cue clausal segmentation (I(ennedy et al., 1989). Indeed, historically,

many of the fust types of punctuation involved the use of spacingæ.

Although a limited numbet of studies have looked at the effect of spatial

segmentation on teading, its bearing on teading speed and comprehension remains unclear.

In the Past, reseatchets have found that the segmentation of sentences into smaller groups

of meaningfully related words faciliøtes ftee recall, rote memodsation and comprehension

(e.g., Anglin & Miller, 1968; Epstein,7967),while other u¡ork has suggested that the spatial

'chunking' of matedal neither ptoduces f¿5¡s¡ ¡s¿ding rates nor highet comprehension rates

(e.g., Carwet,1970).

It appears that teaders find texts that are otganised sympathetically to their

underlying clause strucrur*e easier to ¡eael and comprehend. The difference between good-

and poot-teadets' comptehension may lie in the way in which they organise what they read.

Readets who fail to code the wotds they read into meaningful phrases or 'chunks' have

been shown to have difficulty comprehending even when they can attachmeaning to

individual wotds @rozo et al., 1983). Skilted readers have been shown to be able to

otganise sentences into meaningfirl chunks, whereas less-skilled readers often struggle to

28 For example, in 400 AD. St. Jerome devised punctuationl er cola et coømata þy phrases), which was a
rhetorical classification especially intended fo¡ reading aloud.
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orgarúse material in a manner that is requfued for comprehension (Stevens, 1981). Spatial

segmentation in normal text clearþ provides some fotm of organtzation, which taises the

issue of whether the skill of the reader influences the effectiveness of segmentation. The

fact that good teaders have been found to be significantly more able to recogrrise text

or.ganizaion Q\4cGee, !982;Stnacore, 1984), combined with the disparate influence of

punctuation on skilled versus less-skilled teadets, suggest that reading-ability may well

influence the effect of segmentation. Caver (1970), however, found that the chunked

fotmztdid not 
^ppeat 

to be more beneficial to fast, slow, accutate, o1 inaccurate teadets.

Hill (1998) recently examined the effect of extra-spacing on the reading speed of

garden path and non-garden-path sentences (such as in 7.15 znd7.76), çensluding that

spacing mzy have a minor effect on ptocessing undet cetain cotditions-although he

suggested that this is perhaps due more to physical segmentation tathet thar:, any'gui.ling'

of sentence parsing. Hill and Murtay (2000b), in thei¡ eye-movement tesearch, found thag

although the extta-spacing condition did not produce âfl exact teplication of the

punctuation effects, there were mote similadties than differences. The autlots atgued that

while spacing is much more similar to the unprurctuated condition in processing temrs, it is

visibly closer to the puncnrated condition so far as local eye-movement Pattems are

concerned (I{ill & Muray,2000b).

0.15) While Lztaz dressed the baby lay on the bed.

Q.16) \Xlhile Lalrxz dtessed th. gtt the ba\ lzy on the bed.

7.5.1 Expedmental Aims and Hy¡rotheses

The pupose of Expedment 3b was to determine whether the previously obserwed

disambiguating effects of commas could be simply ctedited to clausal segmentation. Extra-

spacing was examined in ordet to ensure that any puncnration effects âre not simply
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attributable to an extended break between words. If meaningful verbal matedal tends to be

coded into meaningful chunks by the teader, then the pre-orgrnizaton of reading material

into meaningfuI wotd groupings might imptove parsing. Further, we were interested in

whether the same Pattem of gteater magnitude of punctuation faciliation in skilled readers

would manifest for extra-spactng. Based on the limited previous work (Flill & Muray,

1998, 2000b), it was expected that extra-spacing would bave zpositive effect on reading

speed and comprehension-although not to the same extent as punctuation. Moreover, the

degree of facilitation was expected to be gteater for skilIed readers.

7.5.2 Method

7.5.2.1 Panicþants

The thi¡ty-six participaûts comprisedT2make zrrd24 female first-year psychology

undetgtaduate students ftom The University of Adelaide, with 
^n ^ge 

range ftom 17 - 33

yeats and 
^ 

me î zge of 20.8 years (JD = 3.62), all of whom received course ctedit for

involvement. Participants were nadve speakers of English, had not particþated in previous

experiments, and were narve with regard to the nature of the hypotheses under

investþtion.

7.5.2.2 Matedals

7.5.2.2. 1 Sentence Stimuli

The sentences employed in this expedment were identical to those used in

Expedment 3a (éee Section 7.2.2.1).Instead of six condidons, however, only four were

included, due to the omission of the implausible-garden-path shot- and long-sentence

conditions. Hence, each sentence potentially appeared in one of four condidons: garden

pzth, a non-garden-path equivaleng and copies of these, e¿ch v¡ith a longet ambþous

region. The conditions wete ptesented either with or without additional spacing (fable 7.5).
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Table 7.5. Sanple irerz illilstrariilgtlteþur stinuli conditions (both witlt and aitbout extra

spacinþ.

Garden Path
1. Short ambþous region:

lhhile Ben hanted the fuer ran into tlte poods.

I%hile Ben l:unted the d¿er ran itto tbe aood¡.

2. I-org ambþous region:
lYhile Ben hxnted the d¿er that aa¡ bmwn and graceføl ran inÍo tlte yooà¡.

I%hile Ben bøted the d¿er that aa¡ bman and gracefil rat inîo ilte wooù.

Non-sarden-oatì
3. Plausible, short ambþous region:

IYltih Ben bmted the rabbit the d¿er ran into the aood¡.

l{/hile Ben hznted the rabbit the d¿er ran into the aood¡.

4. Plausible, long ambþous reg'ion:

lWhih Ben bmted the rabbit the d¿er that wa¡ bmwn andgraceful ran into tl¡e anoà¡.

lVltih Bn lnned the rabbit the ùe¡ iltat pa¡ bmwn and¿raceføl ran into tlte øtoods.

Ouestion:
Did Ben haxt tlte fuer?

The conditions weie balanced across particþantsr using a Latin-squate desþ. As a

tesult, each paticþant was exposed to only one version of each sentence item, but viewed

an equivalent number of items in each condition. Acoss participants, each sentence item

appeared in each condition an equal number of times. As in Expedment 3a, the

Presentation order of the 48 expetimentzl items ând 80 filler items was rândom (see Section

7.2.2.1).

7.5.2.2.2 Measures

The computer, software and display system used in the curent experiment were

identical to those employed in Expetiment 1 and 3a (see Section 5.1,.1.2.1).The

experimenter $Ëote the code fot the testing phase. As in previous e:rpedments, the CPA

was-used to measure reading skill (see section 5.1.1.1)

7.5.2.3 Ptocedure

The procedue for expedment 3b was identicaJto 3a (see Section 7.2.3),q¡ith the

exception that participants were not asked to fill out the bdef questionnaire on

punchration.
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7.5.3 Results

7.5.3.1Readíng Time

The reading dme nreans and standard deviations fot all eight conditiorls ale

ptesented in Table 7.6. Although skilled readets tended to read faster than less-skilled

readers âctoss all conditions, this difference was not significant.

Tabh 7.6. Mean reading tine (ns)for the eigþt condiîion¡ both aitb and pitboat extra tþotiuS(r,

þr skilled and les¡-skilled readers.

Readins Abilitv

Skilled Less-skilled Total

M SD M SD M SD

Shoñ

GP

GP(s)

N-GP

NGP(s)

Lono

GP

GP(s)

N.GP

NGPIs)

2214.57

2508.68

1961 .69

1946.08

585.86

839.63

459.46

565.22

3376.69

2614.O2

2014.36

2026.36

3347.41

2870.30

2542.31

820.62

988.54

693.02

1001.44

781.36

775.66

1099.25

775.84

2827.91

2564.28

1989.49

1988.45

3167.78

3016.4s

2414.28

2199.75

921.64

909.77

586.70

814.53

848.42

875.63

996.61

715.83

2967.01

3179.80

2271.19

2121.60

898.11

972.96

878.68

6s6.85

As in Expedment3a,participants took significantly longer to tead garden path

sentences compated to non-gatden-path sentences (F (1,34) = 97 .97 , þ < .001)-consistent

with a süong garden path effect. Similady, thete was ¿ signific¿rrt length effect (F (1,34) =

97.97,p < .001), with paticþants having subsantially longer reading times in the lengthiet

ambþous region condiüons, which q¡as ro doubt tel¿ted to the extra processing requfued.

Across all particþants and all conditions metged, the exüa-spacing was not shown to

significantly facilitate teading time. However, once the factot of reading-ability was

included, a clezr disparity in the influence of extra-spacing emerged @igute 7.3). There was

a significant intetaction effect between sentence type, spacing and teading-ability, whete the

exua spacing was shown to facilitate the reading speed of less-skilIed readets and impede
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that of skilled teaders in the garden path sentence conditions, F (1,34) - 4.69,P = .038.

The influence of extra-spacing on non-gatden-path sentences, however, was fat less cleat,

with negligrble effects for both reading-ability groups in the shott ambþous region

condition. There wâs a non-significant tendency, however, fot both skilled and less-skilled

teaders to read faster in the longer unambþous condition when exüa-spacing was

included.

skilled less-skilled

long

0)
E

trl
Ett6
0)

6t
E

ctl
.Ett
6
o,

! no extra-space

I extra-space

F grn 7.i. Readingtines (ns)þrgardenþatlt and non-garden-path sentence conditiotts fu skilhd

and hss+kilkd rcaders,for both sltoft and longanbigtolrs rcgiont.

7.5.3.2 Comprehension

As expected, skilled readers made significantly fewer comprehension errots actoss all

sentences, F (7,34) - 7 .28, p = .011. A garden path effect was also tevealed by the

comprehension measure; with significantly hþhet mean ettor rates in the garden path

garden path non-garden path

sentence conditlon

garden path non-garden path

sentence condition
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condid.ons compared to the non-garden-path control conditions (fable 7.7). Although

particþants tended to have a higher effor rate in the longet ambþous tegion condid.ons,

this difference was not significant.

Table 7.7. Mean number of co@rebezsion ermrsfor tbe eigltt conditions both yitlt and aitltout

extra-spacingþ), þr skilled and lesçskilled reader¡.

Ab¡lity

Skilled Less-skilled Total

M SD M SD M SD
Short

GP 1.53 .62 1.95 .52 1.75 .60

GP(s) 1.s3 .88 1.74 .56 1.64 .72

N-GP .35 .49 .26 .56 .31 .52

NGP(s) .06 .24 .32 .48 .19 .40

Lono

GP 2.00 .71 2.37 .68 2.19 .71

GP(s) 1.3s .61 1.63 .60 1.50 .61

N-GP .12 .33 .37 .49 .25 .M
NGP(s) .35 .49 .26 .56 .31 .52

As evident ftom Figure 7.4 the introduction of extra-spacing had a significant

factltøljngeffect on compreheûsion, F (1,34) = 78.68,þ < .001. Moreover, there was a

significant intetaction effect between sentence type and extra-spacing (F (1åÐ = 6.33,p =

.01Ð, with extta-spacing exerting a considerably stonger influence in the garden path

sentence conditions. There was no significant difference in the effect of extta-spacing

between the two ambþous-tegionJength conditions. Finally, there was no intetaction

effect between reading-ability and exüa-spacing, with groups tesponrting similarly across

conditions. It should be noted, however, that there was a possibility of floor effects in the

comptehension measure, as it may not have allowed people to score extremely low on the

vadable.
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Figure 7.4. Mean nzmber of conþrel¡ension ermrsforgarden patlt and not¿ardenþath senîence

conditions by sleilled and hss-skilled readers,þr boilt sltort and long ambigøous rzgions.

7.5.4 Discussion

The effect of extra-spacing on reading dme was quite minimal, with the only

statistically significant fitrdirg being an r¡riexpected interaction between senteûce type,

reading-ability and spacing, where spatial segmentation facilit¿ted the reading speed of less-

skilled readets and hindered that of skilled readets in the garden path conditions. The

facittatory effect of extra-spaçing on the reading speed of less-skilled teaders suggest that

spatial segmentation is perhaps activating a ptosodic-tFpe cue that guides tÏe corect

attachments in garden path sentences (Gerken, 7996; Marslen-lüilson et a1.,1992). Tbts

firdirg lends supports to Rubin's (1980) contend.on that poot readers reþ on otallanguage

features that do not necessadly exist in written language. In conttast, extta-spacing did not
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àppe r. to be as salient a cue with skilled readets, who ptesumzbly a.keady use punctuadon

syntactically to organise text input into meaningful units. If skilled readers are accustomed

to using effective coding strategies that involve punctuation, it is not suqpdsing that extra-

spacing failed to assist reading times (it is also conceivable that the strangeness of the

format caused their observed slower reading times).

The findings petaining to comptehension, however, indicated süong facilitation

effects induced by the inclusion of extra-spacing, for both skilled and less-skilled re¿ders.

Notably, these facilitation effects were not as potent as the comrnâ effects obserwed in

Expedment3a,yet spatial segmentation cleatly assisted comprehension-particulady in the

long-ambþous-region conditions. It appears that extra-spacing aided in the delineation of

significant clause bteaks and, in its absence, readerc failed to code the words they read into

meaningful phrases ot chunks.,ts a result, readers were led down the garden path,

expedencing difficulty comptehending even when they wete able to attach meaning to

individual words, and thereby incurdng a dme-consuming reanalysis.

7.5.4.1 Conclusion

When the teading time and comprehension d¿t¿ are looked at holistically, the

findings súongly suggest that the benefits of spatial segmentation are secondary, most

ptobably during the reanalysis stage. In the case of skilled readers, tìerefore, punctuation

aPPears to convey information re]ateci to sentence structure that is rnore potent than the

simple chunking of text. Though prosody and punctuation ovedap someu/hat in function

on tasks which 
^te ^t 

once sir¡ilat and quite dissimilar, teading entails diffetent strategies

ftom listening, aird the cues provided by such elements as punctuation marks are used

differendy ftom those of ptosody (Chapman, 1993).

The combined findings from Experiments 3a and 3b support the work of Hill (1998)

and Hill and Murray (2000), as cornmas ate doing mote than simply physically segmenting

text. Increased spacing may have a minot effect on ptocessing under cetain circumstances,
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but this may perhaps be due to 'segmentation' tather than zny Stdi"g of sentence parsing

Commas, therefore, hzve a strong and struchrrally dependent influence on senteûce

ptocessing-particulatly with skilled teadets-as they can successfully avert tbe need fot

mzjor reanalysis, either by eliminating garden path effects altogether or activating rapid

repair.
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Chapter 8: Experiment 4

S.l PREAIVIBLE

Modern punctuation, intended to clatiSr syntactic structures rathet than to indicate

'breathings', is for the most p^rt^ Renaissance invention, emerging during the first

generations of the printing press, and codified in the eighteenth-century. Eþhteenth- and

nineteenth-century puncnration practices divetged considetably, but tended to be heavy in

terms of the number of marks used. In recent dmes, purctuation ptactice has favoured the

general ditection of ever-Iighter pointing, grr.itg necessary guidelines to rhetorical delivery

with some minimal matking of the logical units of a text.

Gitlin (199D,in a someu¡hat tongue-in-cheek study of book quality, examined the

quantity of punctuation in the top ten novels on The New York Times best-seller list

dudng the fitst week of October tn 7996, 797 6, 7956 ard 7936. His findings carrnot be

regarded as definitive, since the methodology he used w¿s rather ctude, whete the mrmbet

of punctuation marks (of all kitrdÐ before the pedod in the fitst sentence beginning on

pages 1, 50, 100 and 150 were counted, and his sample-size was very low. Nonetheless, the

number of marks was obseled to have declined by 55 percent between 7936 a¡d7996,

v¡ith the bþest decline occurring between 1956 and 1976 (Gitlin,7997).

T'Ile curent tendency toward a more open style of puncnration (open punchration

employs as few marks as possible; closed pufictuation employs mote extensive marks) is

often attdbuted to new technolog'ies such as the Intemet (Commonwealth Depatunent of

Finance and Administtadon, 2002), although the decline in matking actually began many

years before these developments (see Section 3.4.1). The distinction between tfre mote

traditional style of punctuating and the cuffeût minimal style has to do v¡ith optional
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Punctuation, particularly cotrúnas-a light style puts in relatively few commas in those

places where they are optional nthet than obligatory (Ihe University of Chicago Press,

lee3)

However, even in what is on the whole a light style, punctuation vrill tend to be

added if its omission might tesult in an initial misreading of the sentence. Indeed,

punctuation matks may be inserted to prevent misanalysis even in places whete they would

not, âs a rule, be permitted (IJunberg eta,7.,2002). For example, compare 8.1 - 8.3:

(8.1)

(8.2)

(8.3)

Tiz ¡sçsgnised the t-shirt he took ftom the bagandgasped.

T iz lssegnised the man who entered the room, and gasped.

Most of those q¡ho can, work at home.

While 8.1 has no internal punctuation, 8.2-which has an equivalent syntactic

struchrre in televant respects-has a cornma which functions to make clear that i¡ q¡25 T iz,

not the man, who gasped. In 8.3 the comma indicates the boundary between subject and

verb (opposing the general rule prohibiting punctuation in this position); what makes it

justifiable in this position is that without it aork is likely to be at fust taken as head of the

complement of can ¡athet th¿n of the mauix predicate (Nunbetg etaL,2002). In this

example tfre comma replaces the missing words do so.

The rules of punctuation are not static; they have changed throughout the yeats and

will continue to change. Punctuation convend.ons that once mþht have been considered

impropet may no\¡ be consideted correct. Compounding the uncertainty surounding

Punctuation ate the unexamined assumptions about fundamental aspects of contemporary

punctuation, in paticulat the failute to distinguish betq¡een oblþtory punctuation and the

vast area of optional punctuation. Consequently, punctuation continues to have an uncleat

status v¡ithin the written language.
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If both the presence and the absence of punctuation co-occurdng with the same

syntactic structuÍe 
^re ^cceptable, 

the inclusion of the given matk cannot completely be

syntactically motivated (Ievinson, 1985). Semandc, stylistic and intonational factors are

ftequently recognised as governing punctuation; howevet, it has developed that

punctuation is, by and large, described in gtammatical terrrs. Perhaps, as suggested by

Levinson (1985), this is because it is more straightforwatd to explain puncn¡adon in the

appatently cleat-cut categories and extensive technical vocabulary of syntax than to try to

associate it u¡ith other linguistic features, such as semand.c concepts or prosody, whete the

units ate far less clearly understood. Nevertheless, the pages of nearþ any contemponry

publication will have examples of text where the punctuation cannot be justified on the

basis of its syntactically ptedicted disambþating consequences-âccomplished wdting

requires punctuation that goes furthet than simply g"iditg parsing.

The elasticity made possible by its semandc and prosodic factots brings pufrctuation

out of the field of grammar and into a more tenuous domain, v¡hete style and meaning

meet, and where perhaps style is meaning (I-evinson, 1985). As Iyer (1988, p. 80)

deþhtfinþ wrote:

Tbus all tltue niry s¿rahltes giue us brcath and hfi and depth. A aorld that ltas onþ

þeriods is a aorld uitbout inficlions.It is a aorld aitbout sltad¿... A comma catches tlte

gentle drfi of the nind in tbougbt, tuming in on itself and back on itself, rcaersing

rvdaubling and ntuning alnng lbe course of its oan samt iaer music...PEpiryin a

cnrzma can be like tlpqtng on a necklace lbat giues an oufrt elcganæ, or like catclting the

soønd of mnningwater that complcmenß, as it conþhtes, tlte sil¿nce of a landsc@a

Viewed in these terms, the momentum in modern wdting away ftom the traditional

and relativety flexible punctuation system, towards something altogethet more minimalist,

is perplexing. As Partddge (1964) noted nearly forty years ago, the supporters of an

extremely open style of puncnration forget 
^very 

important fact this sort of punctuation
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serves fairly well fot simple desctiption, simple exposition and simple nartative, but it

proves hordbly inadequate for the more subtle, sophisticated and aesthetic kinds of

descdption, exposition and narrative. Consequently, while the minimalist princþles of

punctuating as litde as possible and only fot clatity may ser\re in some instances, if

generalised into dl gerires of writing this style proves inadequate and, pethaps, tather dull.

Though it may be the case that punchration regulates the physical expedence of

reading, whether (as many pundits appear to assume) optional punctuation has a negative

impact on the speed with which a readet makes his or her way through a text has not been

empirically est¿blished. Inapptopdate pr:nctuation that is incongruent with the underlying

syntâx has been found to impair reading speed and comprehension (Cohen etù.,2007).

Moteovet, thete is some evidence that that apptopdate punctuad.on inceases processing

time fot the zone in which it is located (I{itl, 1996) as well as the length of fixation time

(Iìill & Murray, 2000b)-in what has been termed 'comma-effects'. These phenomena are

localised, howevet, and whether they have an effect on the total sentence reading time in

optional non-cdtical structu:res is far ftom clear. The work of Hill (1996) and Hill and

Mutay (2000b) with non-garden-path structures suggests that apptopdate commzs 
^te, ^t

worst, merely transparent when non-critical. Similarly, Clifton (1,993) reported that the

absence of a comma did not affectteading times when the comma was merely stylistically

prefeted. The cunent ptoject has ptovided evidence that punctuation does pLzy a role in

non-gatden-path structures and that this role, although diluted, is, if anything, facihtatory-

particuJarþ with skilled readets.

In contrasg Chapman (1993) found slowet teading times with the inclusion of

optional punchration. He presents this fiodiog as evidence that the trend in modem wdting

away ftom exhaustive punctuation of eadier eras, and towards minimal punctuation, is

vindicated. Perhaps, however, this statement is somewhat bold, given that his obserwed

trend was not statistically significan! that thete were a number of methodological problems
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with the experimental stimuli selected (see Section 4.2.5), and that he used a relatively small

sample-size.

However, Chapman's (1993) firdirgr should not be dismissed too easily, as optional

puncfiration is not the equivalent of appropriate non-cdtical punctuation. Thus, although

we can confidently say that the lack of necessary punctuation is capable of slowing a reader

down, and that the inclusion of expected but non-cdtical punctuation does not

subsantially slow a reader down, the effect of optional punctuation is vitually unknown. If

optional punctuation was obsewed to inctease reading time, then this would provide

support for a minimalist style of punctuation, paticulady in expository texts. Convetsely, if

optiond punctuation was found to have no influence on reading performance, it would

provide compelling evidence against a minimalist style of puncnradon, as the major PrecePt

of the proponents of this style-that additional puncnration equates to longer 1s¿ding

dmes and, as a resulg less puncnradon enhances teading-would be false. Indeed, if

anything, the minimalist style would then be consideted limiting, as the strategic use of

cornmas and other punctuation marks allows wdtets to accomplish more than simple

disambþation.

8.1.1 Experimental Aims and Hy¡rotheses

N7hen the rules of punctuation ate btoken or are inefficient, the writet taxes or

confuses the readet. Whether the exclusion of optional punctuation has any bearing on

reading performance, howevet, is uncertain. Thus, the puqpose of Experiment 4 was to

explote whether optional puûctr¡âtioû has any effect on teading speed, comprehension and

comprehension-confidence when used in a minimalist compared to a traditional manner.

We were also interested in the ovetall confidence particþants felt in theit own ability to

punctuate, and whethet this was related to reading-ability.

Based on the previous findings concerning non-cdtical puûctuation, it was expected

that optional punctuation would not slow down teading or influence comprehension.
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Given the lack of any previous televant studies, there were no predictions regarding the

effect of optional punctuation on comptehension-conûdence, although it was speculated

thag if anything, skilled readers would feel mote confident when optional punchrad.on was

included, while thete would only be a negligible, íf any, effect with less-skilled readers.

8.2 METHOD

8.2.1 Participants

The 50 particþants werc 24 male and 26 female readers, with a me n age of 20.58

years (JD = 7 .53) and an 
^ge 

t^îge ftom 15 to 55 years. The majority of participants were

fust-year psychology students attending The University of Adelaide-all of whom received

coruse ctedit fot participation. Sixteen of the paticþants were final-year high school

students at Prince Alfted College, Adelaide, who participated as prn of z their psychology

pracacal-a,ll of these students were male. Participants were all nadve speakers of English

and had normal or corected-to-normal eyesþht. Students involved with the pilot studies ot

any of the ptevious experiments were not elþible to take part in Expedment 4, ensudng

that all particþants wete natve with regard to the nâture of the hypotheses under

investigation.

8.2.2 Matetials

8.2.2.1Stimuli

The twenty stimulus-items consisted of ten sentences (e.g., 8.4) and ten paragtaphs

(e.g., 8.5) taken ftom zlocal state nev/spaper. The only cdtetion used by the experimenters

to select the stimuli was that the sentence appeared in a minimal (open) punchration style,

without the commas that would normally be expected if adheting to a st¡ict taditional

punctuation style. All of the sentence and ptzgraph stimuli were tated for 'difficulty', in

tetms of comptehensibility, by six independent judges in a sirnilar marurer to pilot study 2
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(see Section5.1.1,.3). Not surpdsingly, given that stimuli ínvolved optional punctuation, all

of the sentences zndparagrzphs were rated ¿s being very low in reading difficulty (see

Section 8.2.2-1.7 to follow).

(8.4)

(8.s)

They do not want to cut services 0 so rate incteases are very likely.

The square is part of the Red Kangatoo Dteaming Place and Q as such Q

holds special cultural importance. An indþenous stâtue would be etected Q

and the aborigt.al flag would be flown ¿toP one of the squafes flagpoles.

Each patticipant encountered all20 expedmental items, urith each item appeating

only once in either of two categories: optional punctuation and no sentence-intemal

pgnctuation. These conditions were vaded for each particþant using a Latin-square desþ

in order to get an equal distribution of each stimulus senteûce in each condition. Thete

were also 10 filler sentences and 5 filler paragraphs, bti"gog the total number of stimuli to

35, which were presented in random order. Half of the comprehension questions tequired

a Yes' response, the other half. a 'No' response. Due to the stimuli being relatively easy to

comprehend, it was not expected that such a simple comptehension measr:¡e would be

sufficient to probe the influence of optional puncnration on reading comprehension.

Nevertheless, the measure was included as it enabled the subsequent investþtion of

confidence and, no doubt, encouaged readers to tead fot understanding rather than

metely speed.

8.2.2. 1.1 StÍmuli Ratings Study

On account of the optional nâture of the punchration in the experimenal senteûces,

it was not expected that any of the sentences would be difficult to Process in the absence

of punctuation. Nonetheless, although the use of punctuation could be considered non-

obligatory in each of the stimuli, the texts were not matched for length or structute and,
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consequently, it was important to get an impression of the individual difficulty of each text

in terms of 'readability'.

Method

Pafticipanß

The six patticipants wete four female and two male acquaintances of the

expetimenter, ranging in age ftom 19 to 37 years u¡ith a mean age of.27.76 (JD = 6.98).

Mørerials

A nr¡rrbered list of the ten sentences and tenpzrr^gl;zlphs that contained no sentence-

internal puncnration (two versions in teverse ordet), and t nt ng sheet urith a seven-point

visual analogue scale, ranging ftom 1 = not aT all dffieøhto7 = extrcmelJ dfficah,were the

only matedals used.

Ptocedute

Once particþants had tead the infonnation sheet and sþed the consent forn, they

were asked to tate each sentence and para;grelph according to the seven-point scale

ptovided. Upon completion, patticipants were thanked and asked for verbal feedback

tegarriing the natute of the task. The tating phase took no mote tfran 5 minutes to

complete.

Results

Analysis indicated that thete was a significant concordance between judges' tatings of

the senrences, wirh Kendall's ll/ = 0.79 and Kendall't Í (9,1v = 6) = 42.857,þ ( .001, as

well as paragtaphs (lV= 0.74 and Kendall', Í (9,N= 6) = 40.736,p < .001). Moleovet,

both the mean ¡¿tings (the mean difficulty score was 2.55 (SD - 1.06) fot sentences and
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2.16 (SD - .93) fot pangøphs) and verbal feedback given by the judges indicated th¿t the

sentences zrrdparzgnphs wete very easy to comptehend.

8.2.2.2 Measwes

The computer and softwate used to run Expedment 4 wete identical to those used in

the previous experiments (see Section 5.1.1.2.1) and, as before, the expedmentet wrote the

code for the testing phase. Experiment 4 employed the Window Method fot testing teading

speed of both sentences andpxagnphs, where the teadet is erçosed to the successive

complete segments of text (the windows) by pressing a key. The Computedsed @.eading)

Placement Apptaisal (CPA) was again used to classi$r particþants on reading-abiJity (see

Section 5.1.1.1).

8.2.3 Ptocedure

Upon arriving for the experimental session, particþants were provided with a wdtten

general descdption of the expedmen! and a consent form. The infotmation sheet

explained to the participants that they would undertake a btief teading-ability assessmerit

and particþ ate in a reading experiment where they would see a sedes of text Passages on a

computer, afrswer a question about each sentence, and then tate their confidence in theit

answer. After completing the consent form, paticþants wete seated in ftont of the

computff and cornmenced either the CPA or the expedment (the ptesentation otdet was

counterbalanced). Participants were asked to comPlete the tasks as tapidly as possible, but

asked not to improve speed to the detriment of accttta'c.y.

In the expedmental phase, the computer had colour-coded response keys, and a

message appeared on the screen asking the particþant to follow the instructions and press

a button to initiate the tdal. Particþants u/ere inst¡ucted to read the sentences and

paragtaphs at a rtonnzlpace for comptehension and to ptess the apptopriate buttoo to

proceed to the question. Aftet the brief instrucdons and diagrammatic informadon on the
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screen, there was a practice phase in order to facilitate subject fztnitanty with the type of

stimuli and response tasks. Particþants were invited to ask questions before and

immediately after the practice trials.

Throughout the experimeng pressing the'Ready'button brought up a fixation

matker (ð or the left middle of the screen. Pressing the 'Right Mouse' button replaced

this with the text. Once particþants had finished teading the text, pushing the 'Right

Mouse' button agzin clezred the screen and after a delay of 500ms the question appeared in

full. A Yes'or'No'button press response wâs required, and the participants had six

seconds to respond or the t ial continued automatically. The particþants were then

tequfued to rate their confidence in their comprehension lesponse by pressing the

corresponding number between 7 nol at all confdent znd 5 extremeþ confdent. The computet

recorded reading dmes, comprehension errots and confidence-tatings. Before continuing

to the next sentence, the 'Ready'button had to be ptessed, which ensured that there was

time available for the participant to res! as thete was no limit dudng tJre'ready'phase.

Each particþant took pârt in four practice trials: two senteûces and two paragtaphs.

The particþants then moved to the experimental phase, whete the ptesentation ordet of

the 20 stimuli and 15 fillet texts was determined randornly fot each of the paticipants.

Once a particþant had responded to all the sentences znd pæzgnphs, they wete asked give

a general confidence-rating of their own ability to punctuate on a scale from 1. not at all

confdent and 70 extremeþ confdent.

Upon completing the CPA and expetimental phase, particþants were thanked, given

the oppornrnity to ask any questions, and provided with debdefing infotmation. The

experimenal phase nrely lasted longer than 15 rninutes, and the entire expedment

genetally did not exceed 35 minutes.
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8.3 RESULTS

The mean diffetences between punctuated and unpunctuated condidons ate

illusüated in Figure 8.1, for both sentence and par;agraph conditions. Although the

inclusion of punctuation appeared to reduce reading time overall, this diffetence in central

tendency was not significant fot sentences (z = -.97,P = .33), forpatagraphs (z - -.87,p =

.39), or, indeed, ovetall (z = -7.38,P - .17).

Figure 8.1 . Mean dffiwnce in nading tirne (ns) betwæn punctuated and u@ttnctuøted sentence

conditionsfor each of tbe 20 stiøt¿li þunctuated condition minas unpunctuated

condition). The darker ban indicate paragrapbs.

In view of the fact that sentences andpxzgrzphs wete not matched for length or

structufe, any comFlete and reasonable accouût of the daø needs to consider the effect of

vaiznce.It was apparent ftom the dúz that the variances in teading times fot the

individual seo.teûces andpangnphs wete quite heterogenous. An analysis was conducted

which contrasted a model with consant vadance across stimuli with an unstnrctr¡¡ed

væancef covanatcemat¡ix model. The change in the restricted log Jikelihood tado was

highlysignificant,forbothrhesentenc"ff (7,1v= 55) =227.07,P <.05) andpaJ;tgl2'ph
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(X' (7,1V= 55) = 466.02,p < .05) condirions. Consequently, a mixed model analysis of

vana¡ce was usedwhich enabled an estimation of the vznzncef covatiz¡ce structure for

stimuli, and accounted fot this in the overall model. Owing to the sentence tndpal:igraph

stimuli being relatively simple-to-process (see Section 8.2.2.7.7), the measure of

comprehension (i.e., whether the particþant answered the Yes' / 'No'question correctly)

was limited to being used as a covznate in the model.

The results fot the sentence-testing condition (see Table 8.1) revealed that

punchration had a significant and beneficial effect on rearling time across all the sentences

combined, F (1,48) = 4.59,þ = .037. Although the teading-times of slrillsfl teaders v¡ere

significantly lower than those of less-skilled readers, F (1,48) - 26.28,p < .001, there was

no significant interaction effect between punch¡ation and reading-ability.

Table 8.1 . Mean reøding times (ns) for eaclt of lbe ten sentences in the punctuated and

unpønctuated condition ¡.

Condition

Punctuated Unpunctuated Total

M SD M SD M SD
s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

s6

s7

sB

s9

s10

1105.70

1 100.98

985.42

791.47

1074.25

1029.27

1256.24

1084.06

996.01

763.76

329.72

373.85

307.69

255.O4

300.45

317.08

291.71

297.75

266.41

210.62

1040.70

1337.92

1267.17

1050.42

987.17

993.87

1163.45

1099.68

1020.75

984.91

394.19

488.68

463.10

323.38

279.91

313.9r

228.68

258.72

253.O7

386.22

1073.20

1219.45

1126.30

920.94

1030.71

1011.57

1209.85

1091 .87

1008.38

874.33

361.16

446.93

414.32

316.52

290.73

312.77

263.61

276.17

257.46

327.51

The inclusion of punctuation had no significant effect on the confidence-ntings of

particþants. Moteovet, there uras no difference between the reading-ability groups in terms

of confidence in theit comptehension response, nor was there any intetaction effect

between punctuation and reading-ability.
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The reading times of palzrgl::iph stimuli (see Table 8.2) were significantly reduced by

the inclusion of puncnradon, F (1,47) - 4.77,P = .034. As in the sentence condidons, the

teading times of skilled readers for the patagrph stimuli were significantly lower than less-

skilled readers, F (1,43) -- 72.88,þ = .001. Ag io, howevet, there was no intetaction effect

between punctuation and teading-ability.

Tabte 8.2. Mean reading linu (ns)for each of the len paragr@hs in the pønctuatud and

ønpuncTuated coadition¡.

Condition

Punctuated Unpunctuated Total

M SD M SD M SD

0

p1

p2

p3

p4

p5

p6

p7

p8

p9

o1

2934.64

2849.69

3687.68

1527.53

2513.75

1513.03

1616.s7

2705.82

3117.51

1932.31

853.86

968.31

1128.64

492.22

703.05

466.11

446.67

743.19

833.85

532.86

2787.66

u77.24
4ô98.67

2027.30

2309.98

't502.47

1s62.50

2744.80

3047.48

24v.42

954.75

1270.09

1717.18

624.13

655.00

502.23

420.O7

645.76

961.44

977.'t4

2861.15

3163.47

4193.18

1777.42

2411.87

1507.75

1589.54

2725.31

3082.49

899.49

1161.82

1526.08

610.89

680.31

479.57

430.00

689.32

891.38

828.612212.O7

There was no difference in the confidence-ratings given by particþants in the

punctuated and unpunchrated pal:rgaph conditions. Similatly, thete was no difference in

the confidence that skillsd and less-skìlled readers held in theit comprehension aûswets.

Once again, analysis indicated no interaction betweeo teading-ability and puncnradon. Ïre

effect of the comprehension measure zs z covaizte, however, was significaot in the

pengrrphcondition (F (1,320) = 24.3,P < .001), which suggests thatwhether a particþant

answered the comprehension question oghtly ot wtongly influenced the confi.dence they

held in theit response (lowet confidence when incortectly answered)-a fiodiog that was

not present in the sentence condition.

Overa[ participants appeared to be reasonably confi.dent in their own ability to use

punctuation marks (M - 7.02,JD = 1.58). There was a significant effect for r.adini-ability,
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t (48) - 2.7 6, p = .008, vrith skilled readers teporting a hþher confi.dence in their ability to

use punctuaion (M = 7.58, SD = 1.63) than less-skilled readers (M - 6.42, SD = 1.32).

8.4 DISCUSSION

The earlier expetiments indicated that punctuad.on marks perform a significant role

in otganising the stategies of teaders, particularly skilled readers, when parsing ambþous

sentetces. The findings of the curtent project have largeþ supported and, in some cases,

extended ptevious research (e.g., Cohen eta,1.,2007; Hill, 1996; Hill & Murtay,2000b;

Mitchelt 1986) that has shown that puûctuad.on can guide poten 'rl attachments dudng

sentence processing. Inappropdate or incorect punctuation has also been found tohave z

severe impact on sentence parsing impairing teading speed and comprehension (Cohen et

a'L,2007; Steinhauet & Friededci,2007). Circumstances in which punctuation marks are

obligatory for disambþad.on or blatantly inapproptiate, however, tu:m out to be few in

comparison to the entire aray of punctuad,on use (I-evinson, 1985). The use of

punctuation is more ftequently optional than nog and depends or semendrc,pngmttic and

stylistic featutes, having to do u¡ith the length of an expression, its contexg its closeness to

spoken language, and the thythmic effect intended (Garcia, 1975). Thus, although the study

of garden-path-type sentences provides valuable information about the disamblguating

properties of punctuation, studying mote fipical sentences is also useful, as they are what

the reader would most ftequently be exposed to.

The tendenry to shrdy syntactic parsing in isolation ftom all the intimate interacdons

between complicated semand,c, pngmzlc, and wotld knowledge issues arises partly

because it is easier to do so, and partly for theoretical reasons. Reading research has latgeþ

focused on syntax, particularly the question of how to characterise those sttings of words

(in isolation) that are sentences of a language, and what structures can be assþed to them.

Flowevet, syntax should not be studied independently ftom everything else, including how

language is used. A universal justification for the distribution of punctuation is that it
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disambþates ambþous seotences and also señres to Pfevent the incortect parsing of the

constituent structure of a sentence (Spradley,7977). The distdbution of a cofiIma often has

this effect, but it does not appe¿r that this is the sole use of punctuation. The vetsatility

made possible by the semand.c and prosodic facets of punctuation bdngs punctuadon out

of the graffffrLert and more into a stylistic domain (I-evinson, 1985). Punctuation, therefore,

should be viewed and studied not only in terms of its role in syntactic patsing, but in terms

of what it can 'offer' the reader 61q¡¡i¡s¡-there is mote to punctuation than syntax and

disambþation. Consequently, the current e>çeriment aimed to explote an issue more

relevant to style than syntax, and one televant to punctuational practice, namely whethet

the addition of optional cofiIrnas equates to longer reading times.

The finding of faster 1s¿rling times u¡ith the inclusion of optional puncnration, fot

both skilled and less-skilled readers, failed to provide any evidence for a mifrimalist style of

punctuation. This finding contrasted with Clifton's (1993) observadon that the lack of an

ordinady present cornma did not 
^ppe^t 

to influence an otherwise acceptable sentence

structure. Similarly, the findings do not endorse Chapman's (1993) support for a minimal

style of punchradon, although even he readily admits that "leaving cofirmas out of some

punctuation structures may speed up already fast teadets, but if they ate good readets then

they are likeþ to suffer and the intent of the read message may be losd' (P, 43).

The finding of optional punctuation leading to improved reading time was quite

unexpected, and can pethaps be best explained by taising a distinction between cofiunas as

þreuenters of incorrect parsing and commas zs aids to coffect patsing-it is atgued hete that

they do both. In this context, aiding implies inceasing the facility q¡ith which a reader

carries out a parse that he or she would be in no danger 6f ¡¡isþ¿sdling even in the absence

of puncnration. This possibility does not seem to be consideted by style-guides (e.g.,

Ausüalian Government Pdnting Sen'ices, 1988; Commonwealth Departrnent of Finance

and Ädminisüation, 2002;Hwghes et al., 1993; Pauidge,7964; Paxon, 1986; Shaw,7963;

The Univetsity of Chicago Press, 1993).
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The obsetved increased teading times in optionally rurpuncnrated sentences and

paragtaphs could be explained in terms of a'comma-st¿wation' effect or an unfr¡lfilled

'commâ-expectation' (extending the argument by Adams et al., 1993). The increased

reading times in the cutrent expedment, combined with the absence of. any difference in

comprehension ot confidence-r¿ti.g scores, can cettainly be used as evidence for the

existence of a'comm¿-stan¡ation'effect. Moreover, the inceased reading times by skilled

readets in unpuncnrated non-gatden-path conditions (observed in Experiments 2 md,3a,)

could also conceivably be explained by'unful-filled' comma expectations.

Howevet, the finding that less-skilled teaders were also significantly aided by optional

punctuation (although not to the same.exteût as skillsd readets) is peqplexing, as oûe would

have assumed-based on the ptevious expetiments-that aûy comma-e:çectations held by

less-skilled teadets would have been much lower than those of skilled readers. Conceivably,

this finding can be explained by the fact that the optional punctr¡ation used in the

expetimenøl sentences could have easily been construed as ptosodic. In Expetiment 3a the

data on less-skilled readets suggested an inteqpretation of the observed pr:nctuation

facilitation in terms of ptosodic cues-paticularly given the self-reported preferenc e fot a

prosodic view of punctuation by less-skilled readers in the questionnafue. Consequently,

less-skilled readers may struggle u¡ith puncn:ation only when it offets ptimrrily syntactic

information, and nevertheless be capable of using it effectiveþ when it offers ptosodic

guidance of sentence composition.

Although it is possible that frustration at the lack of apptopriate or. guiding

punctuâtion could lead to slower teading times, any futr.rte investþtion of this issue would

need to cleatly distinguish between cofirmas as preventffs of misparsing and coÍrmas as

expected aids. Both would predict a reading-time effect in unpunctuated conditions, but

only the latter u¡ould ptedict no cornprehension effects with non-garden-path or optional

punctuation conditions. Moteovet, if it was also found that readers who cornrnented

negatively on the absence of punctuation (many did so conversad.onally in the cunent
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project) showed longer reading times fot these sentence types, then this would be strong

evidence for the existence of the 'comma-stâwation' effect.

8.4.1Conclusion

Expedment 4 provided no support for the minimalist style of punctuadon, where

optional cofitmas ate omitted. Consequently, sttict adherence to a minimal style of

punctuation does not necessadly equate to enhanced teading, indeed it could be viewed as

quite limiting-particularly in sophisticated and aesthetic forms of writing. A fi¡rther

objection to a systemaic md extreme open style of puncnration is that it inevitably leads to

the occasional inadvertent omission of cornmas that are essential for the prevention of a

momentary misreading. Partddge (1978) suggests in his thorough teatise on punctuation

that it is the uncertainty surounding pr:nctuation which leads to the endorsement of the

extreme open style. It is suggested here that it is bettet to contend with, and attemPt to

resolve, uncertainly, rather than diminish the stylistic elasticÛ afforded by punctuation'
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Chapter 9: General Discussion

Il/ben puncÍuation wasfrst enþb1ed, it was in tlte ml¿ of tbe ltandnaid of pnn; later tbe

handmaid was tran{ormed fu the pedants into a harshfaæd chapemne, peneûedþ

ingenious in tbe contriuing of stff rcguktion¡ and starched nrhs of fucoran; now, lt@piþ,

slte is contenl 1o acl as an auxiliary 1o the a¡riter and as a guidt îo the nafur.

-HamldHerd

9.l PREAMBLE

Reading research not only assists us to expl¡in, illusüate and ptedict the naû:re of the

complex cognitive process of reading under vznznt expedmental condidons, but also

provides systematic rli¡ecdon fot the maruter in which reading should be taught in

nanrralistic settings (Flenk, 1987).To z great exteng therefote, reseatch into teading ddves

educaúonal pracdce, while simultaneously shaping the nanrre of ongoing and funue

empidcal irq"oy.Undoubtedly, these functions represent significant comPonents in the

pursuit of improved literacy standards. The major aim of the cuffent project was to

examine whether punctuation, exemplified by commas, provides an effective and reliable

cue for the facilitation of reading performance-as determined by reading speed and

comprehension. The view that there is a redundancy continuum in punctuation, and the

question of u¡hether the comma exerts a varied influence oî^t^Ãge of ambþous and

unambþous sentences, as well as simple- and difficult-to-process settences, wete also

explored. Additionally, the relationship between the 1s¿ding-skill of participants and the

effect of punctuation was considered, particularþ in terms of the nature and magnitude of

facilit¿tion.
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It is the pu4)ose of this chapter to briefly reiterate the main findings of the cûrent

project and to discuss, whete possible, the relationship of the cuffent findings to televant

past research. The implications of the findings for models of parsing are also discussed.

Possible explanations are given concerning the difference in punctuation¿l influence

observed b etween skilled and les s-skilled readers. Methodological considetad.ons,

particutatþ around the issues of overgenetalisation and stimuli selection, are also identifi.ed.

Suitable areas for further ¡esearch ere suggested in the conclusion secdon.

9.2 SUMI\{ARY OF FINDINGS

9.2.1 Theotetical Chapters

The telative rarity of teseatch of the present kind may teflect an at least partid

awareness of the complexity of the vad.ous roles that have been historically accorded to

punchration. Reseatch ineviably tequites a przrgmadrc simplification of the field undet

considetation and, as a resulg an inevitable exclusion from consideradon of some pertinent

issues. This dissertation falls far short of apptoaching a unified theory of the use of

punchration. A comprehensive accouût must be based on a much broader set of symbols, a

range of sentence-structures, vad.ous gerires, writer-speaker combinadons, and both micto-

and macro-typogtaphies need to be investigated. Consequently, it is important to be 
^w^te

thzg ztleast on some level, simplification of the punctuation system has taken place and

that possible psychologicdly important functions and attributes of the system are not

represented in this research.

The discussion of the o'igtns of punctuation provided in the historical analysis

(Chaptet 2) andin the review of contemporary punch¡ation practice (Chaptet 3) offered a

suitable overarching theoretical ftamework v¡ithin which ttre research aims could be placed.

A familiadty with the facts of eady punctuation ptactices in English (especially an

undetstanding of theit sources) and the cuffent 'roles' of punctuation canflot fail to have a
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positive effect on psycholinguistic approaches to contemPofâfy Puncfl¡adon. Nevettheless,

it is important to note that this study has been resüicted to investigating the comma;

accordingly, sweeping inferences ftom observed 'comma-effects' to 'general-punctuation-

effects' should be made tenøtiveþ, If. at all'

In Chapter 2 it was suggested that written language has petformed two distinct,

though ftequently ovedapping, functions: gtaphically teptesendng speech and providing an

endudng record that is not anticþated to be vocalised. In Chaptet 3 these two functions

were portrayed as dfuectly reflected in the two maiot traditions of puncnration: ptosodic

and syntactic. The fust, and thetorical, uadition vieu¡s the role of punctuation as

supporting the teader in reconstructing an oral intetptetation of the text; while the second,

and gnmmttical, ttadition views purichration as a set of telatively stringent convendons fot

marking the logical gtammatical telationships in a text that is pdm*ily intended to be

tegarded as a wdtten document. Adherence to the ptosodic or syntactic tradition teflects

not only viewpoints about the role of punctuation in isolation, but also about the

association between spoken and written language (3aton, 2001).

Although perhaps beyond the scope of this dissertation, the analysis of the history

and modem use of punctuation suggests that it is a teadet-oriented device, which is

perhaps only minimdly dependent on language structure. Moteovet, it is not a cohetent

system, but a genetal 'ftamework' that readets become zw^te of as they develop literacy.

Therefore, punctuation does not 
^ppeu., 

oghtly ot wtongly, to be utterþ governed by

prescriptive rules; rathet, it is likely that punctuation is govemed by the same kind of

modves that govem lexical choice (l,evinson, 1985). Thus these two conttasting frrnctions

of punctuation-the infornational use to group sentence-partials fot purposes of

interpretation, in which the iuxaposition of sentence partials is crucial; and the prosodic

use, where the intonational contours ate elicited and the pace and rhythms of wdtten
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discoutse are set (Levinson, 1985)----enable elasticity in the use of punchration that cardes it

out of the realm of grzmmar, and bdngs it into the tenuous domain of style.

Perhaps it is necessary to recognise overtly that pufictuation is not especially

responsive to language s¡n¡ç¡urs-it is a convention inevitably and strongly linked to

reading and wdting technology. Such an analysis of puncnration implies that the practice

and pdncþles of punch¡ation marking have not changed in response to changes in the

structute of English, but in ditsç¡ and indirect response to profound changes in social and

technological factors (Baton,2001;Jones,7996;Levinson, 1985; Parkes,7992).Itis hatdty

surprising, therefote, that the function of puncn:ation has changed, with the beginnings of

modern punctuation seeking mote and more to present information in zwzy that makes it

easy for the reader both to read more rapidly and to comprehend bettet.

The curent teseatch is not extensive enough to comment in general on the

deployment of punctuation for infotmation grouping pu{poses, nor on its relationship to

prosody. Nevertheless, by identirying a sm¿ller set of instances where punctuation is not

oPen to choice, as well as investigating possible factors which influence the effectiveness of

punctuation, it has been a 6rst step in investigating the technological utility (see Nüniluoto,

1993) of punctuad.on, with the ovetall pragmatic aim of increasing the effectiveness of

reading. Moreovet, it is a fust step in providing empidcal evidence thztmay resolve many

of the disagreements concerning punctuation usage, particularly in rel¿tion to optional

punctuation, so we can begin to better understand thebazy middle-gtound that lies

between m^ndatoty and inapptopdate punctuation use, where idiosyncrasy and

disagteement reign supreme.

9.2.2 Experimental Finrl iñ gs

The bulk of the experimenal findings reported in this dissertation provided evidence

that the inclusion of apptopdate commas can lead to a rczder interpreting ambþous

phtases in a way dissimilar to that normally selected in the absence of punctuation.
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Essentially, the findings have been that cornmas plu,y a cdtical tole in g"rding the course of

parsing and comprehension-æmpirically confi.rming the often-made claims by language

researchers concerning the faciliøtion effects of punctuation. The reduction (and often

removal) of processing difficulties in gatden path sentences gave cleat support to the

notion that punctuadon can cotvey critical syntactic information.

In Expedment 1, the reading time of simple- and difficult-to-process ambþous

sentences was significantly reduced by the introduction of apptopdate commas. The

results, however, provided no conf,rmation of the notion of synøctic redundancy in

patsing with punctuation (see Baldv¡in & Coady, 1978; Hill, 1996). WhIe there was â non-

significant tendency fo¡ cornrna effects to be maximised in the difficult-to-Process

ambþous senteflces, the fact that there were strong facilitation effects in most simple-to-

process ambþous sentences as well suggested that the facilitating power of the cofitma

remained, even when it acted only to support the existing lexically chosen struchrre. The

strong obserwed interacd.on effect between the magnitude of punctuation faciliation and

the reading-ability of participants suggested that the effectiveness of pr.:nctuad.on as an ud

in patsing is partially dependent on the reading-skill of an individual.

Expedment2rcphcated many of the findings ftom Hill and Muray's pioneedng

research into the impact of commas on the parsing of a nnge of gatden path sentence

structures. Suong punctuation effects were observed in the processing of early-closute and

reduced-relative clause construcdons, but not in the non-ambþous versions of either of

these, and not in the prepositional phrase ambiguities-supporting eatlier wotk in both

self-paced (I{ilI, 1996) and eye-movement 6fil & Murra¡ 2000b) studies. The cumulative

desþ used in Experiment 2 made avail¿ble information regatding the cdtical zorLe tn

which puncnration faciliøtes reading. The analysis indicated that, in many cases, the

absence of punctuation led to ptolonged reading times in the final 'indicator' zones
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(consistent with patsing failure), probably due to âttempts to tesolve the attachment

anomaly.

When the addition of commas coincided with attachment boundades in the non-

garden-path default structures, they were found to be relatively redundant from a

ptocessing point of view, which was largely consistent with previous investigations ftIill,

1996; Hilt & Muray, 2000b). However, tÌre conftasting influence exhibited by punctuation

fot skilled and less-skilled readets in the unambþous control sentences suggests tha!

although theit role may be much more minor in non-ctitical sÉuctures, it is likeþ that

cotnmas shape, or at least have some beadng on, structural decision-making in

unambþous sentence types-appeadng to assist skilled readers and to have little effect on

(or perhaps even to impede) less-skilled teadets. The obserwed discrepancy in influence

between the tq¡o reading-ability groups was contrary to the simple redundancy view of

punctuation and, as in Expedment 1, caud.oned against bl¿nket stâtements (e.g., Baldwin &

Cordy,1978; HilI, 1,996) that suggest puûchrâtion marks are informationally vacuous when

merely reinforcing lexical information.

Experiment 3a examined whether the insetion of approptiate punctuation would

eliminate the influence of two vadables known to affect the processing and comprehension

of garden path sentences: plausibility of the potential attachment and the length of the

ambþous region. This enabled an examination of whethet punctuation ptovides complete

disambþation of ambþous sentences or simply facilitates in the process of teanalysis, as

well as furthet judgements to be made about the suiability of the redundancy viev¡ of

punchration. Findings supported ptevious work into the effect of plausibility on parsing

(e.g., Christianson et a1.,2007;De-Vincenzi &Job, 1993; Ferreira & Clifton,7986;

Pickedng & Traxler, 1998; Raynet et al., 1992; Speer & Clifton, 1998), as fhere was clear

evidence that the implausible sentences were less susceptible to misinte¡pretation tfran were

plausible sentences. Additionally, Expedment 3a replicated previous findings regarding
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length of ambþous region (e.g., Christiarrson eta1.,2007; Ferteira & Hendetson,7997;

Frazier. & Rayner, 7982;V/ztner & Glass, 7987), as the longet z reader entettained an

effoneous attachment, the more difficutt successfirl parsing became. Punctuation appeared

to be used as a pdmary source of information in skilled readers, activating the direct'first-

pass' syntacd.c route to successfuI analysis by overtiding conflicting semandc or syntactic

cues. Fot less-skilIed readers, however, punctuation cues appeated to come into pþ only

during reanalysis, after initial structural assignments had been suggested by othet televant

factors, such as word ordet and plausibility.

The findings, specifically those related to the comprehension measures, supported

the redundancy condnuum model as punctuation was observed to be more crucial in

garden path compared to non-garden-path conttol sentences, in plausible compared to

implausible condid.ons, as well as in long- compared to short-ambþous-region condidons.

On the surface, the data supported the notion that the effectiveness of punctuation is

inversely related to the number of relevant cues, such as syntactic (e.g., word otder) and

semand.c (e.g., plausibiliry) cues, as well as the exüemeness of the gatden path. Howevet,

the fact that apptopdate cornmas were still observed to influence the parsing of the non-

garden-path control sentences is problematic fot the tedundancy view, which sees

puncnration as merely transparent when non-critical. Pethaps it is more profiøble to view

the continuum as one of 'usefulness'or'criticalness', rather than redunduîc!,as this would

then allow for the g*di"g properties of punctuadon, even when they merely support at

existing coffect lexical structure. Moreover, it is unlikeþ that the conelation between the

'value' of punctuadon, and the existence of othet salient patsing cues is a simple invetse

relationship; on the coî¡r^ry, it is probable that it is mediated by such factors as an

individual's exposrüe to puncnration ¿nd theit capacity to process it.

In Experiments 1 - 3a commas were shown to exetcise a considetable influence on

ptocessing when they wete syntactically cdticaf appeadng to be a powerful resorüce in the
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delivery of structutal information, and ptimatily used as evidence against default structutes.

Moteovet, the findings empirically illust¡ated the potential of punctuadon to disambþate

^tzîge 
of ambþous sentence strucüües.

Expedment 3b sought to deterrnine whether these outcomes could be credited

purely to the facilitating effects of clausal segmentation (e.g., Anglin & Miller, 1968;

Epstein, 1967). The effect of spatial segmentation on teading dme was quite minimal,

appearing to only significandy factJiøte less-skilled readers in the garden path conditions

(une:çectedly, the reading-times of skilled teaders were slowed by extra-spacing). The

findings pertaining to compteheosion, however, indicated strong facilitation effects

induced by the inclusion of extra-spacrng-fot both skilled and less-skilled readers. Exüa-

spacing aided in the demarcation of significant clause breaks and, in its absence, readets

u¡ere more likely to be unsuccessful in coding information into meaningful chunks.

Noably, the magnitude of these effects, particularly fot skilled readers, u¡as not as large as

that linked to pr:nctuation, which suppotted ptevious investþtions ftIilt 1996; Hill &

Muray,2000b). Punctuation, thetefote, conveys information related to sentence structtüe

that is more potent than that ptovided by simple segmentation of the text.

The previous expedments ptovided valuable information in telation to the

disambiguating properties of punctuation dudng syntactic patsing, yet this by no means the

sole pulpose of punctuation. As discussed earlier (e.g., Sections 3.2.1, and 8.1), prosodic and

semandc features of punctuation make possible certain versatilities in wdüng that extend

beyond syntax. Expedment 4,by testing mote 'convendonal' sentence struchrres, aimsd ¡e

explote z mtjor stylistic controvetsy surounding punctuation-namely whether the

addition of optional corrlmas equates, as suggested by the advocates of a minimalist style of

punctuation, to longer teading times. Quite unexpectedly, the inclusion of optional

punchration achrally led to significant imptovements in teading times (for both skillgd ¿n¿

less-skilled teadets) in both seûtence andpattgrzph conditions. This firdirg failed to
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support a minimalist approach to punctuation, and was explained by taising the distinction

between cofiunas as preventers of rnisanalysis and cornmas as expected aids of correct

parsing. Viewed as such, the longer reading-times in the optionally unpurctuated sentences

were accorurted for in terms of unfulfilled 'comma-expectations'-although it is

acknowledged that more specific research is needed to explore this possibiJity furthet.

9.3 METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Although the experiments described indicate the promise that reseatch desþs

similar to those used have in exploring the role of puncnration in reading, it is nonetheless

clear that thete ate a numbet of methodological considerations and limitations that should

be taken into account by teseatchets wishing to use them. It is the aim of this secdon to

examine some of these issues.

9.3.1 Overgeneralisation

Since reseatch scientists cânnot essume they ate dealing with absolute certainty-but

ratfrer with levels of probability-it is vital that teading researchers acknowledge the

probability of erdng in theit conclusions as well as the consequences of indiscdminately

generalising tesults GI."k, 1987). Data, particularly in the social sciences, ought to be

petceived as evoludonary, fallible and tenøtive at best (Gravetter & Wallnau, 1992;

Kerlinget, 1973). Thus, it is only through tepeated testing, techecking and redefining our

concepts concenring the natu:re of the effect of punctuation on teading that uncertainty will

be teduced and knowledge accumulate.

Theotetical generalisad,ons of reseatch into parsing are greatJy limited by the lactthat

the bulk of the work revolves around little more thzn z doze¡ structures in just one

language, and tends to involve àî^trow tange of particþants (Àditchell, 1994). Futue

progress in understa¡ding the influence of punctuadon on parsing may depend, in parg on
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extending this kind of reseatch to othet structures, sub-populations and languages-

particularþ those that 
^re ^t 

least dist¿ntly telated to English.

9.3.1.1 Patticþants

One of the most disturbing trends in reading research involves the inappropnate

generalising of results to other populations and settings. Respectively, these types of

external validity concems are known as population and ecological validity-the process of

direcdy measudng a sample selected from a. distinct population and generalising the

findings to the population as a whole (FI.rk, 1987). As pragmatics dictate that identifting

the total population, let alone testing all its members, borders on the impossible, the

cuffent study, Iike a gteat deal of psychological reseatch, made use of a sample that was

immediateþ accessible (often known as a convenience sample). The problem vrith this

approach is easily discerned: there is no gualântee that the accessible population represents

the population as â whole.

Consequently, thete is ¿ risk in the cuffent ty¡re of research of failing to acknowledge

that there may be certain biases latent in the sample. Moreover, as these biases might

predispose these particþants to atypícalbehaviour, there is the need to temper

genetalisations accordingly. However, while not satisfactorily representing the broadet

population of mature readers in genetal, it is tikeþ that the participants who took part in

the current project zre a perfectiy adequate sampie of the subpopuiation they were drawn

ftom, presumably intelligent regular readers.

Considering thzt a good deal of what is believed to be true about mature readers

detives ftom exþeriments conducted v¡ith university students, the importance of

distinguishing between târget and accessible populations could not be clearer. Yet, in

faimess to reading teseatchets, stict random selection of human subjects from z univetsal

targetpopulation is basically impossible ¡6 ¿çþis\rs-time, distance and expense see niceþ

to that (FI.tk, 1987). This does not imply that experiment¿don with human participants is
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prone to intoletable error and futiJity; rathet, it simply means that reseatchets must tesist

the temptation to generalise indiscriminately. If, for example, a teacher'ü/ere to operate on

the assumption that findings such as those in the curent study would hold ttue completely,

he or she could by mistake provide instruction that might exacerbate problems ot obsüuct

effective leaming. The disparate influence of punctuation on the reading petformance of

skilled and less-skilled teadets is a case in point.

9.3. 1.2 Ma tching for Readíng-Abili ty

A largely unresolved problem with experimental desþs that take into account

reading skill is the choice of the critedon of reading-ability for matching the gtoups.

Cleatly, teading is not z vntary phenomenon that can be assessed unambþously. Thus,

the choice of measure affects the composition and nature of the groups studied, and,

consequendy, the pattern of tesults obtained (Backman, Mamen, & Fetguson, 1984). Most

commonly used reading tests evaluate just one aspect of reading, and they often do so in

quite dissimilat ways. A single measure of teading does not enswe that particþants will be

equivalent in other areas of written language. Given the complexity of reading and the

Iikely hetetogeneity of the reading population, it seems unrealistic to expect that one could

'match' teading level in any absolute sense (Backmzn et a1.,1984; Guthrie, 1981a). It is

critical, therefote, tfrat researchets using teading-ability measures desctibe e:çlicitly the

tests used to match paticipants and consider the effects that their choice may have had on

the results obtained. The success in the cuffent study of the Computetised (Reading)

Placement Appraisal (CPA) in gtacli''g patticþants for reading-ability suggests that such

on-line measures may be most suitable as assessment tools of reading-ability, since they

teflect the on-line nature of the expedmental asks. Moreover, as well as being a more

appropdate measure to be used in on-line teading research, whete similarity between tests

of reading-ability and experimental tasks is desfued, the CPA has the added benefit of
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providing a measure of usual-reading-rates, a feature not afforded by the standard off-line

teading skill measutes.

9.3.1.3 Stimuli

A central concern in experimental reading research is the generalisation of findings

beyond the types of wdtten discorrse tfrat were actually used in apatiaizt experiment.

Decontextualisad.on, a second type of overgeneralisadon in reading research, refers to the

process of taking factots out of context. Because text âppears in a mydad of forms, it

would be teckless to infer that the psychometric properties of one type will indisputably

apply to another (FI.tù, 1987; Kent,7994). Thete ate,forinstance, major distinctions of

style, structute and intent between narative and expositolT texts. Methodologically, of

course, researchers must often concentrate on narrower subtasks of the reading process

(such as syntactic parsing) and on a narlower taûge of textual inputs (such as individual

sentences, ot short newspapet articles). However, if the eventual goal of the endeavour is

to add to an'all-encompassing'theory of reading, then, eventually, researchers must b"gt

to account fot the gamut of texts used in the written language.

An account ef ¡s2dingmust explain how the reader can understand'¡eal'natüal

language texts-nattadves, stod.es, nev¡spapet ardcles, rlialogs, adveftisements, and so on.

This rules out models that focus only on the processing of single sentences taken out of

context ot of small tesearcher-constructed 'stod.es'. Although such mociels are certainly

impotant in that they provide crucial stepping stones towards undetsønding parsing and

mây even be a piece of the complete theory of reading, they do not by themselves

consd.tt¡te a satidfacto{y ¿ccount of the human reading capability.

9.3.2 Setting and Self-Paced Reading

Langnge researchets also need to be cautious about possible dispadties between the

setting of an experiment and the setting in which ¿r. ftlrtings 
^te 

to be applied. Particþant
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performânce can be modified by cues in the testing that transmit the purpose of the study,

by anxiety during assessment, by the influence to âct in a socially desfuabie manner, or by

being effected by the administration and scientific setting (FI.tk, 1987)'

Though self-paced reading techniques have been demonstrated to be useful in the

investigation of the cuffent issues, there are quite a lot of severe problems, some associated

w'ith secondary tasks, others urith each of the segmentation procedures, aûd again othets

with button pressing in general (for. zn overview see Mitchell,7984). Even in Expedment 1,

where a relatively nattüâl form of reading was used (self-paced reading v¡ithout any on-line

judgements), it is likeþ that the button pressing itself intetfered with nomral teading. This

mzy have resulted in increased teading tirnes and, evefl mote significantly, in

?hythmisation' effects (whete particþants tend to equalise the word reading times along

the sentence). Therefore, effects often may have spilt ovet into later secdons, or only

shov¡ed at the end of the sentence, if.atzll @4itchell, 1984).

tü7ith cumutadve ptesentad.on, such as Expedment2,the link between button-ptess

times and linguistic processing is even more loose: particþants learn quickly that they can

ptoceed through large segments of the sentence qurckly and only then re-tead it mote

careful flust et 
^1.,7982) 

Self-paced reading data, therefore, must be intelpteted with cate.

Numerous feahrres may weaken the explarL^tory powet of such tesults, some of which do

not only simply reduce the sensitivity of the technique, but also have the potential to

produce significant attefacts.

9.4 MODELS OF PARSING

\øithin the ftamework of a psycholinguistic model of reading, no cue system exists in

a vacuum. Grapho-phonic, syntacdc, and semantic cues complement each othet in a

multipat interacdon, where the reader is ptesumed capable of selecting ftom the vadous,

often superfluous, characteristics of the visual display some subset of minimal langaage

cues which make possible the processing of written information @aldv¡in & Coady, 1978).
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Punctuation is a cue system that has received relatively little empidcal attention, and is

tarely tecognised as having any plzce in models of reading. It has been shown in this

ptoject, howevet, that punctuation provides important structurâl information, which can

diminish, ot perhaps even ci¡cumvent, obstacles introduced by backtracking and dealing

with misleading starts. The human parser, then, in addition to lexical and contextual

information, has access to punctuation, which can be employed to guide its operations

mote effectiveþ.

The two most influential models of sentence processing take opposing positions on

most issues of parsing (though m^ny of the issues are orthogonal). The modular syntax-

fust garden path model asserts that the human parser processes and pursues a single

structute attachment at ambþous positions, and that this iltitiat structure is computed on

the basis of genetal phtase structure rules without consultation of ftequency, context, or

detailed lexical information @razíe41987).Instead, struchrral simplicity, ensuing ftom the

heuristics of late-closute and minimal att¿chment, is the pdncþle that determines which

configuration is pursued when local ambiguity is encountered. In contrast, supporters of

the consftaint-satisfaction approach claim that parsing is a ptocess that uses multiple

information sources (or constraints), including context and detailed lexical information-

v¡ithout special architectural ptimacy given to any particular consüaint (fanenhaus et al.,

1989; Trueswell et aI.,7994).

When faced u¡ith a simple, pragmatically plausible, and syntactic canonical sentence,

the teadet is, in all ptobability, able to extract the tþht meaning by using only supetficial

cues such as v¡otd otder. Howevet, when faced with more complex sttuch¡res or with

unexpected ptagmatic telad.ons, the reader is forced to rely on several sources of

information and, in this case, syntactic cues become vital in speci$ring an intetpretation of

tlre sentence (Flores d'Arcais, 1982).
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The involvement of punctuation during parsing is undoubtedly complex, and

potentially quite powerful. Recently it has been suggested that many of the classical garden

path effects may be observable exclusively in written sentences, and only if these ate not

prrnctuated (Cohen et aL,2001,; Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001). Any suitable model of

parsing must be sophisticated enough to incoqporate purictuation, and to account for those

situations when punctuation has an effect and those whete it does not.

The current findings suggest that punctuadon can direct the coutse of patsing, eithet

immediately, by sþalling coffect attachments ot, altematively, duting teandysis (see

Section 9.4.1 following). Further, punctuation may possibly influence patseds confidence in

and commitment to any particular structure. The present findings support Mitchell's (1994)

questioning of the completeness of ttee-ddven accounts, as something other than the

parsing tree must be consulted pdor to a decision being made. The pdnciples of late-

closure and minimal attachment, therefore, cannot btindly operate alone, as proposed by

the garden path model, even if, it seems, when t"kiog into account only the initial struchrral

analysis (I{ilt, 1 996).

In more recent dmes, exponents of the constraint-satisfaction viewpoint of parsing

(e.g., MacDonald et a,I.,7994; Trueswell et a1.,7994) have challenged the syntax-first nature

of the garden path model. MacDonald et al. (1994) assefr that patsing is not sedal, and that

the cognitive architecture is not modular. Instead, they suggest that parsing is carried out in

apan)lel fashion, with a range of information types influencing the parser at once. The

contdbution of puncnradon to parsing can, without difficulty, be explained in terms of

being a 'consttaint', as muldple constraints are seen as affecting the parsing process

simultaneously. Further, the dissimiJar influence exerted by punctuation could also easily be

explained under this model as the fact that certain information âppears to exert ¿n eatlier

influence on the patsing process than othet information is not viewed as necessadly due to
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a modular ârchitecture, but simply be due to the speed with which diffetent information

types accrue acdvation (1\4acDonald et al., 1994).

Neither of the two models have directly addressed the role of punctuation in

sentence parsing, although Frazier (7987, p. 563) acknowledges that the principles of late-

closure ¿nd minimal attachment apply unless prosodic inform¿tion ot puncnradon prevents

their applicaion: "...íf z string is locally disambþated (e.g., by punctuadon ot by clear

prosodic effects) then by definition there will be only one permissible analysis of the input

and we would expect perceivers to constructthat znalysis." Despite this acknowledgemeng

there have been minimal attempts to develop a model that spells out the role of

punctuation in parsing. The garden path model could pethaps be expanded by adding a

discrete module that applies before synøctic structurral assignment, or by expanding the

eústing syntactic module to include a mechanism for processing punctuation information

at the same dme as other syntactic information, allowing the two types of informadon to

interact before the module's output is passed to the next stage. Given that televant

punchration information can be viewed as 'slmtacd.cally ddven' (Steinhauer & Fdededci,

2007), the cote 'modularity assumption' of the model is not affected, as the parser could

still be assumed to opetate exclusively on syntacd.c information.

The consüaint-satisfacdon model does not accommodate punctuation either,

although the model is generally compatible with an eady puncnrational impact on syntactic

processing. In pdnciple, it would be possible to add puûctuation information as anothet

constraint to the multiple consúaints abeady proposed, in the same mârurer as that

proposed for prosodic information (I(jeþatd & Speet, 1999; Schepman,7997). However,

the constraint-satisfaction view would need to specifr more cleatly when and why

punctuation would overide other informadon ty¡res, such as lexical and semantic

information.
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9.4.1Punctuation: Immediate Guide or Facilitatot in Reanalysis?

The lack of arry delay associated v¡ith a gatden path effect in many of the

experimental sentences þatticulatly with skilled teaders), suggests that the guidance

provided by punctuation in parsing does not take place tfter z readet etcounters structural

problems. If commas are simply markers that indicate where to backtrack to aftet a

misparse is detected, then any recovery opetation is extraordinadly fast fot a progtessive

serial processor (Flill & Murray, 2000a). Thus, the tapid influence of comma information

obsewed in the cuffent study could be considered as evidence for delay-ftee parsing

theod.es, where structures are cteated as soon as each infotrnation unit (e.g., words) is

encountered.

It is likely, thetefore, that commas act eithet as imme.liate preuenters of misanalysis, ot

indicate where the structural analysis must divetge into parallel ptocessing. Moreover, if

patsing is actually performed deterministically and the parset tempotatily suspends the

attachment of phrases in its strucnrral build-up in a'wttt-and-see' mânnet (e.g., Marcus,

1980), punctuation may be a cue that either eliminates the need fot such a guarded

approach to structural build-up in the fust place, or specifies when the attachment can

ptoceed (ËIiU, 1996).

In Expedment3a, however, the data on less-skilled teadets indicated that their

inteqptetations often reflected the persistence of initial incorect thematic tole assignments,

even oûce punctuation was inuoduced. The dzø cenainly pointed towatds an

intelpretation of comma cues as coming into play only after the initial sürrctural

assignments had been suggested on putely moqphosyntactic grounds (such as that of wotd

order). In the case of skilled teaders, when there was conflict between semandc cues and

syntactic cues, then the synøctic function of the cornma determined the outcome of the

process, avoiding the effects of other factors, such as plausibility. In contrasq the inability

of less-skilled readers to deal with punctuadon as effectively meant that the tesultant
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misintetpretation persisted more often, and semantic factors still had an impact on

structural decision-making. Nevertheless, the comma was still shown to facilitate the

reading performance of less-skilled readers, although it is likely that this facilitation took

place only during teanalysis.

Reanalysis has been classified in tenns of forwatd, backwatd and selective reanalysis

(see Frazier & Rayner, 7982), all of which can be classified as backtracking schemes, since

they involve the paner returning to previous states in the parse and pursuing alternative

analyses by te-comp¡sþs¡ding ambþous matedal. Foruardrcznalysis is said to have

occuted when the readet retums to the start of the sentence and re-comprehends the

sentence, in all probability looking for choice points at which to make altemative decisions.

In backaard reanalysis, the teadet ptoceeds backwatd thtough the sentence, apptaising the

vadous alternadves .I¡ sehctiae reanalysis, the reader concentrates only on the secd.on of the

sentence that caused the difficulty (Lewis, 1998). It is likely that punctuation aids to

fzclJ;;tate selecdve teanalysis, as the position of the cornma may have been marked or

flagged as the place to return to if problems âre ercountered later (Flill, 1996), thus

assisting rapid recovery ftom the misparse.

9.5 PUNCTUATION AND READING-ABILITY

9.5.1The Natute of Reading-Ability and Pr nctuation

A central issue relating to the nature of reading-ability is whether it should be

considered as a whole or as a cluster of sub-skills. In support of the 5uþ-skill vis\r¡,

cortelations amo.ng sub-skills have been shown to be quite high for good readers but low

fot poor teadets, suggesting that these groups diffet in the way they otganise component

skills @veratt & Underwood, 7994; Gtor4 Meiran, & Oref, 1996). The skilled reader is

presumed to have mastered each of the sub-skills at the automatic level and, more

importantly, to have made their integmtion automadc (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974).
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Effectively, this means that the skilled reader is no longet conscious of the component

nature of the sub-skills, and perceives the reading process to be a holistic one. The daø of.

this project has supported the view that, even with expedenced teadels, whose reading

skills are highly developed, Iarge individual diffetences exist in sub-component efficiencies

flValczyk, 1995).

Many of the crürent findings support the capacity theory of comprehension flust &

Ca4renter, 1992), according to which a higher-capacity reader is considered more proficient

than alow-capacity rezder in using abroadrange of potenti¿l constraints dudng reading.

Theoretically, any of these constraints may exclusively, or in combination u¡ith othet

consüaints, influence the language perception and comptehension ptocesses (Cohen et al.,

2001).It is likely that puûctuation is one such constraiflg which sttongly influences a

reader's confidence in and commitment to âny particulat inteqptetation.

The observed diffetence in the influence of punctuation on skilled and less-skilled

readers in the present study suggests that skilled teadets have resoutces that permit them to

profit ftom puncnrad.on, both when it is syntactically critical and when it is merely

appropriate. In contrast, less-skilled readers rely mostJy on mote basic syntacd.c cues, such

as word order. Depending on an individuafs teading-ability, therefore, patsing outcomes

^ppe 
r to be influenced diffetently by the ptesence or absence of apptoptiate punctuation.

It is suggested here that punctuation is one of the constaints that high-capacity teaders ate

better able to take account of, compared to low-capacity readers-suppotting the view that

punctuation is a tool used best in the hands of skilled readers (Chapman, 1993).

Although cleady agteeing on the importance of apptopriate puncnration in cdtical

garden path structures, ptevious studies (e.g., Clifton,7993; Hill, 1996; Hill & Murray,

2000b) have reached very different conclusions ftom those of the cuffent project regarding

the role of punctuation in less-critical sentence structutes. These results, however, may not

be as conflicting as they at first appear. Throughout the experimental stages of this
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dissertad.on, it has been suggested that it is possible to teconcile the conüadictory results of

the studies by øking into account the skill of the rezdet Clearly more information is

needed tegarding how the use of punctuation changes u¡ith incteased reading skill, and

perhaps other relevant factors, such as individual punctuation practices (e.g., Steinhauer &

Friededci, 2001).

9. 5. 1. I M e ta c ogni tive an d Otganis a tion aI Asp e c ts of Punc tu a tion

Hierarchically structured language incorporates phonological, motphological,

syntacdc, and semand.c information. Because of their competency in a particulatlanguzge,

readets ate able to use this information. Additional non-linguistic info¡nad.on, for example

metalinguistics knowledge and the physical characteristics of the message, also conttibute

to the communicative act, although such non-linguistic information can be a source of

considerable variabiJity (Cohen et aL., 2007).

One possible reason why the magnitude of faciliation linked to punctuation was

found to be larger with skilled teadets could be the mismatch between the mode of

responding to punctuation employed by less-skilled readers and the pattern of responding

assumed necessary for successful comprehension to occlrr. Skilled readers have been found

to be more able to organise sentences into meaningful chunks, whereas iess-skilled readets

ftequently struggle to otganise matedal in a manner that is tequired for reading

comptehension (Stevens, 1981). Sküled readets have been obserwed to petform better, in

teffis of comprehension petformance, for larger text segment sÞe, wheteas the opposite,

but non-signifrcant, tendency has been found for the less-skilled readers (Chen & Healy,

1995). Appropriàte punctuation signifies structutal relations by marking synøctic

boundades. It is quite likeþ that this marking facilitates the resolution of linguistic

structuie, thereby speeding the reading process (Cohen et al., 2001). It appears, then, that

punctuation is a linguistic tool that enables skilled readers to apportion text into meaningfui
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units---an organisational skill which less-skilled readets ate not necessadly as proficient in

using.

Studies of the metâcognitive aspects of reading (whete teaders monitors their degree

of understanding or its lack) in children ptovide additional suppofi fot this view, as good

readets have been found to be significantly mote able to tecognise text organiztton

(I\4cGee, 7982;Sanzcore, 1984). Similarly, slrillsd adult readets have been found to have a

gre ter. repertoire of strategies for building a structure of meaning vrithin the text (Smith,

1985) and to drav¡ more inferences regatding the structute of text SVilson & Hammill,

7982), than less-skilled readers. Moreover, poorer teadets have been shown to know less

about such pdnt-related concepts as wotd order in sentences, and notably, the function of

pr:nctuation matks (Stewart & Tei, 1983).

Presumably, teaders in the cuffent study who failed to code the wotds they tead into

meaningful phrases or chunks may have had difficulty comptehending even when they

were able to att¿ch meaning to individual words, thereby incudng a dme-consuming

reanalysis. Skilled readers on the other hand, ptesumably used punctuation to otganise

input into meaningfui units, implying that they ate using effective coding strategies that

involve punctuation. The finding in Expedment 4 of 5killsd teadets being significantly

mote confident in their ability to deal with punctuation is consistent u¡ith this nodon.

Moreovet, it supports ptevious wotk that has found that good te¿dets have better or mole

readily avail¿ble orthogtaphic knowledge fiared, Levy, & Rayner, 1999).

An integtal part of being a fluent and skilled reader is being 
^w^te 

of the readi.g

process, and studies have shown that skilled readers ate more conscious of various asPects

of reading. Constructing meaning ftom text implies that teaders must be able to recognise

the significant elernents and their role in the text. Fluent teaders }rrave z greater capacity to

do this, as well as being more aware of internal text inconsistencies (À4arshal & Glock,

1979; Stewart & Tei, 1983). When readets identift portions of text that are rnissing, ot
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ought not to be there, they show that they have been reflecting upon theit comprehension

and making judgements on their teading process-activities integal to meacognition.

Â skilied reader may well be compated to an expert taxi-d¡iver ftIorowiø, 1985),

who must be awate of the city layout. He or she needs to have an internal, global

reptesentad.on of the patterning of roads, ¡¡çlsding main highways, fteeways (the macro-

level text strucírres), and the side roads (micro-level structures). The expett taxi-ddver

must also know how to work with the cue system on the toad-highway marks, road sþs

and lights. Similarþ, the skilled reader needs knowledge about text pattems on â global

level (e.g., chapter formats, paragtaphs structures and so on), as well as microstructues

(which includes knowledge about how to use punctuation). Poor readers are not z'ware of

text structure and often do not use it in recall (Florowiø, 1985). The fact that skill begets

practice and ptactice begets furthet skill pethaps plays a role in maintaining skill

differences , znd may partly explain, or ât least be related to, capacity differences obserwed

in adults. The tight kind of practice, in effec! inceases functional czpacity (Pedetti, 1994).

9.5.2 Reading-Ability, Syntax and Prosody

The population that was investigated in the curent research was first-year

undetgtaduate students. Even the youngest of these students have had almost two decades

of expedence with listening and speaking-with almost constant practice and

reinfotcement in these skills in their daily lives. In contrast, their famüiadty *ith reading,

and even more with wdting, is based on a much more limited expedence @ale, 1991). It is

not suqprising, then, that many sûrdents are speaking experts and writing novices.

Moteovet, the cãrrying ovet into *itirg of various 'speech based practices'is fat ftom

startling (see Danielewicz & Chafe,1985).

The unsophisticated teadet, thetefote, mayhave problems with punctuation (such as

those observed in the cuffent project) not because he or she has no proficiency with

sentences whatsoever, but because the written language possibly demands some ûew
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competencies that have not necessarily been endrely taught or rnasteted. These capabilities

include not only knowledge of the functions of the vadous matks of punctuation, but also

the capacity to m^îage the structures that writets depend upon to overcome the

redundancy, fragmentad.on, and loose sequencing th^t 
^re 

so usual in speech (Shaughessy,

1977).

The dynamics of reading and wdting divetge in many ways. Speaking is sPontaneous,

tapid, social and unstructured, wheteas writing is in genetal slow, purposeful, structured,

and produced in isolation. Since speech is a higher-order function, wdting experience

ineviøbly develops out of speaking-this pdority is especially evident in the cteations of

inexpedenced wdters, for whom the transition ftom speaking to writing skill has not fully

manifested (Calkins, 1980; Cotdeiro, 1988; Danielewicz &Chafe,1985). In wdting,

punctuation is a mechanism fot dividing texts into units, ot to indicate semand,c and

syntactic relations. In speaking, tÌrese functions are performed by the prosodic feahres of

intonation and pausing (see Section 3.2). As pteviously discussed, the corel¿tion between

spoken language prosody and punctuation is, although relatively hþh, far ftom perfect,

cteating problems for inexperienced wdtets and teadets, who have not yet become f^lmilizr

with the complexity of the relationship. Developmental research (e.g., Calkins, 1980; Cook-

Gumpetz & Cook-Gump er2,7987; Cordeiro, 1988; Cotdeiro et e-1.,7983; Edelsþ, 1983)

has repeatedly shown that punctuâdon ertots made by young wd.ters mote often tlan not

refl ect prosodic interpretations.

The puncnration errors observed in the present research can be seen as a valuable

sorüce of information on how the spoken language influences the written language,

particularly given that less-skilled particþants wete significantly mote likely to consider

prosody to be the main function of punctuadon, while skilled readers viewed punctuation

as more closely tied to syntâx (see Sections 6.3.4 and7.3.3). As discussed in Chapter 3,

there has been considerable debate as to whethet punctuation in English should be based
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on the places whete one should pause while tearling aloud þrosody), oi on gratnmar

(syntax). Evidendy, grzmmatcal divisions and pauses for breath ftequently fall in the same

places, but not always. Those who favoured using punctuation to mark gtammatical

divisions won tÏe debate-this is imporønt to note, as one cannot setde on how to

punctuate a passage just by telþg on ones inner ear or by reading it aloud. The finding of

less-skilled teadets pteferdng ptosodic intelpretations is a strong piece of evidence against

an oveÍemPhasis on the ptosodic functions in the teaching of punctuation-as,

conceivabl¡ this could promote poorer ¡s2ding.

Prosodic punctuation, however, is certainly a useful instrument by which a wdter can

imptess speed restricdons or pauses upon the reade4 producing a state more compzøble

with spoken language. In conüast to spoken language, the featues of intonation and

prosody, along with othet forms of emphasis and non-leúcal information that convey

desfued intelpretations and meanings of sentences, are often lost in written language.

Punctuadon, thetefore, may be a key factor in differentiating between acdve and passive

theories of language comprehension; specifically, when deciding whether language delivery

(including rate of delivery) and the prefetences for structwal intetpretation are dominated

by the recþient of the information or by the commuûcator.

Nonetheless, the curtent findings mþht be seen as a warning that punctuation should

not be üeated purely as a handmaiden to informal speech (see Baton, z}}1)-panculady

considedng the prolifetation of new com¡nunication-technologies, such as e-mail and

phone-text-messaging. Indeed, the finding that nearly half of the paticþants viewed

prosody as the main function of punctuad.on, coupled v¡ith Scholes and \Willis's (1990)

fi"ditg that neatly a third of theit eghty particþants were, for tÌre most part, insensitive to

the syntactic function of punctuation, suggests that, although both elocutionzry znd

synøctic uses of punctuad.on persist among contemporary wdters and readers, the

imporønce of syntax in punctuation should flot be þoted. The fact that less-skilled
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reâders in the crürent study did not use syntactic punctuation cues as much as skilled

readers, in almost all reading tasks, provides furthet evidence fot this contendon. This is

paticularþ important given that past researchers have suggested that the less efficient use

of syntactic cues in reading may be symptomatic of a more general deficit in lingutstic

knowledge (e.g., !Øillows & Ryan, 1981).

The telationship between puncnration and prosody appears still largely unresolved

(Clifton & Duf$r, 2001). Hill (1996) rejects Chafe's (1988) contend.on that thete is a direct

correspondence between punctuation and parsing. However, the empfuical dzø (similar to

the findings in the present teseatch) only rules out the equivalence of cotnmas and pauses

(Steinhauer & Friedetici, 2001).If punctuation is acnrally me.liated by (overt or sub-vocal)

ptosody, then the processing of puncnration should tesemble that of overt prosody. A

study of event related potenrials found that both cofirmas and prosodic boundaries can

influence syntactic patsing in the same way, and, rnoreover, that they ate possibly mediated

by the same brain structures (Steinhauer & Friederici, 2001).

Outcomes similar to the comma-facilitation effects obsewed in the cuffent study,

and in previous work (e.g., Cohen et a1.,2001.; Hitl & Murray, 2000b; Mitchell, 1986;

Mitchell & Holmes, 1985), particularly in closue ambiguities, have also been reported fot

the auditory modality (e.g., Marslen-\Wilson etù.,7992; Speer etzl',7996;Warren, Grabe,

& Nolan, 1995). Prosodic cues such as speech boundaries have been demonstrated to

affectparsing pteferences in a manner analogous to that found for cornmas. It should,

howevet, be noted that there have been contradictory findinæ that have challenged the

view that ptosody can immediately influence parsing decisions (e.g., Pynte & Pdeur, 1996;

\Vatt & Murray, 1996).

While punctuation shares many of its charactedstics with prosody, it cannot be

descdbed as an exact equivalent; written and spoken language have significant enough

differences, as complete systems, to ptevent this ftIill, 1996; Marslen-\üíilson eta1.,7992).
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Moreover, modern punctuation has syntactic uses thztar,e not üansfered into speech and

tlrere are many qualities of speech that arc potentially meaningful, but not encoded tn zny

graphical form (such as vari¿tions in pace, volume and pitch). The relationships between

punchration, syntâx and prosody, therefore, certainly w^tÍ^flt further teseatch attention.

9.6 MODES OF PUNCTUATION

It was the famous lexicogaphers Hen¡y S7atson Fowle¡ and Francis George Fowler

nTbe King's Englislt, published in 1906, who esøblished the current British practice of

lighter puncnration, decìaring: "The objection to fullstopping [closed style of punctuation]

that is coffect is the discomfort inflicted on readers, who are pe{petually being checked like

a hone with a fidgety driver." The brothers went on to emphasise, however: "but bettet a

slight irritation than the grave doubt which often results from the ambiguity caused by

under stopping" (cited in Partddge, 1.978, p.94). Punctuation practice in the United States

has followed much the same path as in Bdtain, but the nrles l¿id down by Ametican

authotities have in genetal been more rigid than the Bdtish and Australian rules (Ì.{unbetg,

1ee0).

In more recent dmes, punch¡ation practice has favoured minimal matking of the

logical units of a text, and 
^ 

gïe t deal of confusion and idiosynctasy in the use of

punctuation has developed. Howevet, as discussed in Chaptet 8, thete is no reason to

suggest that these extremely useful tools should be whittled zway to nothing, parricularly if

the sole motivation is the fact people are not informed enough in theit use. Thete are

ongoing discussions concerning punctuation rules in zvanety of countdes, and in a variety

of languages. Uri'derstanding the interrelations between rule knowledge, salience, and

processingmechanisms concerningpunctuationinmore detnl,tna,y heþ establishmote

empirically based punchration rules (Steinhauer & Fdededci, 2001).

The ultimate goal of the teseatch on punctuation, however, should not be to devise a

gerue-specific all-inclusive grammar of punctuation, but rather to advocate a general set of
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ideas that will indicate the function and meaning of a given punctuation in aty Poslüon ü1

which it occtus @ruthiaux, 1993). This ¡aises the important issue of whether punctuation

should be treated descriptively or prescriptively. Ptescriptivists by and large regatd

innovation as dangerous, or at 
^rty 

t^te to be resisted; desctiptivists, whethet with ot

without tesþation, swiftly identify new linguistic habits and tecord them in dictionaries

and gtammars, with little or no indication that they might be unu¡elcome or' atàîy r^te,

debatable (for a good teview of these issues see Delin, 2002).

Although nearly all style and grammar books g¡ve aptescdptive account of

punctuation, most scholarly investigations of punchration (teviewed in Chaptet 3 aind 4),

have centred on describing the inforrnation-ptoviding firnctions of punctuation (Say &

Akman, 1997).With the exception of Nunbetg (1990) andJones (1996), there has been no

attempt to ptovide a forctalperspective on Punctuâdon, of, indeed, to Put foth any

empirically based prescriptive opinions. The current project has shown that appropriate

disambþating commas âre essential in critical struchlres atd,etworst, they appear to be

ftansparent when used correctly in non-cdtical structures. Moteover, as suggested in this

dissertation, the obsewed facilitatory effect of optional puncnration raises the distinction

between colnmas as preventers of incorrect parsing and cotnmas as facilitatots of cotect

parsing. It is suggested that they do both, a possibility that does not seem to be consideted

by style-guide preparers ot other langazge teseatchets.

Although the findings from Expedment 4 te fat ftom mandating the exceedingly

heavy punctuation style of eighteenth- and nineteenth-centudes, they cerainly caudon

against an extreme open (minimalist) style of punctuation. The modern tend in

puncnradon practice is towards less use of matks, particularly cofitmas, where possible.

However, it is suggested here that the phtase wbere pos$bh is significant. Often the rules of

punchration usage state that, for example, 
^ 

comtî must be used in a patticulat place, and

it cannot be left out on the grounds that 'less punctuation is bettet'. Sometimes, too, the
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use of a comma may be optional ftom a technical point of view, but it can nevertheless

make the text easier for a rcader to comprehend. It is undesirable for punctuation practice

to change fot no othet teason than that some people are uncertain or mistaken about

usage. Systematizing the rules of punctuation and emphasizing pdncþles that enhance

reading perfotmance promises to make punctuation easier to learn, as this approach

appeals to reason and semand.c intentions, rather than to ones need to be correc¡ ¿çço¡rling

to a set of unsystematised rules (see Dawkins, 1992a).

9.6.1 Pedagogical Implications

Reading is essential at the university level, and students must read with understanding

and apply cdtical insights to the wide tange of printed sources that accompzny rcademic

coutsewotk (Chaplin, 1982). University students ought to be capable of melding new

knowledge with previous knowledge, and to adjust their thinking accordingly. To do this,

they have to be competent and efficient readers-tlìey must be aware of past expedences

that may help them in undetstanding present encounters. This can only be completed

efficiently if students have acquired meaning ftom the texts.

It is often assumed (inconectly) that all univetsity students have developed this

ability, and that they need no fufther instruction. Many students, however, although

capable of teading and comprehending zt a telaively high level, may not possess a fully

deveioped caprcity to competently exploit the v¡ide range of textual and orthographic cues

available. If a student has not had sufficient expetience with, ot developed competence in,

the phonemic, syntacd.c and visual systems of the langnge, then they must be given the

oppornrnity to develop these abilities so that these important textual cues can be corectly

decoded. Readets' acd.ons are based on their reading resources at partic"lar times in their

lives and, perhaps, past experiences w'ith punctuation ate reflected in these responses.

Undoubtedly, teadets use punctuadon as a clue to meaning. It plays an important

role in sþalling how meanings cornbine, ot do not combine. Readers who know the
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uaditional punctuation rules may well become irritated when those rules are broken or rrot

followed in a piece of wdting. Readers may also become confused if the punctuation

sþals blend meanings in ways that fail to fit the context. In the case of university students,

when a gnde or employment is at stake, reading-confusion and irritation should be kept to

a minimum.

As discussed in Section 9.5.1.7, to get conüol of the written mode of language it is

ûecessary to becotne more conscious of it. In the earlier phase of out developmeng getting

conttol of language in the spoken mode seems to be largely an unconscious activity. The

interaction we have with others while developing language is often characterised as implicit.

Latet in development, the written mode becomes important, and it is here that we altet out

way of leaming ftom a less conscious to a mote conscious one Sinset, 1988). The cutent

project has provided strong gtounds for making the teaching and clatiffing of puncnration

mote explicit, as students need to undetstand the strucnrral operations that otganise

sentences into hientchical clustedng of words, along with the processes that manipulate

them.

9.7 CONCLUSION

In reading, it is not sufficient that words be identified. I7otds need to be combined

into a coherent strucflüe that indicates their intetelationships ferrefua & Henderson,

1990). The curent study has provided further insþht into how sub-component efficiencies

and availzble resoutces influence reading outcomes under vadous task conditions.

Throughout tlris research, it has been consistently demonstrated that the processing

disadvantage for baseline-ambþous stfirctufes disappears when sentences are presented

with appropriate punctuation. Taken togethet, the experimental results are consistent with

the predictions of a reading model in which information ftom punctuadon can influence

the operation of the syntactic parsing mechanism. Moteovet, the results ftom Experiments

2 and 3a provide evidence that punctuadon cues can influence the tesolution of tempotary
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syntâctic ambiguities quite eady in the patsing process. The evidence, particularly fot skilled

teaders, is consistent u¡ith the view that informaiot avaJfable ftom punctuation

immediately determined the assignment of syntactic structure. An adequate model of

sentence patsing, thetefote, must clearly delineate the role of punctuation and, importantly,

speciSt its interaction with other linguistic informad.on sources dwing processing.

The discussion of English punctuation provided throughout the disseration has

attempted to demonsftate that, while punctuation may appear a confined, even esotedc

topic, that is of little intetest to the langaage researcher, the principtes and practices

governing punctuation reflect, it p"tt, a much latget domain of assumptions about spoken

and wdtten language (Baron, 2001; Bruthiaux,1,993). Paradoxically, punctuation marks not

only articulate language, theteby btirgrg writing closer to speaking, but also ptovides

structutal information ffan den Berg, 1995). Consequently, punctuation marks often come

into conflict vrith theit own mimetic nature. Howevet, it is suggested here that if people

apptoach punchration with an understanding of its origin and flexibility, th.y will not be

intimidated by the convendons of punctuad.on, and v¡ill be able to modift their conditioned

lesponses to punctuation appropdateþ.

9.7.1Futu¡e reseatch

Although the studies repotted in this project answer some of the cenüal questions

regarding the tole of punctuation in sentence patsing, many questions still temain

unanswered. In this secdon, some avenues for future research v¡ill be suggested. The

empirical work reported in this dissefiation focussed, for the most paft, on whethet readers

use colltmas as cues to syntactic parsing. Seemingly, it would be valuable to acquire more

systematic knowledge regatding the constraints affecting the probabilities with which

teaders ate PrePated to effect synactic closure, or'disambþadon', on the basis of

punctuation. A,s st¿ted befote, these may include the petceptual cdticalness of the
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punctuation cues, the flumber of possible interpretations of these cues, the style of wdting,

and the predispositions of the reader (e.g., experience and capzcíty with punctuation).

Ultimately, it would be appealing to deveiop a theoredcal model of syntactic parsing

which could incorporate a role for punctuation. In such a rnodel, identi$dng the role of

punctuation marks ir g*dirg syntactic information may be complex, as the mapping ftom

punctuation to syntâx does not 
^ppezt 

staightforward. Befote a theoretical model can be

builg however, there is a need to gather further empidcal data both on the conditions

under which punctuation information is used dudng parsing, and on the time-coutse of the

use of such information.

The findings of an absolute removal of some garden path effects in the cuffent

project provide â strong case for the claim that commas produce immediate effects on

synactic parsing þrimady in btocking erroneous attachments), particulatly with skilled

readers. However, if commas are truly dominating features of wdtten language, then strong

negative effects caused by incorrect punctuation should be inducible without difficutty

(I{ilt, 1996). If future research found strorrg disruptive influences linked to inapptopdate

puncnration Gimilâr to Cohen et 
^1.,2001) 

then this would give furthet credibility to the

view of cofirmas as immediate guides, while simuløneously weakening the view that

corntnas merely direct repairs (e.g., selective backtacking). I{ however, Punctuation matks

are found to guide patsing only tentatively, warning of potential syntactic boundaties in an

otherwise featureless environment, then a süong negative influence is by no means cert¿in.

Alternatively, if such future reseatch ril¡as to also considet the vatiables of reading-ability or

punctuation-experience, puncnradon mþht well be found to both act âs ¿n i1¡¡1sdiq¡s

guide and a fzc:lttator of reanalysis, depending on such factors as the individual teadet, and

the mode of puncnration.

The current project has been resÉicted to investigating the comma; thus, as

previously stated, inferences ftom obsewed comma-effects to general-punctuadon-effects
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should be tent¿tive. Nevertheless, it is probable that punctuation matks which have

st¡uctual defining functions similar to those of commas (see Section 3.3, Figure 3.1);

matks such as firll-stoPs, colons and semicolons, are likely to exhibit equivalent syntactic

effects on parsing, but of varying süength. Colons and semicolons could, however, be

Profle to exhibit exaggetated qualities because of their relative inftequency and their gre tet

physical Presence-as they ate, essentially, a combination of ¡vo of the more ftequent

punctuation marks (Ilill, 1996).

,tdditional uncertainties about generalising ftom the obserwed comma-effects ale

raised by punctuation marks such as exclamation and question marks, which convey

important semandc infotmation without modifting the structure of the sentence until its

conclusion. The importance of these marks is less important in formal wdting, whete

lexical information can guide interptetation, yet there is still a clear distinction between 9.1

and9.2.

(e.1)

(e.2)

ìíhat is that idiot Ben doing now?

What is that idiot Ben doing now!

Moteovet, certain punctuation marks act as lexical modifi.ers, and not as strict

syntactic cues. Fot example the aposttophe denotes either omission or possession, and the

hyphen functions to signift the combined meaning resulting ftom the merging of two

words. Much of the operational capacities of punctuation and its domains of influence,

therefore, remain unclear.
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The clear-cut differences found in the ptesent study between skilled and less-skilled

readers, combined with Steinhauer and Friedericfs (2001) fiodiog that cornmas ere more

effective guides for individuals accustomed to sttict punchration rules (and, hence, the

subjective relevance of this information), suggest that future expedmental desþs ought to

control for reading ability z¡df or idiosyncatic punctuation habits. Reseatchers should be

caud.ous, therefote, in using punctuation as a means of ptoviding unambþous control

sentences (such as in Chdstianson et ù.,2007; Pickedng & Traxler, 1998), as it is likely that

punctuation information will have dissimilar influence on individuals, depending on factors

such as reading-ability ot punctuation pteferences.

Continued research will also h"þ i" uncovedng the many similarities and

dissimiladties between u¡dtten and spoken language, benefiting both teaching and

communication skills. One goal of fu¡¡re reseæch into punctuation should be to identifr

the struchres in which most poor readerc have difficulty with punctuation and to use that

information as the basis for interr¡ention. In considedng how studies of teading failure can

Iead to improved instrucdon, it ought to be tecognised that the majotity of intervention

studies have thei¡ origins in investþations of beginning teadets. Thus, the princþles

derived ftom these studies tend to focus on pÍocesses that are part of the early

development of teading skills, as beginning readirg skills ate the level at which most poor

readers fail. The cuffent reseatch provides furthet evidence that studies of adult teaders ate

also capable of supplying valuable information on teading failute, thereby gitg imporønt

information about the targeting of intervention and further education.
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9.7.2 Fi¡al Rematks

Prrncnradon is essential to the processing of written langaage,yet empirical research

on its functions, influence and effectiveness has been sparse. Although perhaps possessing

only minimal visual impact, a cofirma is capable of being 
^very 

influen 'rl featrre of

synøctic patsing, which can promote successful and efficient transfer of information. This,

consequently, enhaûces reading speed and comprgþs¡5iofl-¡ssulti.g in overall improved

reading petformance. The studies reported here form part of the converging evidence for

the maior contribution that punctuâtion makes to the processing of written language,

specifically to its stronginfluence on the exftacdon of meaning ftom sentences.
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Appendices

A: Reading behaviour questionnaire

B: Experiment 1: fout stimuli conditions

C: Off-line punctuation questionnaire
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AppBNoxA

Reading Behaviour Questionnaire

The following questions relate to reading OTIIER THAN that done for study or work. Please read
them ca¡efully and tick answers where appropriate.

General Recreational Rearling Questions

I. Ifyou readfor pleasure pleqse tickwhat areas you read in (in bold), and ofthose you have selected
please answer the more specific questions.

Books
What type of books do you read?
o Fiction books
tr Non-fiction books
O Mostly fiction, but some non-fiction
O Mostly non-fiction, but some fiction
tr Other, please explain:

Magazines
Wwt type of magazines do you read?
tr Magazines catering to specific hobbies
B Scientific, computing or technical magazines
o Health and lifestyle magazines
tr Other, please explain:

Newspapers
Ifyou read newspopers, do you:
tr Read from start to finish
O Read the majority of sections, only ignoring a few articles that do not interest you
tr Read only certain sections that a¡e of interest to you
El Skim headlines and look at pictures
O Other, please explain:

2. If you read books for pleasure, on average what is the approximate number of books you would read
(from stun tufinish) in ayear?

3. Please tickthe genre(s) you enjoy reading in:
o Historical o
o Philosophical tr
tr Technical o
tr Romance O
tr Sporting tr
tr Religious o
o Healthrlifestyle o

Instructional
Science-fiction
Educational
MysteryÆhriller
Poetic
Biographies
Other(s), please explain

4. How ofien do you discuss møterial you have read?

tr Very frequently
tr Frequently

o
o

Occasionally
Rarely
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Instructional and Technical Reading Questions

I. These days many devices come with more or less complex instructional manuals, when rtr$ attempting

to use such devices do you:

D Read the whole manual fust
o Read the most of the manual
o Read some of the manual
O Read sections of the manual as you need information for the particular aspect

you are attempting to do
tr Only look in manual when problems arise

tr Never read the manual

2. Do youfind the majority of rnanuals to be:

o Easy to read
o Relatively easy to read
tr DifFrcult to read
tr Almost impossible to read

Wotd-Processing and Other Software Questions

I. When leørning about new software, such as word-processors and spread-sheet pacl<ages, do you:

o Familiarise yourself with manual prior to attemPting to use software

o Look things up in the manual as you need them
tr Avoid manual all together

2. When using sofl'ware, if problems arise do you use the help file?

tr Readily
tr Reluctantly
o Not at all
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Vocabularv Test ltaken ftom Diaclc 1975)

Please read the following, and tick only words that you would be able to provide definitions for:

TestNo 1:

Level I
O I amusement
tr 2 discipline
D 3 hollow
tr 4 immense
tr 5 macaroni
O 6 performance
O 7 radiator
O 8 repeat
tr 9tackle
o lOuniform
Level2
tr 1l crusade
tr 12 deposit
tr 13 eclipse
O 14 humid
tr 15 interfere
O 16landmark
tr 17 obstruct
O 18 rural
O 19 salvage
tr 20veterinary

Level 3

O 2l dexterity
E 22 exped,iency
tr 23expel
tr 24 gnvity
O 25 intersect
tr 26 malefactor
O 27 medley
O 28 tranquility
E 29 verdict
O 30zenith
Level4
O 3l anathema
tr 32 encomium
tr 33 incipient
E¡ 34juridical
O 35 leit-motif
O 36 morphology
O 37 osænsible
O 38 parabola
tr 39 sargasso
O 40 torsion

Level 3

tr 2l colossus
O 22gnpple
tr 23 humiliate
O 24 invertebrate
tr 25 luna¡
O 26 mosaic
tr 27 penance
O 28 sieve
O 29 tenacious
O 30 venomous
Level4
O 3l capillary
O 32gewe
tr 33 heterodox
O 34jurisdiction
O 35 laminated
O 36 mat¡ix
O 37 onus
O 38 pawenu
O 39 prehensile
O 40 sirocco

Level 5

tr 4l argot
O 42bistre
O 43 etiolated
O zl4 hierophant
O 45 ichnolite
tr 46kohlrabi
tr 47 Ilano
O 48 objurgate
E 49 raddle
tr 50roulade
Lævel 6
tr 5l bora
tr 52 demurrer
O 53 hispid
tr 54 kilderkin
tr 55 logion
tr 56 magma
tr 57 operculum
B 58 ripnp
tr 59 samite
tr 60 xylophagous

Level 5

tr 4l auopine
tr 42 diacritical
O 43 heterodyne
O 44hubris
B 45jalousie
O 46 lumen
tr 47 metempsychosis
tr 48 pointillist
tr 49 provenance
O 50 semantic
Lævel 6
O 5l chiasmus
O 52 dipnoan
tr 53 glaucous
O 54 ichthyornis
O 55 laniary
tr 56 primage
tr 57 reremouse
O 58 scantling
tr 59 thanatology
tr 60 ulema

TestNo.2
Level I
tr I capital
tr 2 centipede
B 3 diary
tr 4 hibernate
tr 5 hover
O 6ledge
O Tmedium
O 8 pioneer
O 9 wobble
tr l0yelp
Level2
O 1l curfew
tr 12gully
O 13 igrorance
O 14 laborious
O 15 merriment
O 16obtainable
tr 17 ravenous
O 18 rivet -.

tr 19 temporary
tr 20visualise
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Informal Intepiew

Are there areas of reading that youfind particularþ dfficult to make yourself do?
If so, please explain:
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ApppNour B

L After the customer had left, the small shop closed its door

2. After the customer had left the small shop closed its door.

3. Geoffrey watched the rain beat down on the na¡row street from his small shop's window. He looked
a¡ound his store and mused about the changing times, not so long ago his shop had thrived; now, in a
technical age, it had an archaic air that many considered quaint. Geoffrey didnt like that idea, but
reluctantly had to admit that he had failed to change with the times and had lost out to those 'flashy'

bookstores. So be it, he loved his 'quaint' little store. His brooding ended when the familiar chiming
that indicated the opening of the store's door. Geoffrey walked over to the customer and politely
greeted her. He received a curt nod and a grunt. No one wanted to converse much these days, he

thought. Geoffrey waited patiently and, a.fter what he considered a sufFrcient time, asked if he could
be of any service. Another grunt followed by a mumbling of the familiar phrase 'just looking'.
Geoffrey walked away and waited for the inevitable. After the customer had left. the small shop

closed its door. Geoffrey sighed and returned to his atæntion to the terrible weather and his terrible
mood.

4. Geoffrey watched the rain beat down on the na¡row street from his small shop's window. He looked
a¡ound his store and mused about the changing times, not so long ago his shop had thrived; now, in a
technical age, it had an a¡chaic air that many considered quaint. Geoffrey didnt like that idea, but
reluctantly had to admit that he had failed to change with the times and had lost out to those 'flashy'
bookstores. So be it, he loved his 'quaint' Iittle store. His brooding ended when the familiar chiming

that indicated the opening of the store's door. Geoffrey walked over to the customer and politely
geeted her. He received a curt nod and a grunt. No one wanted to converse much these days, he

thought. Geoffrey waited patiently and, after what he considered a sufficient time, asked if he could
be of any service. Another grunt followed by a mumbling of the familia¡ phrase 'just looking'.
Geoffrey walked away and waited for the inevitable. After the customer had left the small shop

closed its door. Geoffrey sighed and returned to his attention to the terrible weather and his tenible
mood.
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ArpBNour C

THE UNTVERSITY OF
ADELAIDE

Department of Psychology

PSycTToLINGUISTIC RESEARCH: THU STnUCTURE OF TEXT

Genetal Information

. Name:

' Sex: male female

' Age:
. Average number of books read per year (excluding course related material):
. Favourite genre(s) for reading (if applicable):

Questions on Prrnctuation:

I Did you notice that some sentences contained corrmas whilst others did not?
Yes No

I If possible, please give an approximation (Vo) of the number of sentences which
contained coÍrmas (please circle):

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Do you feel that any sentences were over-punctuated (i.e. too many commas)?
Yes No

In your own writing, how confident (on a scale of 1 - 10) are you of the
correctness of your use of punctuation (please circle)?

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

I

I

10

Not at all confident Extremely confidant

In your opinion, the pfi¡q4ry purpose of punctuation is to indicate (please circle):
a) The structure of a sentence (helps to group words together)

) How a written text would be spoken (shows pauses etc. in
speech
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